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ABSTRACT

In a review on conflict strategies, Putnam and Poole (1987) conclude that

relationship variables such as organisational position and interdependency account for

the most variance in the choice of conflict strategies. Despite these findings, however,

there is a general lack of attention to relationship outcomes in conflict management by

researchers (Knapp, Putnam, and Davis, 1988). This reflects the strong influence of

economic theory in conflict studies as well as a Western perspective in which

individual outcomes are emphasised above interpersonal relations (Wall & Callister,

1995). To address this problem, in this thesis I chose to assess the effect of Past-

Relationship, Other's-Strategy, Hierarchy, and Stake on Chinese manager's behaviour

in simulated conflict over welfare issues. The thesis consists of the following seven

chapters.

Chapter One, Introduction, identifies the need to address relationship

considerations in conflict management, and the PRC Chinese were chosen as subjects

for this research because of their emphasis on interpersonal relations. Past-

Relationship, Other's-Strategy, and Hierarchy were chosen to represent the ongoing

interpersonal relationship in the past, present and future; and Stake was used to

represent substantive considerations in conflict. These factors were assessed for their

effects on people's use of five conflict modes: Dominating (DO), Compromising

(CO), Obliging (OB), Integrating (IN), and Avoiding (AV). Although these five

conflict modes are based on a model developed in the West, they are applicable to the

Chinese as well despite the recent critics by some authors. The limited research on

Chinese interpersonal conflict has over-relied on self-report questionnaires and lacks

the context and substance of conflict. To avoid these pitfalls, the current research took

an experimental approach to solicit subject response to simulated conflict of interests.

Chapter Two, Hypotheses and research design. Five sets of hypotheses were

developed. Stake, Past-Relationship, and Other's-Strategy were expected to affect the

use of conflict modes in their own respective ways; Hierarchy's effects were to be

moderated by Stake; and an interaction between Other's-Strategy, Past-Relationship,

and Hierarchy was also expected. To test these hypotheses, three sources of data were

collected: behaviour in conflict simulation, behaviour rationales, and cases of real-

world conflict. The conflict issues in the simulation were limited to the allocation of

welfare benefits. The range of options and potential outcomes were made explicit to
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the subjects. Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake were operationalised through 12

conflict scenarios, which were then combined with Other�s-Strategy, giving rise to a

total of 48 experimental conditions. A total of 384 Chinese managers participated in

the conflict simulation.

Chapter Three, Conflict Mode Simulation (CMS). This chapter introduces the

development of the experimental instrument, the CMS. Based on the analysis of Mode

Game (Cosier & Ruble, 1981), the CMS was created as an experimental instrument

for research of the five conflict modes in general and for the hypothesis testing in this

study in particular. It allows participants five conflict modes to deal with conflict

scenarios; the payoffs of different combinations of modes were logically derived; the

3-2-2 settlement structure enables the CMS to accommodate complex behaviour

patterns; and the combination of unitary rules with multiple conflict scenarios controls

confounding effects, and gives CMS the flexibility for different research topics.

Chapter Four, Data collection and analysis of the simulation data, discusses

hypothesis testing through the conflict simulation. The data fit the theoretical model

satisfactorily in general. The five sets of hypotheses were largely supported by the

simulation data. 1) As the Stake increased, the use of DO and IN increased and the

use of OB decreased. The use of AV peaked on Medium-Stake issues. 2) Hierarchy

strongly affected the use of DO and OB on High-Stake issues, but that effect

diminished as Stake decreased and no difference between hierarchy groups was found

at the Low-Stake level. 3) The Indebted group used more OB and fewer DO than the

Wronged group, but the uses of IN and AV were not related to Past-Relationship. 4)

Other�s-Strategy affect behaviour through reciprocating, suppressing, promoting, and

learning effects. 5) The same mode (Compromsing) used by different people under

different situation had different results. It was also shown in post hoc analyses that

relationship concerns played important roles even when faced with the rivalry of

substantive concerns. Moreover, the negative effect of combative behaviour was

stronger than the positive effect of good deed. Several other important behavioural

patterns were also discussed..

Chapter Five, Analysis of the rationales of CMS behaviour. Twenty-six major

rationale themes were reported by subjects to account for their behaviour in CMS.

The report of competitive vs. conciliatory themes depended mainly on Past-

Relationship and Stake. The Indebted group reported more conciliatory themes and

fewer competitive themes than the Wronged group; and the High-Stake group
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reported more competitive themes and fewer conciliatory themes than the Med/Low-

Stake group. Hierarchy�s effect on subject rationale was weak. It was also discovered

that subject sensitivity towards Past-Relationship shifted according to Stake. The four

modes of CO, OB, IN, and AV shared the same pool of conciliatory themes, which

distinguished them from DO, but there were important differences among them as

well.

Chapter Six, Analysis of self-reported cases of conflict. Fifty-two cases of real

world conflict comparable to the CMS conflict scenarios were collected. Analysis

shows that Past-Relationship, Stake, and Other�s-Strategy affected behaviour in these

conflict cases in ways in-line with their respective hypotheses. Hierarchy, however,

did not show reliable effects on subject behaviour. Subject description on different

types of competing enables the in-depth analysis of the DO mode. The

nonsymmetrical effects of Past-Relationship, Stake, and Other�s-Strategy manifested

in CMS are also observed in these real conflict cases.

Chapter Seven, Discussion and conclusion. After an overview of the results of

hypothesis testing in different data sources, the implications of some particular issues

are discussed. 1) Although the two-dimension model fitted the CMS data well when a

variety of different conflict situations were assessed together, in particular situations a

hierarchical model is more accurate. 2) Evidence from different data sources confirms

that relationships in the past, present and future all have a role to play in the conflict

of interests. 3) In terms of the relative importance of different factors, Past-

Relationship and Other�s-Strategy are at least as important as Stake, whereas

Hierarchy is the least important in the given situation of this study. 4) The weak effect

of Hierarchy reflects the constraint by status ethics (Hwang, 1991), the

interdependence between superior and subordinates, and the broader power base of

the highly educated subordinates. 5) Although avoidance was perceived positively, it

was not used much when specific conflict issues were given. 6) The Conflict Mode

Simulation (CMS) has proved to be indispensable for many of the findings in this

study, and it has great potential as an experimental tool for research of conflict modes

in general. Finally the limitations of this study and the direction of future research are

discussed.
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(I) ABBREVIATIONS
1. Independent variables:

HIE: Hierarchy (two levels: the Subordinate, and the Superior)

PAR: Past-Relationship (two levels: the Indebted, and the Wronged)

STK: Stake (three levels: High, Medium, and Low-stake)

OST: Other�s-Strategy (four level: DO, CO, OB, and IN)

MOD: conflict mode (within-subject factor, five levels: NDO, NCO, NOB, NIN, and NAV)

STG: stage of the simulation (within-subject factor, two levels: Stage1, Stage2)

2. Dependent variables:

Conflict modes    Conflict mode uses in the simulation          

DO: Dominating NDO: No. of times DO was used by Wang

CO: Compromising NCO: No. of times CO was used by Wang

OB: Obliging NOB: No. of times OB was used by Wang

IN: Integrating NIN: No. of times IN was used by Wang

AV: Avoiding NAV: No. of times AV was used by Wang

3. Others:

PDG: Prisoner�s Dilemma Game

MD: Mode Game

CMS: Conflict Mode Simulation

ROCI-II: Rahim�s Organisational Conflict Instrument

MODE: Management of Differences Exercise

(II)  AN ILLASTRATION OF INTERACTION CONTRAST
In each interaction contrast, the contrast in the right-most position shows the behaviour comparison, i.e.,

how different mode-uses are compared, and the other contrasts on the left show the group formation of the

contrast. Thus in contrast (6b, see p. 105), STKM/L x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, the contrast MODIO/DA shows the

groups will be compared for their Cooperativeness [(NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)], and STKM/L x HIESub/Sup

shows how the groups are formed in that comparison. As shown by the diagram below, Groups (1) and (2), and

Groups (3) and (4), are compared for their Cooperativeness first, and the results are compared again, which

gives the value of Contrast (6b). Other contrasts are formed in a similar way.

          Group Formation Behaviour Comparison

        STKM/L      x    HIESub/Sup       x             MOBIO/DA
________________________________________________________________________

(1) (STK = Med.) & (HIE = Sub.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(2) (STK = Med.) & (HIE = Sup.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(3) (STK = Low)  & (HIE = Sub.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(4) (STK = Low)  & (HIE = Sup.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 The Need to Focus on Relationships

In a review on conflict styles, Putnam and Poole (1987) conclude that relationship

variables, rather than conflict issue, actor attributes, or context variables, account for

the most variance in choice of conflict strategies. The relationship variables in their

discussion include organisational position and interdependency. Preference for con-

flict strategies differs across hierarchical levels, with superiors exhibiting forcing

styles and subordinates preferring avoidance, smoothing, and compromise (Morley &

Shockley-Zalabak, 1986; Putnam & Wilson, 1982; Howat & London, 1980). Superi-

ors and subordinates also differ in their assessments of the effectiveness, desirability,

and satisfaction of different conflict styles (Phillips & Cheston, 1979; Renwick,

1975).

Interdependency between conflicting parties also has an important impact on

choice of conflict strategy, particularly perceptual congruence, attribution of intent,

and reciprocity in actual behaviours. Congruence in perceptions of preferred conflict

styles affects subordinate job satisfaction (Howat & London, 1980), and it also relates

to projection of one�s own style onto the other person (Renwick, 1975). Competitive

intentions are typically attributed to the other party while problem-solving and com-

promising intentions are often attributed to oneself (Thomas & Pondy, 1977). The use

of forcing, confronting, smoothing, and compromising strategies by one party are of-

ten reciprocated in kind by another party during the conflict process (Cosier & Ruble,

1981).

In contrast to these findings on the importance of relationship variables, there is a

general lack of attention to relationship outcomes in conflict management by re-

searchers, a problem repeatedly criticised in the literature. Knapp, Putnam, and Davis

(1988), for example, see it as �ironic� that the interdependence and the other party�s

role have been de-emphasised in the conceptualisation of conflict, given the findings

that these and other relational variables are very important. To address the fact that

the relationship outcome has long been ignored in the literature, Savage, Blair, and
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Sorenson (1989) propose a model for the selection of negotiation strategies in which

the importance of relationship outcome is made explicitly one of the two main con-

siderations. �The relationship that exists prior to the negotiation, the relationship that

unfolds during negotiations, and the desired relationship often will determine whether

either negotiator will be motivated to share the pie, grab it, or give it away.� (p. 38)

In a same spirit, Wall and Callister (1995) criticise the tendency in conflict re-

search to focus on maximising personal outcome and ignore interpersonal relation-

ships: �. . . conflict management and research into it should devote more emphasis to

relationships. Conflict management should not, as it does now, attempt only to maxi-

mise the parties� outcomes; it should also address the relationship� (p. 547). Accord-

ing to Wall and Callister, focusing on immediate outcomes and paying inadequate at-

tention to relationships in research can be attributed to the strong influence of eco-

nomic theory that stresses personal utilities, and it also reflects Western perspective in

which individual outcomes are emphasised above interpersonal relations.

The lack of attention to relationship in research is also noticed by Gadlin (1994):

�scholars and practitioners alike urge negotiators to focus on the problem, not the

people  ignoring the inescapable fact that �people� often are the issue� (p.33). Ger-

man negotiators, for example, tend to keep a distance from each other because they

feel that a personal relationship with the opponent may hinder their performance in

the negotiation (Schmidt, 1979, cited in Leung, 1997).

Thus, on one hand, the existing conflict research has indicated the importance of

relationship variables; on the other hand, this importance of relationship variables has

largely been ignored by researchers, and emphasis has been given mainly to substance

outcomes. Both phenomena point to the need for an increased attention to the effects

of relationship variables in conflict management. In organisational life, the existence

and the quality of a relationship with colleagues are often not minor issues, nor can

they always be separated from the substance outcomes of the conflict. Maintaining a

relationship with the other party is often a means for ensuring long-term benefits, and

having good interpersonal relationships can be an important end in itself. Without

properly addressing the role of the ongoing relationship, our understanding of the

conflict process is severely flawed. It is my intention in this thesis to systematically

explore the effects of relationship factors on people�s conflict behaviour.
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1.2 The Subjects: Mainland Chinese

If relationship factors affect conflict behaviour, where is the best place to find

them? As argued below, Mainland China seems to be a good place to start with, thus

managers in the People�s Republic of China (PRC) will be used as the subjects of this

study.

The aforementioned German negotiators' tendency to keep a distance from each

other (Schmidt, 1979) indicates that interpersonal relationships are seen by Western-

ers1 as undesirable and a liability inhibiting the maximisation of the transactional out-

come. The Chinese, in contrast, tend to view the existence of a relationship as an inte-

gral and inseparable part of the situation, and often seek to establish a positive rela-

tionship with the negotiating partner if no such relation already exists (Leung, 1997;

Michael & College, 1997). In Goh�s (1996) terms, the Chinese tend to practice a �re-

lational approach� in negotiation based on the relationship between the negotiating

parties, which contrasts sharply with the Western �transactional approach� (p. 33).

The Chinese concerns for relationship and the tendency not to separate relation-

ship from substance issues can be attributed to their cultural heritage of collectivism

(Bond, 1986; Hofstede, 1980), and their tendency to think in terms of the interde-

pendent or holistic approach rather than atomism (Ding, 1996; Graham, Mintu, &

Rodgers, 1994; Yang, 1986; Graham & Herberger, 1983; Redding, 1980); added to

this is the low mobility of employment in most Chinese organisations until recently

(Walder, 1986) which results in the �multiplex relationship� between colleagues

(Leung & Fan, 1997). Therefore, Chinese and North Americans do not differ in the

sense that relationship affects conflict behaviour of the former but not those of the

latter; they differ in that the former have a positive or neutral attitude towards the ef-

fects of relationship whereas the latter generally have a negative attitude towards

those effects, at least in the minds of researchers (Michael & College, 1997). As

commented by Granovetter, �Existing empirical studies of industrial organization pay

little attention to patterns of relations, in part because relevant data are harder to find

than those on technology and market structure but also because the dominant eco-

                                                
1 In this thesis by �Westerners� or �Western culture/countries� I refer to English speaking people or

culture such as American, Canadian, the British, Australian etc., although as argued by Trompenaars
(1993) and Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars (1994), the same attitude towards interpersonal rela-
tionships can also be found in all of Europe except the North-West.
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nomic framework remains one of atomized actors, so personal relations are perceived

as frictional in effects.� (p. 73)

As a result of these different attitudes, relationship factors are probably more con-

spicuous and salient in the conflict process for Chinese than for Westerners. Indirect

evidence for this proposition can be seen in the result of a survey in both the PRC and

the U.S. in mid-1980�s, showing that interpersonal networks are not unique to China,

but the Chinese do place greater stress on the use of guanxi (personal connections).

Compared with Americans, the Chinese have larger interpersonal networks, have

more colleagues in their networks, and their networks are more instrumental in nature

(Ruan, 1993). For these reasons the Chinese is an appropriate population to study the

effects of relationship factors.

Using Mainland China in the current study has the additional benefit of adding to

the stock of much-needed data about this somewhat neglected part of the world, espe-

cially in the field of conflict management studies. Since China started to open to the

outside world in the late 1970s, more and more studies on Mainland Chinese, rather

than Chinese expatriates, have revealed much about the Chinese approach to social

relations. But compared with Chinese societies elsewhere, how Mainland Chinese

deal with interpersonal conflicts is still not well understood, and systematic studies

are few and far between (see the literature review on Chinese conflict studies later in

this chapter). Conflict theories can help to formulate hypotheses about the conflict

behaviour of Mainland Chinese, but the direct applicability to Mainland China of

these Western-based theories is untested; and with its applicability to about one-fifth

of world�s population unknown, no theory can claim universality (Shenkar & von

Glinow, 1994). Since on several dimensions which have been found to affect conflict

behaviour, such as individualism-collectivism, power distance, high vs. low context,

social face, and social structure (simplex vs. multiplex relationship), Mainland Chi-

nese are often found to occupy a position opposite to those of the Westerners, they

represent a potentially serious challenge to paradigms developed in the West (Shenkar

& von Glinow, 1994). Therefore, if a Western-developed conflict theory can be

shown to be applicable to China, our confidence in it will be greatly enhanced.

From the practical point of view, getting data on Chinese conflict management is

also of great value. Since the open door policy and economic reform in China, many

foreign investments have been established in China. By the end of 1993, more than
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140,000 joint ventures had been signed with a total committed investment exceeding

US$160 billion (Ding, 1996). By February 2000, there were a total of 344,000 foreign

invested enterprises in China, with US$620 billion contracted and US$311 billion

actual investment (People�s Daily, 2000). China�s entrance into the World Trade Or-

ganisation, soon to be materialised, will see even more joint ventures in China. But

joint ventures with the Chinese have so far achieved only limited success, and con-

flicts between partners, often the result of cultural misunderstandings and miscommu-

nications, hamper the performance of these joint ventures (Ding, 1994; Grub & Lin,

1991; Shenkar, 1990; Cohen & Valentine, 1987; Davidson, 1987; Daniels, Krug, &

Nigh, 1985). Insight into the Chinese way of dealing with organisational conflict,

therefore, will contribute to management practice in existing and future joint ventures

with the Chinese.

1.3 The Independent Variables

The importance of relationships in conflict management has been discussed above.

But �relationship� is a generic term, and its effect on behaviour can only be measured

through more specific and operationalisable variables. As a starting point, it is as-

sumed in this thesis that interpersonal relationships in organisation settings have an

ongoing base. That is, for most people in an organisation, a relationship with a col-

league has a history and a future as well as a present status. In practical terms, em-

ployees in a work unit will often have been colleagues for many years, and because of

the historically very low rate of turnovers will continue to be so for many years in the

future.

The ongoing nature of interpersonal relationship is particularly true for the State-

owned enterprises in the PRC, where lifetime employment in the same work unit was,

until recently, the norm (Walder, 1986) and extend even to the employee�s children,

who often work in the same work unit (Yang, 1994). Thus when organisational mem-

bers deal with each other, their relationship in the past, present, and future will inevi-

tably affect their behaviour. Apart from considering the current relation, the past fa-

vours/wrongs between colleagues need to be squared, and the future dependence (or

independence or interdependence) needs to be cultivated (Yang, 1994). To reflect this

ongoing concern, also to echo the call by Savage et al. (1989) cited above, the inter-

personal relationships in the past, present, and future will be considered simultane-
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ously in the current study. Three of the four independent variables in the study, Hier-

archy, Past-Relationship, and Other�s-Strategy, are chosen for this reason.

Hierarchy (or managerial level) has been well recognised to be an important fac-

tor in conflict and is taken as one of the two sub-categories of the relationship variable

by Putnam and Poole (1987). In the current study, Hierarchy is used to represent an

interdependent relationship in the present as well as in the future. Hierarchy defines

the main framework of the present interpersonal relationship in organisational life and

is one of the most important factors in the prediction of organisational behaviour in

general (Robbins, Waters-Marsh, Cacioppe, & Millett, 1994). While subordinates de-

pend on the superior for the satisfaction of much of their job and personal needs, su-

periors also depend on the subordinates to get the work done. Therefore Hierarchy is a

good proxy available for dependency, an important determinant of conflict behaviour

(Rahim, 1986; Mausser, 1982). It represents interdependence between colleagues and

is easily identifiable by people anywhere. Moreover, because of the relative stability

of Hierarchy in an organisation, it also symbolises the interdependent relationship in

the (near) future. When people think of the hierarchical relationship with their col-

leagues, a large part of it is probably in terms of future implications.

Given these important features, it is no surprise that Hierarchy or organisational

level has been the focus of many conflict studies, and the results have been consis-

tently significant (see Putnam and Poole, 1987 for a review). The current study differs

from previous ones in that it examines the effect of Hierarchy on welfare issues where

the disputants have equal entitlement, as discussed fully in the next chapter. This is an

area outside the normal domain of superior-subordinate relationship and has not been

explored before. It is important to see whether and how Hierarchy makes differences

on organisational issues outside its normal domain.

While Hierarchy involves the present and future interdependent relationship in

general, Other�s-Strategy is the main element of the interactive relationship in the

current conflict process. Other�s-Strategy is included into the second sub-categories of

the relationship variable by Putnam and Poole (1987) and is another area that has at-

tracted much research attention in the past. To a large extent, what people do in a

conflict process depends on what the other party is doing (Cosier & Ruble, 1981).
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There are voluminous studies using the Prisoner�s Dilemma Game (PDG) and its

variants in the literature on game theory, social psychology, and conflict studies.

Thanks to the classic computer tournament organised by Axelrod (1990), the effec-

tiveness of �tit-for-tat� has become well known. But in most of these studies subjects

were offered two options only (e.g., confess vs. not confess, competition vs. co-

operation), which is the product of the single-dimension model of conflict manage-

ment (Thomas, 1992). How will people respond to other�s strategy when additional

options are available, such as compromising, avoiding, or obliging? Apart from Co-

sier and Ruble�s (1981) experiment, we know little about this question. This thesis

will provide more solid answers. What the current study also tries to contribute is to

examine how Other�s-Strategy interacts with other relationship factors to determine

subject behaviour, an issue largely ignored in the literature. For example, as articu-

lated in details in Chapter Two, it is expected that the same strategy used by different

people with different past relationship can stimulate different responses. An explora-

tion of this relationship will further our understanding of the conflict processes.

Compared with the extensive research interests given to Hierarchy and Other�s-

Strategy, Past-Relationship has received little attention in the literature, although it

has been recognised as an important factor by some authors (Drory & Ritov 1997;

Boardman & Horowitz, 1994). Thomas (1992) makes the distinction between short-

term and long-term approaches to conflict management and emphasises the impor-

tance of the latter. The short-term approach, according to Thomas, focuses on coping

with the here and now and strives for a local optimum with recommendations on what

actions to take in the immediate situation. The long-term approach, however, focuses

on building desirable futures and strives for global optimum with recommendations

on what circumstances to create (Thomas, 1992). Although the long-term approach is

future oriented, it needs to take into account what has happened in the past as well.

Whatever is done today will have become past by tomorrow; so if what happened in

the past is not honoured today, what is done today will not be honoured by tomorrow.

Thus any effort to influence the future by a long-term approach will be futile. There-

fore in any stable, ongoing relationship, what has happened in the past necessarily

affect what is happening now and what will happen in the future. This is what the

norm of reciprocity is about. As a case in point, Weldon et al. (1996) report that in
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US-China joint ventures both American and Chinese managers sought revenge and

retaliation over a past wrong doing of a colleague regardless whether or not they were

from the same culture. As indicated above, much research attention has been paid to

Other�s-Strategy and Hierarchy, which can be seen as representing interactive rela-

tionship in the present and future. What is missing in the literature is the proper ac-

count for the relationship in the past. The current study attempts to fill this research

gap.

Important as it is, relationship is not the only determinant of conflict behaviour

and it may not even be the most important one in some circumstances. Often the im-

portance of relationship has to be weighed against other considerations such as the

Stake involved. As will be argued below, it is very important to provide specific sub-

stance of conflict issues in conflict studies. Stake and conflict substance go hand by

hand: for every specific conflict issue there will always be the question of stakes, al-

though the size of the stake may be different for the different parties involved. The

stake will affect people�s conflict behaviour, directly or indirectly (see the literature

review in hypothesis development in Chapter 2). Savage et al. (1989) propose a nor-

mative model for the selection of negotiation strategy, which argues that the relation-

ship and substantive outcomes should be balanced. This study will provide the em-

pirical data on how people behave when the questions of stakes and relationship are

both made explicit.

Apart from affecting conflict behaviour on its own, Stake can also interact with

relationship considerations to determine behaviour. For example, as will be argued in

Chapter 2, under certain condition the effect of Hierarchy is likely to be moderated by

Stake. This perspective of Stake has not been explored before by research. Thus,

Stake will be included in the current study although it is not a relationship factor per

se. It is a factor of obvious importance; and since it will play a role whenever the spe-

cific conflict issue is known, it is better to control it rather than leaving its effects un-

checked.

There is no doubt that, apart from the above four variables, many other factors

also affect conflict behaviour in one way or another; including more variables gener-

ally makes a study more realistic and comprehensive. But given the complexity of
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analysis and the number of subjects required, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to

include additional variables in the current study. As will become clear later, the cur-

rent design with four situational variables is already very complicated. In addition,

including variables not directly relevant to the research question may dilute and in-

terfere with the inquiry of the main variables. For these reasons I refrained from in-

cluding variables in the current study other than the above four. In particular I did not

consider the role of gender in this study. Apart from the reasons just mentioned, in the

PRC�s heavy industries where most of my contacts worked, female managers are still

a tiny minority, and it is difficult to find enough of them to make meaningful com-

parison with the males.2 Therefore I chose to focus on males only in the current study.

In summary, in the current study the three relationship factors, namely Past-

Relationship, Other�s-Strategy, and Hierarchy, are used to represent the interpersonal

relationship in the past, present, and future; and Stake is used to represent the sub-

stantive side of the conflict. Although Stake and particularly Hierarchy and Other�s-

Strategy have been used repeatedly in previous studies, they are used here under dif-

ferent conditions, for different purposes, and by different groups of subjects (i.e. the

PRC managers). More importantly, the inclusion of the four variables allows the ex-

amination of the interaction between considerations for the substance and the relation-

ship, and between the past, present, and future. Specific hypotheses about these inter-

actions are given in the next chapter.

1.4 The Dependent Variables: The Five Conflict Modes

The above four independent variables are chosen because of their relevance to the

research questions and their expected effects on people�s conflict behaviour. To prop-

erly test these expectations, a model is needed to classify conflict behaviour into cate-

gories so that they can be used as the dependent variables of the study. The following

two-dimensional model of conflict modes, adopted from Blake and Mouton (1964),

Thomas (1979), Rahim1(983b), and van de Vliert (1997) and shown in Figure 1.1,

will be used for that purpose.

                                                
2 If gender was considered as another factor in this study, the sample size would need to be four times

as large as the current one (for each condition four combinations for gender are needed: male-male,
male-female, female-female, female-male) and half of them would have to be female. This would be
very difficult to achieve given that I encountered only 15.6% female subjects in this study.
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As shown in Figure 1.1, people�s intention in conflict can be seen as consisting of

two orthogonal dimensions: assertivenessthe extent to which the party tries to sat-

isfy one�s own concerns for the focal issues of the conflict; and cooperativenessthe

extent to which the party tries to satisfy the other�s concerns for the focal issues of the

conflict. These two dimensions are also commonly known as dual concerns: concern

for self and concern for the other. By using these two dimensions, five strategic inten-

tions can be identified which will be called conflict modes in this study following van

de Vliert�s (1997) suggestion: dominating, obliging, integrating, avoiding, and com-

promising. For the validity and usefulness of this two-dimensional model and the five

conflict modes, see reviews by Thomas, (1992), Wall and Callister (1995), and Rahim

(1997), and Section 1.6 discusses the applicability of these model to the Chinese.

Figure 1.1  A Taxonomic Model of Conflict Modes

Dominating (low cooperativeness and high assertiveness, expressed as (1, 9)) at-

tempts to prevail or win one�s position - to satisfy one�s own concerns at the other�s

expense. It has also been labeled by various authors competing, forcing, contending,

or win-lose.
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Obliging (high cooperativeness and low assertiveness, (9, 1)) attempts to satisfy

the other�s concerns at the expense of one�s own. It is also called by different authors

accommodating, smoothing, or yielding.

Integrating (high cooperativeness and high assertiveness, (9, 9)) attempts to fully

satisfy the concerns of both parties. It is also called elsewhere collaborating, problem

solving, or confronting.

Avoiding (low cooperativeness and low assertiveness, (1, 1)) attempts to ignore or

neglect the concerns of both parties. It is also called withdrawing, lose-leave, or inac-

tion. Finally,

Compromising (medium cooperativeness and medium assertiveness, (5, 5)) is a

midway between dominating and obliging. It attempts to achieve moderate but in-

complete satisfaction of both parties� concerns. It is also called sharing, or splitting

the difference by different authors.

The following two features of the above model should be noted. 1) It is a taxo-

nomic model, not a causal model. That is, it is a classification of conflict modes, not a

causal explanation of why people use them. The dual concerns are seen as features of

different conflict modes, not the causes of these modes. As Thomas (1992) pointed

out, the different determinants of the conflict modes are too complicated to be ex-

plained by the dual concerns only and need to be accounted for separately. 2) The

concerns of the two parties refer to the focal issues of the conflict, not other concerns

the parties may have during the conflict (e.g., the concerns for face or maintaining a

relationship), nor their long-term objectives. This last point is implied by the dual-

concern model, but has not been made explicit before. As will be shown in Section

1.6.3, confusion and contradiction may arise without this explication.

1.5 Universal Orientation with Single-Country Samples

As discussed above, Mainland Chinese are brought into this study not as a unique

population sharply contrasting to others such as the North Americans in the existence

of the effects of relationship factors, but as a population through which the effects of

relationship factors can be easily identified so that the knowledge and insight gained

from them can be used to verify and extend those obtained from the Western world.

For that purpose what will be emphasised in the current study is not the uniqueness of

the Chinese, but the universal elements of Chinese behaviour which might apply to
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other people as well. Given the obvious differences between Chinese and Western

(North Americans) societies, focusing on the uniqueness of the Chinese people is usu-

ally more exciting and eye-catching and is probably expected by many readers. Then

why do I take a universal approach?

By definition every culture is unique in the sense that no two cultures are exactly

alike (Nathan, 1993). Undoubtedly there are dimensions on which the Chinese are

unique and they are certainly different from North Americans. But it is equally certain

that there are universal dimensions on which different people and cultures are compa-

rable. For any uniqueness one can define, it is always possible to find universal di-

mensions by moving up the �ladder of abstraction� (Nathan, 1993). According to

Nathan (1993), selection between a unique and a universal orientation is a selection

between two methodology positions, the hermeneutic vs. the positivist approach.

While admitting the uniqueness approach has its own strength and utility, I take a

universal approach in this study because it is generally more effective in contributing

to an integrated knowledge-system (Nathan, 1993). Rather than trying to uncover

unique and indigenous Chinese concepts or models of conflict, I will try to use uni-

versal dimensions or concepts to explain Chinese conflict behaviour. If only the

uniqueness of the Chinese is emphasised, the findings will basically be local knowl-

edge only: because of the unique attributes of Chinese society and people, the rela-

tionship factors will have such and such effects on conflict behaviour of the Chinese.

Useful as this may be in helping us understand the Chinese, it does not help much in

the understanding of the relationship factors in other societies. By contrast, if univer-

sal dimensions or mechanisms can be employed to explain Chinese behaviour, free of

cultural-specific conditions, then the findings are probably not constrained to the Chi-

nese cultures and therefore useful in studies of conflict behaviour in other societies as

well.

The above argument does not mean to deny or ignore the uniqueness of Chinese

people. To be meaningful and relevant to Chinese subjects, the research design and

the operationalisation of the variables have to accommodate specific cultural and in-

stitutional normality of the subjects, which will necessarily include some elements

peculiar to Chinese society. The above argument does suggest, however, that in the

process of the study, from research design and operationalisation to the discussion and

the explanation of the results, the following approach shall be taken. Rather than de-
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scending the �ladder of abstraction� to obtain detailed, culture-specific nuances for

their richness and vividness, an effort will be made, wherever possible, to ascend to a

higher level on the �ladder of abstraction�, a level peculiar enough to be meaningful

for Chinese subjects on the one hand, and general/universal enough to be applicable

to other societies on the other hand. The universality of the results, of course, is

claimable only to the extent that they do not depend on unique cultural attributes, and

needs to be verified in future research.

Finally, this research is a single-country study with PRC Chinese subjects only.

Although in a broad sense findings about Chinese subjects can be used to compare

with other people, and at different places of this thesis I will make some general

comments in that line, it is not my intention in this study to directly compare the

similarities and differences between Chinese and other people in a rigorous manner.

While the possibility for a comparative study in the future is certainly an important

consideration when the current study was conceived and constructed, it remains as

that, a possibility. The comparative study will be a task for future research, not for the

current one.

1.6 The Applicability of the Five Conflict Modes to the Chinese

Given the universal approach taken for this thesis, the two-dimension model and

five conflict modes shown in Figure 1.1 are used to classify Chinese conflict behav-

iour in this study (Section 1.4). The two-dimension model covers five basic conflict

modes widely used in people�s daily life, and is easy to be understood by ordinary

people. It gives us the capacity to handle the complexity of conflict behaviour on the

one hand, and it has the beauty of simplicity and parsimony on the other hand, both

being important for research purposes. The validity of the two-dimension model is

well established, and the model is widely used by researchers in the last few decades

(Thomas, 1992; Wall and Callister, 1995; Rahim, 1997); thus the results of this study

can be easily integrated with the existing literature if conflict behaviour is classified

according to the two-dimension model. Although there are suggestions in the litera-

ture that for a comprehensive understanding of conflict behaviour more complicated

models should be used (e.g. Knapp, Putnam, & Davis, 1988; van de Vliert, 1998), it is

adequate for the purposes of this study.
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 The use of the two-dimension model to the Chinese needs further justification,

however, given that the two-dimension model was developed in the West. To differ-

ent degrees Jehn and Weldon (1992), Weldon and Jehn (1995), Weldon, Jehn, Chen,

and Wang (1996), Ding (1996), and Tinsley (1997) have argued that the five conflict

modes might be perceived differently by the Chinese than in the West, so they should

not be applied to the Chinese directly. But as shown below, the issues raised by these

authors do not constitute a real challenge to the acceptability of using the five conflict

modes to the Chinese. In the following I will briefly introduce the main arguments of

these five works and respond to the issues raised. To save space, I will limit the dis-

cussion to the applicability of the five conflict modes to the Chinese. The works by

Tinsley (1997), Weldon and Jehn (1995) and Ding (1996) need more detailed analysis

than the other two works and thus more space is devoted to them.

The reader is reminded that here I am not arguing that the two-dimension model is

a perfect one, nor am I suggesting that the Chinese do not have their own unique

model or concepts on conflict. I am merely arguing that the Chinese understanding of

the five conflict modes (�What are they?�) is similar to that in the West, and there is

no reliable evidence to suggest the opposite.

1.6.1  Jehn and Weldon (1992), and Weldon et al. (1996)

Jehn and Weldon (1992) report that the responses by the Chinese and Americans

to MODE (a widely used questionnaire measuring the five conflict modes) had differ-

ent intra-cultural factor structures, thus the universal meaning of the conflict modes

are rejected. This conclusion is questionable, however, because the ipsative nature of

the MODE data means that factor analysis is inappropriate and should not have been

used (Baron, 1996; Conwell & Dunlap, 1994; Womack, 1988).

Weldon et al. (1996) find that neither the PRC Chinese nor American managers

from US-Chinese joint ventures used �concern for self� and �concern for other� to

evaluate different conflict management behaviours in given conflict scenarios. How-

ever, this result is likely to be an artefact of the particular nature of the conflict sce-

nario used in their study, which may also explain why the dual-concerns were un-

salient not only for the Chinese but also for Americans in this particular case. It is en-

tirely possible that in other situations the dual concerns will emerge as significant

considerations for both Americans and the Chinese.
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1.6.2  Tinsley (1997): Concerns for the collective?

In contrast to the empirical approach of Weldon et al. (1996), Tinsley (1997) uses

a theory-based approach to develop a Chinese model of conflict management. She ar-

gues that the Chinese pay attention to both social status and the continuity of the col-

lective, which leads to a relational bargaining orientation in conflict. According to

Tinsley, the underlying dimensions of Chinese conflict management behaviour are

concern for self and concern for the collective, rather than concern for self and con-

cern for the other party commonly known in the conflict literature. To distinguish

Tinsley�s model from the commonly known dual-concern model, it will be called re-

lational bargaining model hereafter. Four particular relational bargaining activities are

identified in this model: 1) coopt a third party with high status to be on one�s side; 2)

argue the social legitimacy of one�s positions; 3) ask a third party for resolution, and

4) solicit the interest of the collective. In terms of concerns for self and the collective,

activities 1 and 2 are high-low (high on concern for self and low on concern for the

collective); activity 4 is low-high; and activity 3 is high-high. Two empirical studies

are given as supporting evidence for the relational bargaining model of the Chinese.

If the relational bargaining model is to be accepted, the dual-concern model of

Figure 1.1 cannot be applied to the Chinese. But the relational bargaining model is

problematic in the following aspects. First, while it is true that the Chinese are con-

cerned with the public opinion when dealing with interpersonal conflict, it is a heroic

logical jump to assume that the Chinese will substitute �concern for the collective� for

�concern for other� during that conflict.3 Since it is the other�s interest rather than the

collective�s interests that is in direct conflict with those of the subject, it is more rele-

vant and pressing for the subject to ask how the interests of the other party rather than

the interests of the collective will be affected by different options. Ignoring the other�s

interest will encounter direct opposition from the other, whereas ignoring the collec-

tive�s interest is less provocative because it is less likely to be taken personally by

anybody and the collective�s interest is not the focal issue in the first place. Thus it is

neither logical nor rational for ordinary people to regularly have a higher concern for

the collective than the concern for the other in interpersonal conflict.4

                                                
3 The substitution of �concern for the collective� for �concern for other� is implied rather than an ex-

plicit statement by Tinsley (1997).
4 Under some circumstances one may be more concerned with the collective than with the other party,

e.g., a leader in a conflict may be more concerned with how the collective will be affected than with
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Second, the relational bargaining model covers a much narrower range of conflict

modes than the dual-concern model does. The relational bargaining model has no

place for four of the five conflict modes of the dual-concern model: compromising,

obliging, integrating, and avoiding. In contrast, two of the four activities of the rela-

tional bargaining model, coopting the third party and arguing social legitimacy, are

directly used to enhance one�s positional power over the other party, thus they are

only tactics of the dominating mode in the dual-concern model. Therefore as a general

model of conflict modes, the dual-concern model is a much better choice than the re-

lational bargaining model.

Moreover, �concern for the collective� is not important enough to be taken as the

third dimension in addition to the conventional dual-concerns. Although it has been

recognised in the literature that disputants may go to a third party for arbitration (Wall

& Callister, 1995; Boardman & Horowitz, 1994) and that the interests of the larger

system should be taken into consideration (Rahim, 1997; Wall & Callister, 1995;

Thomas, 1992; Fisher & Ury, 1981), which are equivalent to Tinsley�s activities 3 and

4 respectively, it remains to be demonstrated that concern for the collective has the

same level of importance for the disputants as concerns for self and other in interper-

sonal conflict. The two empirical studies reported by Tinsley (1997) do not give ade-

quate support to the relational bargaining model as claimed (see details in Appendix

1A). In summary, Tinsley�s work highlights a largely ignored aspect of conflict man-

agement, concern for the collective; but this collective-concern cannot substitute for

the other-concern in interpersonal conflict, nor is it important enough to warrant the

added complexity of a three-dimension model. In a sense Tinsley�s focus on Chinese

concern for the collective and their relational-bargaining activities corroborates my

emphasis on relationship factors because all of these elements are relationship related.

                                                                                                                                           
how the other party, a subordinate, will be affected. But this is an exception rather than a norm.
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1.6.3  Weldon and Jehn (1995): Different meaning of avoidance?

In a review of cross-cultural studies of conflict management behaviours in organi-

sations, Weldon and Jehn (1995) suggest that the five conflict modes might have dif-

ferent meanings in Chinese cultures, and avoidance was given as an example. In indi-

vidualistic cultures avoidance is used when people have low concerns for self and the

other. In collectivist cultures, however, avoidance might mean high concern for others

when motivated to maintain group harmony and the other�s face. Ting-Toomey et al.

(1991) also report that �the use of avoidance style in collectivistic cultures (such as

China and Taiwan) ... is associated positively with the other-face concern dimension.�

(p. 291) Therefore, before establishing the eticness of the avoidance construct, �a di-

rect comparison of avoidance behaviour would produce a misleading understanding of

cross-cultural difference.� (Weldon & Jehn, 1995: 393)

While it is true that the Chinese often avoid open confrontation because of con-

cerns for face and relationship, avoidance with high concerns for self and/or other is

not necessarily unique to the Chinese. It happens in Western culture as well, despite

the theoretical assertion that avoidance entails low concerns for self and the other

(Kilmann & Thomas, 1977). For example, experienced American managers see

avoidance as appropriate when �you perceive no chance of satisfying your concerns�

(Thomas, 1977: 487), or when the �potential dysfunctional effect of confronting the

other party outweighs [the] benefits of resolution� (Rahim, 1997: 73). In the former

case the concern for self can be very high, although the chance to satisfy that concern

is low; in the latter case the concern for self and/or other relating to the �potential

dysfunctional effect� must be high, otherwise one needs not to avoid that effect at the

cost of the �benefits of conflict resolution�. Therefore avoiding out of high concerns

for self and/or other should not be taken as unique to the Chinese.

Following the same logic, similar confusion can be found in other conflict modes

as well. For example, according to the dual-concern model, obliging denotes low con-

cern for self, but it is often motivated by the concern for maintaining a good relation-

ship with the other, so it has high concern for self in this respect. Likewise, dominat-

ing is defined as highly concerned with the needs of self, but it runs the risk of dam-

aging one�s relationship with the other, so it implies low concern for self in this re-

gard. Thus avoidance with high concerns for self and/or other is not an issue separat-
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ing Chinese from people in other cultures but a phenomenon indicating that the

meanings of the dual concerns need to be further clarified.

The main source of the above confusion lies in the lack of differentiation between

concerns for the focal issues of the conflict and concerns for other interests the parties

may have during a conflict. As argued by Lax and Sebenius (1986), different types of

interests may be affected in a conflict, among them are substantive interests which

relate to the focal issues under negotiation, and relationship interests which mean one

or both parties value their relationship with each other and do not want to take actions

that will harm or damage that relationship. These interests are not always compatible

with each other, and satisfying one type of interests (e.g. substantive ones) often

means sacrificing the other (e.g. relationship ones). The dual concerns in the two-

dimension model refer to the focal issue of the conflict, not to the other interests the

parties may have at the time. For example, in a housing allocation conflict, both par-

ties want to have the same housing unit, which is the focal issue, but one or both par-

ties may also be concerned to saving face for each other. The use of dominating by

the party shows high concern for his/her interests in the housing unit and low concern

for other party�s interests in that unit. At the same time, by using dominating the party

may put the face-saving concern into the second place, but that does not contradict the

definition of dominating with high concern for self. Alternatively, the party may de-

cide to use avoiding for the sake of face-saving. By avoiding the party does not ac-

tively pursue his/her interests in the housing unit, neither does he cooperate to other

party�s interest in that unit, so both of his/her concerns for self and other are low.

Face-saving is not the focal issue of this conflict, so the party�s high concern for face-

saving does not contradict the definition of avoiding with low-low concerns.

Therefore the key is to differentiate concerns for the focal issue(s) of the conflict

and concerns for other interests the parties may have at the time. The dual concerns in

the two-dimension model refers to the former, not the latter. The concerns for other

interests may lead the party to use a particular conflict mode to deal with the focal is-

sue, but that concerns should not be mixed up with those referring to the focal issue,

otherwise confusion may arise like those discussed by Weldon & Jehn (1995). That is

why in Section 1.4 the dual-concern model was introduced in a way slightly different

from the conventional ones, and the concerns for the focal issues was made explicit.
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1.6.4  Ding (1996): Different understandings of the five conflict modes?

The Chinese perception of the five conflict modes is addressed directly by Ding

(1996). Based on interviews and seminar discussions with Chinese managers and re-

searchers, Ding reports that the five conflict modes �have slightly different meanings

as perceived by Chinese managers�. He has thus suggested some indigenous Chinese

expressions for these modes, as summarised in Table 1.1, which �can be better repre-

sentations of their approaches in the Chinese context� (p. 49). The column �Different

Chinese meanings� in Table 1.1 refers to what Ding and his respondents believe to be

the Chinese meaning of the approach that differs from the English meanings.

Table 1.1

The Chinese Meaning of the Conflict Modes According to Ding (1996)
Conflict Mode     Different Chinese Meanings                                        Indigenous Chinese terms

Competing Rarely used. Applicable only when: ju li li zheng - striving for the

- one�s own positions are correct & reasonable best of one�s interests provided

- outcomes are important to self one�s position is correct and

- costs to the other is low reasonable

Accommodating Used to maintain a good relationship; an zan qie rong rang - accommo-

investment today that will bring future returns; dating for the time being

neither self-sacrifice nor generosity.

Compromising Retains most fully its original meaning in the xiang hu tuo xie - mutual

Chinese culture; emphasise the mutual nature. compromising

Avoiding Not always unassertive or passive; could be yi tui wei jin, yu hui jin ji -

proactive. retreating for the purpose of 

advancing; pursing by making 

a detour

Collaborating The most attractive; feasible only when both hu hui he zuo - mutually bene-

parties share common goals and without ficial and cooperative

contradictory interests; may not be fully

satisfactory but bring benefits to both parties.
_____________________________________________________________________

A close scrutiny of Table 1.1 reveals two problems in the �Chinese understand-

ing� of the conflict modes summarised by Ding. First, as shown in the second column,

the so-called Chinese meanings of the conflict modes refer to conditions, long-term

objectives, or frequency of usage of these conflict modes, rather than to the modes

themselves. For example, the discussions on competing and collaborating are about
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the frequency and conditions; the discussions on accommodating and avoiding are

about the long-term objectives. According to Ding, these motivational/conditional

properties represent Chinese orientation in conflict and need to be reflected in their

names. Thus the four-character indigenous Chinese terms in the last column consist of

two parts: the first two characters highlight the motivation or condition of the conflict

mode, which reflect what Ding calls the Chinese understandings; and the last two

characters define the mode, which have basically the same meaning as its English

counterpart. For example, in ju li li zheng, the Chinese term for competing, the first

two characters, �ju li� (with reason), specify the condition or specific ways of com-

peting, and the last two characters, �li zheng� (striving for the best of one�s interest),

define the basic meaning of competing. Together these two parts tally with the con-

ventional meaning of competing on the one hand, and highlight what Tinsley (1997)

calls Chinese tendency of arguing social legitimacy on the other hand. The Chinese

terms for other conflict modes also have this two-part pattern except the one for

avoidance where eight rather than four characters were used.

Ding�s (1996) treatment of the conflict modes reflects a tendency of using the

dual-concerns as a causal model rather than as a pure taxonomic model. A causal

model specifies the causal relations between the conflict modes and their causes. As

pointed out by Thomas (1992), �the dual concerns [as a causal model] . . . capture

only a subset of the independent variables that determine the strategic intentions of a

conflict party� (p. 668). Thomas thus suggests that the dual concern model is used as

a pure taxonomic model only, in which the five conflict modes are just a classification

of strategic intentions, that is, what people intend to achieve in the current conflict in

terms of satisfying their needs and those of the others. They are not confined to any

specific reasons, conditions, or long-term objectives, because the same strategic in-

tention can be held for different cause, conditions, or long-term objectives. Thus they

are a set of generic constructs applicable to many situations. If, as in Ding (1996),

these conflict modes are earmarked for specific causes or conditions, the generic con-

structs are reduced to particular conflict behaviours with narrow extension, then many

more constructs are needed to cover different causes. For example, bullying is a form

of competing not covered by ju li li zheng; so it requires another construct. This is

clearly not the ideal way to proceed. Therefore it is necessary to separate the strategic

intentions from their cause, conditions, or long term objectives, and the latter can be
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better accounted for in other ways. From this perspective, the motiva-

tional/conditional elements of the Chinese terms given by Ding should be deleted, and

what left then in the Chinese understanding of the five conflict modes are basically

the same as those in the West.5

The second problem is, even the so-called �different Chinese meanings� listed in

column 2 of Table 1.1 are not really much different from those in the West. In two

decades apart, Thomas (1977) and Rahim (1997) collected Western managers� per-

ceptions on when it is appropriate to adopt each of the five conflict modes, and they

found that Western managers use competing when the �issue is important to you� or

�when you know you�re right�; and they use obliging to �build social credits for later

issues� or when �preserving relationship is important� (Rahim, 1997: 73; Thomas,

1977: 487). Drory & Ritov (1997) found that �experienced subjects aim at long-

rather than short-term gains. They tend to prefer behavioral tactics that will maintain

the goodwill of their powerful opponent in the long run, while sacrificing their chance

of immediate gains in the present conflict.� (p.157) Similarly, Savage, Blair, & Soren-

son (1989) contend that the strategy of open subordination �is designed to strengthen

long-term relational ties, usually at the expense of short-term substantive outcomes.�

(p.40) It is not difficult to find similarities between these expressions and the Chinese

understandings given in Table 1.1.

As shown above, the basic meanings of the Chinese terms for the conflict modes

in Ding (1996) are the same as their English counterparts, and attaching the motiva-

tional/conditional element to them are like hua she tian zu (adding feet to the snake in

a drawing competition) - ruining the effect by adding what is superfluous. Even these

motivational/conditional elements are not much different from those in the literature.

Ding emphasises that the Chinese understanding of the conflict modes is �slightly

different� from that in the West, which is equivalent to saying that the two are essen-

tially the same. In this sense, probably unintended by its author, Ding (1996) provides

the most direct support to date for the use of the five conflict modes in the study of

                                                
5 In the previous discussion of Weldon and Jehn (1995) it was indicated that in the definition of con-

flict modes it is necessary to separate concerns for the conflict issues from concerns for other needs
of the conflict parties. Now it needs to be added that it is also necessary to separate conflict modes
from their reasons, conditions, or long term objectives. These proposed separations do not mean to
deny the importance of those other concerns or factors. They just mean that for the accuracy and use-
fulness of the constructs of conflict modes, those other factors or concerns need to be accounted for
separately, rather than being mixed with the conflict modes.
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Chinese conflict management behaviour. The fact that Ding (1996) seeks to highlight

the differences between the Chinese and Western understandings of the conflict

modes but ends up demonstrating their similarities makes this support all the more

convincing.

1.6.5  Conclusion: The five-part taxonomy an acceptable framework

In this section I have analysed the arguments of the five works regarding the ap-

plicability of the two-dimensional model to the Chinese, and have shown that none of

the issues raised by these authors construct serious threat to the acceptability of using

the two-dimension model to the Chinese; actually Ding�s (1996) has shown that the

Chinese understanding of the conflict modes are essentially the same as those in the

West. This analysis is not the decisive verdict on the eticness of the two-dimension

model, of course, and more rigorous verification on this issue is needed in the future.

Nor do I mean to suggest that the two-dimension model fits perfectly to the Chinese,

or that there is no emic Chinese idea about conflict. To be sure, like in every other

culture, there must be some unique Chinese constructs on conflict management. One

particular example is the meaning of avoidance. Although the issues raised by

Weldon & Jehn (1995) regarding Chinese use of avoiding have been resolved by dif-

ferentiating concerns for the focal issues and concerns for other interests, it appears

that the Chinese do perceive the use of avoidance in ways somewhat different from

that of the Westerners. There is evidence that the Chinese tend to see avoidance as

functional and appropriate (Tjosvold & Sun, 1999; Tse et al., 1994; Jehn & Weldon,

1992; Kirkbride et al., 1991) whereas Westerners tend to see it as evasive and coun-

terproductive (De Dreu & van de Vliert, 1997; Tjosvold & Sun, 1999). Moreover, the

five-part typology is only one of the many ways to classify conflict modes (see, e.g.,

Thomas, 1992 and van de Vliert, 19898), and it may or may not be the most widely

used by the Chinese. The search for unique Chinese conflict models, although not the

task of this research, is very important both theoretically and practically, therefore

studies like the five works discussed above should be encouraged, and we will cer-

tainly see more works of this kind in the future.

While the five-part taxonomy of conflict modes may not be the perfect model, I

am convinced that it is the best available for the current study. Although the imper-

fection discussed above needs to be kept in mind, it does not prevent the model to be
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used satisfactorily for the purpose of this study. As argued by Blalock (1989) and

echoed by Nathan (1993) and Wall and Callister (1995), knowledge cumulates sys-

tematically when particular conflicts are described and analysed in a reasonably

common framework. �Such a task is preferable . . . to maintaining that every conflict

contains so many idiosyncratic features that it must be studied individually or grouped

solely with others of its type.� (Wall & Callister, 1995: 516) In this sense, it is better

to use constructs such as the five conflict modes which are reasonably commonly

shared but may or may not be locally the most widely used, rather than using those

which are locally the most commonly used but unique to a particular group of people.

For these reasons I conclude that the use of the five conflict modes to the Chinese

subjects in this study is justified.

1.7 A Review of Literature on Chinese Interpersonal Conflict

Since the Chinese will be the subjects of this study, it is necessary to check first

what is known about Chinese conflict behaviour. According to the topics of the re-

search, the literature on Chinese conflict behaviour can be classified into four catego-

ries: (1) the PRC dispute resolution system, with its focus on mediation (e.g., Xu,

1994; Fu, 1992; Ma, 1992; Clarke, 1991; Wall, 1990b; Utter, 1987; Moser, 1981); (2)

inter-group conflict such as lodging collective complaints at higher levels (jiti shang-

fang gaozhuang) (O�Brien & Li, 1995), factionalism in Chinese community (Pills-

bury, 1978), or conflicts between workers, managers, and the State (Yang, 1989); (3)

Chinese business negotiation with other people (e.g., Fang, 1999; Blackman, 1997;

Chu, 1991; Adler, Brahm, & Graham, 1992; Shenkar & Ronen, 1987; Brunner &

Wang, 1988; Pye, 1982), and (4) interpersonal conflict (see details below).

Given the topic of this study, only the fourth category on Chinese interpersonal

conflict will be reviewed below. The third category on Chinese business negotiation

focuses on Chinese negotiating styles and practices in their business dealings with

people from Western countries, particularly North Americans. Although a fascinating

topic itself, this category is outside the scope of this research on interpersonal conflict

within organisational settings. However, Tony Fang�s (1999) book Chinese business

negotiating style is worth mentioning. Based on a thorough review of the literature

and in-depth interviews with 71 Swedish and Chinese business negotiators, Fang

identifies the main determinants of Chinese business negotiating style: the PRC con-
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dition, Confucianism, and Chinese stratagems. He has convincingly argued that the

Chinese negotiator is a blend of Maoist bureaucrat, Confucian gentleman, and Sun

Tsu-like strategist; and the 40 cases from the interviews give vivid illustrations to the

�three-in-one� personality that constitutes the core of Chinese business negotiating

style. In his analysis, the long-term relationship concern by the Chinese negotiators is

of particular relevance to this study, which is deeply rooted in the Chinese culture

(Confucianism) and its business environment (the PRC condition). Fang�s study is

certainly one of the essential books for students of Chinese negotiation and conflict.

To analyse the literature on Chinese interpersonal conflict, which is quite limited

at this stage, I organise them into two groups according to their methodologies. I will

discuss their common research themes, the relationship factors they examined (if

any), the main findings, and the problems and limitations. Note that in addition to the

studies discussed below, the works by Weldon et al. (1996), Tingsley (1997), and

Ding (996) also belong to this category. Since they have been analysed in details in

Section 1.6, there is no need for further discussion here.

1.7.1 Group A: Self-reported use of the five conflict modes

According to the methods used, the studies on Chinese interpersonal conflict can

be classified into two groups, as summarised in the Appendix 1B. The first group used

self-report questionnaires to measure the use of conflict modes, consisting of eight

studies by Ting-Toomey et al. (1991), Trubisky et al. (1991), Morris et al. (1998),

Chiu and Kosinski (1994), Tang and Kirkbride (1986), Jehn and Weldon (1992), Ma

et al. (1994), and Kirkbride et al. (1991).

In terms of conflict mode measurement, four studies in this group used Rahim�s

Organisational Conflict Inventory � II (ROCI-II; Rahim 1983a) and another four used

Management of Differences Exercise (MODE; Thomas & Kilmann, 1974). ROCI-II

and MODE are the two most widely used questionnaires in conflict studies (Wall &

Callister, 1995; van de Vliert, 1997), and both are based on two-dimension models

similar to Figure 1.1. The two dimensions are called �concern for self� and �concern

for the other� in ROCI-II, and �assertiveness� and �cooperativeness� in MODE. They
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measure, by self-report, respondent tendencies in the use of five conflict styles or

strategies: Dominating, Compromising, Obliging, Integrating, and Avoiding.6

A common theme in this group of studies is the effects of culture on conflict

styles. Of the eight studies, six compared Chinese (from Hong Kong, Taiwan, or the

PRC) with other people,7 and two studies used the Chinese only. Chiu & Kosinski

(1994) explored the influence of Chinese values as measured by the Chinese Value

Survey on the conflict styles of Hong Kong Chinese and Americans, and found that

Moral Discipline, Integration, and Confucian Work Dynamism (these are groups of

Chinese values) were negatively related to Competitive and Collaborativeness but

positively related to Avoidance and Accommodation.

Ting-Toomey et al. (1991) assessed the relationship between culture, face-

maintenance, and conflict styles, using students from five cultures including the Chi-

nese from the PRC and Taiwan. They concluded that face-maintenance served as a

better predictor of conflict style (rather than other way around), and self-face was as-

sociated strongly with avoiding, integrating, and compromising. They also reported

culture�s effects conflict styles, for example, the PRC Chinese were more likely to use

Obliging, Avoiding, or Compromising than Americans. Trubisky et al. (1991) exam-

ined the effects of individualism/collectivism and self-monitoring on conflict styles of

American and Taiwan students, and found that Taiwan students scored higher than

Americans on four out of the five conflict styles except Dominating, but self-

monitoring had no effect on conflict styles.

Tang and Kirkbride (1986) explored the difference in conflict orientations be-

tween the Chinese and Western managers in Hong Kong, and reported that compared

with the British, the Chinese scored higher on Compromising and Avoidance, but

lower on Competing and Collaboration. Kirkbride et al. (1991) investigated how tra-

ditional Chinese values and cognitive process affect conflict-handling preference of

Hong Kong students and managers, and reported that traditional Chinese values and

                                                
6 These names are used by ROCI-II; in MODE they are called Competing, Compromising, Accommo-

dating, Collaborating, and Avoiding respectively
7 Xie, Song, & Stringfellow (1998) studied the relationship between interfunctional conflict level, con-

flict resolution styles, and new product success. They used questionnaire method and four culture
groups including Hong Kong Chinese. The conflict resolution methods were measured with single
item thus the reliability is unknown; and specific usage level of different methods were not reported.
For these reasons this work is not included here.
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cognitive orientations influenced the Chinese to preserve overt harmony by avoiding

confrontation and adopt a non-assertive approach to conflict resolution.

Although the above studies confirmed that conflict styles are affected by a varie-

ties of cultural dimensions (e.g., individualism/collectivism, face-maintenance, Con-

fucian work dynamism, moral discipline, integration, self-monitoring), no attention

was paid to specific relationship factors, with Ting-Toomey et al.�s (1991) work on

face-maintenance as a minor exception. Moreover, the comparisons of conflict mode

usages have different levels of inconsistency across different studies, as shown in Ta-

ble 1.2. Specifically, on the Dominating mode three studies reported similar level of

usage by the Chinese and Americans, and another three found Americans or British

used more than did the Chinese. On the Compromising mode, three studies found the

Chinese had higher or similar level of usage than Westerners, and one study found the

opposite. On the Obliging mode, two studies found the Chinese used more often than

did Westerners, one study found the opposite, and another two found no difference.

On the Integrating mode, two studies found the Chinese had higher or similar level of

usage than Westerners, two found the opposite, and one found no difference. Lastly,

on the Avoiding mode that shows the least inconsistency, four studies found the Chi-

nese used more than did Westerners, and two studies found no difference.

In the two studies using only Chinese sample, Ma et al. (1994) used ROCI-II, and

Kirkbride et al. (1991) used MODE. The absolute scores in the two studies are not

directly comparable, but the rankings of the five modes in the two studies can be

meaningfully compared. In Ma et al. (1994), when in conflict with colleagues, the

PRC subjects ranked the five modes as, from high to low, Integrating, (Avoiding,

Obliging), (Compromising, Dominating)  items in parentheses had different orders

depending whether the other party was a subordinate or a superior. In Kirkbride et al.

(1991), Hong Kong Chinese ranked the five modes as: Compromising, Avoiding,

Obliging, Integrating, and Dominating; Obliging and Integrating were ranked very

close to each other. While the two Chinese samples had similar rankings for Domi-

nating and Avoiding, they had quite different rankings for Compromising and Inte-

grating: the PRC subjects ranked Integrating as the top one and Compromising as to-

ward the bottom, but Hong Kong Chinese ranked them the opposite way. I argue that

these inconsistencies are probably due to the flawed methodology, as shown later in

Section 1.7.3.
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Table 1.2  Chinese Compared with Americans or British

in the Use of the Five Conflict Modes

Study Usage of the Conflict Modes

(Instrument used) Dominating Compromising Obliging Integrating Avoiding
Ting-Toomey et al., 1991

(ROCI-II)

US, TW, PRC PRC > TW, US PRC, TW > US TW > PRC, US PRC > TW > US

Trubisky et al., 1991

(ROCI-II)

TW, US TW > US TW > US TW > US TW > US

Morris et al., 1998

(ROCI-II)

US > PRC n.a. n.a. n.a. PRC > US

Chiu & Kosinski, 1994

(MODE)

US > HK n.a. US > HK US  > HK US, HK

Tang & Kirkbride, 1986

(MODE)

UK > HK HK > UK UK, HK UK > HK HK > UK

Jehn & Weldon, 1992

(MODE)

US, PRC US > PRC US, PRC US, PRC US, PRC

Note:

1. Culture groups are represented by the following symbols: US, Americans; UK, British expatriates

in Hong Kong; HK, Hong Kong Chinese; TW, Taiwan Chinese; PRC, the PRC Chinese.

2. Groups separated by �,� have similar mean scores; groups separated by �>� have different means

scores: those on the left of �>� have higher mean scores than those on the right.

3. Additional scales and/or culture groups were used in some studies but not included here for the

lack of relevance to the current study. Morris et al. (1998) used only items for dominating and

avoiding modes from an early version of ROCI-II; Chiu & Kosinski (1994) did not report the re-

sults for the compromising mode.

4. The results for Jehn & Weldon (1992) were based on MODE�s instructions for mode score calcu-

lation, but they �were rejected after intracultural factor analysis were performed and different so-

lutions were discovered.� (Weldon & Jehn, 1995: 390). It is worth noting, however, that factoring

ipsative data (MODE data is ipsative) is controversial (see Conwell & Dunlap, 1991).

1.7.2  Group B: Conflict simulations and critical incidents of conflict

The second group of seven studies used conflict scenarios to stimulate subject re-

sponse or collected critical incidents of conflict through interviews. Again culture was

a topic of common interests, but more attention was paid to relationship factors. Tse,

Francis and Walls (1994) used in-basket decision-making exercise to compare how

Canadian and the PRC managers respond to inter- vs. intra-culture negotiations over

person- vs. task-related conflict issues. They found that, among other things, the PRC

managers were more sensitive to the person- vs. task-related conflict dichotomy than

the Canadians; PRC managers were more inclined to use relational elements and self-
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esteem as key motivators, whereas Canadians were more likely to use situation as the

motivator. Person-related conflict generated more negative reactions in both groups.

Leung (1988; 1987) examined the effects of stranger/friend relationship, collec-

tivist/individualist, and stake, and compared Hong Kong Chinese with Americans on

their preferred approach to conflict scenarios (car accident or a refund for a defective

appliance). He found that compared with Americans, Hong Kong Chinese preferred

bargaining and mediation over inquisitorial or adversarial adjudication and were more

likely to sue a stranger, but were not significantly less likely to sue a friend. Bond et

al. (1985) examined the effects of power distance and collectivism on the responses of

Hong Kong Chinese and Americans to simulated verbal insults in a company board

meeting, and found that high/low status and in-group/out-group differences had larger

effects on Hong Kong Chinese than on Americans. These four studies (Tse et al.,

1994; Leung 1988; Leung, 1987; and Bond et al., 1985) support, to varying degrees,

the proposition advanced earlier that the Chinese are probably more sensitive to inter-

personal relationships during conflict than are the Westerners.

Wolfson & Norden (1984) used a filmed interpersonal conflict to compare Chi-

nese and American students in a US university on how they define and respond to in-

terpersonal conflict. They found that compared with American students, Chinese stu-

dents gave more positive comments on a high-conflict episode, and their responses to

the teacher were not contingent on an anticipated effect. In Ma (1994), the PRC stu-

dents and managers made 10 rounds of decision in a format similar to the PDG but

without reference to the prison context. Contrary to the low priority of Dominating

mode found in studies using ROCI-II discussed above, both the student and manager

samples showed a high level of competitiveness.

Finally, Wong, Tjosvold, and Lee (1992) collected critical incidents of real-world

conflict through interviews with 40 Chinese immigrants to Canada, and confirmed

that for Chinese subjects, the relationship between goal interdependence, the interac-

tion dynamics, and the outcome of conflict is similar to those known for North

American Anglos: cooperative goals led to positive interaction and outcomes, com-

petitive goals were related to negative interaction and outcomes, and independent

goals were not highly related to the interaction or outcomes.

Of the three studies just discussed, the one by Wolfson and Norden (1984) does

not relate to the current study in obvious ways; the results of Wong et al. (1992) sug-
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gest that some of the Western theories of conflict are probably applicable to the Chi-

nese. The high competitiveness of the Chinese found in Ma (1994) is probably an ar-

tefact of the �gaming mentality� (i.e., wining is everything) created by the format of

the study, and it is probably not a good reflection of the real-world behaviour where,

under certain situations, people may choose to lose. This result suggests that, in stud-

ies using conflict simulation, in order to get responses resembling to real-world be-

haviour, care must be taken to avoid the gaming mentality.

1.7.3  Problems in the research on Chinese conflict behaviour

As shown above, most studies on Chinese interpersonal conflict behaviour have

been focused on the effects of culture. Although their findings are interesting (but in-

consistent), they are of only limited value for this thesis given the universal approach

I take. The findings on relationship factors such as friend/stranger relationship, status,

in-group/out-group in studies of Group B are directly related to the topic of this re-

search and can be used for hypothesis development. But these studies did not address

the selection of different conflict modes (strategies) which I am interested in, which

limits their usefulness for the current study. The scope of options (collaboration vs.

competition) in Ma (1994), like all studies using PDG, are too limited (Cosier & Ru-

ble, 1981); and the options in Leung (1988; 1987) referred to different litigation pro-

cedures (whether to sue the other, or choice between bargaining, mediation, inquisito-

rial or adversary adjudication). Other studies in this group were not concerned with

conflict modes or strategies.

A main concern for the current literature on Chinese conflict behaviour is the lack

of consistence between findings from different studies, particularly those in Group A.

I believe it is largely a methodology issue. The structures of ROCI-II and MODE

make the analytical methods problematic for many studies shown in Table 1.2. Since

all items of ROCI-II are positively presented, it is susceptible to the effect of acquies-

cence response set (Anastasi, 1988). As shown in Table 1.2, in both Ting-Toomey et

al. (1991) and Trubisky et al. (1991), the Chinese had higher scores on four conflict

modes and a similar score on the remaining mode in comparison with Americans. It is

hard to accept that the Chinese use all of the five modes more often than Americans

do given that some of the modes are diagonally opposite to each other (e.g. Dominat-

ing and Obliging). It is more plausible to assume that the data was contaminated by
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the acquiescence response set, that is, the Chinese were more agreeable to the ques-

tions of ROCI-II than were Americans. To address the problem of acquiescence re-

sponses, Leung (1997) recommends the adjustment of the original ROCI-II data be-

fore it can be used in comparative studies, but it is not clear whether the factorial

structure of ROCI-II remains the same after the adjustment.

The analytical difficulty of MODE data originates from its ipsative nature, that is,

MODE scores always sum up to a constant for all subjects. Because of the built-in

interdependence among the scores of the five conflict modes, these scores shall not be

analysed separately as if they were independent (Womack, 1988). Therefore the three

studies using MODE in Table 1.2 are methodologically flawed.

Apart from these problems in analytical methods, two other features are also

common among the studies reviewed above: the heavy reliance on self-report, and the

lack of substance of specific conflict situations. These features can be liabilities for

any research projects, and as show below, they are particularly harmful when Chinese

subjects are involved.

A. Heavy reliance on self-report

The heavy reliance on self-report is obvious in both groups of studies cited above.

In Group A only self-report questionnaires were used; in Group B, five out of the six

studies were based on self report, although specific conflict scenarios were given. Ma

(1994) was the only exception in this group: the decisions chosen by subjects in the

game were used as dependent variables that were behavioural rather than self-report.

Putnam & Poole (1987: 563) criticise that �conflict style research has demon-

strated an over-reliance on self-report surveys, ones confounded with problems in re-

liability, factor structure, and social desirability.� Goering, Rudick, & Faukner (1986,

cited in Knapp, Putnam, & Davis, 1988) report that the opponent�s message behav-

iour, not the self-reported style of conflict management as measured through ques-

tionnaire, accounts for the majority of variance in use of communication strategies.

While the discrepancy between self-report and real behaviour is universal, this prob-

lem is probably more serious in collectivist societies where the conforming norm is

often much stronger, and punishment for deviation is much more severe in compari-

son with individualistic societies. Moser (1981), in his PhD thesis on Chinese dispute

resolution and litigation in Taiwan, reported that there were actually two very differ-
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ent models employed by his respondents regarding dispute resolution or litigation.

One was used for talking to other people, which was basically Confucian ideals, i.e.

people will do anything to avoid a law suit even when greatly wronged; the other one

was used in real conflict, in which the subjects did not hesitate to litigate for even an

ordinary dispute as long as legal mechanisms existed and benefits were expected.

This discrepancy between what one claims and what one does would not surprise

Mainland Chinese. The prolonged and wide spread heavy political persecution in

China before the end of the Cultural Revolution suggests that Mainland Chinese are

probably more prone to act in a political manner than are the Overseas Chinese. Xie

(1995) gave a vivid example of a PRC subject who wrote to the researcher asking for

a �standard� answer for the questions so that the subjects can answer them �correctly

and accurately�. That was in late 1980s, more than a decade after the Cultural Revo-

lution. Similarly, Adler et al. (1989) report that in a study on Chinese managers� con-

ceptions of management by using the Laurent Management Questionnaire, �the initial

results did not match the descriptions the Chinese had given about their organizations

or their roles as managers. When asked about the gap, the Chinese explained that they

had responded based on the way they wanted China to be, not the way China actually

is; that they had described an ideal picture.� (p. 67, italics original.) 8

An indirect evidence of social desirability in conflict studies affecting self-report

by Mainland Chinese is from Ma et al. (1994), in which a survey of more than 1,000

non-student Mainland Chinese using ROCI-II had a startlingly homogenous result:

the ranking of the five modes were the same (from high to low: Integrating, Avoiding,

Obliging, Compromising, and Dominating) across different groups, whether the

groups were defined by age, education, sex, managerial level, or functional area. It is

hard to imagine that in the real world Chinese people will have such unified behav-

iour as reported in ROCI-II, but it is quite likely that they share such a unified per-

ception over what behaviour is socially or officially desirable. Therefore the self-

reported ROCI-II scores in Ma et al. (1994) probably indicate socially desirable be-

haviour, rather than real behaviour. This and aforementioned examples make it sus-

                                                
8 The researchers �therefore asked them to answer the questions again, this time describing exactly the

way China is, and not the way it should be. This second set of responses became the real picture and
therefore was used in the analysis� (Adler et al., 1989: 67; italics original). Although this treatment is
understandable under the given situation, it is doubtful that the second set of responses would have
given a real picture simply because it was requested by the researchers.
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pectable that, more than many other places, in Mainland China subject responses to

self-reported questionnaires reflect mainly socially desirable answers rather than real

behaviour.

B. Lack of substance of specific conflict situations

This is another common feature in the studies on Chinese conflict behaviour, par-

ticularly Group A studies in Table 1.2. Four of the six studies in Group A referred to

no specific conflict situation at all. Since �the decision to use a particular conflict

strategy is largely governed by situational rather than personality constraints� (Put-

nam & Wilson, 1982: 632; see also Deutsch, 1994 and King & Miles, 1990), measur-

ing conflict strategies without providing a specific context tend to �mask situational

effects and provide little information about the actual behaviors used in the conflict

episode.� (King & Miles, 1990: 224) In words of Putnam and Wilson (1982), �re-

searchers who fail to specify a target and a context obtain only gross insights about

conflict management behaviors.� (p.632)

In addition to the above problem, the lack of substance and context of conflict in

conflict studies, when combined with the self-report method, makes the socially de-

sirable response more likely. When specific situational parameters (e.g. the stakes in-

volved or the identity of the other party in a conflict) are not known, the norms or

values which attach to these parameters and dictate the behaviour cannot be activated,

and what left in one�s mind are general, context-free, and often socially desirable no-

tions, such as he wei gui (harmony is to be treasured), or ren (forbearance) for the

Chinese. If at this time one is to make statements about one�s general tendency in

conflict, as required by questionnaires such as ROCI-II or MODE, it is only natural to

give socially desirable platitudinous responses, although one�s behaviour in the real

world may be far less principled or socially desirable.

In contrast, when specific conflict context is given, situational parameters will ac-

tivate the functioning of the related norms or values, socially desirable or not. In this

sense, compared to general and context-free questions, questions with specific con-

flict situations are less prone to socially desirable answers, although they are still self-

report. An example will make this point clearer. It is widely reported (e.g., Bond et

al., 1985) that people in collectivistic societies tend to treat in-group and out-group

members in different ways, as reflected in the Chinese saying, �neiwai you bie� (in-
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siders are to be distinguished from outsiders). But if it is not known whether the other

party is an in-group or not, the effect of this factor (in-group/out-group) will be nulli-

fied. In contrast, if it is known that the other party is an in-group (or out-group) mem-

ber, the in-group/out-group factor is likely to be triggered to affect people�s re-

sponses, whether it is socially desirable or not. In this way the level of socially desir-

able (but unreal) response is reduced.

Ting-Toomey et al. (1991) and Trubisky et al. (1991) in Group A studies used a

single conflict scenario (redo a group assignment for university students) to stimulate

subjects responses. To the extent the previous arguments are valid, these studies

should be more reliable than those without any situational parameter at all. But this

reliability is limited to the particular conflict scenario only, and the generalisability to

other situations is questionable, because an observation valid in one situation may not

be valid in another. For example, Leung & Bond (1984) found that in comparison

with Americans, Hong Kong Chinese were more egalitarian when distributing re-

wards to another group member, but more equitable when distributing a reward to a

stranger. That is, the comparison between Hong Kong Chinese and Americans had

different results under different situations. For any behaviour to be called a tendency,

it has to be tested across different situations, because behaviour in a single situation

cannot be called general tendency. In this sense all studies on tendency are necessarily

multi-situational, need to be tested or replicated in different situations. Discussion of a

general tendency based on a single-scenario without qualification, as if applicable to

all other situations, is obviously an over-generalisation and could be dangerous, but

unfortunately it often happens.

For this reason, other things being equal, studies in Group B which used several

specific conflict scenarios are inherently more reliable than those in group A which

had no or only a single conflict scenario. For example, as cited before, Leung (1988)

found that compared to Americans, Hong Kong Chinese were more likely to sue the

other party as a stranger, but were not significantly less likely to sue the other party as

a friend. These results contrast sharply to studies in Group A where the Chinese were

reported as using Dominating less frequently than Westerners (Chiu & Kosinski,

1994; Tang & Kirkbride, 1986) regardless of conflict situations. Obvious the condi-

tional difference between the Chinese and Westerners in Leung (1988) is theoretically
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more convincing and practically more realistic than the un-conditional difference (or

similarities) reported in group A studies.

To summarise the above discussion, the literature on Chinese interpersonal con-

flict behaviour is limited in the sense that it relies too much on self-report and does

not give enough substance to the conflict discussed. To different degrees these two

problems limit the reliability of these studies and their usefulness in the current re-

search. Studies in Group A were both self-report and context-absent, which may be

part of the reasons for their inconsistencies; studies in Group B gave specific conflict

context, therefore had more articulated and realistic results than group A, but they

were still self-report in nature. In addition, this group did not address directly the is-

sue of conflict strategies.

These problems suggest that, in terms of methodology, the current study needs to

have the following features: it uses behavioural or quasi-behavioural data, rather than

purely self-report data; it addresses the issue of conflict strategies directly, and offers

the subjects multiple options, rather than the often-seen competition vs. collaboration

dichotomy; it gives specific, multiple and diversified conflict scenarios, so that ten-

dencies can be identified across different studies. Apart from the benefit of reducing

the effect of social desirability as discussed before, giving specific conflict scenarios

also reduce the effect of gaming mentality.

1.8 The Need for an Experimental Tool for the Two-Dimension Model

The over-reliance on self-report in conflict studies is not a recent phenomenon,

and is not limited to Chinese conflict studies; it has been warned against long time

ago by researchers (Putnam & Poole, 1987). This lasting problem can be attributed at

least partly to the lack of proper experimental tools in the measurement of the actual

use of the five conflict modes. Experimental tools for the measure of cooperation vs.

competition in the single-dimension model, such as the PDG, have long been devel-

oped. For the two-dimension model of conflict modes (Figure 1.1), however, no be-

havioural tools appropriate for general research purpose have been developed yet.

Between the 1960s and the 1980s, at least ten instruments were developed to measure

the five conflict modes (Wall & Callister, 1995), but with the exception of the Mode

Game discussed below, all these tools are essentially self-report surveys.
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In an effort to ameliorate the over-reliance on self-report survey, and to overcome

the shortcomings of the PDG, Cosier and Ruble (1981) developed the Mode Game

(MG) based on the two dimensional model. The MG allows five decision options

which correspond to the five conflict modes of the two-dimension model, and the

combination of the two parties� decisions determines the payoffs for each. But the ap-

plication of MG in conflict studies has been severely limited by the following prob-

lems (see detailed analysis in Chapter 3). First, the payoffs in MG are set in such a

way that three of the five decision options are equivalent in their expected outcomes.

Given the promise of offering five options to subjects, this lack of differentiation is

particularly unacceptable. Second, MG asks subjects to answer a series of �relatively

difficult, yet not impossible� questions as part of the simulation, which is hard to op-

erate and easy to be confounded by other factors, with no real benefits to general re-

search purposes. Third, there is no adequate mechanism for the dependent and inde-

pendent variables to be connected. Probably due to these difficulties, although the

work of Cosier and Ruble (1981) is widely cited in the literature, no further studies

using MG or its adaptation have ever been reported since MG�s creation two decades

ago, not even by its developers themselves.

Thus there is an acute need to develop an experimental tool which can measure the

use of the five conflict modes through behavioural data rather than the self-report. The

MG is a good starting point, but it needs major restructuring to overcome the short-

comings mentioned above. This, in fact, will be one of the main tasks of this thesis.

The new tool should simulate conflict process in both substantive and process aspects,

provide subjects with five options as defined in the two-dimension model, and allow

the observation of behaviour in the simulated conflict process. It should have reason-

able operationalisability and adequate flexibility to accommodate a variety of research

topics. Hopefully it does not take another two decades before it is used or adapted in

future research.
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1.9 Tasks of the Current Research

The task of the current study is to assess how the factors of past relationship,

other�s strategy, hierarchy, and stake affect people�s behaviour in conflict of personal

interest. PRC Chinese managers will be the subjects; their behaviour in the form of

choice between the five conflict modes in simulated conflict of interests will be used

as the dependent variable to assess the hypotheses. A simulation tool will be devel-

oped, which will be used to stimulate subject response to specific conflict scenarios

for this study in particular, and which can be used for studies of the five conflict

modes in general.

1.10 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of four parts and seven chapters. Part One is the introduction,

the current chapter. It discusses the rationales for the research questions and the se-

lection of independent and dependent variables, the applicability of the five conflict

modes to the Chinese, and the literature review on Chinese interpersonal conflicts.

Part Two has two chapters, dealing with the research framework and methodology

issues. In Chapter Two the hypotheses to be tested in this study are articulated, the

boundaries and different data sources are clarified, and the operationalisation of inde-

pendent variables and the analytical methods are determined. In Chapter Three the

major experimental protocol, the Conflict Mode Simulation (CMS), is constructed.

Based on the analysis of the shortcomings of Mode Game (MG), the structure and

contents of CMS are determined, and the characteristics discussed.

Part Three reports the findings of hypothesis verification through three data

sources in three chapters . In Chapter Four the hypotheses are evaluated through the

main data source, the behavioural data in CMS. Both planed and post hoc analyses are

discussed. Chapter Five is devoted to rationale themes regarding subject behaviour in

CMS, and Chapter Six deals with the reported cases of real world conflicts. In all

three chapters the hypotheses developed in Chapter Two will be assessed in ways ap-

propriate to the data used, and cross evaluation will be made whenever possible.

Part IV, consisting of Chapter Seven only, summarises the results of hypothesis

testing in different data sources, and discuses the implication of the findings. The

limitations of this study and the directions of future research are also discussed.
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CHAPTER TWO

HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design and hypothesis development are interrelated. On the one hand

the entire research is designed to test hypotheses, so the research design is necessarily

dominated by the hypotheses; on the other hand, the development of hypotheses has

to take into consideration the technical feasibility of the research design. A hypothesis

testable in one study might not be testable in another because of the complexity in-

volved. For example, although hypotheses on several types of past relationship can be

conceived and tested in the future, the complexity of the current study limits the vari-

able of Past-Relationship to two levels only; therefore the hypotheses regarding this

variable are confined accordingly. For the ease of presentation, the hypotheses will be

discussed before the research design in this chapter. But in the actual process these

two parts were constructed in a back-and-forth manner; the setting of elements in one

part often had to be coordinated with settings in another part.

2. 1 Hypotheses

Below, unless otherwise indicated, “Wang” refers to the subject whose behaviour

is hypothesised and tested in this study (Wang is one of the most common surnames

in the PRC); and “Other”, with a capital O, refers to a colleague of Wang who is in

direct conflict with Wang.

2.1.1 Main effects of Stake

There is evidence that the importance of the disputed issue, Stake, significantly

affects subject behaviour in conflicts (Jehn, 1997; Leung, 1988; Gladwin & Walter,

1980). Forcing is used in conflict over important issues (Howat & London, 1980;

Blake & Mouton, 1964), and avoiding is used in conflict with low importance (Rahim

& Bonoma, 1979; Blake & Mouton, 1964). The more important the issue and the big-

ger the stake, the larger the valence for satisfying one’s own needs and the higher the

cost if these needs are not satisfied (Thomas, 1992), thus the stronger the resistance to

yielding (Rubin, Pruitt, & Kim, 1994). Therefore as Stake become larger, in trying to
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secure one’s own needs, Wang is more likely to use Dominating and less willingly to

use Obliging.

The use of Integrating also tends to increase as Stake increases. Leung (1997) ar-

gues that “animosity reduction is a major goal in dispute resolution in collectivist

cultures” (p.643). Given Wang’s expectation that s/he will continue to work with

Other in the future, it is desirable to maintain a harmonious relationship rather than

animosity with Other. Other’s animosity and resentment against Wang are especially

likely if Stake is high and Other does not get what s/he wants. With the self-serving

bias (i.e. people have the tendency to attribute their own success to internal factors

while putting the blame for failures on external factors; see Robins, Waters-Marsh,

Cacioppe, & Millett, 1994), Other tends to attribute his/her failure to Wang, espe-

cially when Wang is not cooperating; and this attribution is likely to turn into lasting

animosity against Wang when high stakes are involved. To avoid this lasting animos-

ity, in addition to securing his/her own needs, Wang is also motivated to make sure

Other’s needs are satisfied as well. Thus for high-stake issues, apart from the in-

creased use of Dominating and reduced use of Obliging, the use of Integrating also

tends to increase, especially when a win-win solution is perceived as attainable. A

similar line of argument is given by Pruitt (1983): “In a stable, long-term relationship,

each party’s capacity to employ contentious tactics tends to be matched by the other’s

level of resistance . . . Hence, on important issues where parties cannot easily yield,

joint problem solving is the most likely strategic choice” (p. 184; see also Putnam &

Poole, 1987).

For lower stake issues, however, animosity may not be a major concern. As ar-

gued by Leung (1997), for these issues “animosity may be relatively low, and ... It is

entirely possible that … animosity reduction is only applicable to disputes of high in-

tensity” (p. 643). Therefore Integrating is less needed in low-stake conflicts. The extra

resources, skills, and effort required by Integrating (van de Vliert, 1997; Thomas,

1992) also make it less worthwhile for low-stake issues.

Avoiding is unlikely in high-stake conflict, but neither is it very likely in low-

stake conflicts, given the ongoing relationship. In high-stake conflict, the passiveness

of Avoiding puts Wang’s high-stake interests at risk unless it is perceived that more

aggressive approaches will cause greater damage. As the Stake reduces, Avoiding is

more affordable and tends to increase (Blake & Mouton, 1964). But given the ongo-
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ing relationship between the parties, if the Stake is very low an open Obliging is more

beneficial for Wang than Avoiding. Here Wang’s concern for self is low because of

the low Stake, which may motivate Wang to satisfy Other’s needs because at a small

cost, it can reduce the tension and add credit to Wang, both being desirable in an on-

going relationship. By Avoiding, however, neither of these benefits is obtainable. So

Obliging is more likely than Avoiding when stake is low.

In medium-stake conflicts, by comparison, the issues are neither small enough to

be relinquished painlessly nor large enough to warrant an open and full-scale struggle,

so Wang has the incentive to avoid the conflict, if only to see how Other will handle

it. (This kind of avoidance is also called no action; see van de Vliert, 1997; Thomas,

1992.) Therefore when stake increases from low to medium size, one’s use of Avoid-

ing probably will not decrease and may even increase, at least it will not decrease as

fast as the use of Obliging, provided that there is an ongoing relationship between the

two parties. These effects of Stake on behaviour in conflict can be summarised into

the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis HS (main effect of Stake). As Stake decreases, Wang tends to use fewer

Dominating and Integrating, and more Obliging. Wang’s use of Avoiding increases as

Stake decreases from High to Medium, but stops increasing and may even drop when

Stake decreases from Medium to Low.

It should be emphasised that hypothesis HS is based on two assumptions: the on-

going relationship is important, and a win-win solution is seen as attainable. Without

the ongoing relationship, there is no need to control animosity and Wang needs not to

be concerned with Other’s interests; without the perceived possibility of a win-win

solution, Integrating is futile. As concluded by Putnam and Poole (1987), “forcing

strategies are used in conflict situations characterised by high importance, low prob-

ability of agreement, and a high frequency.” (p. 560, italics added)

The above discussion on the effects of Stake does not consider other situational

factors of the conflict. Apart from affecting conflict behaviour directly, the level of

Stake is also expected to moderate the effect of Hierarchy, as discussed next.
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2.1.2 Effects of Hierarchy: Interaction with Stake

Conflicts in superior-subordinate relationship have been one of the main topics of

research on interpersonal conflict because superiors spend approximately 20% of their

time managing conflict (Thomas & Schmidt, 1976). Many studies have found that

status and organisational position of the conflicting parties affect the conflict strate-

gies employed (Lee, 1990; Mills & Chusmir, 1988; Putnam & Poole, 1987)1. In gen-

eral, supervisors are often found to prefer forcing (Morrill, 1989; Morley & Shockley-

Zalabak, 1986; Putnam & Wilson, 1982; Howat & London, 1980; Phillips & Cheston,

1979), and subordinates tend to prefer avoiding (Drake, Zammuto, & Parasuraman,

1982; London & Howat, 1978), smoothing, (Putnam & Wilson, 1982), yielding

(Keating et al., 1994; Rahim, 1986), enduring (Morrill, 1989), or compromising

(Renwick, 1975).

The Chinese are well known for their deference to hierarchy (Yang, 1994), and

they scored high on Hofstede’s power distance dimension (Lai & Lam, 1986;

Hofstede, 1980). That is, compared with people who scored lower on the power dis-

tance dimension (e.g., Americans and Australians), the Chinese are more prepared to

accept power difference between different hierarchies, and are more obedient and

more reluctant to confront the superior (Kirkbride et al. 1991). Bond and associates

(1985), for example, found that the Chinese were more willing to accept an insult

(unfavourable outcome) from a higher status member. Therefore it can be expected

that the aforementioned effect of hierarchy on conflict behaviour will apply to Chi-

nese as well. In terms of the five conflict modes, it can be expected that for Chinese,

like those in previous studies in other cultures, superiors tend to use more Dominating

and fewer Obliging, Integrating, or Avoiding than subordinates.

The research underlying the above discussion, however, is focused mainly on

task- or job-related conflicts, where the superior has a clear mandate to control and is

held accountable for the final results, and where subordinates are supposed to follow

orders. Therefore the conflict-mode usage discussed above is largely a built-in feature

of management systems. The conflict issues in the current study, welfare-

distribution,2 are not job or task related and are outside the normal domain of hierar-

chy. Therefore hierarchy is technically not directly relevant to conflict of this kind.

                                                
1 For a detailed review of research on effect of organisational position, see Putnam and Poole (1987).
2 The reason of this confinement is discussed in Section 2.3.
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The two opponents are equally entitled to the benefit, and on issues of this kind no

one can legitimately pull rank on the opponent and demand the other party to oblige

“because I am the boss”. At the same time the subordinate and superior depend upon

each other in many other contexts, so one cannot totally ignore the hierarchy, al-

though it is technically irrelevant. Therefore Hierarchy will affect conflict behaviour

on issues outside its normal domain but only in an indirect way, moderated by the

Stake involved.

The aforementioned behavioural differences between superior and subordinate in

task-related conflict are likely to be found in welfare conflicts as well when stake is

high. Since the high stake involved makes the retaliation of the offended superior ap-

pear more imminent, the subordinate must be careful to avoid the animosity of the su-

perior (Leung, 1997). The superior, however, is less likely to be concerned about re-

taliation by the subordinate, therefore s/he can afford to be less cooperative than the

subordinate on issues of high-stake. In comparison with the subordinate, the superior

will be less reluctant to pursue his/her own benefits by using Dominating, less willing

to sacrifice self-interests by using Obliging, less motivated to satisfy Other by using

Integrating, and less likely to feel insecure by using Avoiding. That is, the superior

will use more Dominating and Avoiding, fewer Obliging and Integrating than the

subordinate does.

As the Stake decreases, for the subordinate there is less need to control animosity

(Leung, 1997); for the superior the lower stake makes aggressive behaviour less

worthwhile, and the need to win loyalty and cooperation from the subordinate further

softens the superior’s stance. Therefore the behavioural difference between superior

and subordinate in medium-stake conflict will be attenuated in comparison with what

happens in high-stake conflict. Finally, for low-stake conflict issues, the hierarchy

should not have obvious effects on subject behaviour. Given the triviality of the con-

flict issue and that fact that hierarchy is irrelevant, the subordinate surely does not

want to offend the superior, but neither does the superior want to lose face by pressing

the subordinate on small issues. 3 There is no obvious reason to expect one party be

                                                
3 The Chinese concept of “face” can mean many different things. According to Hu (1944), there are

two broad types of face - mianzi and lian (or in the Wade-Giles system, mien-tzu and lien respec-
tively). While mianzi stands for the prestige achieved through success and ostentation, lian is the re-
spect of the group for a person with a good moral reputation. A superior fighting with a subordinate
on petty material issues is seen as demonstrating low moral standard, thus will be a “diulian” (lost of
lian). See different interpretations of face in Chapter Five.
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more cooperative or less assertive than the other under this situation. The interaction

of Hierarchy and Stake discussed above is represented by the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis HHS (interaction effect of Hierarchy by Stake). The effect of Hierarchy

varies at different levels of Stake. In high-stake conflicts, Wang tends to use more

Dominating and Avoiding, and fewer Obliging and Integrating, if s/he is the superior

than if s/he is the subordinate; These effects of Hierarchy tend to be attenuated as

Stake decreases, and in low-stake conflicts, no effect of Hierarchy is expected.

2.1.3 Main effects of Past-Relationship

Past-Relationship in this study refers to either of the following two states of past

relationship between Wang and Other: 1) Wang is indebted to Other, or 2) Wang has

been wronged by Other.4 In either case Wang should reciprocate because, according

to the reciprocity norm, we should help those who have helped us and retaliate against

those who have injured us (Komorita, Parks & Hulbert, 1992). Gouldner (1960) ar-

gues that reciprocity is a universal social norm and is the underlying basis of all stable

relationships; and several theorists have postulated that reciprocity is one of the basic

norms of social interaction (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959).

In Chinese society, where stable interpersonal relations are highly desired, the

norm of reciprocity is fundamental (Ding, 1996; Wen, 1989; Hwang, 1987). “Wang

en fu yi” (ingratitude) is seen as a most serious and unforgivable breach of propriety

and will effectively destroy a relationship; propriety requires that one tou tao bao li

(return a peach for a plum), or dishui zhi en dang yi yongquan xiang bao (a drop of

water should be repaid with a gushing spring). When wronged, however, retaliation is

expected, accepted, and even encouraged (Wen, 1989); and failure to retaliate can be

seen as weak or spineless and result in a loss of face (Ho, 1976).

Given this norm of reciprocity, it can be expected that, when indebted to Other,

Wang tends to be more cooperative and less assertive, that is Wang will increase the

use of Obliging and Integrating, and reduce the use of Dominating or Avoiding. When

wronged, however, Wang tends to withdraw cooperation and be more assertive, which

leads to a reduced use of Obliging and Integrating, and an increased use of Dominat-

ing and Avoiding. This relationship is summarised into the following  hypothesis.

                                                
4 The rationale for this confinement will be discussed in Section 2.4.
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Hypothesis HP (main effect of Past-Relationship). Compared with having been

wronged by Other, when indebted to Other, Wang tends to use more Obliging and

Integrating, and fewer Dominating and Avoiding.

2.1.4  Main effects of Other’s-Strategy

Hypothesis HP refers to behaviour reciprocating what Other did in the past. The

same reciprocity norm also affects Wang’s response to Other’s current action during

the conflict process, which has been the focus of research on reciprocal conflict be-

haviour. It is widely reported that subject behaviour is largely affected by the Other’s

strategy during the conflict, especially when Other is competing (e.g., Komorita et al.,

1992, 1991; Axelrod, 1990; Patchen, 1987; Pruitt, 1983; Cosier & Ruble, 1981). Co-

sier and Ruble (1981), for example, have shown that competing was primarily used to

match Other’s competing, avoiding was used more against non-cooperative than co-

operative others, and the uses of compromising, accommodating, and collaborating

were most frequent when the same strategies were used by Other.

Apart from the above described general tendency to reciprocate Other’s behaviour

during the conflict, people were also found to respond differently to defection and

collaboration in repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma Games (PDG), that is, defection begets

defection but unconditional cooperation evokes exploitation (Komorita et al., 1992;

Oskamp, 1971). Cosier and Ruble (1981) also report that subjects in their experiment

used competing one-quarter to one-third of the time when the programmed other used

cooperative strategies (accommodating, collaborating, or compromising). This ex-

ploitation of collaboration can be partly attributed to the strong individualistic orien-

tation that has dominated the negotiation research. As criticised by Carnevale and

Pruitt (1992), “in much of the experimental research subjects have been instructed to

be concerned only with their own outcomes” (p.539, italics added), and no past or

present relationship or perspective of future interaction is given. Under such settings

it is rationale for the subjects to take advantage of Other’s collaboration because in

this way they can maximise their current gains, which is what they are instructed to

do.

But real organisational conflicts do not happen in such an atomised and relation-

free context. With an ongoing relationship it is not always in one’s best interests to
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maximise the current gains, and exploitative behaviour will be retaliated in the future,

perhaps in a least expected/desirable way. The existence of watchful colleagues also

makes the exploitative behaviour costly. As commented by Granovetter, the practice

of making diamond deals by a handshake on the diamond exchange “is possible in

part because it is not atomized from other transactions but embedded in a close-knit

community of diamond merchants who monitor one another’s behavior closely. Like

other densely knit networks of actors, they generate clearly defined standards of be-

havior easily policed by the quick spread of information about instance of malfea-

sance” (1992: 62). Ben-Yoav and Pruitt (1984a, 1984b) have shown that when nego-

tiators were told they would have to cooperate on a future task, they achieved high

levels of joint benefit, suggesting the high level of collaboration in the process. By

contrast groups with individualistic orientation relied heavily on combative tactics

(threats, positional commitments, and strong arguments for one’s own advantage).

Although the other’s strategy was not controlled in the above experiments, these re-

sults suggest that under more realistic settings marked by ongoing relationship, the

exploitative behaviour will be much less likely and cooperative behaviour will be re-

ciprocated. For these reasons, whatever Other uses in the conflict process, it tends to

be reciprocated by Wang, as hypothesised below.

Hypothesis HO1 (Reciprocation effect of Other’s-Strategy). A conflict mode used

by Other will be reciprocated by Wang in the sense that Wang’s use of that particular

mode will be more likely than cases where Other uses other modes.

The reciprocity norm, plus the need for consistency, not only makes Wang recip-

rocate what Other is doing, it also leads him/her to increase the use of similar and

compatible modes and reduce the use of opposite modes. In terms of cooperativeness

towards the other party, the conflict modes of Obliging and Integrating are compatible

with each other, both being highly cooperative. Thus the uses of these two modes are

mutually promoting: Other’s use of Obliging promotes Wang’s use of Integrating, and

Other’s use of Integrating promotes Wang’s use of Obliging. Moreover, Obliging and

Integrating are both opposite to Dominating, occupying the opposite ends of the co-

operativeness dimension (Figure 1.1). Therefore these two sets of modes are mutually

suppressive: Other’s use of Dominating suppresses Wang’s use of Obliging and Inte-
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grating, and Other’s use of Obliging or Integrating suppresses Wang’s use of Domi-

nating. This suppression relationship among the two sets of modes can also be used to

explain why in an ongoing relationship cooperative behaviour (Integrating and

Obliging) by Other is unlikely to be exploited by Wang’s Dominating, as argued

above.

Therefore in addition to the reciprocation effect discussed above, Other’s-Strategy

also has suppression and promotion effects. Other things being equal, the use of a

particular conflict mode by Other suppresses the use of opposite modes and promotes

the use of different but compatible modes by Wang. These relationship are summa-

rised as the following two sub-hypotheses.

Hypothesis HO2 (Suppression effect of Other’s-Strategy). Other’s use of Domi-

nating suppresses Wang’s use of Obliging or Integrating, and Other’s use of Obliging

or Integrating suppresses Wang’s use of Dominating.

 Hypothesis HO3 (Promotion effect of Other’s-Strategy). Other’s use of Obliging

promotes Wang’s use of Integrating, and Other use of Integrating promotes Wang’s

use of Obliging.

Hypotheses HO1, HO2, and HO3 propose that Wang will adjust behaviour according

to Other’s-Strategy, but it takes time for Wang to learn what is Other’s strategy. At

the beginning of a conflict, Wang does not know for sure what Other will do to deal

with the conflict. Wang may have certain expectations about Other’s behaviour based

on common sense or his/her knowledge of Other’s past action, but this expectation is

conjecture only as Other has yet to act. As the conflict process unfolds, Other’s strat-

egy is gradually made clear through his/her behaviour, so Wang will adjust behaviour

accordingly. In other words, there is a learning process for Wang to identify Other’s

strategy and make the necessary adjustment as hypothesised in HO1, HO2, and HO3.

The effect of learning has been reported by Cosier and Ruble (1981) in their experi-

ment using Mode Game: when the programmed other used Competing, subjects

shifted from Collaborating to Competing in later stages; when the programmed other

used Accommodating, subjects shifted from Compromising to Accommodating. The

effect of learning is hypothesised as HO4.
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Hypothesis HO4 (learning effect of Other’s-Strategy). The hypothesised effects of

Other’s-Strategy, HO1, HO2, and HO3, will be stronger in later stages of the conflict

process when Other’s strategy is clearer to Wang.

2.1.5 Interaction of Other’s-Strategy with Hierarchy and Past-Relationship

Hypotheses HO1 to HO4 propose that Wang’s behaviour in conflict is partly deter-

mined by what Other is doing. In other words, different act of Other stimulate differ-

ent responses by Wang in a conflict. But that does not suggest that the same act al-

ways stimulates the same response. The same words uttered by different people are

often interpreted differently by listeners. Similarly, in a conflict process, the same act

can evoke quite different responses, depending upon the relationship between the

parties. As argued below, the context-bound effects of Other’s-Strategy apply more to

Compromising and Integrating than to Dominating and Obliging.

Unlike Dominating or Obliging, the conflict modes of Compromising and Inte-

grating treat the two opponents more or less as equals. With medium level of concern

for both self and other, in Compromising the party expects to meet the opponent

halfway; and with high level of concern for both self and other, in Integrating the

party aims at the full satisfaction of both sides (Rahim, 1992; Putnam & Poole, 1987;

Blake & Mouton, 1964). That is, by Compromising or Integrating the party gives

equal priorities to the two sides. Therefore it is no surprise that the compromising

mode is most common when the two parties have equal power (peers) (Rahim, 1983b,

1986).

The egalitarian flavour of Compromising and Integrating determines that the re-

ception of the two modes tends to be moderated by situational factors such as Hierar-

chy and Past-Relationship. The moderation by Hierarchy is based upon the general

expectation that the balance of power be respected in people’s interactions (Carnevale

& Pruitt, 1992; Savage et al., 1989; Thomas, 1976). When Wang is a subordinate, s/he

is less powerful than Other; then if Other uses Compromising or Integrating which are

typically expected among equals, Wang, as the subordinate, tends to feel honoured

and thus responds positively. When Wang is a superior, however, s/he expects to be

treated with due respect by Other. If, then, Other uses Compromising or Integrating,

acting as someone with equal power, Wang tends to take offence; on feeling slighted,

Wang is likely to respond negatively. Other things being equal, the greater the power
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difference between the two parties, the larger the differential effect. Only among

equals do Compromising and Integrating mean the same thing for both sides.

Another factor moderating the reception of Other’s-Strategy is Past-Relationship,

that is, whether Wang is indebted to Other or Wang has been wronged by Other.

When Wang is indebted to Other, s/he may interpret Other’s assertive behaviour or

hard position as calling in favours Wang owes. According to the reciprocity norm,

Other is entitled to calling in favours; and since owing favour is a heavy burden for

the Chinese (King, 1989), Wang prefers to clear the debt sooner than later. Thus

Other’s behaviour becomes more or less acceptable and tolerable to Wang. This inter-

pretation tends to dampen down the aforementioned negative feelings experienced by

Wang when a subordinate Other is using Compromising or Integrating. Thus the dif-

ferential psychological effects of Compromising and Integrating by Other are some-

what neutralised when Wang is indebted to Other.

When Wang has been wronged by Other or the two sides have been on bad terms,

however, the different psychological effects of Compromising and Integrating tend to

be augmented. If Wang is the subordinate, Other’s Compromising or Integrating is

likely to be seen by Wang as an olive branch and an important opportunity to improve

the tense relationship. Given Other’s stronger position and the bad past relationship

with Wang, Other could have sought to prevail over Wang in the conflict. Preferring

not to have a tense relationship with the superior, Wang will respond to this concilia-

tory signal from the superior with enthusiasm5.

By contrast, if Wang is the superior, Other’s Compromising or Integrating may be

seen as adding salt to an open wound, because the subordinate, having dis-served the

superior in the past, is posing as an equal and demanding the superior to accept a deal

worse than his/her status deserves. Wang’s reaction may be something like “It was

ridiculous enough for you as a subordinate to go against me in the past. Now you

want to take advantage of me again. How dare are you!” Thus, if Wang as a superior

has been wronged by Other, Other’s Compromising or Integrating will be received

very negatively and responded to quite differently than if Other is the superior.

                                                
5 It is possible that the past relationship was so estranged that the Compromising or Integrating by the

superior is not enough to bring the subordinate into conciliation. But it is arguable that with the same
past relationship, however strained it might be, the Compromising and Integrating by the superior is
more conciliatory than those by the subordinate.
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Unlike Compromising and Integrating, the reception of Dominating and Obliging

should be less situation-dependent. Dominating aims to winning at the expense of the

other, and Obliging tries to satisfy the other at the expenses of self. In both cases one

party is given obvious preference over the other. This unmistakable one-sided stance

makes the reception and response to the two modes more unitary and less dependent

on the situation. Regardless of the hierarchical difference or past relationship between

the two parties, Dominating seeks self-interest at the expense of the other’s interest,

which tends to alienate other party; and Obliging sacrifices self-interest for the satis-

faction of the other, which tends to increase other party’s trust (Rubin, Pruitt, & Kim,

1994).6 Put together, the factors of Hierarchy and Past-Relationship moderate the ef-

fect of Other’s-Strategy, as specified by the Hypothesis HOPH.

Hypothesis HOPH (interaction effect of Other’s Strategy by Past-Relationship by

Hierarchy). In cases where Wang has been wronged by Other, and Other is using

Compromising or Integrating, Wang tends to use more Dominating and Avoiding and

fewer Obliging and Integrating if Other is a subordinate than if Other is a superior.

These differences are less likely in cases where Wang is indebted to Other and/or

Other is using Dominating or Obliging.

It should be noted that, except in the hypothesis on the reciprocating effect of

Other’s-Strategy (HO1), no prediction on Wang’s use of Compromising is made in the

hypotheses above. In the two-dimensional model of conflict modes (Figure 1.1),

Compromising has medium levels of both assertiveness and cooperativeness, occu-

pying the middle ground of the two-dimension space (Figure 1.1). Compared with the

four other modes in the corners, the intermediate stand of Compromising makes it ap-

plicable to many more situations than other modes do, where it may not always be the

best, but it is certainly not the worst and is often more acceptable by all involved par-

ties than other modes are. It is like a pastel colour that can be used in many different

situations. In comparison, the four corner-modes are like bold colours: they are best

for certain situations and for those situations only. These features of Compromising

                                                
6 It is conceivable that Wang’s response to Dominating or Obliging may still differ to a certain degree

according to Hierarchy or Past-Relationship (e.g., Dominating by superior is perhaps more tolerable
than those by subordinate), but this difference is likely to be less significant when compared with
Wang’s response to Compromising or Integrating discussed before.
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mean it is not likely to be monopolised by any particular group or limited to any par-

ticular situation, and most people can use it most of the time without high risk. For

these reasons, in the scope of the current study, it is not expected that Compromising

will be used more (or less) frequently by any particular group in any particular situa-

tion, apart from the reciprocating effect of Other’s-Strategy hypothesised in HO1.

The hypotheses discussed above are summarised in Table 2.1. In the rest of this

chapter and Chapter Three I will introduce the framework and the methodology I used

to test these hypothesis, and explain why I did that in those particular ways.
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Table 2.1  Summary of the Hypotheses

HS: Main effect of Stake

As Stake decreases, Wang tends to use more OB and fewer DO and IN. Wang’s use of AV in-

creases as Stake decreases from High to Medium, but stops increasing and may even decrease

when Stake decreases from Medium to Low.

HHS: Interaction of Hierarchy by Stake

In high-stake conflicts, Wang tends to use more DO and AV and fewer OB and IN if s/he is the su-

perior than if s/he is the subordinate; These effects of Hierarchy tend to be attenuated as Stake de-

creases, and in low-stake conflicts, no effect of Hierarchy is expected.

HP: Main effect of Past-Relationship

Compared with the condition of having been wronged by Other, when indebted to Other, Wang

tends to use more OB and IN, and fewer DO and AV.

Main effect of Other’s-Strategy

   HO1: Reciprocation effect

A conflict mode used by Other will be reciprocated by Wang in the sense that Wang’s use of that

particular mode will be more likely than in cases where Other uses other modes.

   HO2: Suppression effect

Other’s use of DO suppresses Wang’s use of OB or IN, and Other’s use of OB or IN suppresses

Wang’s use of DO.

   HO3: Promotion effect

Other’s use of OB promotes Wang’s use of IN, and Other’s use of IN promotes Wang’s use of OB.

   HO4: Learning effect

The hypothesised effects of Other’s-Strategy HO1,, HO2,, and HO3 will be stronger in later stages of

the conflict process when Other’s strategy is clearer to Wang.

HOPH: Interaction of Other’s-Strategy by Past-Relationship by Hierarchy

When Wang has been wronged by Other and Other is using CO or IN, Wang tends to use more

DO and AV and fewer OB and IN if Other is a subordinate than if Other is a superior. These dif-

ferences are less likely when Wang is indebted to Other and/or Other is using DO or OB.

Note: DO - Dominating; CO - Compromising; OB - Obliging; IN - Integrating; AV - Avoiding.

2.2 Triangulation of Data Collection

To test the hypotheses advanced above, data was collected through the following

three different sources according to the principle of triangulation (Neuman, 1997).

A.  Conflict processes simulation. Subject choice of conflict modes in the simu-

lated conflict process will be used as the main source of data for this study.
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B. Self-explanation of behaviour in the simulation. Subjects were asked to ex-

plain why they made their particular choice of conflict modes during the con-

flict simulation.

C.  Conflict cases. Subjects were asked to describe a real case of conflict they ex-

perienced recently.

The conflict simulation data (Source A) are measures of subject behaviour in the

simulated conflict of interests. The details of the conflict simulation will be discussed

in Chapter Three. Different conflict modes in the simulation were associated with

different payoffs, and subjects knew these payoffs before they made the choice.

Therefore the choice of conflict modes was the choice of expected results, resembling

real world decision-making behaviour in similar conflict situation. Data of this kind

are quasi-behavioural in nature when compared with real conflict behaviour in every-

day life. They are records of a series of acts of conflict-mode selection rather than

self-declaration of what one would do in the future; in this sense the data are behav-

ioural. The different results associated with the conflict modes were on paper only;

and the relationship variables were hypothetical rather than real; in this sense the data

are quasi-behavioural.

Of course, the behaviour in simulated conflict cannot be taken as equivalent to be-

haviour in real-world conflict, but, as shown in many research experiments, “people

with no previous personality pathology or training in their roles could execute ex-

treme forms of behaviour consistent with the role they were playing” (Robbins, Wa-

ters-Marsh, Cacioppe, & Millett, 1994: 385). Unlike a pure mind game happening in

one’s imagination only, in conflict simulation the dynamic and often contentious in-

teraction with an opponent is actually played out, thus behaviour in simulation can be

taken as a good proxy for behaviour in real-world conflict. For these reasons the

simulation data was used as the main data source in the current study.

Self-explanation of behaviour in CMS (source B) provides account for the deci-

sions in the simulation, thus it can be used to verify the hypotheses. Data in source C

are recollections of personal experience rather than claims of what one will do under

hypothetical situations, thus they are arguably less susceptible to the social desirabil-

ity bias than questionnaires asking hypothetical and non-specific questions. These

data are necessary because they are real personal experience (although a certain de-
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gree of distortion is possible) and are unrelated to the simulation, therefore can be

used to compare with the simulation data. However, these data are still self-report in

nature and the problems discussed in Chapter 1 cannot be completely ruled out. Thus

caution should be excised in the collection and interpretation of these data, as shown

in Chapter 6.

From different angles these three sets of data highlight different aspects of conflict

mode application, which provide a broad and solid base for hypotheses verification.

The conflict simulation of source A was conducted through Conflict Modes Simula-

tion (CMS), a purpose-designed protocol for the study of conflict modes (see Chapter

Three for details). The self-explanation of behaviour in the simulation and the de-

scription of real conflict case were collected through two structured questionnaires.

In addition to the above three data sources, I also conducted two dozen also in-

depth semi-structured interviews with some subjects who had participated in the

simulation. These interviews gave me rich insight on interpersonal conflict in the state

sector of the PRC in general and greatly helped my understanding and interpreting of

subject behaviour in CMS simulation in particular. But since no written or audio-

visual records of these interviews were possible at the time, the information obtained

will not be treated as a separate data source, and will be used as supplementary in-

stead.7, 8

                                                
7 At first I tried to tape-record the interview but gave up soon because of the interviewee’s uneasiness.
8 Together with the data mentioned above, I also collected subject responses to a Chinese translation of

ROCI-II questionnaire regarding their general tendencies in the use of conflict modes. Given the
problems associated with context-free self-report questionnaires discussed in Chapter One, in this
study the ROCI-II data were collected not as one of the primary data sets, but as supplementary data
which could be used as covariates to filter out the potential confounding of general tendencies in
conflict management, so that the tests on the situational factors would be purer and the power in data
analysis stronger. But the ROCI-II data in this study turned to be incapable of doing any of these
things. The ROCI-II scores were highly homogeneous across different demographic groups; inclu-
sion of ROCI-II scores in the model did not improve the power of analysis, nor did they predict sub-
ject behaviour in CMS; and the relationships between the five conflict modes measured by ROCI-II
matched poorly to the theoretical ones. There are reasons to believe that social desirability bias was
an important contributor to these problems, which corroborates my concern over the questionnaire
approach, and confirms the necessity of experimental approach taken in this study. To save space
and to avoid sidetracking, the ROCI-II data and analysis are not included in the text of this thesis but
are put in Appendix 4A for reader’s reference, preferably after reading Chapter 4.
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2.3 Boundary Delimitation: The Nature of the Conflict Scenarios

In the conflict simulation, the major data source of this study, subjects were re-

quested to deal with hypothetical conflict of interest scenarios. These scenarios were

used to provide the substance of conflict on the one hand and to operationalise the

four independent variables of the study on the other. Meanwhile, in order to control

the undesirable confounding effects of other variables, the nature of the conflict sce-

narios was confined in the following ways.

First, the conflict issues were limited to conflict of personal-interests as opposed

to job issues. This restriction was necessary because, as reported by Tse, Francis and

Walls (1994), Jehn (1997) and many others, people tend to respond differently to per-

son- and to task-related conflicts. Person-related conflict can be caused by personality

clashes, differences in values or opinions, or the conflict of interests (Wall and Cal-

lister, 1995). It is the last, conflict of interests, which is the focus of the current study.

Unlike in Tinsley (1997) where the conflict was between one person and a group, in

this study the conflicts were dyadic, that is, only two individuals were directly in-

volved.

Only certain kinds of personal-interest conflicts are realistic between superiors

and subordinates in the PRC, and one such area is welfare. According to my research

experience in China and interviews with industry managers,9 for many issues involv-

ing personal interests in PRC state enterprises, such as wage/salary increases, promo-

tion, “model worker” selection, etc., company policies are usually set in such a way

that people at different hierarchical levels do not compete directly for the same re-

source. But welfare benefits administrated through the union system, for example a

supply of scarce commodities, are often distributed equally among employees disre-

garding managerial levels. Housing allocation was largely a welfare issue for a long

time, and non-hierarchical factors such as seniority, education, number of family

members, honours received etc., all came into play, although hierarchy also bears a

heavy weight (Yang, 1994; see an example of scoring system for housing allocation in

Appendix 2A). Given the multi-factor rating system commonly used by state enter-

prises in housing allocation, it happens from time to time that a subordinate with

longer service or a higher education is ahead of his/her superior in the housing alloca-

                                                
9 I had more than five years teaching experience at a management training centre in the PRC where

managers from the iron & steel industry were sent for a 10-week management course.
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tion list. Therefore on welfare issues it is not uncommon to see people of different hi-

erarchies having direct conflict of personal interests. For these reasons the conflict

issues in this study was further confined to the allocation of welfare benefits.10

Second, in the conflict scenarios of this study the parties faced an opportunity to

gain benefits rather than a threat to their vested interests. This was to control the po-

tential confounding of problem domain (opportunity vs. threat; see Highhouse &

Paese, 1996). Third, apart from the imbalance brought forward by the hierarchy and

past-relationship factors, which were expected to give the two parties different psy-

chological pressure, the two parties were on the same footing where the conflict issue

was concerned. They had the same right to claim the benefit, the same chance to win

if they decided to fight through, and the same starting point where no one had yet

taken the first step.11 The equal footing provided an ideal context for the assessment

of effect of Hierarchy on issues outside its normal domains. Fourth, it was made ex-

plicit to the subjects that there were five decision options corresponding to the five

conflict modes, and the outcome of the conflict was not limited to win-lose; both win-

win and lose-lose results were possible. These were to control the confounding of the

scope of salient possible settlement (Thomas, 1992). While the above features are not

always present simultaneously in every real conflict situation, they are by no means

unrealistic and can be easily identified in real world. It is hoped that such arrangement

can give us a clearer picture of the effects of the independent factors.

2.4 Operationalisation of Independent Variables

Three issues need to be determined in the operationalisation of independent vari-

ables: the number of levels (i.e. categories) for each variable, the substantive content

of each level, and how these contents are to be manipulated. The determination of

these issues is constrained by the following practical considerations: the total number

of experimental conditions (i.e. cells) should be manageable; the substantive contents

of different variables should be compatible with each and realistic to the subjects. As

                                                
10 Conflict over welfare benefits is singled out in this study because it presents a realistic conflict of

interests between people at different hierarchical levels. There is no reason to believe that conflict
plays itself out differently in the case of welfare benefits as opposed to other forms of conflict of in-
terests.

11 This differs from Ting-Toomey et al. (1992), Weldon et al. (1996) etc., where Other had caused
damage to Wang and did not need to do anything, whereas Wang had to decide whether and how to
seek justice and get even.
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discussed above, only certain kinds of past relationship and conflict issues are realis-

tic between people of different hierarchies; the operationalisation of Past-Relationship

and the selection of conflict issues were therefore limited accordingly.

2.4.1 The number of levels of variables and the total number of cells

The numbers of levels (categories) controlled for independent variables in a study

are confined by the hypotheses under investigation as well as the number of variables

and the sample size. To test the hypothesis for the interaction between Hierarchy and

Stake (HHS), three levels are needed for Stake (High, Medium, and Low). Assuming

two levels are controlled for Hierarchy (Superior and Subordinate) and Past-

Relationship (Indebted and Wronged), and five levels for Other’s-Strategy (DO, CO,

OB, IN, and AV), then 60 experiment conditions or cells are needed (3S x 2H x 2P x 5O

= 60). By the rule of thumb of 10 subjects for each cell (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989),

this requires a total of 600 subjects, a sample size too large to be achievable in my

situation. Given that Stake, Hierarchy, and Past-Relationship are already at their

minimum number of levels, if the sample size is to be reduced, one level of Other’s-

Strategy has to be sacrificed, which will bring the number of cells down to 48 (3S x 2H

x 2P x 4O = 48). Among the five levels of Other’s-Strategy (DO, CO, OB, IN, and

AV), sacrificing AV appears to be the best option because 1) the other four levels are

needed for the test of hypothesis HOPH; and 2) given the nature of the conflict issues in

this study (personal material interests), in reality it is probably less likely for a party

to keep disengaged (i.e. using AV) throughout the process than using other options.

No other level of any variable can be reduced without affecting the test of hypotheses

articulated before. Thus although ideally five levels should be controlled for Other’s-

Strategy, it was decided to drop the level of AV because of practical reasons, and this

was judged to be an acceptable sacrifice given the particular hypotheses shown in Ta-

ble 2.1. To recapitulate, 2 levels of Hierarchy and Past-Relationship, 3 levels of Stake,

and 4 levels of Other’s-Strategy will be controlled, resulting in a total of 48 cells (2H x

2P x 3S x 4O = 48) in this study.
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2.4.2  The content and manipulation of the levels of variables

Hierarchy. The two levels of Hierarchy are straightforward: 1) “Wang is Other’s

superior”; 2) “Wang is Other’s subordinate”.12 The former will be denoted as the Su-

perior (or simplified as Sup) group, and the latter, the Subordinate (or Sub) group.

The manipulation of these two levels was carried through scenario descriptions, in

which the subject was assigned the role of superior or subordinate. Ideally there

should be another level: Wang is Other’s peer, or same-level colleague. But as shown

above, Hierarchy could not have more than two levels in this study given the limit in

sample size, therefore it was decided that the level for peer would not be used here.13

Stake is the importance of the conflict issue to the conflict parties. Three levels of

Stake were manipulated in the current study: high, medium, and low. Since Stake is an

abstract concept, it needs to be operationalised through specific conflict issues. As

indicated above, these conflict issues were in the form of an opportunity to gain wel-

fare benefits for which the two parties were in direct conflict with the same footing.

After consulting people with rich experience in the State sector of the PRC and con-

sidering the result of a pilot study, it was decided that the three levels of States were

to be operationalised through conflict scenarios about the following three issues:

High Stake issue: housing. “There is one unit of company housing for sale at a

price half of its market value; Wang and Other are equally entitled to it and both de-

sire to buy.”

Medium Stake issue: holiday. “There is one quota for a company-paid holiday in a

famous health resort; Wang and Other are equally entitled to it and both desire to go.”

Low Stake issue: fruit. “There is one box of seasonal fruit for sale by the com-

pany’s welfare department at a price half of its market value; Wang and Other are

equally entitled to it and both desire to buy.”

All three issues mentioned above are welfare benefit issues common in PRC state

enterprises. Housing is commonly seen as the most important welfare issue affecting

most employees, and housing distribution is the most watched issue in any state en-

                                                
12 The quoted contents are part of the booklet given to the subjects; and “Wang” refers to the subject.

The same applies to the operationalisation of other variables.
13 Although this omitting does not affect hypothesis testing in this study directly, it is one of the limita-

tions of this study and should be addressed in the future.
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terprise.14 The allocation or subsidised sale of seasonal fruit is a common form of

welfare benefits. The company-paid holiday is probably less common but not unusual

in state enterprises, especially large companies. In terms of importance it obviously

lies between housing and fruit.

Past-Relationship can have many facets, such as a working relationship, friends,

personal exchange etc. Because the conflict issues are interest-related in the current

study, it is the past interaction on personal interests which is most relevant. Therefore

the two levels of the Past-Relationship were operationalised as indebted and wronged

through conflict scenarios.

Indebted: “Wang and Other are on good terms in general, and last month Other

helped Wang’s spouse in getting a good job in an highly profitable company.”

Wronged: “Wang and Other are not on good terms in general, and last month

Other plotted behind the scene to prevent Wang’s spouse from getting a good job in

an highly profitable company.”

This manipulation of Past-Relationship has several features worth mentioning.

First, the specific content of the favour and the wrong used here is realistic for supe-

rior-subordinate relationship in the PRC. Whether Other is Wang’s superior or subor-

dinate, it is always possible, and it often happens, that Other has some guanxi (per-

sonal connection) in other organisations through which Other can help or hinder

Wang’s spouse to get the job (Yang, 1994). Second, a job in a highly profitable com-

pany means good income (in terms of salary, bonus, and fringe benefits) and favour-

able social status, therefore is highly sought after; and knowing the right person often

makes the difference in job seeking. A favour or wrong of this kind has normally me-

dium to high significance for the parties involved, so the indebted or wronged party

cannot ignore it and will try to reciprocate. Therefore the factor of Past-Relationship

is expected to have adequate manipulation strength. The element of “Wang and Other

are/are not on good terms in general” in the scenario is designed to further enhance

the manipulation.

Third, the favour and wrong were designed to involve the same issue but in the

opposite directions (Other helps/hinders Wang’s spouse to get the job), so that they

were in direct contrast. It is realised these two states of Past-Relationship are not mu-

                                                
14 Per capita living floor space in urban areas of the PRC was only 8.1 m2  in 1995 (China Statistical

Yearbook, 1996: 279).
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tually exclusive (e.g., one can be indebted to and wronged by the same person at the

same time); and they are just two of many past relationship status (other types of past-

relationship include, e.g., a normal working relationship without any favours or

wrongs in the past; having done favours or wrongs to the other, etc.). However, the

purpose of this study is to confirm that Past-Relationship does affect conflict behav-

iour, rather than presenting a thorough account of its many possible ramifications.

Given the limit of two levels for this factor as discussed above, these two particular

states of past relationship are deemed necessary and acceptable.

Other’s-Strategy. It has been indicated above that to keep the number of cells

manageable, it was necessary to limit Other’s-Strategy to four levels. This means one

of the five decision options in Other’s-Strategy had to be dropped. It was decided to

drop the conflict mode of avoiding. Since avoiding means no action will be taken for

the conflict issue, the use of avoiding is probably less likely than other conflict modes

when personal interests (rather than, say, different opinions) are involved, especially

for high or medium stake issues.15 Another technical concern was that if Other used

avoiding during the simulation process, it would be hard to keep Wang engaged be-

cause of Other’s passiveness. Thus the four levels of Other’s-Strategy were chosen to

be dominating (DO), compromising (CO), obliging (OB), and integrating (IN).

To simulate the fact that what Other would do to deal with the conflict was not

known beforehand,16 Other’s-Strategy was not mentioned in the conflict scenarios;

instead it was revealed to subjects gradually during the simulation process. Other’s-

Strategy was programmed, but this was not known to Wang. The experimenter passed

Other’s decision to Wang on each of the ten rounds of decision making, as described

in detail in Chapter Three. For each of the four levels of Other’s-Strategy, the same

mode was used by Other throughout the simulation process except in Rounds 4 and 7

where a different mode was used. The variation in Rounds 4 and 7 was designed to

reduce subject suspicion that Other’s-Strategy was programmed, as suggested by Co-

sier and Ruble’s (1981). For example, for the DO level (Other’s-Strategy = DO),

Other used DO in each round except Rounds 4 and 7 where AV was used. The levels

                                                
15 As it turned out, avoiding was the second least used mode by subjects in this study.
16 One can always guess or anticipate beforehand what the other party will use, but that is Other’s-

Strategy by anticipation, not Other’s-Strategy itself.
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of the four independent variables and their manipulation in the current study are

summarised in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2  Operationalisation of the Four Factors:

Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, Stake, and Other’s Strategy



(Quoted contents are abbreviated segments of scenario descriptions given to subjects.)

Hierarchy.  The hierarchical relationship between Wang and Other. Two levels (conditions):

1) Subordinate. “Other is your superior.”

2) Superior. “Other is your subordinate.”

Past-Relationship.  The personal relationship between Wang and Other in the past. Two levels:

1) Indebted. “You are on good terms with Other in general, and s/he helped your spouse get a

good job in an highly profitable company last month, a favour which you have not yet repaid

properly.”

2) Wronged. “You are not on good terms with Other in general, and s/he plotted behind the

scenes to prevent your spouse from getting a good job in an highly profitable company last month.

The job went to her/his friend eventually.”

Stake.  The importance of the conflicting issue for Wang and Other. Three levels:

1) High. “The company has a housing unit to sell to staff at half its market price of ¥100,000

RMB (Chinese currency, roughly $1US = ¥8.50 at the time). You and Other have the same top

score on the waiting list and you both desire it.”

2) Medium. “The company’s welfare section gives a quota to your department for a company-

paid holiday in a top resort. You and Other are equally eligible for it and you both desire to go.”

3) Low. “The company sells seasonal fruit to employees today at half its market price of ¥40 a

box. Both you and Other desire it but there is only one box left.”

Other’s Strategy.  The programmed strategy used by Other during CMS process. Four levels:

1) DO.  Other always uses Dominating except in Round 4 and 7 where Avoiding is used.

2) CO.  Other always uses Compromising except in Round 4 and 7 where Obliging is used.

3) OB.  Other always uses Obliging except in Round 4 and 7 where Integrating is used.

4) IN.  Other always uses Integrating except in Round 4 and 7 where Compromising is used.



2.4.3  Twelve scenarios and forty-eight experimental conditions (cells)

As shown above, the independent variables of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and

Stake were manipulated through conflict scenarios; the combination of these three

variables gave rise to a total of twelve scenarios (2 x 2 x 3). As an example, the sce-
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nario for the Subordinate-Indebted-High combination17  is given below. To get the

scenarios for other combinations, simply replace the respective segments of this sce-

nario by the relevant content of Table 2.2.

Scenario for the Subordinate-Indebted-High combination

“Imagine you have a superior who has a generally close personal relation with you. Thanks

to his/her help through his/her friends, last month your spouse got a good job in a highly

profitable company, and you have not yet repaid properly this favour from him/her. But now

you find yourself facing a conflict with him/her. This week your company has a housing unit

to sell to staff at half its market value of ¥100,000 RMB, and people with higher house-

allocation scores have the priority to buy. You and he/she have the same top score on the

waiting list. Both you and your superior want to buy this housing unit, and you do not know

whether this opportunity will come again in the future. After considering all different factors

(including both sides’ qualifications and personal contacts in the offices concerned), you feel

that if you really want to compete, you have about 50% chance to win. Given this situation,

how will you deal with this conflict over housing?”

The twelve scenarios were crossed with the four levels of Other’s-Strategy, re-

sulting in a total of forty-eight experimental conditions (cells) to which the subjects

were randomly allocated. The formation of these experiment conditions is illustrated

in Table 2.3. The twelve columns represent the twelve scenarios; and the scenario for

the combination of Subordinate-Indebted-High shown above is represented by the

first column. The four cells in each column represent four levels of Other’s-Strategy

that share the same conflict scenarios.

Table 2.3  The Formation of Experiment Conditions: Forty-Eight Cells

Hierarchy Subordinate Superior

Past-Relationship Indebted Wronged Indebted Wronged

Stake H M L H M L H M L H M L

Other’s- DO

Strategy CO

OB

IN

                                                
17 This means Hierarchy = Subordinate; Past-Relationship = Indebted; Stake = High.
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2.4.4  The number of subjects needed

The sample size of the study affects the power of analysis. Power is the probability

that the statistical test will identify a treatment’s effect if it actually exists (Hair, An-

derson, Tatham, & Black, 1995). If sample size is too small, the design does not have

enough power to detect the anticipated effect so that a Type II error may be commit-

ted. That is, a no-effect result may be the artefact of the design’s low power rather

than the lack of effect by the scrutinised variable. On the other hand, if the sample

size is too large, the design can be too powerful that a very small and immaterial ef-

fect will be claimed statistically significant, thus the Type I error is committed. The

large sample size also adds to the financial burden and operational difficulty (Hair et

al., 1995; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). For these reasons, Cohen (1988) suggests that

studies be designed to achieve alpha levels of at least .05 with power levels of 80 per-

cent. Following Cohen’s suggestion, the sample size of this study was chosen as 384,

or eight subjects per cell. 18

2.5 The Booklet for Data Collection

The three sets of data discussed before were collected by different instruments.

The conflict simulation (source A) was conducted in the form of the Conflict Mode

Simulation (CMS). The CMS was designed not only for hypothesis testing in the cur-

rent study but also for conflict mode research in general. It needs a separate chapter to

discuss (Chapter Three). The self-explanation of behaviour in the conflict simulation

(source B) and the report of real conflict cases experienced (source C) were collected

through two separate questionnaires. The administration of these three instruments, in

addition to demographic questions, took about one hour and twenty minutes on aver-

age A booklet containing the above three parts was distributed to the subjects. The

following is a brief description of the content of the booklet, and the full content can

be found in Appendix 2B.

                                                
18 Using the computer program GPOWER developed by Faul and Erdfelder (1992), the power level of

the research design discussed above can be determined (I thank Professor Edgar Erdfelder of the
University of Bonn, Germany, for his help in the use of GPOWER). For the hypothesised interaction
HOPH, the power level will be 100 percent for a medium-size effect (f2 = .15) and 63 percent and for a
small-size effect (f2 = .02), according to Cohen’s effect size convention (1988). For an intermediate
effect size f2 = .05, the power level will be 97 percent. Thus so long as the effect size is a little bit
larger than a small size, the sample size of 384 will have enough power for the test of hypothesis
HOPH. At the same time the sample size is not too large to have a high probability to pick up a small
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Introduction

This part introduces the purpose of the research, the confidentiality, the researcher,

and the notion that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers to the questions presented.

Demographic information

This part includes sex, age group, education, industry type of the work unit, func-

tional area of the position, level of managerial position, and the number of direct sub-

ordinates.

The Conflict Modes Simulation

This part introduce the definition of the five conflict modes, the conflict scenario,

the procedures and rules of the 10-round decision making process through which the

conflict was to be dealt with, and the possible settlements. See detail in Chapter

Three.

The explanation of behaviour in the conflict simulation

After the conflict simulation, subjects were requested to answer questions regard-

ing their behaviour in the simulation. The questions include the subject’s initial strat-

egy and its intention; whether and why that strategy fit/did not fit with the hierarchy,

the past relationship, and the stake of the conflict issue; what did the other party do;

and how did the subject respond. These questions were designed to have the subjects

explain the rationale of their behaviour in the simulation in terms of independent vari-

ables of this study..

The real case of conflict experienced

The subject is requested to describe a real case of conflict they experienced re-

cently. The questions were designed to identify the key elements of the conflict which

are of interest in this study, namely the hierarchy, the past relationship, the specific

conflict issue and its importance, the subject’s initial action and its purpose, other

party’s action and the estimated purpose, the subject’s response and its purpose.

                                                                                                                                           
effect in the test of HOPH. The power levels for other hypotheses in this study will be higher than that
of HOPH, thus it can be concluded that the sample size of 384 is adequate for the current study.
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2.6 Analytical Methods

Multivariate variance analysis (MANOVA) and chi-square tests will be combined

in the analysis of Source A data, subject behaviour in the simulation (Tabachnick &

Fidell, 1989). In MANOVA a Repeated Measures Analysis approach will be taken,

where the four independent variables (Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, Stake, and

Other’s-Strategy) will be treated as between-subject factors, and the five dependent

variables (the number of times each of the five options were used in the simulation)

will be treated as the five levels of the within-subject factor, Mode. To test the hy-

pothesis on learning (HO4), the ten round simulation data are divided into the first and

the second five-rounds, so that another within-subject factor, Stage, can be added.

Therefore in its most complicated form, the model used for hypothesis testing will

have six factors: four between-subjects and two within-subjects. The justification and

specifics of these models will be discussed fully in Chapter Four. The rationales of

subject behaviour in CMS (Source B) and the cases of real-world conflict (Source C)

will be analysed by crosstabulation and chi-square statistics, largely determined by

the nature of the data, as will be shown in Chapters Five and Six respectively. Finally,

the ROCI-II data (Source D) will be processed by hierarchical regression analysis and

other techniques, as will be shown in Chapter Six.

2.7  Summary

This chapter has developed the hypotheses for this research and the methodologi-

cal framework for the testing of these hypotheses. Five sets of hypotheses regarding

the four situational factors are articulated. Stake, Past-Relationship, and Other’s-

Strategy are predicted to affect subject behaviour in their own respective ways, and

the effects of Hierarchy are expected to be moderated by Stake. Interaction effects

between Other’s-Strategy, Hierarchy, and Past-Relationship are also to be expected.

These hypotheses will be tested through three sets of data with different natures: be-

haviour in conflict simulation, rationale of that behaviour, and cases of real-world

conflict.

To control undesirable confounding effects, the conflict issues in this study were

limited to the allocation of welfare benefits as an opportunity, for which the two par-

ties were on the same footing. The scopes of options and potential outcomes were
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made explicit to the subjects. Within these boundaries, the factors of Hierarchy, Past-

Relationship, and Stake were operationalised through 12 conflict scenarios, which

were then combined with Other’s-Strategy, giving rise to a total of 48 experimental

conditions. A total of 384 Chinese subjects were recruited and allocated randomly to

these 48 conditions; and each subject received a booklet which explained the experi-

ment condition allocated to him/her and the tasks and procedures s/he was required to

perform. An important part of the methodological framework, the Conflict Mode

Simulation, will be discussed fully in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

CONFLICT MODE SIMULATION

This chapter deals with the experimental instrument, the Conflict Mode Simula-

tion (CSM). Based on the analysis of the Mode Game and its shortcomings, it de-

scribes the procedures of the conflict simulation, and discusses the rationales for its

various elements, as well as its special features.

3.1 Mode Game and Its Shortcomings

The Mode Game (MG) was developed by Cosier and Ruble (1981) as an effort to

overcome the shortcoming of instruments such as the Prisoner�s Dilemma Game

(PDG) which offers subjects only two options, cooperation versus competition. In

MG there are ten trials of decision making by a conflicting dyad. In each trial a sub-

ject and another person (another subject or an accomplice of the researcher) make si-

multaneous decisions in selecting one of five options: competing, compromising, ac-

commodating, collaborating, or avoiding, denoted hereafter as DO, CO, OB, IN, and

AV respectively.1 The combination of the two sides� options determines how much

money each gets in that trial, as shown in Table 3.1. The money is real and the par-

ticipant can earn up to $1 in the ten trials. For the combinations of OB-IN (i.e. one

party uses OB and another uses IN), DO-DO, and IN-IN in the four greyed cells of

Table 3.1, the result is determined by the two sides� answers to a question and their

levels of confidence in their answers. The results of other combinations are deter-

mined automatically by the payoff matrix (Table 3.1).

The MG is an important contribution to conflict studies because it provides an

experimental tool for the measurement of five conflict modes. There are several issues

in the structure of MG, however, which limit its utility as an instrument for conflict

studies in general. These issues can be put into three categories: the non-differential

                                                
1 This denotation is to keep consistency with the rest of this thesis and reduce confusion. The five op-

tions are actually denoted as SI, J1, J2, J3, and NP respectively in MG, but their meanings are similar
to those in this study.
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payoff structure, the superfluous use of questions, and the lack of connection between

dependent and independent variables.

Table 3.1 Payoff Matrix of the Mode Game

First, if one or both of you chooses AV on a given trial, you both gain 2 cents and the trial is over.
If you both choose to play, the possible combinations and payoffs in cents are as follows:

Your Other’s Choices

Choices DO CO OB IN

DO

Answer to question
counts for self

Winner           +8
Loser                0
NOTE: see below

You           +8
Other           0

You           +8
Other           0

You           +8
Other           0

CO You                 0
Other             +8

You           +4
Other        +4

You           +4
Other        +4

You           +4
Other        +4

OB You                 0
Other             +8

You           +4
Other        +4

You           +4
Other        +4

Other’s answer to
the question counts
Right       both +8
Wrong      both  0

IN You                 0
Other             +8

You           +4
Other        +4

Your answer to
the question counts
Right       both +8
Wrong      both  0

Joint answers to
the question counts
Right       both +10
Wrong      both  -2

NOTE: If both sides answer the question correctly, a coin-flip will determine the winner; if both sides

answer incorrectly, both gain nothing.  (Adapted from Table 2 in Cosier & Ruble, 1981: 819).

The non-differential payoff structure. This is reflected first in the similarity of

payoffs by CO, OB, and IN, as shown in the last three rows of Table 3.1. These three

rows are identical except for the three greyed cells at the bottom-right corner where

the result is contingent to subjects’ answer to the question asked. Even in these three

greyed cells if, as intended by Cosier and Ruble, subjects have a 50% chance to an-

swer the question correctly, and if the two sides are equally confident in their an-

swers, the expected payoffs for both sides will be +4, the same as the remaining six

non-greyed cells representing the interactions among CO, OB, and IN. Thus the con-

flict modes of CO, OB, and IN are assigned the same expected outcome. In this sense

MG is actually offering subjects three options, DO, AV, and CO-OB-IN, rather than

the claimed five. Given that AV is a “no play” option, when a subject chooses to play,

he/she faces effectively only two options, DO or CO-OB-IN, not much different from

PDG.
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The lack of differentiation is also reflected in the similar chance of win-win for

the IN-IN interaction (i.e. both sides use IN) and for other interactions. In an IN-IN

interaction the two parties work side-by-side towards a win-win solution, therefore

their chance of getting a good outcome for both sides shall be higher than cases where

nobody or only one party uses IN. This advantage of IN-IN is not reflected in MG

where IN-IN (the bottom-right cell of Table 3.1) has the same expected result as, for

example, IN-OB or CO-CO.2

The non-differential treatment of CO, OB, and IN reflects the fact that they are

seen as different varieties of cooperation in MG, and it is also probably due to the

difficulty in differentiating payoffs for these three modes, as will be discussed fully

later in this chapter. Understandable as it is, this treatment renders the difference be-

tween the three modes in name only. It weakens the theoretical soundness of the MG

because, according to the dual-concern model, there are significant differences be-

tween the three modes. Since CO is less cooperative and more assertive than OB,

when confronted with DO, CO should get a larger share of the �pie� than OB does.

Similarly, IN should have a higher score than OB does in dealing with DO since IN is

much more assertive than OB. But as shown in Table 3.1, when facing with a DO

partner, the three options of CO, OB, and IN are equally helpless; and when interact-

ing with each other, they have the same expected outcome. As demonstrated later in

this chapter, the payoffs for CO, OB, and IN can be made to reflect their difference

without extra operational cost. Therefore the non-differential treatment of these three

modes is an unnecessary compromise.

The unnecessary use of questions. In the four greyed cells of Table 3.1 the pay-

offs are determined by each party�s answer to a question asked in that trial. This is

designed to 1) simulate the reality that choosing a conflict-handling mode does not

always automatically determine the conflict outcomes; and 2) add a substantive com-

ponent and an uncertainty element to the simulation. As shown below, this question-

answering approach can be easily contaminated, hard to operate, and their functions

can be achieved through other means. Because question-answering is affected by

ability or knowledge, this approach is justifiable only if ability happens to be one of

                                                
2 For the IN-IN cell in Table 3.1, assuming the dyad has a 50% chance of getting the correct answer to

the question, then +10 and -2 are equally possible so both sides have an expected result of +4.
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the factors under study; otherwise the confounding effect of ability will contaminate

the result. For this reason Cosier and Ruble tried to minimise the impact of ability by

using questions which �were designed to be relatively difficult, yet not impossible� so

that they can be answered with only 50 percent accuracy (p. 822). However, what is

�difficult but not impossible� is always open to debate, and it must be considered

anew for each study and each sample. In this sense it is hard to operate. The element

of uncertainty can be easily introduced by coin-flipping. Finally, to simulate conflict

process each study should have its own substantive context specific to its research

topic; the question-answering approach of the MG may have nothing to do with these

specific substantive issues, instead it may inadvertently confuse and distract the par-

ticipants. Therefore so long as the unique substantive context of each research is

properly represented,3 the use of questions in the simulation is both undesirable and

unnecessary.

Lack of connection between dependent and independent variables. To study

conflict mode uses, there must be mechanisms to manipulate the independent vari-

ables so that the difference in the use of conflict modes can be attributed to these in-

dependent variables. Cosier and Ruble (1981) do not show how this is to be done in

MG, but the use of real money in MG payoffs makes it difficult to attribute conflict

mode usage to the independent variables. If a study has only one independent variable

and it happens to be Stake, then the use of real money is arguably a good option be-

cause to represent Stake, money is more tangible and real than �points� or other sym-

bols. But for general research purposes, if the independent variable is not Stake, or if

several independent variables are involved, real money is not necessarily better than

intangible symbols, as shown below.

Although not stated in Cosier and Ruble (1981), suppose the independent vari-

ables are to be manipulated by conflict scenarios, like I did in this study, through

which subjects are assigned different roles and the context and substance parameters

are specified. These conflict scenarios need to be connected to the decision making

process in such ways that subject decision can be reasonably attributed to independent

variables. But the $1 worth of money, the maximum a subject can get in MG, is too

trivial to activate the effect of independent variables, no matter how tangible the

                                                
3 As shown later in this chapter, this can be done by the use of conflict scenarios.
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money is. For example, it is unlikely that Hierarchy will make people behave differ-

ently in a matter of $1 difference (see argument in Chapter 2 for the interaction effect

of Stake by Hierarchy). In this case the tangibility of real money is meaningless, and

the difference in subject behaviour, if any at all, can hardly be attributed to Hierarchy.

If, however, people do what they do in MG not because of the value of the money but

because it symbolises achievement, then the use of real money is not crucial because

achievement can be symbolised by many other means as well, such as �points�.

Nor is increasing the amount of money used for the simulation a satisfactory rem-

edy. One problem is the financial burden of the researcher. More importantly, Stake

will come into play whether or not intended by the researcher; and it will dominate

subject behaviour not because it is more important than other variables in general but

because it is real and in large amount in the conflict simulation while all other vari-

ables are hypothetical only. This difference in manipulation strength makes the result

invalid because it can always be argued that had other variables been as real as Stake

was, the result would have been different. Since other variables are hypothetically

represented, so should Stake. Thus unless all variables in a research are real, it is

probably not a good strategy to use real money.

To the best of my knowledge, MG has not been used in any other published stud-

ies since its publication in 1981. The above analysis suggests that while MG is an

commendable effort in conflict mode measurement, it needs major reconstruction be-

fore it can be satisfactorily used for conflict mode research in general and hypothesis

testing for my thesis in particular. Among other things, its payoffs of different conflict

modes should reflect their differences in cooperativeness and assertiveness; the ques-

tion-answering approach should be replaced by a more flexible scenario approach,

and the decision-making process should be closely linked to the scenarios. The Con-

flict Mode Simulation discussed in the rest of this chapter is the result of this attempt.

3.2  The Conflict Mode Simulation: The Procedures

The Conflict Mode Simulation (CMS) was developed on the base of the above

analysis of MG. Apart from serving the current study, it was also designed as a ge-
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neric instrument for general research purposes.4 For the ease of presentation, I will

describe the format and procedures of CMS first and then discuss its main features

and rationale. As in the previous chapters, in the conflicting dyad the subject (as ex-

plained later, only one party of the conflicting dyad is the real subject in the current

study) will be denoted as �Wang�, and Wang�s opponent will be denoted as �Other�.

Control of Independent Variables

As indicated in the analysis of MG, while the dependent variables are measured

through the decision-making process, the independent variables can be manipulated

through conflict scenarios, and these scenarios should be closely linked to the deci-

sion-making process. The manipulation of three of the four independent variables in

the current study and the contents of conflict scenarios have been discussed in Chap-

ter Two and are briefly reviewed below.

Three of the four independent variables, Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake,

are manipulated through twelve conflict scenarios. These scenarios describe the con-

text and substance issue of the conflict, and specify the Stake involved (High, Me-

dium, or Low) and the role of subject in terms of Hierarchy (Subordinate or Superior),

and Past-Relationship (Indebted or Wronged). The fourth independent variable,

Other�s Strategy, is not specified in the scenarios but is manipulated through the

simulation process as described below. Twelve scenarios, combined with four levels

of Other�s Strategy (DO, CO, OB, and AV), form forty-eight experiment conditions

(cells) to which subjects are allocated randomly.

Simulation Procedures of CMS

To deal with the conflict described in the scenario, Wang and Other are required to

make separate but simultaneous decisions in a series of ten rounds. In each round

Wang selects one conflict mode among five options to deal with the conflict: domi-

nating (DO), compromising (CO), integrating (IN), obliging (OB), or avoiding (AV).5

                                                
4 For this reason I will use the present tense to discuss the procedures and characteristics of the CMS

below.
5 The five conflict modes are defined to subjects as the following.  DO: �Try to achieve one�s own

goals even if Other�s goals have to be sacrificed.� CO: �Give and take by both sides with neither to-
tally satisfied or completely empty-handed.� OB: �Try to satisfy Other even if one�s own desire has
to be sacrificed.� IN: �Try to fully satisfy both sides� desires, treat Other openly and sincerely, and
find a win-win solution.� AV: �Avoid conflict with Other. Do not insist on one�s own goals, but
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In doing so Wang does not know for sure what Other is going to use for the current

round, although the decisions made by Other in previous rounds are known. After

Wang has made the decision and recorded it, the experimenter indicates to Wang,

�Suppose this was Other�s choice for the current round which was made simultane-

ously as yours,� and writes down Other�s decision into Wang�s Record Table.6 Then

the experimenter leaves Wang and moves on to the next subject. Other�s decision is

actually pre-programmed, but Wang does not know this. While waiting for the ex-

perimenter to come back for the next round, Wang determines the scores for both

sides in the current round by using the payoff matrix shown in Table 3.2, flipping a

coin if necessary, calculates and records the accumulated scores, and plans the deci-

sion for the next round. The rationale for these payoffs is discussed in Sections 3.3

and 3.4.

The combination of accumulated scores of both sides at the end of the 10th round

determines the final settlement of the conflict. If both sides accumulate 52 points or

more, both are winners and both receive what they desire (in the current study, house,

holiday, or fruit, depending on the scenario); if both sides use 7 or more DOs in the

simulation, both are losers and receive nothing. In all other cases the results consist of

two parts, the disputed item, and a monetary reward which is in proportion to one�s

total score. The side with the higher score receives both the disputed item and a

monetary reward, whereas the side with the lower score receives only a monetary re-

ward smaller than that of the side with higher score (all benefits are on paper only).

During the briefing these three types of possible settlement as well as the five deci-

sion options are emphasised. It is also indicated to subjects that the experimenter will

pass Other�s decision to Wang but will not play the role of Other.

To ensure that subjects understand the manipulated condition and identify with the

role they are assigned, following the briefing subjects are requested to answer short

questions regarding the levels of the three situational factors (i.e., Hierarchy, Past-

Relationship, and Stake) specified in their conflict scenario. The experimenter then

approaches each subject to verify and rectify if necessary the answers of the subject.

                                                                                                                                           
neither give in to Other�s desires.  Let the issue takes its own course, and do not care who wins or
who loses.�

6 What the experimenter should write in each round for a subject is indicated by a symbol pre-printed
on the subject�s Record Table which only the experimenter understands.
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Before the simulation starts a short quiz is conducted to ensure that subjects under-

stand how to determine the payoffs by using Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Payoffs for the Conflict Mode Simulation a

Scores for Wang and Other in Each Round b
Expected

Total Score c

Wang’s Other’s Mode Equal Same
Mode DO CO OB IN AV Chance Mode

DO (10, -5)/(-5, 10) (7, 3) (10, 0) (9, 1) (9, 1)/(2, 2) (68, 16) (25, 25)

CO (3, 7) (5, 5) (7, 3) (6, 4) (6, 4)/(2, 2) (50, 44) (50, 50)

OB (0, 10) (3, 7) (5, 5) (7, 7)/(4, 4) (3, 7)/(2, 2) (32, 42) (50, 50)

IN (1, 9) (4, 6) (7, 7)/(4, 4) (10, 10)/(3, 3) (6, 6)/(2, 2) (42, 62) (65, 65)

AV (1, 9)/(2, 2) (4, 6)/(2, 2) (7, 3)/(2, 2) (6, 6)/(2, 2) (4, 4)/(2, 2) (32, 38) (30, 30)

a DO - dominating; CO - compromising; OB - obliging; IN - integrating; AV - avoiding.
b The symbol “(n, m)” means Wang gets n and Other gets m; and “(n, m)/(p, q)” in the greyed cells

means there are two possible results, decided by a coin-flip: 1) Wang gets n and Other gets m; or 2)

Wang gets p and Other gets q.
c This part is for analysis only and is not shown to the subjects. The pair of numbers indicates the ex-

pected total scores of Wang and Other respectively at the end of the tenth round if Wang chooses

the same mode constantly. The two sub-columns represent different assumptions about Other’s

strategies in the simulation. “Equal Chance” assumes that Other uses each of the five modes with

equal probability; “Same Mode” assumes that Other uses the same mode as that of Wang.

The play-out of Other’s role. The operationalisation of Other’s-Strategy just de-

scribed needs a closer look. Note that in this study Other’s-Strategy is programmed

and passed to Wang by the experimenter who works as a messenger. The experi-

menter does not play the role of Other directly. Usually the role of Other is played by

accomplices when Other’s-Strategy is programmed. In the current study it is impracti-

cal to hire accomplices, neither is it feasible to use subjects as accomplices for the

following reasons. First, using subjects as accomplices requires twice as many sub-

jects as needed in the current design, a formidable burden to the researcher. Second, it
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is hard to ensure that participants as accomplices make exactly the programmed deci-

sions rather than do what they want and not to arouse the suspicion in their partners

(the real subjects). Third, since most participants in each session of the simulation will

be from the same organisation and probably know each other already, had they played

the game against each other, their existing relationship (e.g. hierarchy) may interfere

with their hypothetical relationship assigned to them in the simulation.

An alternative is to have the experimenter (myself in this study) play the role of

Other, which requests the experimenter make decisions simultaneously with Wang.

But given the number of participants in each session of the simulation (which, as it

turned out, varied from 6 to 28 in this study), it is not feasible to have the experi-

menter make decisions simultaneously with each of the subjects in turns.7 Having the

experimenter, in playing Other directly, make decisions after Wang in each round is

not acceptable in this study, because it is asymmetric and Wang will be disadvantaged

in the sense that in each round Wang does not know Other�s current decision before-

hand whereas Other knows Wang�s. This asymmetry may confound Wang�s behav-

iour and should be avoided.

For the above reasons the experimenter does not play the role of Other directly

but just passes Other�s decisions on to Wang instead. This arrangement makes the as-

sumption of simultaneous decision-making conceivable to Wang: In each round

Other�s decision can be accepted as made simultaneously as Wang�s, although it is

passed to Wang afterwards. The simultaneity of Other�s decision is part of the �what-

if� conflict scenarios; if the subjects can accept other parts of the scenario, they

should have no difficulty in accepting this part. In this way, the simultaneous decision

making is operationalised in a feasible way, and the aforementioned asymmetric deci-

sion making is avoided.

3.3  Payoffs in CMS (I): The Interactive Rules

It is self-evident that the payoffs of different modes in CMS are at least as im-

portant as the definitions of these modes in their influence on subject behaviour. Ob-

                                                
7 Imagine how chaotic and time consuming the simultaneous decision making will be: in each round of

the game, faced with a subject, the experimenter first pretends to assess the current situation so that
the decision followed looks like genuine rather than programmed, then makes the decision for the
current round, exchanges the decision slips with the subject, records other�s decision, works out the
scores for both sides and records them, and then moves on to the next subject.  During this period all
other subjects have to wait patiently for the experimenter to come to their table.
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viously the validity of CMS depends very much on the validity of the payoff table. In

the remainder of this chapter, I will explain why CMS is designed as described in the

last section, starting from the payoff matrix Table 3.2.

Difficulties in payoff-setting for cells with unmatched modes. In PDG or other

two-option (e.g. compete vs. collaborate) simulations, there are only four possible

combinations of options by the two sides (2 x 2 = 4), and their payoffs are relatively

easy to determine. When the number of options increases to five, the total number of

mode combinations (5 x 5 = 25) increases dramatically, and the payoffs setting for

these combinations (cells) also becomes more complicated.

Hereafter I will use two modes connected by a hyphen (e.g. DO-OB) to represent

an interaction where Wang uses the mode before hyphen and Other uses the one be-

hind hyphen. The same symbol can also be used to represent cells in Table 3.2. In the

five cells of CO-CO, IN-IN, AV-AV, DO-OB, and OB-DO, the two sides� intentions

match or agree with each other, in this sense they can be called matched cells.8 Setting

payoffs for matched cells is relatively easy. For example, in DO-OB Wang is prepared

to fight to win, which matches Other�s readiness to give-in, so if 10 points are to be

distributed among them, a payoff of 10:0 (10 for Wang and 0 for Other) will be ac-

cepted by both. Similarly, a half-way split in CO-CO, a mutual gain in IN-IN, and a

mutual avoidance of conflict in AV-AV are straightforward.

Unlike the matched cells, in other twenty cells of Table 3.2 the intentions of the

two parties do not match, so they are unmatched cells. For example, in cell DO-CO

Wang intends to beat Other (DO) but Other wants to split the difference (CO); in OB-

AV, Wang is prepared to give-in, but Other wants to avoid. Because the two sides�

intentions do not match, the payoffs for each side are uncertain in these cells. In the

DO-CO example, should the 10 points be distributed between DO and CO as 6:4, 7:3,

or 8:2? These and many other settings appear equally plausible, and choosing among

them appears arbitrary. There has been no published research addressing this issue

explicitly, except the unsatisfactory attempt by MG in which the differences between

CO, OB and IN are nominal only.

                                                
8 In van de Vliert�s (1997) terms, cells CO-CO, IN-IN and AV-AV in Table 3.2 are �symmetrical� and

cells DO-OB and OB-DO are �complementary� (pp. 58-59).
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The payoff-setting for the unmatched cells is arbitrary if a single cell is consid-

ered in isolation; when judged across different cells, however, a logical and consis-

tent payoff-setting is possible. Because other cells set the reference points or bounda-

ries for the focal cell, the arbitrariness is greatly reduced. For example, to set the pay-

off for DO in DO-CO, in Step One, cell DO-CO can be compared with cell DO-OB.

Remember in the symbols for mode interaction (e.g. �DO-CO�, �DO-OB�) the modes

before and after hyphen are used by Wang and Other respectively. Here Wang uses

the same mode (DO) in both cells (DO-CO and DO-OB), but Other is softer in the

second cell than in the first because CO is more assertive and �harder� than OB.9

Thus Wang�s DO in DO-OB sets an upper limit for Wang�s DO in DO-CO in terms of

payoff. In Step Two, DO-CO is compared with CO-CO. Here Other uses the same

mode in both cells, but Wang is harder in the first cell (DO) than in the second cell

(CO), thus Wang�s CO in the second cell sets a lower limit for Wang�s DO in the first

cell. In this way although the specific value of the payoff for DO in DO-CO is not

known yet, its range has been set by cells DO-OB and CO-CO.

As in many social interactions, the difference between values of different vari-

ables is often more important than the absolute value of any single variable. In a dis-

cussion of payoffs of PDG, Axelrod (1990) argues that �payoffs of a player do not

have to be measured on an absolute scale. They need only be measured relative to

each other� (p. 17). The same applies to CMS: it is more important to get right the

relations between payoffs of different cells than to get right the specific payoff value

in any single cell � the �right� value may not exist after all.  For the above example of

DO-CO, it is less important to differentiate between 6:4, 7:3 and 8: 2 than to make

sure that the DO in DO-CO scores lower than the DO in DO-OB and higher than the

CO in CO-CO.

The above discussion suggests a systematic way to set payoffs for the unmatched

cells in Table 3.2. First, the interactive relationship among the five conflict modes

needs to be established, which specifies which mode will dominate or take a �upper

hand� when two modes come across with each other. Second, using the interactive

relationship of the five modes and the payoffs of the matched cells which are already

known, the inter-cell relationship can be established, which can then be used to pin-

point or narrow down the payoffs of unmatched cells.

                                                
9 The hardness of different modes will be discussed below.
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Interactive rules of the five modes. When two different conflict modes come

across with each other, because of their different features such as cooperativeness and

assertiveness, often one mode will dominate or take the upper-hand over another in

the sense that it will get a larger share of the benefits from that interaction. Thus the

five modes can be ranked in term of their level of hardness. In comparison with an-

other mode, other things being equal, a mode is harder if its usage makes it more dif-

ficult for the opponent to get more than 50% share of the benefits from the interaction.

For example, compared with CO, DO used by Other makes it more difficult for Wang

to get more than 50% share of the benefit, so DO is harder than CO.

The hardness ranking of the five modes can be established by pair-wise compari-

son between the modes. To start with, it is obvious DO will be the hardest and OB the

least hard because of the definition of each. The question is how to differentiate CO,

IN and AV that lie between DO and OB in the hardness measure. The difference be-

tween these three modes can be seen in their interaction with OB. When faced with a

softer opponent who uses OB, AV is avoiding so it is not capable of hurting the oppo-

nent. IN is actively participating in the process and has the capacity to take advantage

of the softer other, but its commitment to mutual satisfaction prohibits it from doing

that. Moreover IN�s high level cooperativeness and openness makes it vulnerable to

exploitation (van de Vliert, 1997; Pruitt, 1983). CO aims to split the difference, but it

does not have to be a half-half split. It has the capacity to exploit the softness of OB

and it is not restricted by mutual satisfaction. Given CO�s medium level of coopera-

tiveness and assertiveness, it is reasonable to assume that CO will happily claim a

larger share if the opponent is softer, and is prepared to accept a smaller share if the

opponent is harder. In this sense CO is a somewhat opportunistic way to deal with

others, as commented by van de Vliert: �[C]ompromising exhibits a mutable character

and . . . has a chameleonic identity� (1997: 53). For these reasons CO is harder than

IN and AV. Finally there is no obvious base to differentiate IN and AV in terms of

hardness, so it is assumed in this study they have similar level of hardness.10 Thus the

Hardness Ranking, the first Interactive Rule (R1), is established as the following:

                                                
10 This can be an explicit research question in future studies.
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R1. Hardness Ranking. The five conflict modes can be ranked by their

level of hardness, in descending order, as: DO, CO, IN/AV, and OB. IN

and AV have a similar level of hardness.

When different modes interact, the harder mode will get a larger share of the

benefits, with the exception that IN will not take advantage of OB although the former

is harder than the latter. Based on the Hardness Ranking (R1) and the definitions of

different modes, another four supplementary Interactive Rules of the five conflict

modes (R2-R5) can be derived.

R2. DO will take advantage of other softer modes, and the softer the other

mode, the more benefit will DO gain. If both sides choose DO at the same

time one might beat the other in a particular round, but it will cost both

sides dearly in the long run.

R3. CO intends to get more when the other is softer, and is prepared to

accept less when the other is harder. In this sense it is opportunistic.

R4. IN will not take advantage of the softer OB, but it is harder to be

taken advantage of than OB because it is more assertive. When both par-

ties use IN, they are more likely to get a win-win solution than in other

combinations, although the win-win result is not guaranteed.

R5. AV might postpone a conflict so that neither party wins or loses, but it

leaves the initiative to the other which could bring the avoider benefits

(when the other is softer) or costs (when the other is harder) since avoid-

ing does not always prevent the other party from taking action.

3.4  Payoff in CMS (II): The Specific Scores

Out of the twenty-five cells in Table 3.2, the ten cells below the top-left to bot-

tom-right diagonal are the mirror image of those above the diagonal, so only the fif-

teen cells on and above the diagonal need to have their payoffs fixed. The payoffs of

some special cells can be easily set, such as (10, 0) for cell DO-OB, and (5, 5) for CO-
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CO. Since OB does not have the intention for a win-win, the most likely result of an

OB-OB interaction is splitting the difference in the middle, thus a (5, 5) payoff.11

Using the payoffs of the above cells as anchors and the Interactive Rules discussed

above as guidelines, payoffs for the rest of the cells in Table 3.2 can be derived. As

demonstrated below by the payoff-setting for DO in cell DO-CO, the inter-cell rela-

tionship greatly limits the level of arbitrariness in the process.

Payoff-setting: A demonstration. The payoff for DO in cell DO-CO can be nar-

rowed down step by step by considering its relation with other cells. As shown in the

last section, in Step One and Step Two, cells DO-OB and CO-CO set upper and lower

boundaries for DO in DO-CO. Since it is already known that the payoff of DO-OB is

(10, 0) and the payoff of CO-CO is (5, 5), it can be inferred that the payoff for DO in

DO-CO lies somewhere between 10 and 5 points. This range can be narrowed-down

further by considering other cells, as shown below.

In Step Three, DO-CO is compared with DO-IN. As in Step One, the upper limit

for DO in DO-CO is further reduced to 9 supposing that is the payoff for DO in DO-

IN which is set already. In Step Four, CO-OB is compared with CO-IN. Here Wang

uses the same mode (CO), but Other is harder in the second cell, so Wang�s CO in

CO-OB has a lower limit set by Wang�s CO in CO-IN, 6 points (suppose this is set

already). Since DO�s relative position to CO is similar to CO�s relative position to OB

(see Figure 1.1), cells DO-CO and CO-OB should have the same payoff structure. In

other words DO in DO-CO should have the same payoff as CO in CO-OB. Thus the

lower limit of CO in CO-OB, 6 points, is also a lower limit of DO in DO-CO. At this

stage only two possible results, 7 or 8, are left for DO in DO-CO if fractional distri-

butions are ignored. The above process is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

                                                
11 Pruitt and Rubin do not see CO as a viable strategy, one reason being that they see CO as �yielding

by both parties� (1986: 29).  This can be seen as a partial support for treating OB-OB and CO-CO in
a same way.
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of the Narrowing-down of the Payoff for DO in DO-CO

    (DO-CO)/(CO-OB)  ?

10 (DO-OB), upper limit (Step 1)

  9 (DO-IN), upper limit (Step 3)

  8

  7

  6 (CO-IN), lower limit (Step 4)

  5 (CO-CO), lower limit (Step 2)

Note: Numbers are payoffs for bold-cased modes. DO in DO-CO and CO in CO-OB have

the same payoff; at the end of the Step 4, the former has a upper limit of 9 while the latter

has a lower limit of 6. This reduces the range for DO in DO-CO to between 7 and 8.

Finally in Step Five, to choose between 7 and 8 for DO in DO-CO, its implication

for CO should be considered. Remember that CO is moderately cooperative and as-

sertive, occupying the middle ground in Figure 1.1. Although CO is opportunistic and

�qi ruan pa ying� (bullying the weak and fearing the strong, see Interactive Rule R3),

it is so to a limited degree only. As indicated above, DO in DO-CO and CO in CO-

OB have the same payoff. Thus setting DO in DO-CO as 7 means CO will get 3

points when dealing with DO but 7 points when dealing with OB. In comparison, set-

ting DO in DO-CO as 8 means CO will get 2 points when dealing with DO but 8 pints

when dealing with OB. Obviously the CO in the second setting is more opportunistic

than in the first setting, deviating further away from the middle ground in the two-

dimension typology where CO is supposed to be. Thus in consideration of its relation-

ship with other cells, the payoff for DO in DO-CO is finally set as 7 points.

As illustrated above, while the payoff-setting can be quite arbitrary if a single cell

is considered in isolation, that arbitrariness is greatly reduced when inter-cell relations

are taken into consideration. To avoid unnecessary tedium, the details of the payoff-

setting for the rest of the cells will not be described here. Three important features of

the payoff matrix will be highlighted below, however, which are partly responsible for

the specific payoff values of some cells.

An extension of PDG. It can be shown that the relationship between DO and IN

in Table 3.2 retains the basic features of PDG.12 Thus the CMS retains the dilemmatic

                                                
12 According to Axelrod (1990), the definition of PDG consists of two relationships: 1) A preference

ranking of the four payoffs, from best to worst, as T, R, P, and S (here T and S represent DO and IN
in DO-IN respectively; R is IN in IN-IN; and P is DO in DO-DO); 2) R > (T + S)/2.  It is easy to
verify that the same relationships exist between relevant cells in Table 3.2.
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feature, but contains more options and allows much more complexities, which make it

more realistic. In this sense CMS is an extension of PDG whereas PDG is only a spe-

cial case of CMS.

Ordinal inter-cell relations. Note that in terms of payoffs to Wang, an ordinal

inter-cell relationship is observed in Table 3.2. For example, the payoffs for DO

across different cells can be ranked, from highest to lowest, DO-OB, DO-IN (DO-

AV), DO-CO, DO-DO. This order matches with Other�s softness (the opposite of

hardness). An ordinal relationship between different modes also exists in the Ex-

pected Total Scores when Other uses all five modes with equal probabilities. As

shown in the �Equal Chance� column of Table 3.2, DO has the highest expected total

score, followed by CO and then IN, and AV and OB have the lowest expected total

scores. This sequence matches with the order of hardness of these modes, except that

AV has the same expected total score as OB. In comparison, if the two sides use

identical modes throughout the game (the �Same Mode� column), IN has the highest

expected total scores and DO has the lowest. As intended, AV does not fare much

better than the worst in both �Equal Chance� and �Same Mode� situations.13 These

features have overcome the non-differential problem of MG discussed before.

Element of uncertainty. As indicated by Interactive Rules R2, R4, and R5 and

marked by the greyed cells in Table 3.2, an element of uncertainty has been intro-

duced to cells DO-DO, IN-IN, and IN-OB (OB-IN), as well as those involving AV.

For these cells, a coin-flip determines which one of the two equally possible results

the two parties will get. This method is simpler and more effective than the question-

answering approach in MG in creating a 50-50 uncertainty.14 More importantly, it

does not have the problems associated with the question-answering approach of MG

discussed before. Note also that all cells involving AV in Table 3.2 have uncertainty,

unlike MG where AV is given the veto power of �no play�, i.e., an AV by either party

                                                
13 As a comparison, in MG the expected total scores of the five modes of DO, CO, OB, IN, and AV are

respectively 58, 28, 28, 28, and 20 for the �equal chance� situation, and 30, 40, 40, 40, and 20 for the
�same mode� situation.  Apart from the aforementioned non-differentiation between CO, OB, and
IN, in the �same mode� situation AV-AV is worse than DO-DO, which is hardly reasonable given
the commonly observed mutual damage caused by DO-DO.

14 All uncertain cells in CMS have only two possible results with equal chances, determined by a sim-
ple coin-flip.  It is recognised that this is too simplistic to represent the complexity of the real world,
and it is possible to create multiple results of different chances by using more coins or other methods.
But the main idea here is to introduce an element of uncertainty rather than to map the exact pattern
of chances in the reality (an impossible task anyway).  For this reason I decided that more compli-
cated methods are not worth the extra effort and potential confusion for the subjects.
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is sufficient to have the conflict avoided (see Table 3.1). Given the fact that avoidance

does not always work in reality, and sometimes it may even make things worse for the

avoider, the veto power given to AV in MG is obviously too powerful. This is why

Interactive Rule R5 is taken for CMS. It is also worthwhile to make this differentia-

tion given the widely perceived Chinese preference to avoid conflict (Ting-Toomey et

al., 1991; Leung, 1988).

Above I have illustrated how a potentially arbitrary process of payoff-setting is

lifted to a logical and consistent cross-cell referencing process. Given all its features,

it can be concluded that the payoff matrix in Table 3.2 is well-thought through with

sound theoretical and practical bases and can be used for the current study. The sys-

tematic and logical differentiation between cells described above gives a better alter-

native to the less differentiating setting in MG. Of course Table 3.1 is not the only

payoff matrix possible, and readers might not agree with the specific payoff values in

each and every cell. But remember the payoffs in a simulation are like the rules in any

game; it matters more to make them explicit, consistent, and indiscriminate to all

players than to have them absolutely correct. The absolutely correct payoffs may not

exist anyway.

3.5  The �3-2-2 Settlement�: 3-Type, 2-Part Outcome Demarcated by 2 Markers

The outcome of the conflict scenarios can be summarised as the �3-2-2 settle-

ment�: 3-type, 2-part outcome demarcated by 2 makers. Specifically, if both sides ac-

cumulate 52 or more points in the simulation (Marker 1), both get the disputed bene-

fits (Type 1); if both sides use 7 or more DOs in the simulation (Marker 2), both get

nothing (Type 2); in all other cases the benefits are divided between the two sides

(Type 3): the disputed item (i.e. house, holiday, or fruit) (Part 1) goes to the side with

the higher score; and the monetary reward (Part 2) goes to each side in proportion to

their scores. Type 1 is a win-win result; Type 2 a lose-lose result; and Type 3 a mixed

result ranging from a win-lose to a nearly balanced compromise. This 3-2-2 settle-

ment of conflict process is necessary because of the following considerations.

First, it prevents the artificial blockade of the win-win result. Without the ex-

plicit win-win marker (both sides get 52 or more points or more), win-win will not be

a salient settlement option for many subjects because people are used to win-lose or
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zero-sum competition in real life (Thomas, 1992), especially when the disputed item

is seen as indivisible, such as a house. The scoring system of CMS makes this prob-

lem even more likely. So long as the two sides have different accumulated scores (and

in most cases they will), the side with higher score is likely to be seen as the winner

and the side with lower score the loser, no matter how hard they have tried to cooper-

ate. Consider the case where a dyad starts with DO-IN in the first two rounds, leading

to a 16-point difference between the two sides, and then switches to IN-IN in the re-

maining eight rounds. Even if the pair always gets +10 for both sides in the eight IN-

IN rounds, a highly unlikely scenario, the 16-point difference from the initial two DO-

IN rounds remains, which may make the subject with the lower-score feel like a loser

rather than a winner in the end.15 Anticipating this result, the party lagging behind

may lose interest in cooperation and the eight IN-IN rounds may not happen. In this

way subjects will be trapped into the win-lose, zero-sum, or lose-lose mentality, and

the win-win perspective will be dismal at the best. While the win-lose mentality and

the failure to recognise the win-win possibility are common in reality, in this case

they are purely an artefact of the research format, having nothing to do with the inde-

pendent variables. As indicated in Chapter 2, the confounding of salient settlement

(Thomas, 1992) needs to be controlled, therefore it is necessary to set the win-win

marker.

Second, it makes lose-lose possible. It is a common knowledge that in reality

fighting often hurts both sides (by fighting I mean a DO-DO interaction). This is

simulated in CMS by the explicit marker for lose-lose. Without such a marker the side

with a higher score in a fighting will always be assumed the winner, if only implicitly.

It also makes sense to differentiate a fighting dyad from a cooperating or compro-

mising dyad in terms of the disputed item - the lose-lose marker deprives the fighting

dyad of any benefit. Moreover, without a possibility of lose-lose, when facing a bully

who is single-mindedly using DO, a bullied party can only helplessly watch the win-

ning of the bully and the perishing of the self, because whatever s/he does, the bully

will almost always end up with a higher score to win the disputed item. In reality,

however, the bullied party often has the last resort: to take the bully down together

                                                
15 One might try to explain away this confusion by saying that the 16-point difference at the beginning

is �sunk cost� therefore irrelevant, and it is only the last eight IN-INs which matter.  But this argu-
ment is likely to remain the reasoning of a rationalistic researcher rather than the feeling of ordinary
subjects who are not always rational.
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with him/her. The lose-lose marker (both sides use 7 or more DOs) gives the bullied

party such a weapon if s/he wants to use it.

Third, it makes compromising attainable. While win-win and lose-lose do hap-

pen in reality, it is more common for the disputants to settle for a compromise. If the

disputed item is indivisible, the side who does not get it often receives compensation

in other forms. This is simulated by the Part 2 of the settlement, the monetary reward.

The lower-scored side does not get the disputed item but is compensated by the

money in proportion to his/her score. This part of settlement is unnecessary if the dis-

puted item can be divided directly according to the scores of the parties. But in this

study the disputed items (house and holiday) are indivisible, so without the monetary

reward, a compromising result will be unattainable because no matter how sincere the

disputants try to compromise, in the end it is always that one side gets everything and

the other side gets nothing.

Capacity to accommodate complexity. Thus the 3-2-2 settlement gives CMS the

capacity to accommodate a variety of behaviour patterns which are observable in re-

ality. First, it makes win-win a conceivable (although not guaranteed) solution for the

subjects, especially when the other seems friendly. As long as both sides have 52

points, both will be winners, and it no longer matters who has the higher score. Sec-

ond, the lose-lose possibility gives a bullied party the option to �perish together� with

the bully, a suicidal retaliation (i.e., use 7 or more DO�s so that both lose).16 Third,

different levels of compromise can be achieved through a division of the monetary

reward. On one extreme a subject can haggle for every point to get a win-lose result,

i.e., to keep the largest possible leading ahead of the other, so that one can have both

the house and the maximum money reward; on the other extreme the two sides can

choose to have ten CO-CO�s or OB-OB�s so that the two sides can enjoy equal and

large monetary rewards and let a coin-flip decide who gets the item in conflict. Many

subjects, however, may want to keep a moderate margin ahead of the other in the

scores so that they can win the major battle (i.e., get the house) without having the

other lose too badly. The score difference between the two sides is an indicator for the

                                                
16 Without the marker for lose-lose result, the bullied party probably will also retaliate with DO so that

both sides end up with low scores.  But this cannot stop the bully�s wining, since he/she has already
led the bullied party in scores and is likely to keep the lead till the end.
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degree of compromise between them. It will be interesting to observe how these dif-

ferent possibilities are played out in a research.

The numerical values of the two markers. The three types of outcome dis-

cussed above are demarcated by two markers which are determined in the following

ways. To determine the numerical value for the win-win marker, three criteria are

taken. First, the marker should be low enough so that a dyad using IN-IN in most of

the time (e.g., 7 out of the 10 rounds) has a considerable chance to reach it. Second, it

should be high enough to deny a dyad from finessing it by using just 10 CO-COs.

Third, given that cooperation does not always lead to win-win, a dyad with 10 IN-INs

should not have a guaranteed or nearly guaranteed win-win result. The marker of 52-

points for both sides complies with all these criteria. As shown in Appendix 3A, a pair

with 7 IN-INs has more than 70% chance to pass the 52-point threshold.17 Ten CO-

COs give 50 points to both sides therefore do not qualify for a win-win. Finally, a pair

with 10 IN-INs has about 83% chance to get 52 points or more, which keeps a reason-

able distance from a guaranteed win-win result.18, 19

The lose-lose marker aims to fail those and only those who have too much fight-

ing between them (i.e., DO-DO). For that purpose, it should not be set in a similar

way as the win-win marker, again because of uncertainty in some cells of Table 3.2. A

maker of �m-points for both sides� is not good because if m is set too low it will let

many fighting dyads escape the lose-lose result; and if set too high it can mistakenly

capture non-fighters.20  A maker of �m-point score difference between the two sides�

is not acceptable either, since it will fail a pair who choose 10 DO-OB�s voluntarily.

                                                
17 Provided that both sides remain to be no less than medium cooperative (i.e., using CO, OB, or IN) in

the 3 non IN-IN rounds.
18 If the marker is set at 51-points, 10 IN-INs will have 95% of chance to pass the threshold, which is

obviously too close to a guaranteed win-win.  For this reason, while a higher marker might be used
in the future to assess its effects, the current marker of 52 seems to be the lowest acceptable.

19 Because of the uncertainty in some cells, it is possible that a dyad which does not use much IN-IN
ends up with a win-win.  For example, 9 CO-COs (or OB-OBs) plus 1 IN-IN have a 50% chance of
win-win; and if a pair use 5 rounds of IN-IN and all of them are successful (a 3% possibility), then
the pair is almost guaranteed a win-win regardless what it does in the other 5 rounds.  This anomaly
can be reduced by additional restrictions for the win-win marker, but for three reasons I decided to
keep the current simple marker: 1) this anomaly happens rarely in CMS; 2) it is better not to add to
the complexity; 3) this anomaly does happen in real life, albeit rarely.

20 It can be shown that, if the lose-lose maker is set as �below 45 points for both sides� (m = 45), about
1/3 of the pure fighting dyads (i.e., using 10 DO-DOs) will escape the lose-lose result, but about
5.5% of the pure cooperators (i.e., using 10 IN-INs) will be trapped. Higher m will have more coop-
erating dyads trapped, whereas lower m will see more fighting dyads escape.
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The marker of �7 or more DO�s by both sides� is a simple and effective way to make

sure that those, and only those, real fighting dyads will be failed.21

3.6  Unitary Rules for Multiple Scenarios

An important feature of CMS is the combination of different conflict scenarios

with a unitary set of rules and procedures through which the conflict issues are dealt

with (see Section 3.2). That is, no matter what the conflict issues are, they will be

dealt with through the same process. Thus this approach can be called �unitary rules

for multiple scenarios�, or �unitary rules� for short.

Requesting all conflict issues be dealt with by a same set of rules contradicts to

the common observation that different conflicts are often dealt with through different

processes. No two conflict issues are dealt with in absolutely identical ways in real

life. Thus, unitary rules are certainly unrealistic. But as shown bellow, to reduce am-

biguity of conflict behaviour and to control confounding effects, this is a necessary

trade-off for research purposes.

Reducing ambiguity of conflict behaviour. In contrast to unitary rules, an alter-

native approach is to allow subjects to decide for themselves how to settle the con-

flict. This can be called �freewheeling� in the sense that subjects do whatever they

think suitable for the given conflict. This approach is certainly more realistic than the

unitary rules approach, but its main difficulty lies in the explanation of behaviour. The

meaning of behaviour in real world is often ambiguous, because for different people

and/or under different situations, the same behaviour can serve different intentions,

and the same intention can be served by different behaviours. As put by Kabanoff,

�behavior that is competing in one context is not perceived as competing in another�

(1987: 162; see also van de Vliert, 1997). Thus to figure out the underlying meanings

of behaviour in the freewheeling approach and make sense out of them, a lot of as-

sumptions would have to be made, and the amount of ambiguity and �guesswork� is

necessarily high.

The unitary rules approach in CMS takes a different line. As said above, inferring

subjects� real intentions from their actions is inherently difficult. However, subject

intention does not have to be inferred by the researcher but can be exposed into the

                                                
21 This method cannot be used for the marker of win-win because win-win is not guaranteed even with

10 IN-INs.
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open by the subjects themselves. The unitary rules approach in CMS does exactly

that. Before a choice is made the meaning of different options has been given explic-

itly and clearly by definitions and the payoff matrix. Therefore, in choosing an option

the subjects are choosing the expected gain or loss associated with it, which in turn

indicates their levels of cooperativeness and assertiveness at that stage. In this way the

meaning of subject choices in CMS is clearly revealed, which pre-empts the need to

guess, as in the freewheeling approach. A choice of DO means exactly that: dominat-

ing with high level of assertiveness and low level of cooperativeness, no more no less.

This is unambiguous to the extent that the subject has an unambiguous intention, and

what the unitary rules do is simply making that intention transparent.

Controlling confounding effects. The freewheeling approach does not impose

unitary rules and procedures on to the subjects, but this does not mean there are no

rules or procedures in subject behaviour, only that subjects will bring into the conflict

process their own rules and procedures, confined by their explicit or implicit assump-

tions and/or experience. Therefore the freewheeling approach is not �wheeling� to-

tally free, but �wheeling� in self-selected and uncharted tracks. In this way the effects

of researched factors are confounded with many other factors beyond the researcher�s

control or knowledge. One likely confounding factor is the scope of salient possible

settlements discussed by Thomas: �At any given point, a party�s reasoning is limited

to a restricted set of possible settlements . . . of which the party is aware� (1992: 660).

For example, for a given conflict issue win-win might be a salient settlement for some

people, but not for others, depending on subjects� past experience. These different sets

of salient settlements are likely to affect subject decision, therefore they should be

controlled as invariates so they do not contaminate the results. The unitary rules and

the type of scenarios used in CMS are partly used for this purpose. As shown below,

in a �what-if� format, the unitary rules control several major parameters of the con-

flict process, including the set of possible settlement, so that they will not confound

the researched factors.

The universality of the unitary rules. The unitary rules in CMS are of the

�what-if� nature and do not have to be present in each and every real-life conflict, just

as the condition of �no-resistance� in the law of inertia does not have to be true in

daily life. Nonetheless it will be easier for subjects to accept the what-if conditions if

they are seen as natural or at least conceivable in real life. Therefore it is relevant to
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ask to what degree these conditions, described in Section 3.2 and summarised below,

are applicable to similar conflicts in real life.

A Summary of the Conditions and Rules of CMS

C1. There are five options representing different conflict modes (DO, CO, OB, IN, and

AV) available for the conflicting dyad to use to deal with the conflict;

C2. The conflict process involves several (10) rounds of interactions;

C3. In each round, each side uses one of five options to deal with the other;

C4. The result of each round depends on the combination of the options used by the two

sides, as defined in Table 3.2;

C5. The accumulated result of the interactions determines the final result of the conflict;

C6. There are three types of final result: 1) win-win; 2) lose-lose; and 3) mixed, ranging

from win-lose to a nearly balanced compromise.

Obviously, not all of the above conditions exist simultaneously in each and every

specific conflict process in real life. For example, the conflict may involve only a sin-

gle-round interaction; some kinds of the final result, e.g. win-win, may not be possible

for a given conflict issue; the interaction of two conflict modes may give different

payoffs in different situations. But each of the conditions C1 through to C6 is possible

in real life. For example, for the house-buying issue, a win-win may not be a salient

settlement for some people (i.e., they will not naturally look for a win-win solution).

But sometimes it is possible for the two parties to work together to secure an addi-

tional housing unit so that both can be satisfied. CMS presents exactly that �what-if�

condition to the subjects. Just as the payoffs and rules in PDG, the payoffs and rules

in CMS may never be actually used in real life to deal with a conflict, but the relation-

ship and conditions they represent are by no means unusual in reality. Therefore it can

be concluded that the unitary rules for multiple scenarios approach is both necessary

and acceptable for research purposes.

CMS as a genetic research tool. In addition to the advantages discussed above,

the separation of conflict scenarios and the decision-making process gives CMS the

flexibility to be used for different research purposes. Generally speaking, the conflict

scenarios have to be redesigned each time to suit the needs of specific research ques-

tions and to manipulate the independent variables, whatever they are. The 10-round
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decision-making process and its interface with the conflict scenarios, however, can be

used in many different research topics without major alteration. In this way CMS re-

tains its basic framework and format (the five conflict modes and the unitary rules)

while leaving enough flexibility to accommodate different research needs. These fea-

tures qualify it as a generic tool for the study of the five conflict modes.

 Control of gaming mentality. The separation of conflict scenarios from the de-

cision making process gives the CMS the flexibility, but it also runs the risk of en-

couraging subject�s gaming mentality. CMS assumes that subject behaviour in the 10-

round decision making will be affected by independent variables manipulated through

the conflict scenarios in the hypothesised way. That assumption is substantiated by

linking the scores of the decision making with the settlement of the conflict scenarios.

But given the game-like nature of the 10-round decision making process, it is a real

concern that subjects may be too preoccupied with the excitement and novelty of the

game that they forget the conflict scenarios all together. If the 10-round decision

making is treated as a game only, the whole exercise becomes a contest of wisdom

and skills in gaming which has little to do with the independent variables.

For this reason, additional controlling measures are needed to reduce the likeli-

hood that subjects treat CMS as a pure game. The following four arrangements are

made in the current study for this purpose (details are shown in Appendix 2A). 1) The

10-round decision making in CMS is not presented as a game separated from the con-

flict scenarios but as an integral part of the conflict process which lasts 10 stages in

dealing with the issue given in the scenario. 2) It is stated clearly in the booklet dis-

tributed to subjects, and emphasised repeatedly by the experimenter during the brief-

ing, that �[t]his is not a contest to see who can �win� or who can get the highest score,

but to see how people deal with interpersonal conflict in different situations. The se-

lection you feel fitting your conflict situation best is the best selection�. 3) At two

different stages before the simulation starts, subjects are requested to answer a set of

three questions regarding the levels of the three factors (Hierarchy, Past-Relationship,

Stake) according to the conflict scenarios they are given, and their answers are veri-

fied, and rectified if necessary, by the experimenter individually. Apart from its ma-

nipulation-check function, this is used to remind the subjects the issue and context of

the conflict. 4) A small drawing indicating the conflict issue (e.g., a house) is inserted
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at both the top and bottom of Record Table which subjects use during the whole

simulation process. In a note beneath the Record Table explaining different results of

the conflict, reference is explicitly made to the specific conflict issue.

Given the widely-observed Chinese fondness of gambling, it is possible that the

above measures may not be strong enough to control the gaming mentality of the Chi-

nese subjects and more effective measures may be needed. But according to feedback

from the pilot study, these measures worked very well and nobody failed to relate the

10-round decision making to their conflict scenarios.22

3.7  Summary

Based on the analysis of MG and its shortcomings, the CMS was created as an

experimental instrument for research of the five conflict modes in general and for the

test of hypothesis in this study in particular. The CMS retains the dilemmatic nature

of PDG, and allows the participants five conflict modes with different payoffs in ac-

cordance with the two-dimension model. The payoffs of different combinations of

modes were logically derived according to a set of interactive rules and inter-cell re-

lations. The 3-2-2 settlement structure enables the CMS to accommodate complex be-

haviour patterns; and the combination of unitary rules with multiple conflict scenarios

reduces the ambiguity of meaning and controls confounding effects on the one hand,

and gives CMS the flexibility for different research questions on the other hand.

Compared with MG, CMS has made significant improvement. Theoretically it has a

much better fit to the two-dimension model; practically it is more realistic and has the

capacity to handle variety of complex situations. It is my hope that the CMS will fill

the gap in the literature as a simulation instrument for researches based on the two-

dimension model of conflict modes.

In this and the previous chapters I have developed the hypotheses and set the

methodological framework for the testing of these hypotheses. In the remaining

chapters the results of hypothesis testing by each of the three data sources will be re-

ported, starting from the data of conflict simulation in Chapter Four.

                                                
22 I thank the anonymous Examiner 1 for pointing out this potential problem. Empirically, however,

most Chinese subjects in this study appeared having no difficulty in coupling the simulation with the
conflict scenarios. Thus it may be concluded that these measures are adequate for this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION DATA

In this chapter I will discuss the hypothesis testing through the main data source,

the conflict simulation. After a brief introduction to the pilot study and an overview of

the simulation data, the analytical methods for hypothesis testing will be discussed in

detail, which is followed by the testing of each of the five sets of hypotheses articu-

lated in Chapter Two. The post hoc analysis of some interesting findings are dis-

cussed in the remaining four sections.

4.1  Pilot Study

A pilot study of this research was conducted in late 1996 in Australia to test the

design of the simulation and the questionnaire. Forty-five Chinese who originated

from the PRC but were in Australia at the time as migrants or visitors and who were

familiar with organisational life in China’s State sector participated into the pilot

study. They were randomly allocated into different experimental conditions, and an

early version of the CMS was administrated. After the simulation, feedback was so-

licited and informal discussion was held covering the concepts, methods, procedures,

and potential problems of the simulation. The final version of the simulation and the

questionnaire were amended according to the result of the pilot study.

4.2  Overview of the Simulation Data

4.2.1  Subject composition

To control for possible variability due to heterogeneity of the sample, the target

population chosen for this study were male, junior to middle level managers in state-

owned enterprises in central to north China. Compared with the private sector or the

coastal cities in South- or South-East China, which had been leading the reform in

China for many years, state sector in central and north China retains many features

typical of traditional organisational life in the PRC. The junior to middle level man-

agers were targeted because, compared with senior managers, they are more likely to

experience the conflict of interests on issues covered in this study. Male managers
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were targeted because female managers are still very rare in China (Yang, 1994), par-

ticularly in the heavy industries where most of my industry contacts locate.

Following the pilot study, I went to China for three months between December

1996 and February 1997 to collect the data for the main study. I conducted on-site ex-

periments at more than 30 company sites (factory workshops or offices, meeting

rooms, training classrooms etc.) in the cities of Beijing, Shenyang, Wuhan, and Luoy-

ang. In accordance with the research plan, 384 subjects were invited to participate in

the simulation on a voluntary base, eight for each of the forty-eight experiment con-

ditions. An Allocation Table of Experimental Conditions (see Appendix 4A) was pre-

pared beforehand, in which the forty-eight experiment conditions were randomly dis-

tributed among 384 subjects. Subjects participated in the simulation in sessions with

varying numbers of participants, from six to twenty-eight in each session. Upon ar-

riving they were allocated to specific experiment conditions according to the Alloca-

tion Table on a first-come-first-served sequence. Although the sequence of their ar-

riving may not be random, a random allocation of subjects to different experimental

conditions is guaranteed by the randomness of the Allocation Table. As a symbol of

appreciation for subject participation, at the end of each session I presented each par-

ticipant a set of Australia stamps for the Year of Ox and an Australian 5 cent coin.

Table 4.1  Demographic Composition of the Sample

Total Number: 384

Sex:

    Male 324 (84.4%)

    Female   60 (15.6%)

Age:

    ≤35 173 (45.3%)

    36 - 45 133 (34.6%)

    ≥46   77 (20.0%)

Education:

    ≤High school   113 (29.4%)

    University 145 (37.8%)

    ≥Bachelor Degree 126 (32.8%)

Managerial level:

    Junior 230 (59.9%)

    Middle 139 (36.2%)

    Senior   15 (3.9%)

Function area:

    Party & mass org. 102 (26.7%)

    Prod/R&D/Eng. 110 (28.8%)

    Others 172 (45%)

Industry:

    Metallurgical 144 (37.5%)

    Other industries 185 (48.2%)

    Non-profit    55 (14.3%)
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Table 4.1 shows the demographic composition of the sample. The subjects were

predominantly male (84%),1 well-educated (70% with university or higher education),

junior or middle managers (96%). More than 92% of them were between 26 and 55

years old. In terms of the functional areas, almost 30% of them were from production,

R&D, or engineering areas, and a quarter were staff of the Communist Party or other

mass organisations (The Communist Youth League, Women’s Organisations, a labour

union etc.). Nearly 40% of the subjects were from the metallurgical industries, re-

flecting the source of my personal contacts in industries. Forty-eight percent were

from other industries, such as construction, material, service, machinery, banking,

food processing, etc. Generally speaking, the sample covered a large range in terms of

age, functional area, and industry.

4.2.2  Overall distribution of the use of the five conflict modes

CMS is the main source of data through which the hypotheses articulated in

Chapter Two will be tested. There are five dependent variables in this study, each rep-

resenting the number of times one of the five conflict modes was used by a subject in

CMS, denoted as NDO (Dominating), NCO (Compromising), NOB (Obliging), NIN

(Integrating), and NAV (Avoiding) respectively. Against these variables the effects of

the four independent variables are assessed. The overall distribution of the usage of

five conflict modes in CMS, represented by the total number of times each of the five

conflict modes was used by subjects, is shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2  The Overall Distribution of the Usage of the Conflict Modes
NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

615

16.0%

724

18.9%

783

20.4%

1026

26.7%

692

18.0%

Of the total of 3840 moves taken by the subjects (10 moves by each), IN was used

most frequently, chosen more than one quarter of the time, and DO was used least,

less than one-sixth of the time. Given that this was the distribution of decisions by

384 subjects across forty-eight different experiment conditions, it is fair to say that the

                                                
1 As indicated in Chapter One, I intended to focus on males only in this study, and during data collec-

tion I did not solicit information about the role of gender in conflict management, nor did the partici-
pants made particular reference to it. But when there were females in the participants of course I
could not refuse to accept them, therefore I ended up having 15.6% female participants to the simu-
lation. However, the results of data analysis in this chapter did not change when the females were
excluded from the sample.
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subjects had an obvious preference for IN and a clear distaste for DO. Compared with

the often-mentioned Chinese heavy reliance on Avoiding and Compromising in the

literature, the below-average usage of these two modes by the subjects is most note-

worthy (this point will be discussed further in Chapter 7).

Verification of the applicability of the two-dimension model to the Chinese.

Chapter One argued that the two-dimension model of the five conflict modes (Figure

1.1) is applicable to the Chinese. This proposition can be verified through the overall

distribution of the five conflict modes in CMS by adopting the two-step procedure of

Van de Vliert and Kabanoff (1990). The first step is a validity assessment conducted

by calculating Spearman rank correlations between the ten intercorrelations among

the five conflict mode usages in CMS and the ten theoretical distances among the five

conflict modes derived from the two-dimension model, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1  Theoretical Distance among the Five Conflict Modes

As shown in Figure 4.1, which is derived from Figure 1.1, the theoretical relation-

ship between the five conflict modes can be represented by the distances between the

five key points in the two-dimension space. The distances between DO and OB and

between IN and AV are the largest; the distances between CO and each of the other

four modes are the smallest; and the distances between DO and IN, IN and OB, OB

and AV, and AV and DO are the intermediate. Thus if these theoretical relationships
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are applicable to the Chinese and if CMS is valid, the two intercorrelations between

NDO and NOB and between NIN and NAV should have the most negative values be-

cause they represent the longest distances in Figure 4.1. For the same reason, the in-

tercorrelations between NCO and other four modes should have the highest positive

or least negative values; and the intercorrelations corresponding to the four intermedi-

ate distances (between NDO and NIN, NIN and NOB, NOB and NAV, and NAV and

NDO) should have the intermediate values (van de Vliert & Kabanoff, 1990). This

rank order relationship is indeed observed in the simulation data set: the Spearman

rank correlation between the ten intercorrelations of conflict mode usage in CMS and

their corresponding theoretical distances is significant (rs = -0.56, p = .045).2 This

means the CMS data set has similar pattern of associations among the five conflict

modes as those suggested in the theoretical model.

The second step compares theoretical configuration in Figure 4.1 with the empiri-

cal configuration of the five conflict mode usages derived from CMS data by means

of multidimensional scaling. Multidimensional scaling (MDS), also known as per-

ceptual mapping, is a procedure that allows a researcher to determine the perceived

relative image of a set of objects (the five conflict modes in this study). The purpose

of MDS is to transform subject judgement of similarity or preference among the ob-

jects into distances represented in multidimensional space (Hair, Anderson, Tatham,

& Black, 1995). In CMS subjects were not asked to judge explicitly the similarities

between the five conflict modes, but their decision to use one conflict mode rather

than others in each round reflects their preference among the five modes in the spe-

cific situation. MDS identifies and represents these preferences visually by finding a

configuration of points in which the Euclidean distances between these points reflect,

as closely as possible, the differences among the usage of the five conflict modes.

This configuration is inferred empirically from subject behaviour rather than imposed

by the researcher, thus it reduces the influence by the researcher. It can be compared

directly to the pattern of theoretical relationships (Figure 4.1) that provides the vali-

dation criterion (Hair et al., 1995; van de Vliert & Kabanoff, 1990).

                                                
2 The more negative the correlation, the higher the degree of validity because the intercorrelations in

CMS data indicate closeness whereas the theoretical distances in Figure 4.1 indicate separateness.
Spearman rank correlation rather than Pearson product-moment correlation (which is also significant
at α = .05 for the CMS data) is used because the former is a robust procedure that does not rely on
the assumption that the two-dimension model of Figure 4.1 provides precise distances on interval
scales (van de Vliert and Kabanoff, 1990).
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A two-dimension configuration of the five conflict mode usages as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2 was obtained by applying the MDS procedure in SPSS to the CMS data set.3

This configuration fits the data very well with very low “stress”.4 It illustrates the re-

lationship between the five conflict modes implicated in the way these modes were

used by the Chinese in CMS. It is derived from data across 48 experiment conditions,

thus as a general model it is more reliable than those derived from a few situations

only.

The crosses (“×”) in Figure 4.2 represent the theoretical positions of the five

modes, whereas the black dots represent their empirical positions in CMS. As shown

clearly in the figure, after a 45-degree anti-clockwise rotation, the relative positions of

the five conflict modes match those of the theoretical model in Figure 4.1 in general.

To see how well this match is, Figure 4.1 can be compared with Figure 4.3 which

shows the configurations of the five conflict modes derived by van de Vliert and Ka-

banoff (1990) from six studies based on the MODE or ROCI-II instruments. It is safe

to say that the configuration by the current data set (Figure 4.2) resembles the theo-

retical model in Figure 4.1 at least as well as those derived from MODE or ROCI-II

(Figure 4.3) do. This result, together with the Spearman correlation test discussed

above, lends strong support to the argument in Chapter One that the two-dimension

model of the conflict modes is applicable to the Chinese. It also boosts our confidence

for the validity of CMS.

                                                
3 The x-axis in Figure 4.2 is Dimension 2 rather than the conventional Dimension 1, which is the result

of manipulation to keep it comparable with Figure 4.3.
4 The distance matrix was created from the five dependent variables of this study, using Chi-square

measures for count data; a 2-dimension Euclidean distance model was fitted to the distance matrix,
with Yang’s S-stress = .003 (formula 1), Kruskal’s Stress = .002 (formula 1), RSQ = .99995. The
SPSS syntax for this analysis can be found in Appendix 4B.
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 Figure 4.2  Configuration of Conflict Mode Usage Based on CMS Data

Figure 4.3  Configuration of the Conflict Mode Usage

Based on MODE and ROCI-II Data (van de Vliert & Kabanoff, 1990)

4.3  Test of the Hypotheses: Analytical Methods and Notion of Symbols

4.3.1  The analytical methods

The general linear model tested in this chapter is shown in the following SPSS

syntax:

MANOVA   ndo nco nob nin nav   BY   hie (1 2) par (1 2) stk (1 3) ost (1 4) .

Here the five dependent variables (ndo, nco, nob, nin, and nav) are count vari-

ables, representing the number of times (ranging from 0 to 10) each of the five con-

flict modes were used by subjects in CMS; the four independent variables are the
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situational factors: Hierarchy (hie), Past-Relationship (par), Stake (stk), and Other’s-

Strategy (ost).

A special feature of the data in this study makes the analysis relatively complex.

To test the effects of independent variables on the use of different conflict modes,

univariate ANOVAs are often used for each of the five modes separately, so that con-

clusion can be made on whether and how the use of a specific conflict mode is af-

fected by the independent variables (see, e.g., Ting-Toomey et al., 1991). In this

study, however, the five dependent variables are interrelated with each other since

they sum up into the same constant (ndo + nco + nob + nin + nav = 10) for all sub-

jects. Thus they are ipsative data and should not be analysed in separate univariate

ANOVAs which ignores the correlations among the variables (Womack, 1988; see

Chapter One for a brief discussion on ipsative data.)

Womack suggests the use of non-parametric methods such as chi-square test for

ipsative data (1988), but the power of non-parametric tests is often low, and chi-

square test cannot handle multi-way interactions (Stevens, 1996). The Loglinear

model can handle interactions, but given the complexity of this study it needs a much

larger sample size than is practical for this thesis (Stevens, 1996; Tabachnick & Fi-

dell, 1989).

Given these constraints, I chose to rely mainly on the multivariate approach to re-

peated measures design, and supplement it with chi-square analysis. In the multivari-

ate approach to repeated measures design, it is the linear combination of the original

variables that is analysed, rather than the original variable being analysed directly

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). In this way it takes into account the correlation between

dependent variables, which is a main advantage of multivariate analysis, and it often

has a greater power because of the reduced error term in the analysis. Planned inter-

action contrasts with one-degree of freedom were used to test the hypotheses.5 As in-

                                                
5 It is a common practice in the literature to conduct contrasts with one-degree freedom after detecting

significant main or interaction effects in the omnibus analysis. In this study, however, the one-degree
freedom contrasts are a priori and the omnibus analysis is irrelevant, so these contrasts are con-
ducted directly without omnibus analysis first (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989; Stevens, 1996). However,
for those who are concerned with the omnibus results, all of the main and interaction effects relevant
to the contrasts in this chapter are significant in both multivariate tests and averaged univariate tests
in the omnibus run. Specifically, in the averaged univariate tests, for STK main effect (hypothesis
HS), F (8, 1344) = 15.65, p < .001; for interaction effect HIE by STK (hypothesis HHS), F (8, 1344)
= 2.11, p = .032; for PAR main effect (hypothesis Hp), F (4, 1344) = 24.32, p < .001; for OST main
effect, F (12, 1344) = 8.62, p < .001; for interaction effect OST by HIE by PAR (hypothesis HOPH),
F (12, 1344) = 2.06, p = .017.
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dicated by Tabachnick and Fidell, so long as the number of planned contrasts is no

lager than the degree of freedom of the effect,6 routine α level can be used in F- or t-

test without inflating the Type I error (1989: 52). None of the analysis here has a

number of contrasts larger than the degree of freedom of the relevant effect.

For the following reasons interaction contrasts discussed above will be supple-

mented by chi-square tests and the crosstabulation between mode-usage and the inde-

pendent variable. Since the repeated measures design is used here, in the contrasts it is

the difference between two sets of conflict modes that is compared rather than each

mode being compared separately across levels of the independent variable. For exam-

ple, a significant contrast between NDO and NCO indicates that as the independent

variable changes from one level to another, the difference between NDO and NCO

varies; but this contrast does not show whether each of the two mode-uses varies in its

own way (the frequency of use) as predicted by the hypothesis. Chi-square test is sup-

plementary to the contrast in the sense that while the contrast takes care of the corre-

lation between modes, which is a concern here because of the ipsative nature of the

data, crosstabulation and chi-square test reveal changes in each mode. For these rea-

sons the two-way cross-tabulation between mode usage and the independent variable,

as well as the chi-square test, will be used whenever possible to supplement the con-

trasts discussed above.

4.3.2  Notation of symbols

For ease of presentation, the following symbols are used hereafter in this chapter.

Factors and their levels. Factors are represented by bold and capitalised three-

letter symbols, and the levels of a factor are represented by symbols shown below in

brackets, most of them a capitalised single letter.

HIE: Hierarchy, with two levels, Subordinate (Sub) and Superior (Sup);

PAR: Past-Relationship, with two levels, Indebted (I) and Wronged (W);

STK: Stake, with three levels, High (H), Medium (M), or Low (L);

OST: Other’s-Strategy, with four levels, DO (D), CO (C), OB (O), and IN (I).

                                                
6 For a factor with k levels, the degree of freedom df = (k-1); for the interaction between two factors

with k and j levels respectively, the degree of freedom df = (k-1)*(j-1).
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These four factors are between-subjects, that is, each subject occupies only one

level of the factor. For example, in the conflict simulation a subject can be a subordi-

nate or superior but cannot be both at the same time. For the within-subject factors

specified below, a subject has score for each and every level of the factor. This is pos-

sible because the repeated measures design treats the original dependent variables as

levels of within-subject factors. For the current study, two within-subject factors are

needed: Modes and Stage.

MOD: Modes of conflict used by subjects in CMS, with five levels, NDO (D), NCO

(C), NOB (O), NIN (I), and NAV (A);

STG: Stage of the simulation, with two levels, Stage 1 (S1), Rounds 1-5 of CMS; and

Sage 2 (S2), Rounds 6-10 of CMS.

Contrast and interaction contrast for factors. A contrast for a factor, repre-

sented here by the symbol FACTORAB/CD, is a comparison between two sets of factor

levels. Many different contrasts can be performed for a multilevel factor, but only

certain of them are relevant for a given study. The subscript of the symbol for a con-

trast indicates the specific contrast it represents. Thus, in contrast FACTORAB/CD,

levels A and B of FACTOR are combined and compared with levels C and D com-

bined. For example, STKH/ML represents the following contrast for Stake factor in

which the High-stake group is compared with the Medium- and Low-stake groups

combined:

STKH/ML = High - (Medium + Low)/2.

An interaction contrast, represented by FACTOR2C/D x FACTOR1A/B, compares

the values of contrast FACTOR1A/B at the levels C and D of FACTOR2:

FACTOR2C/D x FACTOR1A/B = [FACTOR1A/B]FACTOR2=C - [FACTOR1A/B]FACTOR2=D

 Following the same rule, multi-way interaction contrast can be constructed. For

example, in FACTOR3E/F x FACTOR2C/D x FACTOR1A/B, the values of interaction

contrast FACTOR2C/D x FACTOR1A/B at the levels E and F of FACTOR3 are com-

pared. If no confusion is likely, “interaction contrast” may be simplified as “contrast”

below. As the illustration in the next page shows, no matter how many factors are in-

volved, an interaction contrast always ends up with a single value. The reader may

find it useful to detach from the book the next two pages and keep them handy while

reading the remainder of this chapter.
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(To be detached from the book)
(I)  ABBREVIATIONS

1. Independent variables:

HIE: Hierarchy (two levels: the Subordinate, and the Superior)

PAR: Past-Relationship (two levels: the Indebted, and the Wronged)

STK: Stakes (three levels: High, Medium, and Low-stake)

OST: Other’s-Strategy (four level: DO, CO, OB, and IN)

MOD: conflict mode (within-subject factor, five levels: NDO, NCO, NOB, NIN, and NAV)

STG: stage of the simulation (within-subject factor, two levels: Stage1, Stage2)

2. Dependent variables:

Conflict modes    Conflict mode uses in the simulation          

DO: Dominating NDO: No. of times DO was used by Wang

CO: Compromising NCO: No. of times CO was used by Wang

OB: Obliging NOB: No. of times OB was used by Wang

IN: Integrating NIN: No. of times IN was used by Wang

AV: Avoiding NAV: No. of times AV was used by Wang

3. Others:

PDG: Prisoner’s Dilemma Game

MD: Mode Game

CMS: Conflict Mode Simulation

ROCI-II: Rahim’s Organisational Conflict Instrument

MODE: Management of Differences Exercise

 (II)  AN ILLASTRATION OF INTERACTION CONTRAST

In each interaction contrast, the contrast in the right-most position shows the behaviour comparison, i.e.,

how different mode-uses are compared; and the other contrasts on the left show the group formation of the

contrast. Thus in contrast (6b, see p. 105), STKM/L x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, the contrast MODIO/DA shows the

groups will be compared for their Cooperativeness [(NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)], and STKM/L x HIESub/Sup

shows how the groups are formed in that comparison. As shown by the diagram below, Groups (1) and (2), and

Groups (3) and (4), are compared for their Cooperativeness first, and the results are compared again, which

gives the value of Contrast (6b). Other contrasts are formed in a similar way.

          Group Formation Behaviour Comparison

        STKM/L      x    HIESub/Sup       x             MOBIO/DA
_______________________________________________________________________

(1) (STK = Med.) & (HIE = Sub.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(2) (STK = Med.) & (HIE = Sup.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(3) (STK = Low)  & (HIE = Sub.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)

(4) (STK = Low)  & (HIE = Sup.) (NIN + NOB) - (NDO + NAV)
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(To be detached from the book)

SUMMARY OF THE HYPOTHESES

HS: Main effect of Stake
As Stake decreases, Wang tends to use more OB and fewer DO and IN. Wang’s use of AV in-

creases as Stake decreases from High to Medium, but stops increasing and may even decrease

when Stake decreases from Medium to Low.

HHS: Interaction of Hierarchy by Stake
In high-stake conflicts, Wang tends to use more DO and AV and fewer OB and IN if s/he is the su-

perior than if s/he is the subordinate; These effects of Hierarchy tend to be attenuated as Stake de-

creases, and in low-stake conflicts, no effect of Hierarchy is expected.

HP: Main effect of Past-Relationship
Compared with the condition of having been wronged by Other, when indebted to Other, Wang

tends to use more OB and IN, and fewer DO and AV.

Main effect of Other’s-Strategy
   HO1: Reciprocation effect

A conflict mode used by Other will be reciprocated by Wang in the sense that Wang’s use of that

particular mode will be more likely than in cases where Other uses other modes.

   HO2: Suppression effect

Other’s use of DO suppresses Wang’s use of OB or IN, and Other’s use of OB or IN suppresses

Wang’s use of DO.

   HO3: Promotion effect

Other’s use of OB promotes Wang’s use of IN, and Other’s use of IN promotes Wang’s use of OB.

   HO4: Learning effect

The hypothesised effects of Other’s-Strategy HO1,, HO2,, and HO3 will be stronger in later stages of

the conflict process when Other’s strategy is clearer to Wang.

HOPH: Interaction of Other’s-Strategy by Past-Relationship by Hierarchy
When Wang has been wronged by Other and Other is using CO or IN, Wang tends to use more

DO and AV and fewer OB and IN if Other is a subordinate than if Other is a superior. These dif-

ferences are less likely when Wang is indebted to Other and/or Other is using DO or OB.
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4.4  Test of Hypothesis for Stake, HS 
7

Hypothesis HS refers to the effects of people’s substantive concerns, or Stake,

on their use of different conflict modes. This hypothesis can be seen as consisting of

two parts. The first part predicts that as Stake increases, the use of DO and IN in-

crease and the use of OB decreases. In contrast MODDI/O = [(NDO + NIN)/2 - NOB],

as Stake increases, NDO and NIN increase and NOB decreases, so MODDI/O in-

creases. Therefore the following two contrasts, which compare the value of MODDI/O

at one level of Stake with those at the lower levels, should be significantly larger than

zero:

(1) STKH/ML x MODDI/O = [MODDI/O]STK=High - [MODDI/O]STK=Medium or Low

= [(NDO + NIN)/2 - NOB]STK=High - [(NDO + NIN)/2 - NOB]STK=Medium or Low

(2) STKM/L x MODDI/O = [MODDI/O]STK=Medium - [MODDI/O]STK=Low

= [(NDO + NIN)/2 - NOB]STK=Medium - [(NDO + NIN)/2 - NOB]STK=Low

If in the simulation data these two contrasts do have a positive value with statisti-

cal significance, it supports the first part of Hypothesis HS.

The second part of Hypothesis HS predicts that the use of AV rises as Stake de-

creases from High to Medium, but stops rising and may even drops as Stake decreases

further from Medium to Low. This means that the change in NAV is in the same di-

rection as that of NOB when Stake decreases from High to Medium but in the oppo-

site direction to that of NOB when Stake decreases from Medium to Low. This rela-

tionship enables us to test this part of the hypothesis by the following two contrasts

which compares the value of contrast MODO/A = [NOB - NAV] at different Stake

levels:

(3) STKH/M x MODO/A = [NOB - NAV]STK=High - [NOB - NAV]STK=Medium

(4) STKM/L x MODO/A = [NOB - NAV]STK=Medium - [NOB - NAV]STK=Low

Since NOB and NAV rise together when Stake decreases from High to Medium,

the two brackets in the right-hand side of (3) should have similar values, thus contrast

(3) should be insignificant. When Stake decreases further from Medium to Low, how-

ever, NOB rises but NAV drops, so the second bracket in the right-hand side of (4) is

larger than the first, thus contrast (4) should be significantly less than zero. If these

predictions are empirically confirmed, they support the second part of the hypothesis.

                                                
7 For readers who prefer to skip technical details, the bolded texts at the beginning and the end of each

section (from Sec. 4.4 to Sec. 4.8) highlighted the main content of the hypothesis and the test result.
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The results of these four contrasts are shown in Table 4.3. As predicted above,

contrasts (1) and (2) are both positive and highly significant (p < .001); contrast (3) is

insignificant, and contrast (4) is negative and highly significant (p < .001). These re-

sults are corroborated by the frequency distribution of the five conflict modes across

the three levels of Stake, as shown in Table 4.4. The chi-square test shows that Modes

and Stake are not independent, (χ2(8) = 258.30, p < .001; Cramer’s V = .18).8 That is,

the use of different conflict modes depends on the level of Stake.

          Table 4.3  Observed Interaction-Contrasts for Hypothesis HS

               Interaction-Contrast                       Value                    t              p____

(1) STKH/ML x MODDI/O 4.629 7.99 <.001

(2) STKM/L x MODDI/O 3.117 4.66 <.001

(3) STKH/M x MODO/A .391 1.07   .287

(4) STKM/L x MODO/A -1.445 -3.94 <.001

Table 4.4 Crosstabulation of Conflict Mode Usage by Stake

Conflict Modes Used by Subjects

Stake NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

High Freq.

Pct.

Adj. R.

286

22.3%

7.6

242

18.9%

155

12.1%

-9.0

444

34.7%

7.9

153

12.0%

-6.9

Medium Freq.

Pct.

Adj. R.

205

16.0%

233

18.2%

243

19.0%

308

24.1%

-2.6

291

22.7%

5.4

Low Freq.

Pct.

Adj. R.

124

9.7%

-7.6

249

19.5%

385

30.1%

10.5

274

21.4%

-5.3

248

19.4%

The top line of each cell in Table 4.4 shows the actual frequency (Freq.) of the

mode usage by subjects at a given Stake level; the second line is the row percentage

of that frequency (Pct.); and the third line is the Adjusted Residual (Adj. R.) which is

similar to z scores of the standardised test statistics (SPSS, 1997). If Adjusted Resid-

ual ≥ 2 or ≤ -2, that cell is significantly deviated from the average under the inde-

pendent hypothesis which assumes that the row-variable and column-variable are in-

                                                
8 If Cramer’s V < .10, the significant chi-square is mainly caused by the large sample size rather than

by the relationship between the two variables (Argyrous, 1996).
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dependent; and the larger the absolute value of Adjusted Residual, the larger the de-

viation. Only significant Adjusted Residuals are shown in this and following tables.

Thus at the Low-stake level Wang’s use of DO (NDO) and IN (NIN) were signifi-

cantly lower than average, and Wang’s use of OB (NOB) was significantly higher

than average if Stake and Wang’s use of conflict modes were unrelated. The opposite

was true at the High-stake level. Finally Wang’s use of AV (NAV) was significantly

lower than average at the High-stake but higher than average at the Medium-stake.

All these results agree with the prediction of Hypothesis HS.

Thus Hypothesis HS is strongly supported. As Stake increases, the use of DO

and IN increased, and the use of OB decreased; the use of AV was most common

on Medium-stake issues, and it dropped down when Stake was either High or

Low. The profiles of the five conflict modes used at different Stake levels are illus-

trated in Figure 4.4. As Stake decreased from High to Medium to Low, the use of DO

and IN decreased rapidly, whereas the use of OB increased rapidly. The use of AV

peaked at the Medium level of Stake.

Figure 4.4 The Use of the Five Conflict Modes at Different Levels of Stake

4.5  Test of Hypothesis for Hierarchy, HHS

Hypothesis HHS refers to the effect of Hierarchy on subject use of the conflict

modes with the moderation of Stake. It consists of three parts. Part One, when

Stake is high the Subordinate group tends to use more OB and IN and fewer DO and

AV than the Superior group does. In other words, on High-stake issues the Subordi-
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nate group is more cooperative, measured by contrast MODIO/DA = (NIN + NOB)/2 –

(NDO + NAV)/2, than the Superior group is. Part Two, the difference in the level of

cooperativeness of the two hierarchy groups stated in Part One diminishes as Stake

decreases. Part Three, on Low-stake issues, no hierarchy effect is expected. The

three parts of this hypothesis are tested by contrasts (5), (6a, 6b), and (7) respectively.

(5) HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding Stake at STK = High;

(6a) STKH/ML x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA

= [HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA]STK=High - [HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA]STK=Medium or Low

(6b) STKM/L x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA

= [HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA]STK=Medium - [HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA]STK=Low

(7) HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding Stake at STK = Low.

Since the 2-way interaction contrast HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA measures the Subor-

dinate’s lead in cooperativeness, contrast (5) will be significantly positive according

to Part One, and contrast (7) will be insignificant according to Part Three of this hy-

pothesis. Moreover, according to Part Two of this hypothesis, as Stake decreases the

value of contrast HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA drops. Thus, contrast (6a) should be signifi-

cantly positive because it compares the Subordinate’s lead in cooperativeness at the

High-stake level with those at the Medium- or Low-stake levels; and contrast (6b)

should be smaller and less significant than (6a) because it compares the aforemen-

tioned lead at the Medium-stake level with those at the Low-stake level. These pre-

dictions are confirmed by the simulation data, as shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5  Observed Interaction-Contrasts for Hypothesis HHS

            Constraint       Interaction-Contrast                           Value         t              p_____

(5) STK = High HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA .97 2.69 .008

(6a)  STKH/ML x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 1.055 2.49 .013

(6b)  STKM/L x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA  .094 .19 .848

(7) STK = Low HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA -.13 -.40 .691

As predicted, contrast (5) is significantly positive (p < .01), so Part One of the hy-

pothesis is confirmed; contrast (7) is insignificant, so Part Three of the hypothesis is

confirmed. The positive value of contrast (6a), significant at α = .05 level, confirms

that on High-stake issues the Subordinate’s lead in cooperativeness was significantly

larger than those on Medium- or Low-stake issues. Also as predicted, contrast (6b)
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has a smaller value and is less significant than (6a); in fact it is insignificant. Jointly,

contrasts (6a) and (6b) confirm Part Two of the hypothesis.

While the above analysis confirms that the difference in Wang’s uses of different

conflict modes, in the form of cooperativeness measured by MODIO/DA, was affected

by the interaction of Stake by Hierarchy as predicted, it does not show whether the

usage of each of the four conflict modes, NDO, NOB, NIN, and NAV, changed in its

frequency as predicted by the hypothesis. To explore this question, chi-square tests

were performed for the cross-tabulation of Hierarchy by Modes, holding Stake at the

High, Medium, and Low-stake levels respectively, as shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6  Crosstabulation of Conflict Mode Usage by Hierarchy

Holding Stake at High, Medium, and Low Levels Respectively

Conflict Modes Used by Subjects

Stake Hierarchy NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

High

Subordi-

nate

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

121

18.9%

-3.0

124

19.4%

106

16.6%

4.9

223

34.8%

66

10.3%

Superior Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

165

25.8%

3.0

118

18.4%

49

7.7%

-4.9

221

34.5%

87

13.6%

Me-

Subordi-

nate

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

80

12.5%

-3.4

149

23.3%

4.7

118

18.4%

140

21.9%

153

23.9%

dium the Supe-

rior

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

125

19.5%

3.4

84

13.1%

-4.7

125

19.5%

168

26.3%

138

21.6%

Low

Subordi-

nate

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

66

10.3%

123

19.2%

186

29.1%

140

21.9%

125

19.5%

the Supe-

rior

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

58

9.1%

126

19.7%

199

31.1%

134

20.9%

123

19.2%

When holding Stake at High, the significant chi-square test indicates that conflict

mode usage was associated with Hierarchy (χ2(4) = 30.77, p < .001; Cramer’s V =

.16). As the top block of Table 4.6 shows, the Subordinate used fewer DO and more

OB than the Superior did, but there was no significant difference in the use of IN or
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AV between the two hierarchy groups. So on High-stake issues the Subordinate’s lead

in cooperativeness, which has been confirmed in contrast (5), was due to their smaller

NDO and larger NOB, not their NIN or NAV. Thus, Part One of hypothesis HHS is

only partly supported: at the High-stake level, the prediction on Wang’s NDO and

NOB was confirmed, but the prediction on Wang’s NIN and NAV was not.

When holding Stake at Low, the two hierarchy groups had no significant differ-

ence in any of the five conflict mode usage, as shown in the bottom block of Table 4.6

(χ2(4) = 1.14, p = .89; Cramer’s V = .03). Thus, Part Three of hypothesis HHS is fully

supported. Finally, when holding Stake at Medium, as shown in the middle block of

Table 4.6, the Subordinate had higher NDO and lower NCO than the Superior did

(χ2(4) = 31.53, p < .001; Cramer’s V = .16). NCO was not considered in contrast (6b)

because it is not mentioned in the hypothesis; thus contrast (6b) failed to pick up the

difference between the two hierarchy groups on Medium-stake issues shown in Table

4.6.9 However, in the sense of cooperativeness defined in the two-dimension model

(Figure 1.1), the results of the chi-square tests reported lend support to Part Two of

hypothesis HHS: the Subordinate’s lead in cooperativeness decreased when Stake de-

creased from High to Medium;10 and that lead decreased further to insignificance

when Stake decreased from Medium to Low.

To recapitulate, interaction contrasts and chi-square tests confirm the effect

of Hierarchy by Stake interaction predicted in HHS. The Subordinate was more

cooperative than the Superior on High-stake issues, using more DO and fewer

OB; the Subordinate’s lead in cooperativeness reduced as Stake dropped to the

Medium-stake level, and eventually disappeared at the Low-stake level. How-

ever, the predictions on NIN and NAV at the High-stake level were not sup-

ported. The profiles of the conflict mode usage by the two hierarchy groups at differ-

ent Stake levels are graphically shown in Figure 4.5.

                                                
9 The insignificant contrast (6b) in Table 4.5 suggests that the difference between the two hierarchy

groups on Medium-stake issues was insignificant as on Low-stake issues.
10 The Subordinate had lower NDO than the Superior on both High-stake and Medium-stake issues; but

on High-stake issues Subordinate led in NOB whereas on Medium-stake issues it led in NCO. Given
that CO is less cooperative than OB (see Figure 1.1), this means Subordinate’s lead in cooperative-
ness decreased when Stake decreased from High to Medium.
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Figure 4.5  Profiles of Conflict Mode Usage by Hierarchy Groups

at Different Levels of Stake

4.6  Test of Hypothesis HP

Hypothesis HP refers to the effects of Past-Relationship on subject use of con-

flict modes. It predicts that the Indebted group uses more OB and IN and fewer DO

and AV than the Wronged group does. That is, in comparison with the Wronged

group, the Indebted group will be more cooperative as measured by MODIO/DA.

Therefore the following contrast can be used to test this hypothesis.

(8) PARI/W x MODIO/DA  = [MODIO/DA]PAR=Indebted - [MODIO/DA]PAR=Wronged

Interaction contrast (8) compares the cooperativeness of the Indebted and the

Wronged groups, thus it should have a significant positive value according to Hy-

pothesis HP. This is confirmed by the simulation data: contrast (8) has a value of

1.646, t = 8.25, p < .001. As shown in Table 4.7, the Indebted group used much fewer

DO and much more OB than the Wronged group (χ2(4) = 220.6, p < .001).
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Table 4.7  Crosstabulation of Conflict Mode Usage by Past-Relationship

Conflict Modes Used by Subjects

Past-Relationship NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

Indebted Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

178

9.3%

-11.4

343

17.9%

535

27.9%

11.5

537

28.0%

327

17.0%

Wronged Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

437

22.8%

11.4

381

19.8%

248

12.9%

-11.5

489

25.5%

365

19.0%

The difference in the use of IN by the two groups, although in the predicted direc-

tion, was not significant. The same applies to the use of AV. This finding is corrobo-

rated by two additional contrasts, PARI/W x MODI/O and PARI/W x MODD/A, which

compare the use of IN with OB and DO with AV respectively at the two levels of

Past-Relationship. Both contrasts are significantly negative with p < .001, indicating

that when Past-Relationship changed from the Indebted to the Wronged, IN did not

decrease as much as OB, and AV did not increase as much as DO. Therefore, Hy-

pothesis HP is only partly supported. The Indebted group used much more OB

and much fewer DO than the Wronged group; but the predicted effects of Past-

Relationship on the use of IN and AV are not supported. The profiles of the con-

flict mode usage at different levels of Past-Relationship are graphically illustrated in

Figure 4.6, in which the Indebted group had shown a much fewer use of DO and

much more use of OB than the Wronged group.

Figure 4.6  Profiles of Conflict Mode Usage by Different Past-Relationship
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4.7  Test of Hypotheses on the Effect of Other’s-Strategy

The hypothesis for the effects of Other’s-Strategy on the use of conflict modes

consists of four sub-hypotheses: 1) reflection effect HO1: Other’s use of a particular

mode stimulates Wang’s use of the same mode; 2) suppression effect HO2: Other’s

use of DO suppresses Wang’s use of OB and IN, and Other’s use of OB or IN sup-

press Wang’s use of DO; 3) promotion effect HO3: Other’s use of OB promotes

Wang’s use of IN, and Other’s use of IN promotes Wang’s use of OB; and 4) learn-

ing effect HO4: the above three effects will be stronger in later stages of the conflict

process than in the early stages. The ten interaction contrasts needed for the test of

HO1, HO2, HO3 are represented in Table 4.8.11

Table 4.8 Expected Result of Interaction Contrasts

for the Effects of Other’s-Strategy

Contrast of Modes

Contrast of

Other’s-Strategy

MODD/COIA

(DO-preference)

MODC/DOIA

(CO-preference)

MODO/DCA

(OB-preference)

MODI/DCA

(IN-preference)

OSTD/COI + ① − ② − ②

OSTC/DOI + ①

OSTO/DC − ② + ① + ③

OSTI/DC − ② + ③ + ①

① : Reciprocation effect; ② : Suppression effect; ③ : Promotion effect.

Columns in Table 4.8 are contrasts between Wang’s use of one conflict mode ver-

sus his/her use of other modes, thus the four columns represent Wang’s preference for

each of the four conflict modes respectively. For example, the first column

(MODD/COIA) is a measure of Wang’s DO-preference because it compares Wang’s use

of DO and his/her average use of other four conflict modes. Rows in Table 4.8 are

contrasts of different levels of Other’s-Strategy, so they are comparisons between ef-

fects of Other’s-Strategy. 12

                                                
11 Interaction effect OST x MOD has 12 degrees of freedom (3 x 4 = 12), so for the 10 planned con-

trasts the routine α level can be used (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).
12 Note that in the first two columns of Table 4.8, Wang’s use of DO (or CO) is compared with his/her

use of the remaining four conflict modes; but in the last column Wang’s use of IN is compared with
three modes only, with OB excluded. This is necessary because according to hypotheses HO2 and
HO3, Wang’s use of OB and IN change in the same direction; thus if they are at the two sides of the
contrast simultaneously they will cancel each other, leading to a underestimation of the effects meas-
ured. The exclusion of OB from the last column of Table 4.8 makes sure that Wang’s preference for
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At each cell of Table 4.8, the combination of the contrast in the row (effects of

Other’s-Strategy) and the contrast in the column (Wang’s preference for a particular

conflict-mode) forms an interaction contrast which compares the effects of Other’s-

Strategy on Wang’s preference for one conflict mode. For example, the top-left cell

(OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA) compares Wang’s DO-preference under different levels of

Other’s-Strategy: Other uses DO vs. Other uses CO, IN, or OB. According to the re-

ciprocation hypothesis HO1, Wang’s DO-preference should be higher in the former

than latter, thus this cell should be significantly positive, so it is marked by a “+” sign

in Table 4.8. For the same reason, the other three cells on the diagonal of Table 4.8

(those marked by “① ”) shall all be significantly positive according to hypothesis HO1.

The four cells marked by “② ” in Table 4.8 correspond to the suppression hypothe-

sis HO2. The two ② -cells in the first column correspond to the suppression of Wang’s

DO-preference caused by Other’s use of OB or IN. According to HO2, Wang’s DO-

preference is expected to be lower when Other uses OB or IN than when Other uses

DO; thus these two cells shall all be negative so they are marked by the “−” sign.

Similarly the two ② -cells on the first row correspond to the suppression of Wang’s

OB- and IN-preference caused by Other’s use of DO. They shall also be negative thus

are marked by the “−” sign.

The two cells marked by “③ ” in Table 4.8 correspond to the promotion hypothesis

HO3. The ③ -cell in the last column is the test for the promotion of Wang’s IN-

preference caused by Other’s use of OB, and the ③ -cell in the last row is the test for

the promotion of Wang’s OB-preference caused by Other’s use of IN. Both cells shall

have significant and positive contrast according to HO3, so they are marked by the “+”

sign. The blank cells are not related to the hypotheses discussed here. Thus, the

marked cells in Table 4.8 can be used to test the first three sub-hypotheses on Other’s-

Strategy: the ① -cells for the reciprocation hypothesis HO1; the ② -cells for the suppres-

sion hypothesis HO2; and the ③ -cells for the promotion hypothesis HO3. These hy-

potheses are supported if in the simulated data the respective contrasts in Tables 4.8

are significant with the expected (positive or negative) sign.

Finally to test the learning-effect hypothesis HO4, the ten-round simulation data

need to be broken into two stages, Rounds 1-5 and Rounds 6-10, which allow the

                                                                                                                                           
IN is properly estimated. For similar reasons, Wang’s use of IN is excluded from the second last col-
umn; the Integrating group is excluded from the OST contrast in the third row, and Obliging group is
excluded from the last row.
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comparison of the aforementioned effects in Stage 2 (Rounds 6-10) with those in

Stage 1 (Rounds 1-5) of the simulation. In this 2-stage analysis, the contrasts consist

of three elements: contrast for Modes, contrast for Other’s-Strategy, and contrast for

Stage (STGS2/S1). For example, the contrast in the top-left cell of Table 4.8 will be

STGS2/S1 x OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA for the 2-stage analysis. According to HO4, the

effects of Other’s-Strategy should be stronger in Stage 2, thus in the 2-stage analysis,

the expected sign (+ or -) of the contrasts in the ten relevant cells should be the same

as those in Table 4.8.13 For this reason the expected signs in Table 4.8 can also be

taken as those for the contrasts in the 2-stage analysis.

The results of the contrasts discussed above are shown in Table 4.9. In each cell

the sign before the slash (/) is the expected sign for the contrast, copied from Table

4.8; the sign after the slash is the observed sign; and the statistical significance of the

observed contrast (t-test) is indicated by the number of stars (*) attached. The specific

values of the contrasts are not shown to avoid unnecessary clumsiness. The first line

in each cell shows the result of the contrast when the ten-round simulation data are

pooled together, thus it corresponds to hypotheses HO1, HO2, or HO3, marked by ① , ② ,

and ③  respectively. The second line in each cell, marked by ④ , shows the result of the

2-stage analysis where the simulation is divided into the first and second five-rounds;

thus, it corresponds to the test for hypothesis HO4.14

As the symbols in Table 4.9 show, by and large the four sub-hypotheses for

Other’s-Strategy have been strongly supported by the simulation data. Note that in all

relevant cells of Table 4.9 the observed contrasts have the same signs as the expected

ones, and most of them are significant, indicating that most of the predicted effects are

confirmed. For the specific results, it is necessary to check the tests for HO1, HO2, and

HO3 on the first line of each cell, for which the 10-rounds simulation data are pooled

together. The four ① -cells show that all strategies used by Other were strongly recip-

rocated by Wang during the simulation, especially when Other used DO and IN (p <

.001). Thus, the reciprocation hypothesis HO1 is strongly supported. The four ② -cells

                                                
13 Take the top-left cell as an example again. STGS2/S1 x OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA = (OSTD/COI x

MODD/COIA)Stage2 – (OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA)Stage1. Given that the effect (OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA) is
larger in Stage 2, this contrast should assume the sign of (OSTD/COI x MODD/COIA)Stage2, which is the
same as shown in Table 4.8.

14 To obtain these results the TRANSFORM subcommand was used in two separate runs of the
MANOVA procedure in SPSS program, so that the within-subject factors MODE and STAGE can
be transformed into non-orthogonal contrasts (Stevens, 1996). (See the syntax in Appendix 4B.)
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with high significance (p < .001) indicate that Other’s use of DO strongly suppressed

Wang’s use of OB and IN; and Other’s use of OB or IN strongly suppressed Wang’s

use of DO. Thus, the suppression hypothesis HO2 receives overwhelming support from

the data. The two ③ -cells in Table 4.9 show that Other’s use of OB strongly promoted

Wang’s use of IN (p < .001); and to a less degree, Other’s use of IN promoted Wang’s

use of OB (p < .05). Thus, the promotion hypothesis HO3 is also supported by the data.

Table 4.9 Observed Result of Interaction Contrasts

for the Effects of Other’s-Strategy

Contrast of Pooled or Contrast of Modes

Other’s-

Strategy

2-Stage

Analysis

MODD/COIA

(DO-preference)

MODC/DOIA

(CO-preference)

MODO/DCA

(OB-preference)

MODI/DCA

(IN-preference)

OSTD/COI Pooled

2-stage

+ / + *** ①

+ / + *** ④

− / − *** ②

− / − * ④

− / − *** ②

− / − ** ④

OSTC/DOI Pooled

2-stage

+ / + * ①

+ / + ④

OSTO/DC Pooled

2-stage

− / − *** ②

− / − *** ④

+ / + ** ①

+ / + * ④

+ / + *** ③

+ / + * ④

OSTI/DC Pooled

2-stage

− / − *** ②

− / − *** ④

+ / + * ③

+ / + * ④

+ / + *** ①

+ / + ④

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05.

① : Reciprocation effect; ② : Suppression effect; ③ : Promotion effect; ④ : Learning effect.

While all of the four sub-effects were shown to be significant when the ten-round

simulation was assessed as a whole, when assessed in two stages most effects became

stronger at the second half of the simulation process, as shown by the signs and stars

in the second line of each cell. The only two insignificant cells are the reciprocation

effect of Other’s use of CO and IN: although Wang’s CO and IN-preference contin-

ued to increase at the second half of the simulation, the magnitude of that increase

was statistically insignificant. The observed effects in other eight cells all increased

substantially in Stage 2, particularly the reciprocation effect of Other’s DO and the

suppression effect of Other’s OB and IN (p < .001). Thus, the learning hypothesis HO4

is also largely supported.
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Table 4.10  Crosstabulation of Conflict Mode Usage by Other’s-Strategy

Conflict Modes Used by Subjects

Other’s-Strategy NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

Dominat-

ing

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

291

30.3%

13.9 ①

149

15.5%

-3.0

151

15.7%

-4.1 ②

178

18.5%

-6.6 ②

191

19.9%

Compro-

mising

Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

122

12.7%

-3.2

218

22.7%

3.5 ①

202

21.0%

257

26.8%

161

16.8%

Obliging Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

99

10.3%

-5.6 ②

184

19.2%

223

23.2%

2.5 ①

279

29.1%

③

175

18.2%

Integrating Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

103

10.7%

-5.2 ②

173

18.0%

207

21.6%

③

312

32.5%

4.7 ①

165

17.2%

Finally, the frequency distribution of conflict mode usage at different levels of

Other’-Strategy is given in Table 4.10 for the pooled analysis, and the chi-square test

confirms that conflict mode usage and Other’s-Strategy were related (χ2(12) = 234.9,

p < .001; Cramer’s V = .14). The four cells with ①  correspond to the reciprocation hy-

pothesis HO1, and as the Adjusted Residual (Adj. R.) indicates, they are all well above

the average. The four cells with ②  correspond to the suppression hypothesis HO2,

which are all well below the average. These results corroborate with the contrasts dis-

cussed above. The Adjusted Residuals for the two ③ -cells are both positive but insig-

nificant. Thus the promoting effects identified in the contrasts discussed above are not

corroborated by the chi-square test. This is most likely due to the chi-square test’s

being less powerful than the contrast analysis which reduce the error term by treating

the original dependent variables as levels of the within-subject factor (Stevens, 1996;

Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).15

To recapitulate, the four sub-hypotheses for Other's-Strategy, HO1, HO2, HO3,

and HO4, are strongly supported. The conflict modes used by Other were largely

reciprocated by Wang (HO1); Other’s use of DO strongly suppressed Wang’s use

of OB and IN, and vice verse (HO2); Other’s use of OB strongly promoted Wang’s

                                                
15 Chi-square test for the learning hypothesis HO4 cannot be performed because it needs a three-way

crosstabulation: Mode by Other’s-Strategy by Stage.
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use of IN, and to a less degree Other’s use of IN promoted Wang’s use of OB

(HO3); Finally, eight out of the ten effects discussed above were found to be sig-

nificantly stronger in the second half of the simulation process than in the first

half (HO4).

The profiles of Wang’s conflict mode usage at different levels of Other’s-Strategy

are shown in Figure 4.7, represented by the four lines respectively. Note that the four

lines form two clusters, one by the red solid line (Other’s-Strategy = DO) and another

by the remaining three broken lines in other colours (Other’s-Strategy = CO, OB, or

IN). There are differences between the three lines in the second cluster, but the more

significant feature is their similarity when compared with the red solid line. Thus it

appears that in response to Other’s-Strategy, Wang differentiated first whether Other

was using DO or non-DO before he/she fine-tuned to the specific non-DO strategy

Other was using. A similar pattern was also found in Wang’s account for his/her be-

haviour in CMS, as will be discussed in Chapters Five and Seven.

Figure 4.7  Profiles of Conflict Modes Usage

at Different Levels of Other’s-Strategy

4.8  Test of Hypothesis HOPH

Hypothesis HOPH refers to the interaction effects of OST by PAR by HIE, i.e.,

the same conflict mode used by different people in different situations will have

different results. It consists of two parts. Part One, when having been wronged by

Other, the Subordinate and the Superior groups respond differently to Other’s use of

CO or IN in that the former will be more cooperative, using more OB and IN and

fewer DO and AV than the latter. Part Two, the difference in cooperativeness of the
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two hierarchy groups as proposed in Part One will be smaller if Wang is indebted to

Other and/or Other uses DO or OB. This hypothesis involves the interaction of three

factors and is thus more complicated than previous ones. The propositions about

Other’s use of CO and IN are parallel in this hypothesis; so it can be seen as having

two branches, one for Other’s CO (the Compromising-branch), and the other for

Other’s IN (the Integrating-branch). This analysis will focus on the Compromising-

branch first; and the same conclusion will be drawn for the Integrating-branch later.

The verification of Hypothesis HOPH consists of three steps. In Step 1, Part One of

HOPH is verified by contrast (9) of the following, which compares the cooperativeness,

measured by MODIO/DA, of the Subordinate group with that of the Superior group,

under the conditions OST = CO and PAR = Wronged.

(9) HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding OST = CO and PAR = Wronged

According to Part One of HOPH, this contrast shall be significantly positive. If

contrast (9) is indeed significantly positive in the empirical data, Part One is con-

firmed, and Steps 2 and 3 will proceed. In Step 2, the following three contrasts will be

tested.

(10) PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding Other’s-Strategy at OST = CO

(11a) OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding Past-Relationship at PAR = W

(11b) OSTC/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding Past-Relationship at PAR = W

Contrast (10) tests whether the difference in the two hierarchy groups’ responses

to Other’s CO, which has already been confirmed to be significant in contrast (9), will

be smaller if Wang is indebted to Other rather than having been wronged by Other.

Contrasts (11a) and (11b) test whether the difference in the two groups’ responses

confirmed in (9) will be smaller when Other uses DO or OB instead of CO.16 Ac-

cording to Part Two of Hypothesis HOPH, each of these three contrasts shall be signifi-

cantly positive.

If both Steps 1 and 2 are successful, in Step 3 contrasts (12a) and (12b) will be

performed, which test the interaction OST by PAR by HIE.

(12a) PARW/I x OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA

(12b) PARW/I x OSTC/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA

                                                
16 An alternative method is to pool the levels of DO and OB in Other’s-Strategy together and then

compare with the level of CO. This method was not taken because Other’s DO and OB tend to have
opposite effects on Wang’s behaviour, so the result of pooling them together can be misleading. For
this reason Other’s DO and OB are compared with CO separately.
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Contrast (12a) can be seen as PARW/I x [OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA], which

compares the values of the contrast in the bracket under two levels of Past-

Relationship, Wronged vs. Indebted. It is already known in contrast (11a) of Step 2

that the contrast in the bracket is significantly positive when PAR = Wronged. And

according to Part Two of the hypothesis, the contrast in the bracket will have a

smaller value when PAR = Indebted. Thus contrast (12a) should be significantly

positive, the same is for contrast (12b). If both predictions are confirmed by the em-

pirical data, in combination with the confirmation in Step 2, Part Two of the hypothe-

sis is confirmed.

Note that in Step 1, both Other’s-Strategy and Past-Relationship are constrained to

a particular level; in Step 2, the constraint on one of these two factors, either Past-

Relationship (contrast 10) or Other’s-Strategy (contrast 11a and 11b), is lifted so that

its effect can be assessed. Finally in Step 3, the constraint on both factors are lifted at

the same time to test the effects when Past-Relationship and Other’s-Strategy change

at the same time. Through these three steps, the effect of interaction OST by PAR by

HIE is verified for its components as well as its entirety. If all these six contrasts from

(9) to (12b) are significantly positive, it gives strong support to the Compromising-

branch of hypothesis HOPH. Finally the testing of Integrating-branch is parallel to that

of the Compromising-branch; one needs only to substitute OST = IN for OST = CO

in the above six contrasts. The results of these tests are summarised in Table 4.11.

Contrasts (9) through to (12b) refer to the Compromising-branch of the hypothe-

sis. The significant positive value of contrast (9) in Step 1 (p < .001) confirms that in

response to Other’s CO and the past wrongs, the Subordinate group was more coop-

erative than the Superior group, as predicted by Part One of hypothesis HOPH. In Step

2, the significant positive values of contrasts (10), (11a), and (11b) (p < .001) indicate

that the difference in the responses of the two hierarchy groups, as confirmed in (9),

became smaller when Wang was indebted to Other (contrast 10) or when Other used

DO or OB rather than CO (contrasts 11a and 11b). Finally in Step 3, the significant

positive values of contrast (12a) (p < .001) and contrast (12b) (p < .01) indicate that

the group difference identified in (9) became smaller when Wang was indebted to

Other and at the same time Other used DO or OB rather than CO. Thus the predicted

interaction OST by PAR by HIE is fully supported for its Compromising-branch.
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Table 4.11  Observed Interaction-Contrasts for Hypothesis HOPH

               Constraint          Interaction-Contrast                                       Value     t              p_____

Test for the Compromising-branch

Step 1

(9) OST = CO &
PAR = W HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 3.00 6.13 <.001

Step 2

(10) OST = CO PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 3.96 5.50 <.001

(11a) PAR = W OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 3.81 4.78 <.001

(11b) PAR = W OSTC/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 2.85 3.58 <.001

Step 3

(12a) PARW/I x OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 5.06 4.49 < .001

(12b) PARW/I x OSTC/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA 3.13 2.77 .006

Test for the Integrating-branch

Step 1

(13) OST = IN &
               PAR = W            HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA                                     .85          1.41        .167

The test results for the Integrating-branch of the hypothesis are very different.

Note that contrast (13) is to the Integrating-branch is the same as contrast (9) is to the

Compromising-branch. The positive but insignificant value of contrast (13) (p > .05)

in Table 4.11 suggests that, when having been wronged and Other used IN, there was

no reliable difference between the two hierarchy groups in their cooperativeness. This

outcome in Step 1 makes further tests in Steps 2 and 3 unnecessary.17 Therefore the

test for the Integrating-branch of the hypothesis stopped at Step 1, and the prediction

for the Integrating-branch is not supported.

To supplement the above interaction contrast analysis, a significant chi-square was

found for the crosstabulation of Modes by Hierarchy, holding PAR = Wronged and

OST = CO (χ2(4) = 65.35, p < .001; Cramer’s V = .37). Forty-eight subjects were un-

der the specified conditions. As Table 4.12 shows, the Subordinate group had fewer

than average NDO and NAV and larger than average NOB and NIN, whereas the Su-

perior group had larger than average NDO and NAV and smaller than average NOB

and NIN, which tally with the prediction by Part One of the hypothesis. This result

                                                
17 Since the difference in the two hierarchy groups is already insignificant in contrast (13), it is of little
research interest to test whether that difference dropped further in contrasts of Steps 2 and 3.
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corroborates the finding of the interaction contrast (9) in Table 4.11. Chi-square test is

not applicable to other two steps where three or more factors are involved.

Table 4.12  Crosstabulation of Conflict Modes Usage by Hierarchy

Holding Past-Relationship at Wronged and Other's-Strategy at CO

Conflict Modes Used by Subjects

Hierarchy NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

Subordinate Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

24

10.0%

-5.8

65

27.1%

2.2

50

20.8%

4.7

68

28.3%

2.9

33

13.8%

-3.5

Superior Freq

Pct

Adj. R.

75

31.3%

5.8

45

18.8%

-2.2

15

6.3%

-4.7

41

17.1%

-2.9

64

26.7%

3.5

To recapitulate, the Compromising-branch of the hypothesis for the effect of

OST by PAR by HIE interaction is supported. In response to past wrongs and

Other’s CO, the Subordinate group used more OB and IN and fewer DO and AV

than the Superior group; and these differences between the two hierarchy

groups were smaller when Wang was indebted to Other and/or Other used DO

or OB instead of CO. However, the similar prediction for the Integrating-branch

of the hypothesis is not supported.

To graphically illustrate the interaction effects discussed above, in Figure 4.8

Subject cooperativeness, as defined by MODIO/DA, of the two hierarchy groups at

different levels of Other’s-Strategy, controlled for Past-Relationship, are presented.

As the figures show, the difference in cooperativeness of the two hierarchy groups is

the largest when Other used CO, especially when Wang had been wronged by Other

(the figure on the right). When Other used IN, however, the difference is much

smaller. (The four-way tabling of the frequency of conflict mode usage is too compli-

cated to be considered here.)
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Figure 4.8  Subject Cooperativeness of Different Hierarchy Groups

at Different Levels of Other’s-Strategy and Past-Relationship

4.9 Post Hoc Analysis (I): Effect Sizes of Different Factors

The planned contrasts discussed above test whether conflict mode usage was af-

fected by factors according to the hypotheses, but they do not show how strong these

effects were. The effect sizes of different factors are relevant for this study since they

reflect the relative importance of different situational factors. For multi-level factors

the planned contrasts with one degree-of-freedom used above deal with only part of

the effect of a factor, and the full effect sizes of different factors need to be measured

separately. For this purpose a post hoc full factoral MANOVA with repeated meas-

ures design was run for the CMS data, with four between-subject factors (HIE, PAR,

STK, and OST) and one within-subject factor (MOD). Results indicate the Multi-

variate Effect Size for all effects invloving MOD, in the form of Partial η2 = 1 - Λ1/s,

where the parameters Λ and s are both given in SPSS. The effect sizes of different

situational factors can be derived from this information (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996),

as summarized in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13  Multivariate Effect Sizes of Situational Factors: Partial η2

Factor                                 Main Effect         Total Effect

Hierarchy .029 .186

Past-Relationship .229 .388

Stake .132 .284

Other’s-Strategy .092 .237
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The Main Effect column in Table 4.13 shows the unique effect of each factor,

whereas the Total Effect column includes both main effects and the effects of interac-

tions invloving that factor, thus the total effects of different factors shown in Table

4.13 are overlapping with each other. There is no criterion to assess how large or

small Partial η2 is for the multivariate analysis; however the following convention by

J. Cohn (1988) for η2 of univariate analylsis in behavioural studies may be used here

as a reference: “Small” effect size, η2 = 0.01; “Medium” effect size, η2 = 0.06;

“Large” effect size, η2 = 0.14. According to this criterion, Past-Relationship and

Stake had large effect sizes, Other’s-Strategy had medium to large effect size, and Hi-

erarchy had small to medium effect size in this study, in terms of unique effect of

each factor (the Main Effect column of Table 4.13).

The above assessment of effect sizes is tentative only because Cohn’s (1988) con-

vention applys to designs different from the current study. Nonetheless data in Table

4.13 give us enough information about the relative importance of the four situational

factors. In both main and total effects, Past-Relationship had by far the largest effect

size on subject behaviour, followed by that of Stake and Other’s-Strategy. Hierarchy

had the smallest effect size. Thus it can be concluded that, in terms of effects on sub-

ject behaviour, Past-Relationship was the most significant factor, Stake and Other’s-

Strategy were the next, and Hierarchy was the least significant, for the simulated con-

flict in the current study.

4.10 Post Hoc Analysis (II): Subject Behaviour under Complex Situations

As argued in Chapter One, when several factors are present at the same time, they

may influence the subject in the same direction; but under certain conditions they may

influence the subject into different or even opposite directions. For example, when

Stake was high and Wang was wronged by Other in the past, both factors of Stake and

Past-Relationship made Wang use more DO and fewer OB (see Tables 4.4 and 4.7),

and subject behaviour under this condition is predictable. However, for that same

conflict issue, if Wang owed favours to Other, it pressured Wang to use fewer DO and

more OB, which is opposite to what the high-stake demanded. This is an awkward

predicament for Wang. Therefore an intriguing question is: What will people do under

this and other complex situations where different factors influence them in different

directions?
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While there is no solid theoretical bases to form hypotheses about subject behav-

iour under complex situations, the multiple factor structure of CMS in this study pro-

vides a good chance to examine the issue empirically. What Wang did in complex

situations of CMS reflects the relative strength of different factors, which offers an-

other approach to assess the importance of factors in addition to those discussed in the

previous section.  As a post hoc exploratory attempt, in this section I will examine

complex situations arising from pair-wise combination among Past-Relationship,

Stake, and Other’s-Strategy. Situations involving three or more factors will not be

considered here. Hierarchy has been shown to be weaker than those of other three

factors, therefore will not be considered here either. The three factors of Past-

Relationship, Stake, and Other’s-Strategy give rise to three pair-wise combinations,

each containing two complex situations as shown below, where the demands of one

factor contradict that of the other in general.

Complex situations

Past-Relationship and Stake combination:

(1) (Past-Relationship = Indebted) & (Stake = High)

(2) (Past-Relationship = Wronged) & (Stake = Low)

Past-Relationship and Other’s-Strategy combination:

(3) (Past-Relationship = Indebted) & (Other’s-Strategy = DO)

(4) (Past-Relationship = Wronged) & (Other’s-Strategy = OB)

Stake and Other’s-Strategy combination:

(5) (Stake = High) & (Other’s-Strategy = OB)

(6) (Stake = Low) & (Other’s-Strategy = DO)

The directions of effects by Stake, Past-Relationship, and Other’s-Strategy at their

respective levels have already been identified by the signs of Adjusted Residuals in

the crosstabulation between each of the factors and conflict mode usage shown in Ta-

bles 4.4, 4.7, and 4.10 respectively.18 For reader’s convenience, the signs of Adjusted

Residuals at relevant levels of each factor in Tables 4.4, 4.7, and 4.10 are reproduced

in Table 4.14. It can be derived from this table that in each of the six complex situa-

tions listed above, the two factors pull subjects in opposite directions for NDO and

                                                
18 For example, the negative Adjusted Residual for NDO (-11.4) and positive Adjusted Residual for

NOB (11.5) in the Indebted row of Table 4.7 indicate that the Indebted past-relationship pushed
Wang to use fewer DO and more OB than the overall distribution shown in Table 4.2.
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NOB, but they may or may not contradict with each other for the use of other three

modes.

Table 4.14  Direction of the Effects of Three Factors:

Sign of Adjusted Residual at Selected Levels of Each Factor

Factor & Level NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

Past Indebted - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Relationship Wronged + n.d. - n.d. n.d.

Stake High + n.d. - + -

Low - n.d. + - n.d.

Other’s DO + - - - n.d.

Strategy OB - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Note: The symbol in each cell indicates the direction of influence by that particular condition: “-”

means the use of the mode was significantly lower than average; “+” means the use of the mode was

significantly higher than average; “n.d.” means the use of the mode was not significantly different from

average  all in comparison with the overall distribution of conflict mode usage shown in Table 4.2.

Once the directions of influences by the two factors in a complex situation are

identified, they can be compared with actual subject behaviour in that particular

situation to see which factor takes precedence. For a particular conflict mode, suppose

factor A demands the increased (or decreased) usage, and factor B demands the oppo-

site to that of Factor A. If the actual usage of that mode was not significantly different

from the overall distribution, the two factors probably had similar strength under this

situation so they cancelled each other out. However if actual usage followed the di-

rection of factor A, being significantly higher (or lower) than the overall distribution,

factor A must be stronger than factor B so the former overpowered the latter. Thus it

will be denoted as A > B in the following analysis.
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Table 4.15 Effects of Factors on Conflict Mode Usage in Complex Situations:
Sign of Adjusted Residual in Related Crosstabulations

NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

Situation (1): (PAR = Indebted) & (STK = High)

Effect of (PAR = Indebted) - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Effect of (STK = High) + n.d. - + -

Actual Distribution n.d. n.d. - + -

Comparison: PAR vs. STK STK > PAR STK > PAR STK > PAR

Situation (2): (PAR = Wronged) & (STK = Low)

Effect of (PAR = Wronged) + n.d. - n.d. n.d.

Effect of (STK = Low) - n.d. + - n.d.

Actual Distribution n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. +

Comparison: PAR vs. STK PAR > STK

Situation (3): (PAR = Indebted) & (OST = DO)

Effect of (PAR = Indebted) - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Effect of (OST = DO) + - - - n.d.

Actual Distribution + - n.d. - +

Comparison: PAR vs. OST OST > PAR OST > PAR OST > PAR OST > PAR

Situation (4): (PAR = Wronged) & (OST = OB)

Effect of (PAR = Wronged) + n.d. - n.d. n.d.

Effect of (OST = OB) - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Actual Distribution n.d. + - + n.d.

Comparison: PAR vs. OST PAR > OST OST > PAR

Situation (5): (STK = High) & (OST = OB)

Effect of (STK = High) + n.d. - + -

Effect of (OST = OB) - n.d. + n.d. n.d.

Actual Distribution n.d. - n.d. + -

Comparison: STK vs. OST STK > OST STK > OST

Situation (6): (STK = Low) & (OST = DO)

Effect of (STK = Low) - n.d. + - n.d.

Effect of (OST = DO) + - - - n.d.

Actual Distribution + - + - n.d.

Comparison: STK vs. OST OST > STK OST > STK STK > OST

Note. PAR: Past-Relationship; STK: Stake; OST: Other’s-Strategy. “-” means the mode was used less
often than average; “+” means the mode was used more often than average; “n.d.” means the use of the
mode was not significantly different from average – all in comparison with the overall distribution of
conflict modes shown in Table 4.2. At the Comparison row in each situation, “A > B” means factor A
was stronger than factor B for the use of that mode, and the blank cell means the two factor were simi-
larly powerful or it cannot tell which was more powerful for the use of that mode.
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Using the above information and denotation, the effects of the relevant factors

were compared with actual conflict usage in each of the six complex situations and

the strength of different factors were determined, as shown in Table 4.15. For each of

the six complex situations, the effects of the two factors were copied from Table 4.14;

and Actual Distribution of conflict usage was obtained from the crosstabulation for

the particular two-factor combination.19 The comparison between these two sets of

data led to the conclusion that for the use of that mode, the two factors were similarly

powerful (or that it cannot be determined which factor was more powerful), repre-

sented by a blank cell in the Comparison row in Table 4.15, or that one factor was

more powerful than another, represented by A > B.

Based on subject behaviour in complex situations shown above, conclusions can

be drawn regarding the relative strength of the three factors. First let us see how rela-

tionship concerns fared when confronted with the rivalry of substantive concerns.

Note that in situations (1) and (5), Stake prevailed in five cells and in the other five

cells Stake was equally powerful as Past-Relationship or Other’s-Strategy. In situa-

tions (2) and (6), Stake prevailed in one cell only; Past-Relationship or Other’s-

Strategy prevailed in three cells; and in other six cells the two factors were equally

powerful. Thus relationship concerns played an important role even on significant is-

sues such as housing allocation (in 5 out of the 10 cells relationship concerns were as

important as the concern for Stake); on low-Stake issues, such as a box of fruit, rela-

tionship concerns overpowered substantive concerns. This gives strong support to the

argument in Chapter One on the importance of relationship considerations.20

When Past-Relationship is compared with Other’s-Strategy, two propositions can

be drawn. Proposition (1): Over time the effect of Past-Relationship is discounted,

thus for two similar actions, the one happened in the past (Past-Relationship) bears

                                                
19 For example, the combination of Past-Relationship and Stake gives rise to 6 conditions (2 x 3), and

the actual distribution of conflict mode usage in complex situations (1) and (2) can be compared with
the overall distribution through crosstabulation. The same can be done for other complex situations
(3) to (6). Appendix 4C shows the details of these crosstabulations.

20 Subject behaviour in complex situations as defined here cannot be used to determine whether Stake
was more important than relationship concerns (Past-Relationship and Other’s-Strategy). As argued
in Proposition (2) below, negative relationship (PAR = Wronged; OST = DO) has stronger effect
than positive ones (PAR = Indebted; OST = OB); and it is arguable that the High-stake has stronger
effect than the Low-stake. In Situations 1 and 5, the High-stake was compared with positive relation-
ship, and in Situations 2 and 6, the Low-stake was compared with negative relationship. So in each
of these four complex situations, the stronger effect of one factor is compared with the weaker effect
of the other factor. Thus it cannot be decided whether Stake was more important than relationship
concerns.
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less effect on subject behaviour than the one happening now (Other’s-Strategy). This

point can be seen by the comparisons between Situations 1 and 5 and between Situa-

tions 2 and 6 respectively. Confronted with the opposite effect of Stake, Other’s cur-

rent good deeds (OST = OB, Situation 5) gained more control over Wang’s behaviour

than did Other’s past good deeds (PAR = Indebted, Situation 1), and Other’s com-

bative behaviour now (OST = DO, Situation 6) had larger influence on Wang’s be-

haviour than did Other’s past wrongdoing (PAR = Wronged, Situation 2).21 Proposi-

tion (2): The negative effect of combative behaviour is stronger than the positive ef-

fect of conciliatory behaviour. This explains why Other’s good deeds, past or present,

often failed to counterbalance the opposite effects of Stake (Situations 1 & 5),

whereas Other’s wrong doing, past or present, often overpowered Stake (Situations 2

& 6).

The combination of the above two propositions explains the difference between

Situations 3 and 4. In Situation 3, Other’s past good deed (PAR = Indebted) was con-

tradicted by his/her current combative act (OST = DO). Both Propositions (1) and (2)

suggest the domination of Other’s current provocative act in this situation, which was

exactly what happened. In Situation 4, Other’s past wrongdoing (PAR = Wronged)

was contradicted by Other’s current obliging (OST = OB). Here Proposition (1) sug-

gests that the effects of Other’s past wrong-doing would be discounted, but Proposi-

tion (2) suggests that wrong-doing should have stronger effects than good-deed, so in

the end the two forces should have been roughly on balance, as was the case in Situa-

tion (4). The reader is reminded of the exploratory nature of the above; more rigorous

tests for them are needed.22

4.11 Post Hoc Analysis (III): Nonsymmetrical Effects of Factors

To explore the relationship between the independent factors and subject behaviour

in CMS, the five conflict modes used by subjects in CMS were converted into Asser-

tiveness and Cooperativeness according to the two-dimension model (Figure 1.1),

                                                
21 Note that in Situation 2 Other’s past wrongdoing was on important issues (preventing Wang’s

spouse getting a good job) whereas in Situation 6 Other’s current provocative act was on small issues
(a box of fruit). But the latter gained more control over subject behaviour than the former did. This
demonstrates the discounting effect of past behaviour.

22 For example, to test Propositions (1) rigorously, same behaviour for same issue should be used for
Past-Relationship and Other’s-Strategy.
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using the following formulas. Remember Assertiveness and Cooperativeness measure

the extent Wang tries to satisfy his/her own and Other’s concerns respectively.

Assertiveness = ((NIN + NDO)*9 + (NAV + NOB)*1 + NCO*5)/10

Cooperativeness = ((NIN + NOB)*9 + (NAV + NDO)*1 + NCO*5)/10

When these two variables were fitted with the four situational factors of this study,

it was revealed that the situational factors affected Assertiveness and Cooperativeness

in nonsymmetrical ways. That is, some factor had larger effects on Assertiveness,

whereas others had larger effects on Cooperativeness, as shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.11.

Figure 4.9  Nonsymmetrical Effects of Past-Relationship

The two graphs of Figure 4.9 depict changes in Assertiveness and Uncoopertive-

ness23 at two levels of Past-Relationship, holding Hierarchy at the Subordinate and the

Superior levels respectively. The steeper a line, the more sensitive is the variable rep-

resented by it to the factor and the larger the effect size. For example, in the graph on

the right, the broken line for Un-cooperativeness is steeper than the solid line for As-

sertiveness, which suggests that for the Superior group, as Past-Relationship changed

to Wronged, there was a larger change in Un-cooperativeness than in Assertiveness,

so Past-Relationship had a larger effect size on Un-Cooperativeness than on Asser-

tiveness. In contrast, for the Subordinate group, the graph on the left, Past-

                                                
23 Un-cooperativeness = 10 - Cooperativeness. Since Cooperativeness often changes in a direction op-

posite to that of Assertiveness, Un-cooperativeness is used here so that the slope difference of the
two variables can be seen easily. This conversion is also necessary for the parallelism test in the pro-
file analysis discussed below (see Note 14).
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Relationship had symmetrical effects on Assertiveness and Un-cooperativeness be-

cause the two lines are roughly parallel.

Similarly, in Figure 4.10, the solid line is steeper than the broken line, indicating

that Stake had a larger effect on Assertiveness than on (Un-)Cooperativeness; and in

Figure 4.11, the broken line has larger changes than the solid line, so Other’s-Strategy

had a larger effect on (Un-)Cooperativeness than on Assertiveness. Putting together,

Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 suggest that the three factors had nonsymmetrical effects

on Assertiveness and Cooperativeness. Stake had a larger effect on Assertiveness, and

Other’s-Strategy had a larger effect on Cooperativeness. The symmetry of Past-

Relationship effect was moderated by Hierarchy: for the Subordinate group, Past-

Relationship had symmetrical effects on Assertiveness and Cooperativeness, whereas

for the Superior group, Past-Relationship had larger effect on Cooperativeness.

Figure 4.10 Figure 4.11

         Nonsymmetrical Effects of Stake  Nonsymmetrical Effects of Other’s-Strategy

While the above explanation is plausible, it is based on visual judgement only, and

more rigorous tests are needed to confirm it. Testing whether the two (curve) lines in

Figures 4.9 to 4.11 are equally steep is equivalent to the test of parallelism in profile

analysis, where Assertiveness and Un-cooperativeness will be treated as two levels of

the within-subject factor, DIM (for dimension)  (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).24 A sig-

                                                
24 This is another reason why it is necessary to convert Cooperativeness into Un-cooperativeness.

Given that Cooperativeness and Assertiveness often change in opposite directions (i.e. with opposite
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nificant parallelism effect of a situational factor, i.e., the interaction between a situ-

ational factor and DIM, indicates the nonsymmetrical effect of that factor. The rele-

vant results of the Profile Analysis are summarised in Table 4.16.

As shown in Table 4.16, at the p < .001 level, Stake and Other’s-Strategy both had

parallelism effects; and at the p < .01 level, interaction Hierarchy by Past-

Relationship had parallelism effect. These results confirm the above conclusion that

Stake and Other’s-Strategy had nonsymmetrical effects on Assertiveness and Coop-

erativeness, and with the moderation of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship had nonsymmet-

rical effects as well.

Table 4.16  Test of Nonsymmetrical Effects:

Partial Results of Profile Analysis
Source of Variation          SS          DF         MS         F            Sig. of F

Within + Residual 948.16 336 2.82

STK by DIM 121.15 2 60.58 21.47 .000

OST by DIM 46.40 3 15.47 5.48 .001

HIE by PAR by DIM 20.28 1 20.28 7.19 .008

4.12 Post Hoc Analysis (IV): Special Behaviour Patterns

As indicated in Chapter Three, one particular concern in the construction of CMS

was to make sure it could accommodate a variety of behaviour patterns. Of particular

interests were the win-win, lose-lose, and win-lose outcomes. That is, the simulation

structure should allow the participants, among other things, to win together with the

other party (win-win), to take the bully down together (lose-lose), or to take advan-

tage of other’s cooperativeness (win-lose). As a post hoc check, it will be interesting

to examine to what extent these behaviour patterns actually emerged in the simula-

tion.

The manipulation of Other’s-Strategy in the current study makes this task relative

simple. The level of win-win outcome can be measured by the percentage of those in

the OST = IN condition who had NIN ≥ 7, i.e., when Other used IN, the percentage of

subjects who used seven or more INs in the simulation.25 The lose-lose outcome is

                                                                                                                                           
slopes), without such conversion, the parallelism test will almost always register a significant result
even if the two lines are equally steep (although with opposite slope). The conversion makes sure
that parallelism test picks up only those cases where the steepness of the two lines are significantly
different. The SPSS syntax for this test can be found in Appendix 4B.

25 This is only a proxy for the win-win outcome. As indicated in Chapter Three, win-win is defined as
an outcome where both sides have accumulated 52 or more points, and because of the uncertainty in-
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represent by the percentage of those in the OST = DO condition who had NDO ≥ 7,

i.e., when Other used DO, the percentage of subjects who used seven or more DOs in

the simulation. Finally the win-lose outcome can be measured by the percentages of

those in the OST = IN or OST = OB conditions who had NDO ≥ 7, i.e., when Other

used IN or OB, the percentage of subjects who used seven or more DOs in the simu-

lation. The actual figures of these percentages are listed in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17  Subject Use of Particular Modes under Different Conditions
Other’s Wang’s        Past-Relationship      

Strategy               Strategy               Indebted              Wronged             Outcome

IN NIN ≥ 7 6.2% 8.3% win-win

 NDO ≥ 7 0% 2.1% win-lose

OB NDO ≥ 7 2.1% 4.2% win-lose

DO NDO ≥ 7 4.2% 14.6% lose-lose

As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, IN was used more often than any

other modes in CMS, accounting for 26.7% of the decisions across 48 experiment

conditions. This may give the impression that a lot of subjects were win-win seekers,

but actually the number of genuine win-win seekers was quite limited. Win-win was

explicitly made one of the possible outcomes during briefing for CMS; thus when

Other was using IN (OST = IN) in eight out of the ten rounds,26 a genuine win-win

seeker would naturally use IN consistently. But as shown in Table 4.17, only 6 – 8%

of the subjects used IN consistently when Other was using IN. The remaining 92%

plus subjects may have used IN occasionally but not persistently. Many subjects used

IN when Other’s score was far behind; but once Other was catching up they turned to

more combative modes (DO or CO). It appears that for them getting what they want

was more important than having a win-win outcome, and they did not want to risk

their leading position by using IN persistently. At the same time they did not mind

helping others provided that their own leading position was not threatened.

                                                                                                                                           
volved, seven or more INs used by both sides cannot guarantee the win-win outcome. But unfortu-
nately some subjects made mistakes in calculating the scores for the parties, therefore the final scores
recorded by subjects are not reliable. For this reason the number of INs is used here as the criterion
for win-win. As shown in Appendix 3A, a pair with 7 IN-INs has more than 70% chance to pass the
52-point threshold.

26 Other’s programmed mode was used in eight out of the ten rounds. See explanation in Chapter
Three.
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The above observation actually relates to another behaviour pattern I discussed in

Chapter Three: people try to keep a moderate leading so that they can get what they

want and leave the other party with a good-sized reward at the same time. How far

they want to keep ahead of the other depends on how secure they feel and how close

their relationship with the other is. This may thus be called a “quasi win-win”, in the

sense that “I am happy to see you have a big share of the pie, provided that mine is

bigger than yours”. The use of IN serves this quasi win-win purpose well when the

other party is far behind; but it risks losing one’s leading position when other is ap-

proaching. Thus it can be concluded that when people are using IN they are probably

aiming at a quasi win-win rather than a true win-win.27, 28 The quasi win-win may not

be as lofty as the true win-win, but it is attractive for ordinary people who has to

maintain a ongoing relationship with Other: It helps the other party getting a large

share on the one hand, and secures a larger share for oneself on the one hand. This

explains why it was used more often than any other strategies in this study.

When Other used IN or OB, to what extent would Wang take advantage of Other’s

cooperativeness? As shown in Table 4.17, only 4% or fewer subjects used DO when

Other was using IN or OB. This contrasts sharply to the finding by Cosier and Ruble

(1981) that one-quarter to one third of the time subjects used competing when the

programmed other used cooperative strategies. This confirms the proposition in

Chapter Two that people are less exploitative in an ongoing relationship.

Finally it appears that when Other had wronged the subjects and was currently

bullying, many subjects were prepared to take the bully down with them; but if they

were indebted to Other, the subjects were more tolerant of Other’s use of DO. As

shown in Table 4.17, when faced with a bullying Other (OST = DO), if the subjects

had been wronged before, 14.6% of them used seven or more DOs to drag Other

down to a lose-lose end; if the subjects were indebted, however, that percentage

dropped to 4% only. These figures are lower than I expected, and it would be inter-

esting to compare these figures with those by other people in future studies.

                                                
27 Ideally this proposition should be tested by checking how the use of IN was related to the difference

between scores of the two parties. But as indicated in Note No. 25, the records of score are unreliable
in this study.

28 The quasi win-win is used in international politics as well. A US official was quoted as having said
something to the effect of following during his recent visit to China: “The US will be comfortable as
long as the No. 2 world-power is far behind and does not constitute a threat.” (Yang, 2001)
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4.13  Summary

This chapter discusses hypothesis testing for the conflict simulation data. To begin

with, the CMS data are compared with the two-dimension model. The patterns of as-

sociation among the five conflict modes in the CMS data set are similar to those sug-

gested by the theory, and the configuration of the five modes has a close resemblance

to that of the two-dimension model. Thus the application of the two-dimension model

of conflict modes to the Chinese is strongly supported.

The hypotheses articulated in Chapter Two are largely supported by the simulation

data. The hypothesis for Stake factor, HS, is strongly supported. As the Stake in-

creased, the use of DO and IN increased, and the use of OB decreased. The use of AV

was most common on Medium-stake issues, and it dropped down when Stake was ei-

ther High or Low.

As for the hypothesis for Hierarchy by Stake interaction, HHS, its Part One is par-

tially supported, and Hierarchy’s predicted effects on the use of IN and AV at the

High-stake level were not substantiated. The rest of the hypothesis are fully sup-

ported. As predicted, Hierarchy strongly affected the use of DO and OB on High-

stake issues: the Subordinate group used more OB and fewer DO than the Superior

group did. And this hierarchy difference diminished as Stake decreased and no differ-

ence between hierarchy groups was found at the Low-stake level.

The hypothesis for Past-Relationship, HP, is partly supported. At a highly signifi-

cant level the uses of DO and OB were sensitive to Past-Relationship. The Indebted

group used much more OB and much fewer DO than the Wronged group. But the use

of IN and AV were not related to Past-Relationship.

The four sub-hypotheses for Other’s-Strategy, HO1, HO2, HO3, and HO4, are

strongly supported. As predicted by reciprocation hypothesis HO1, the conflict modes

used by Other were largely reciprocated by Wang. Other’s use of DO strongly sup-

pressed Wang’s use of OB and IN, and Other’s use of OB and IN strongly suppressed

Wang’s use of DO, thus the suppression hypothesis HO2 is strongly supported. Other’s

use of OB strongly promoted Wang’s use of IN, and to a less degree Other’s use of IN

promoted Wang’s use of OB, thus the promotion hypothesis HO3 is supported; Finally,

eight out of the ten effects discussed above were found to be significantly stronger in

the second half of the simulation process than in the first half, and the remaining two

(the reciprocation effect of Other’s use of CO and IN) also became stronger in the
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later stage although the differences were insignificant. Thus, the learning hypothesis

HO4 is largely supported.

The hypothesis for the three-way interaction of OST by PAR by HIE, HOPH, is

partly supported. It is confirmed that in response to past wrongs and Other’s CO, the

Subordinate group was much more cooperative than the Superior group; and that dif-

ference between the two hierarchical groups was smaller when Wang was indebted to

Other and/or Other used DO or OB instead of CO. However, the similar effect pre-

dicted for Other’s IN mode was not found in the simulation.

In terms of relative importance among the four situational factors in this study, it

is shown that Past-Relationship had the largest effect size on subject behaviour, fol-

lowed by Stake and Other’s-Strategy, and Hierarchy had the smallest effect size in the

current study. In post hoc analyses, the relative strength of different factors in com-

plex situations where the two factors influenced subject in different directions are ex-

plored, and it is shown that relationship concerns played important roles even when

faced with the rivalry of substantive concerns in both significant and trivial issues.

Moreover, the effect of past behaviour was discounted as time passed by, and the

negative effect of provocative behaviour was stronger than the positive effect of good

deeds. It is also shown that situational factors had nonsymmetrical effects on Asser-

tiveness and Cooperativeness. Stake had a larger effect on the former, whereas

Other’s-Strategy, and Past-Relationship (for the Superior group) had a larger effect on

the latter. Finally several particular behaviour patterns are examined, and it is shown

that when Other was using IN, only few subjects pursued true win-win outcome per-

sistently, and most  people used IN for the quasi win-win purpose instead. At the

same time, very few subjects exploited the cooperativeness of Other’s IN or OB.

When Other was bullying, however, many subjects would fight to drag Other down

together with them if the past-relationship was negative. With a positive past-

relationship, however, the suicidal fight-back was unlikely.29

Hypothesis testing through the second data source, subject self-explanation of be-

haviour in CMS, will be discussed in the next chapter.

                                                
29 For those who are interested in ROCI-II data and analysis, it is now time to read Appendix 4D.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ANALYSIS OF THE RATIONALES OF CMS BEHAVIOUR

In previous chapters I hypothesised that subject behaviour varies depending on

the structure and content of relationship and substantive variables, and these hypothe-

ses have been tested by the quasi-behavioural measures of CMS in Chapter 4.

Checking whether and to what degree subjects behaved in the predicted way is an im-

portant part of hypothesis verification, but given the multiple causes and functions of

behaviour, observation of behaviour alone may not be enough to understand the

whole picture of the hypothesised effect. Behaviour in the hypothesised direction may

have been influenced by factors different from those implied by the hypothesis; at the

same time, behaviour contradicting one hypothesis may have been rationalised by an-

other hypothesis, which may not be easily seen merely by observation of the behav-

iour. In such cases relying on observations of behaviour alone may lead to inconsis-

tent or incomplete conclusions about the hypothesised effects, and the rationale or

reasons for behaviour need to be taken into consideration as well.

If situational factors affect behaviour, they must affect the underlying rationale

for that behaviour as well. Therefore rationale analysis gives us another way to verify

the effect of the situational factors, if only indirectly. Moreover, in situations where

different factors pulled people in opposite directions, examination of rationales can

help to reveal how people weighed up the various factors. These considerations sug-

gest the utility of bring into open the rationales for behaviour in CMS, which is what I

will do in this chapter. The patterns of rationale underlying subject behaviour dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 will be analysed and their relationship with the situational factors

of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake examined.

5.1 Making the Rationale Explicit

In order to make explicit what situational factors were in subjects� minds when

they made their decisions in CMS, after the simulation I asked the subjects to describe

the rationale of their behaviour and what they thought in terms of the four situational

factors when they had their choices in the simulation. The subjects were first asked to
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specify their initial decision in CMS and to assess that decision in terms of Hierarchy,

Past-Relationship, and Stake they faced in the conflict scenario. They were then re-

quested to identify the strategy used by Other and their own countermoves during

CMS.1 The specific questions they were asked can be found in Appendix 2B.

As it turned out, subject responses to questions regarding their initial decision and

rationale in CMS were generally consistent and meaningful. In contrast, their answers

to questions regarding Other�s-Strategy and their own countermoves did not yield

useful information; many subjects appeared confused and inconsistent in their an-

swers. A probable explanation is that the initial decision was a single move whereas

subject countermoves to Other�s-Strategy involved varying number of moves and of-

ten several modes were used with different rationales which they may find difficult to

interpret clearly. For these reasons I have excluded the data for subject countermoves

to Other�s-Strategy and have focussed on the data for subject initial behaviour. To

make it easier for the reader, this section of the questions is repeated below. It should

be emphasised that only the initial subject decision and its rationales are discussed

here; with the addition of the fourth factor (Other�s-Strategy), behaviour in the re-

maining nine rounds of CMS became more complicated. This should be taken into

account when comparing the results of the following with that of Chapter Four which

was based on the entire simulation process.

Questions on the rationale of initial behaviour in CMS (For the underlined terms, the specific

term used in the questionnaire was matched to the experiment condition for each subject.)

1. During the above process of conflict over the housing/holiday/fruit issue, what was your initial

choice? (Select one item)

A) Dominating B) Compromising C) Obliging D) Integrating E) Avoiding

2. Was your initial choice in the simulation appropriate for the conflict situation? Please explain.

(Select one item for each of the following questions)

(1) Given that the other was your superior/subordinate, was your initial choice appropriate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate

Why was it appropriate/inappropriate? Please explain.

                                                
1 Here my intention was to identify changes in rationale before and after Other�s-Strategy became clear

to the subject. At the initial round of CMS nobody knew for sure what Other�s strategy was going to
be. Just when Other�s-Strategy became clear, however, must have varied from person to person,
sooner for some and later for others. For this reason I just asked the subjects to describe what hap-
pened after they discovered Other�s strategy without mentioning the specific time when it happened
during CMS. It would be inappropriate to compare the first 5 rounds with the second as that may not
be the time when Other�s-Strategy became clear to a particular subject.
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(2) Given that you were indebted to/had been wronged by the other, was your initial choice appro-

priate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate

Why was it appropriate/inappropriate? Please explain.

(3) Given that housing/holiday/fruit was a high/medium/low stake issue, was your initial choice ap-

propriate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate

Why was it appropriate/inappropriate? Please explain.

(4) Apart from the above three factors, were there any other factors that affected your initial

choice? What were those factors?

Seventy of the 384 subjects either did not answer the questions or their answers

were unspecific, inconsistent and unusable. The remaining 314 subjects, 82% of the

total sample, answered the questions in meaningful and consistent ways, and these

subjects distributed evenly across different experimental conditions.2 Their initial

strategies in CMS were distributed as follows: DO, 89 (28%); CO, 51 (16%); OB, 77

(25%); IN, 53 (17%); AV, 44 (14%). Note that DO was the most used mode, ac-

counting 28% of the initial strategies. This contrasts sharply to the overall distribution

of conflict modes in the whole process of CMS where DO was the least used mode

and accounted for only 16% of the decisions made. That is, subjects generally used

DO more frequently in the initial stage than they did in later rounds. This is under-

standable since in real world even if prepared to give-up, people often start with more

assertive strategies to signal the importance of the issue and to reduce the expectation

of the opponent, which enhances the significance of concessions they make later (Le-

wicki, Litterer, Minton, & Saunders, 1994). Another reason for the initial high pro-

portion of DO is that people often start a conflict with high and unrealistic aspirations;

as the conflict unfold both parties become more realistic, and the damaging effects of

fighting also make conciliatory options more attractive to them (Pruitt, 1983). This

explains the common phenomenon of position-digging before compromising or col-

laborating, especially on high-stake issues (Fisher & Ury, 1981).

                                                
2 The composition of the 314 subjects, in terms of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake respec-

tively, is: 156 Subordinate and 158 Superior; 157 Indebted and 157 Wronged; 98 High-stake, 115
Medium-stake, and 101 Low-stake.
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5.2 The Rationale Themes

As expected, despite variations in subject responses, there were commonly held

rationale themes. A total of twenty-six rationale themes regarding subject initial be-

haviour in CMS, each shared by eight or more subjects, were identified; Table 5.1

displays these themes and the number of subjects who mentioned them in their ac-

count of their initial behaviour.

The first twenty-one rationale themes in Table 5.1 can be divided into three sets,

referring to Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake respectively. Themes in each set

were subject responses to questions regarding one specific situational factor (e.g. Hi-

erarchy); but subjects who reported these themes often showed group characteristics

in terms of other factor(s). For example, Theme 2 was given by subjects in response

to questions regarding Hierarchy, but most advocators of this theme were from the

Indebted group of the Past-Relationship factor. That is, the Indebted group was more

likely to report Theme 2 than the Wronged group. Thus in the following discussion of

each rationale them these group characteristics will be identified if they existed. If a

situational factor is not mentioned in the discussion of a specific theme, the advoca-

tors of that theme did not show obvious group characteristics in terms of that factor.

The Hierarchy Set. Nine rationale themes were raised by subjects in response to

questions regarding the Hierarchy factor; the first three themes were raised by sub-

jects who role-played the subordinate in CMS.

Theme 1, the boss has more opportunities, therefore this one should be for me. The other party�s

superior position meant s/he is generally better off and less needy in material benefits compared

with the subject, which justifies the subject�s being assertive. Nine subjects who used DO as their

initial decision gave this rationale, and seven of them were from the Wronged group.

Theme 2, Show respect to the boss. Many subjects chose a non-DO option (OB, IN, CO, or AV)

to deal with the superior because the superior �made a bigger contribution to the organisation�,

�is more deserving�, or simply because �s/he is the superior�. Among the thirty-eight subjects

who held this theme, twenty-two used OB as their initial decision, most from the Indebted group.

Theme 3, the boss is in charge, so it is wise not to offend him/her. This theme recognised that

�the superior has more power� and �I will be under his control�, so �I�d better to be nice to the

boss.� Thirty subjects who used modes other than DO chose this theme, and twenty-five of whom

were from the Medium- or Low-stake groups (or Med/Low-stake group for short).
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Table 5.1 Self-Explanation of Initial Decision in CMS:

Rationale Themes and the Number of Advocators to Them

Initial Decision ⇒

              Rationale Themes ⇓

DO

(n=89)

CO

(n=51)

OB

(n=77)

IN

(n=53)

AV

(n=44)

Total

(n=314)

Hierarchy

Set

For The Subordinate group

  1. The boss has more opportunities

  2. Show respect to the boss

  3. The boss is in charge

(n=35)

9

(n=36)

6

6

(n=40)

22

9

(n=20)

5

5

(n=25)

5

10

(n=156)

9

38

30

For the Superior group

  4. The boss takes precedence

  5. The boss� face & authority

  6. The boss should give way

  7. The boss� image

(n=54)

15

8

(n=15)

7

4

(n=37)

19

13

(n=33)

14

5

(n=19)

6

8

(n=158)

15

8

46

30

  8. Hierarchy irrelevant

  9. Equal Rights

26

17

2

2

2 2

4 2

32

25

Past-

Relation-

ship Set

For the Indebted group

 10. The favour not important

 11. Repay the favour

 12. Didn�t consider the favour

(n=21)

10

9

(n=17)

1

9

1

(n=61)

53

1

(n=37)

1

25

(n=21)

1

13

3

(n=157)

13

100

14

For the Wronged group

 13. Old scores

 14. Not to worsen the rancour

 15. Didn�t consider the old scores

(n=68)

41

8

(n=34)

4

14

5

(n=16)

11

(n=16)

9

1

(n=23)

1

14

1

(n=157)

46

48

15

Gesture

 16. Teach him a lesson

 17. Goodwill /Conciliation

10

6 8 7 5

10

26

Stake Set For High-Stake issues

 18. Important

 19. Sacrifice for the boss/favour

(n=47)

40

(n=12)

7

1

(n=7)

4

(n=26)

17

3

(n=6)

3

1

(n=98)

67

9

For Med/Low-Stake issues

 20. Rare chance

 21. Unimportant/Trivial

(n=42)

14

(n=39)

1

23

(n=70)

53

(27)

1

7

(n=38)

1

17

(n=216)

17

100

                    22. Future Co-operation 6 16 22 7 51

                    23. Mutual Benefits 2 27 1 30

Probing  24. Test to see Other�s intention

 25. Test to see Other�s character

4

3

5

2

1 1 4

3

15

8

                    26. Personality 4 2 3 2 3 14
Note: Numbers are the number of subjects who used that theme to account for their initial decision; n
is the number of subjects in the condition (conflict scenario & initial decision) who reported their ra-
tionale. The bold numbers indicate the top five rationales for that decision.

Subjects in the Superior group raised four themes, Themes 4 through to 7.
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Theme 4, the boss takes precedence, so I do what I want. The subjects assumed that it is natural

for the superior to take precedence, �That�s life�; being the superior is enough to justify one�s

competitive behaviour. This mirrors Theme 2 by the Subordinate group. Fifteen subjects held this

theme, all using DO as their initial strategy, and twelve of them were from the Wronged group.

Theme 5, the boss�s face and authority are at the stake, so I must not lose. The subjects were

concerned that if one allows the subordinate to win in the conflict one will lose face and authority

as the superior. Eight subjects from the Wronged group reported this theme, and all used DO.

Theme 6, the boss should yield. Because the superior is generally better off and less needy than

the subordinate, or because of the superior�s moral obligation to look after the wellbeing of the

subordinate, the superior is obliged to give way. This mirrors Theme 1 by the Subordinate group

and was shared by forty-six subjects, of whom nineteen used OB and fourteen used IN.

Theme 7, the boss� image is involved, so I should be careful not to be too aggressive. 3  The sub-

jects were concerned with putting up the positive image of a caring, selfless, and benevolent supe-

rior, or more importantly, avoiding the negative publicity of the image of a superior fighting sub-

ordinates on minor material issues. This response was given by thirty subjects who used non-DO

modes; and twenty-six of them were from the Med/Low-stake groups.

While the above seven themes were raised by either the Subordinate or the Supe-

rior groups, Themes 8 and 9 were reported by both groups.

Theme 8, Hierarchy is irrelevant. Those holding this theme argued that the conflict issue in the

scenario was out of the domain of the hierarchical relationship, therefore they could ignore the hi-

erarchy. Thirty-two subjects held this theme, of whom twenty-six used DO and eighteen were

from the High-stake group.

Theme 9, Equal rights. Because the two parties were equally entitled to the object in competition,

they were equals on this issue and need not consider difference in hierarchy, be the other party the

superior or subordinate. It was held by twenty-five subjects, of them seventeen used DO and

eighteen were from the Wronged group.

The Past-Relationship Set. Eight rationale themes were given for questions re-

garding Past-Relationship, and Themes 10, 11, and 12 were from the Indebted group.

Theme 10, The favour is not important, so I am free of obligation. The favour one owed paled

in comparison with the stake involved so it can be ignored. Or the subject excused him-/herself

                                                
3 In Note 3, Chapter Two it was indicated that there are two types of face in Chinese, lian and mianzi.

A superior fighting with a subordinate on material issues will �diulian� (lose lian) because the supe-
rior fails to demonstrate a higher moral standard. Themes 6 and 7 were partly based upon this con-
cern. But if a superior allows a subordinate to challenge his/her authority in a conflict the superior
may be seen as weak and incompetent, thus �meiyou mianzi� (has no mianzi). This concern for mi-
anzi was underlying Theme 5, which calls for different course of action from the concern for diulian.
See further discussion in Section 5.7.
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from the repayment obligation by promising �I will repay the favour at a later time�, but this time

�I have to win�. Thirteen subjects gave this theme, of whom ten were from the Superior group,

seven from the High-stake group, and ten used DO.

Theme 11, Repay the favour, was one of the two most widely cited themes. It was mentioned by

100 subjects of whom fifty-four used OB, twenty-five used IN, and seventy-five were from the

Med/Low-Stake groups. The meaning of this theme is self-explanatory.

Theme 12, Didn�t consider the favour when making the decision. Some subjects claimed the fa-

vour was in the past therefore irrelevant, and they need not worry about it when fighting for the

current issue. Others maintained that their behaviour, although friendly, was not meant as repay-

ment for the favour, especially when the conflict issue was too small (i.e. the fruit issue) in com-

parison with the favour owed. It was held by fourteen subjects, of them nine were from the Supe-

rior group and twelve used DO.

Three themes, Themes 13 to 15, were raised by the Wronged group.

Theme 13, Old scores have to be settled. Here �an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth� was

taken for granted. Forty-six subjects gave this theme, of whom twenty-four were from the High-

stake groups and forty-one opted for the DO mode.

Theme 14, Not to worsen the rancour. This played down the necessity of retaliation, instead

emphasising the cost of a tense relationship or the benefits of a harmonious one. This theme was

held by forty-eight subjects for modes other than DO, of them forty-one were from the Med/Low-

Stake groups.

Theme 15, Didn�t consider the old scores. The subjects claimed that their behaviour, competitive

or conciliatory, was not due to the past relationship, probably implying it was due to concerns for

other factors such as hierarchy, stake, or other principle issues. Fifteen subjects held this theme, of

them ten were from the Subordinate group and eight opted the DO mode.

The next two themes differed from the above in the sense that they emphasised

the symbolic rather than the substantive nature of the behaviour. The decision was

used mainly to send signals rather than aimed at material benefits.

Theme 16, Teach him a lesson. This was to show the superior�s disapproval of the other�s past

behaviour or to signal one�s unyielding attitude or resistance as a subordinate. It was given by ten

subjects from the Wronged group to explain the DO mode they used.

Theme 17, Goodwill or conciliation gesture. The action was intended to show the willingness to

conciliate by those in the Wronged group, or to signal a goodwill gesture in the conflict by those

in the Indebted group. It was given by twenty-six subjects to explain modes other than DO of

whom eighteen were from the Wronged group.
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The Stake Set. Compared with the diverse responses to questions regarding Hier-

archy and Past-Relationship, subject responses to questions regarding the Stake factor

were more focused and can be put into four themes. Themes 18 and 19 were raised by

the High-stake group, whereas Themes 20 and 21 by the Med/Low-Stake groups.

Theme 18, the issue is Important and I have to fight for it. Many subjects indicated that housing

is one of the most important issues in one�s lifetime so they could not afford to be non-assertive.

Even when not expecting to get the house this time, some still chose to fight in order to mark the

importance of the issue and to register their level of determination, or simply to appease their

spouse. Sixty-seven subjects from the High-stake group chose this theme, among them forty used

DO and seventeen used IN; those using IN stated that the issue was important for the other side as

well, so they wanted both sides to be satisfied.

Theme 19, Sacrifice for the boss or for a favour. The subjects acknowledged the importance of

the issue but emphasised at the same time that they had to refrain from using DO because the

other was the superior or because they owed favours to the other. Nine subjects from the Subordi-

nate-High-Stake group raised this theme.

Theme 20, it is a Rare chance, so I want to have it. Some subjects indicated that although it was

not a high-stake issue, they normally did not have much chance to have a company-paid retreat so

they were keen to go. This was given by seventeen subjects faced with a medium-stake issue, of

them fourteen used DO and thirteen were from the Wronged group.

Theme 21, the issue is Unimportant/Trivial and not worth the trouble. This was another widely

cited rationale, chosen by 100 subjects from the Low- or Medium-Stake groups and fifty-three of

them used the OB mode. For them the conflict issue was too trivial to fight for, so only non-DO

options were used.

Other themes. While the above twenty-one themes were clearly directed to one

of the three situational factors, the following five themes were not related to any of

the factors or were related to more than one of them.

Theme 22, for the sake of Future co-operation. Advocators often stated that their intention was

to nurture a better relationship, to gain cooperation or friendship from the other, or to oblige the

subordinate into more commitment and harder work in the future. It was given by fifty-one sub-

jects of whom two-thirds were from the Superior group, and three quarters used IN or OB.

Theme 23, Mutual benefits. Some subjects stated that they chose a decision, especially IN, be-

cause they saw it as mutually beneficial. For them a decision is always justifiable if it aims at

mutual benefits, regardless of the hierarchy or past-relationship. This theme was given by thirty
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subjects, of whom twenty-seven used IN, twenty-three were from the Indebted group, and fifteen

from the High-stake group.

Theme 24, Probe to see Other�s intention. Subjects who chose this theme used their decision in

CMS to sound out the intention of the superior, so that they could make necessary adjustment later

on. It was given by fifteen subjects, eleven of whom were from the Subordinate group.

Theme 25, Probe to see Other�s character, held by eight subjects. Subject intent here was to test

the character of the Other. They saw the conflict of personal interests as a trial of other�s level of

self-sacrifice, caring, or personal loyalty to the subject. Subjects may or may not adjust subse-

quent decisions later.

Theme 26, Personality, was mentioned by fourteen subjects, of them eleven were from the Supe-

rior group. These subjects directly attributed their decision to their personality. Although it is a

traditional Chinese value to be non-aggressive and reserved, it is noteworthy that four out of the

fourteen people who mentioned personality admitted unapologetically that their DO decision was

due to their competitive personality.

5.3 Conciliatory Vs. Competitive Themes: The Effect of Hierarchy,

Past-Relationship, and Stake

Having introduced the meanings of the rationale themes reported by subjects for

their initial behaviour in CMS, we need to examine whether and how different ration-

ale themes relate to situational factors. Unlike subject decisions in CMS, the rationale

themes of these decisions cannot be classified into the five conflict modes, therefore

the hypotheses regarding the use of different modes cannot be tested directly by these

rationale themes. But the effect of situational factors can be assessed through subject

choices of competitive versus conciliatory rationale themes, as shown below.

As reflected by the description above, most rationale themes carry with them a

clear connotation or orientation, either conciliatory or competitive, which mentally

prepared subjects to behave in a friendly or hostile manner. For example, Theme 1,

�The boss has more opportunities�, connotes that it is only fair for the other side, as

the superior and relatively privileged, to give way to the subject, and it is acceptable

for the subordinate to try to grab this opportunity. This competitive orientation had

the subordinate mentally prepared to fight against the superior, therefore it can be

called a competitive theme. In contrast, Theme 2, �Show respect to the boss�, argues

that the superior made a bigger contribution to the organisation and is more deserving,
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thus it prepared the subject to act conciliatorily, so Theme 2 can be called a concilia-

tory theme.

Along this line of logic, most themes in Table 5.1 can be classified as either Con-

ciliatory or Competitive. Conciliatory themes include Themes 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 14, 17,

19, 21, 22 and 23; Competitive themes include Themes 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18,

and 20. Several themes in the Competitive group were occasionally used by the sub-

jects to explain non-DO modes, but 60% or more of the time they were used for DO,

so they are taken as competitive themes. Themes 12, 15, 24, 25 and 26 were not

dominated by either DO or non-DO modes and had relatively small numbers of sub-

jects holding them (≤ 15 subjects for each of them), so they will not be included for

analysis here.

The effects of situational factors: the aggregated analysis. Once the themes are

classified as either conciliatory or competitive, they can be examined to see whether

situational factors influenced subject choice among the dichotomy, that is, whether

one group of subjects used more conciliatory (or competitive) themes than other

groups did. Statistically, this can be tested by chi-square statistics for the crosstabula-

tion between a factor and the rationale set. A significant chi-square means that the

factor and the report of competitive vs. conciliatory themes were correlated, which

can be seen as evidence for the effect of that factor.4 Insignificant chi-square, how-

ever, suggests that the factor did not have a reliable effect on the report of different

themes in that set. Tables 5.2 shows the results of an aggregated analysis by pooling

the twenty-one competitive and conciliatory themes together.

The significant chi-squares on the blocks for Past-Relationship and Stake in Table

5.2 suggest that these two factors had significant effects on subject rationale. In terms

of Past-Relationship, the Indebted group was more likely to report conciliatory

themes and less likely to report competitive themes than the Wronged group did (χ2

(1) = 68.3, p < .001). In terms of Stake, the High-stake group was more likely to re-

port competitive themes and less likely to report conciliatory themes than the Me-

dium- or Low-stake groups were (χ2 (1) = 135.3, p < .001). These results do not

specify the use of the five conflict modes explicitly thus are not direct tests of hy-

                                                
4 Normally only a correlational relationship, as opposed to a causal relationship, can be claimed by

significant chi-squares. The causal relationship is claimable here because of the random distribution
of subjects among different situational groups.
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potheses HS and HP. However, the distributions of competitive versus conciliatory

themes of different groups shown here agree in essence with the predictions of hy-

potheses HP and HS; in this sense these two hypotheses are supported by the rationale

themes.

Table 5.2  Effect of Situational Factors on Rationale Themes:

Aggregated Analysis of Twenty-One Themes a

Rationale Themes

Factor Level Competitive Conciliatory χ2 (df=1)

Past-Relationship Indebted 71

18.5%

313

81.5%

68.3***

Wronged 171

46.7%

195

53.3%

Stake High 147

58.6%

104

41.4%

135.3***

Medium/Low 95

19.0%

404

81.0%

Hierarchy

(Holding

Subordinate 73

60.8%

47

39.2%

0.49

Stake = High) Superior 74

56.5%

57

43.5%

Hierarchy

(Holding

Subordinate 24

18.5%

106

81.5%

8.85**

Stake = Medium) Superior 48

34.5%

91

65.5%

Hierarchy

(Holding

Subordinate 8

7.3%

102

92.7%

1.74

Stake = Low) Superior 15

12.5%

105

87.5%

* p < .05;  ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
a Themes 1 to 23, except Themes 12 and 15.

The analysis of Hierarchy�s effect on rationale themes is less conclusive. To par-

allel hypothesis HHS, the effects of Hierarchy are tested on High-, Medium-, and Low-

stake issues respectively, as shown in the bottom three blocks of Table 5.2. The insig-

nificant chi-squares on the blocks for the High-stake and the Low-stake levels suggest

that on these two Stake levels there were no reliable differences between the two hier-
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archy groups in their rationale themes. On Low-stake issues the themes reported by

both groups were predominantly conciliatory; on High-stake issues both groups re-

ported more competitive themes than conciliatory ones. Hierarchy did affect subject

rationale on Medium-stake issues, however, and the Subordinate reported fewer com-

petitive themes and more conciliatory themes than the Superior did ((χ2 (1) = 8.85, p

< .01).

The lack of difference in rationale themes between hierarchy groups on Low-

stake issues tallies with the prediction of Part Three of HHS. The Subordinate�s lead-

ing in conciliatory themes on Medium-stake issues agrees with Part Two of HHS

which implies that the Subordinate�s lead in cooperativeness should be larger on Me-

dium-stake issues than on Low-stake issues. However, the lack of hierarchy differ-

ence on High-stake issues is at odds with Part One and Part Two of HHS, which pre-

dict that on High-stake issues the Subordinate should be more cooperative than the

Superior (Part One) and this hierarchy difference should be larger than on Medium-

stake issues (Part Two). Thus the three parts of Hypothesis HHS receive different lev-

els of support from the rationale themes: Part One is not supported, Part Two is partly

supported, and Part Three is supported.

The effects of situational factors: The split-up analysis. In addition to the ag-

gregated analysis, the three sets of rationale themes in Table 5.1 can also be analysed

separately. Given that each of the three rationale sets refers to one situational factor

directly, these three sets (Hierarchy Set, Past-Relationship Set, and Stake Set) have

different meanings for the test of different factors. Themes in the Hierarchy Set

(Themes 1 to 9) were responses to questions regarding the Hierarchy factor, therefore

if Hierarchy had any reliable effects on rationale it should affect this set directly. By

contrast, Past-Relationship or Stake can only influence subject choice of themes in

this set in an indirect or subconscious way. For this reason the Hierarchy Set is si-

multaneously the direct-effect set for Hierarchy and an indirect-effect set for Past-

Relationship and Stake. Similarly, the Past-Relationship Set (Themes 10 to 17, except

Themes 12 & 15) is the direct-effect set of Past-Relationship and an indirect-effect set

for Hierarchy and Stake; and the Stake Set (Themes 18 to 21) is the direct-effect set of

Stake and an indirect-effect set for Hierarchy and Past-Relationship.

Thus in each rationale set subject report of competitive and conciliatory themes

bore the direct-effect of one factor and the indirect-effects of other two. These fea-
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tures can be used to measure the strength of effects of different factors found in the

aggregated analysis discussed above. We can examine whether each factor affected its

direct-effect set only, or it affected its indirect-effect sets as well. If a factor affected

not only its direct-effect set but also its indirect-effect sets, the effect of that factor

must have been very strong. By contrast, if a factor affected its direct-effect set only,

or worse still, affected the indirect-effect sets but not the direct-effect set, the effect of

that factor was quite limited. This is what I call the split-up analysis in which the ef-

fects of the situational factors are analysed in three sets of rationale themes separately,

as shown in Table 5.3.

In each horizontal block of Table 5.3 the greyed set tests the direct-effect and the

other two sets test the indirect-effect of the factor. Let us start from the bottom two

blocks for the effects of Past-Relationship and Stake respectively. As the chi-squares

indicate, all three sets on the Past-Relationship block have significant chi-squares.

The Indebted group always used more conciliatory themes and fewer competitive

themes than the Wronged group did, even when subjects were referring to Hierarchy

or Stake factors (the indirect-effect tests). In this sense, the effect of Past-Relationship

must have been very strong. Similarly, all three sets on the block for Stake have sig-

nificant chi-squares. High-Stake group consistently gave more competitive themes

and fewer conciliatory themes than Med/Low-Stake groups did, even when subjects

were referring to Hierarchy or Past-Relationship (the indirect-effect sets). Thus the

effect of Stake must have been very strong as well.
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Table 5.3 Effect of Situational Factors on Rationale Themes:

Split-Up Analysis of Nineteen Themes a

Factor

The Hierarchy Set

(Themes 1-9)

The Past-Relationship Set

(Themes 10-16)

The Stake Set

(Themes 17-21)

Competitive Conciliatory Competitive Conciliatory Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy

Subordi-

nate

13

27.7%

24

72.3%

6

17.6%

28

82.4%

5

12.8%

34

87.2%

(Holding

STK = Med.)

Superior 20

43.5%

26

56.5%

16

36.4%

28

63.6%

12

42.9%

16

57.1%

χ2 (df=1) 2.54 3.32 7.77**

Past-

Indebted 25

22.1%

88

77.9%

13

11.5%

100

88.5%

33

30.8%

74

69.2%

Relationship Wronged 64

53.3%

56

46.7%

56

53.8%

48

46.2%

51

45.5%

61

54.5%

χ2 (df=1) 24.0*** 44.8*** 5.0*

Stake

High 46

62.2%

28

37.8%

34

52.3%

31

47.7%

67

85.9%

11

14.1%

Med/Low 43

27.0%

116

73.0%

35

23.0%

117

77.0%

17

12.1%

124

87.9%

χ2 (df=1) 26.4*** 18.0*** 115.8***

* p < .05;  ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
a Themes 1 to 21, except Themes 12 and 15.

The effect of Hierarchy, however, was limited to the Stake Set, an indirect-effect

set, holding Stake at the Medium-stake level.5 That is, on Medium-stake issues, the

Subordinate group used more conciliatory themes and fewer competitive themes than

the Superior group did when asked about Stake; but the two hierarchy groups showed

no differences in the other two sets of themes, particularly no difference in their re-

sponses when asked about Hierarchy (the direct-effect test). This result, in combina-

tion with the findings in aggregated analysis that Hierarchy had no effect on subject

rationale on High- or Low-stake issues, suggests that the effect of Hierarchy on the

                                                
5 Since Hierarchy did not affect subject rationale on High- or Low-stake issues (see aggregated analy-

sis above), there is no need for split-up analysis for these two conditions.
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rationale of subject initial behaviour in CMS, if there was any, was weak.6 This issue

will be discussed further in Chapter Seven.

5.4 The Superficial Response to Hierarchy & the Shifting Sensitivity to

Past-Relationship

Two interesting features of the rationale themes emerge from the above analysis.

The first refers to the Hierarchy Set of rationale themes in Table 5.1. Each of the 176

subjects who gave Themes 1-7 responded in such a way as to indicate that the concern

for Hierarchy was the genuine reason of their behaviour. But the analyses in the last

section reveal that it was Past-Relationship and Stake, rather than Hierarchy, that de-

termined whether a subject would hold competitive or conciliatory rationale themes.

If Past-Relationship or Stake made the subject conciliatory, both the Superior and the

Subordinate groups tended to choose conciliatory themes in the Hierarchy Set; if Past-

Relationship or Stake made the subject competitive, however, both hierarchy groups

tended to choose competitive themes. Thus, depending on Past-Relationship and

Stake, the same group, whether they were in the role of the superior or the subordi-

nate, could choose to be friendly or hostile toward the other group, either course of

action being justifiable. In this sense although individually the subjects endorsed the

importance of Hierarchy, collectively they refuted it.

This observation leads to the speculation that subjects reported a particular theme

regarding Hierarchy not because they genuinely believed in the relevance of Hierar-

chy but because 1) that theme agreed with the orientation already set by Past-

Relationship or Stake, and 2) the reference to Hierarchy gave them additional justifi-

cation. For example, suppose the subject was a subordinate and decided to be friendly

toward the other party because s/he owed favours and/or the issue was small. Thus to

answer questions regarding Hierarchy, �The boss is in charge� would be a good re-

sponse because it agreed with the above decision and added to its justification. But the

same subject might just as easily say �The boss has more opportunities� in another

case where s/he had decided to be competitive because of the high-stake involved

and/or the unsettled old scores. Similarly, a superior can use �not wanting to lose

                                                
6 A small reservation for the split-up analysis: Themes 22 and 23, shared by 51 and 30 subjects respec-

tively, are not included in the split-up analysis because they do not belong to any of the three sets ex-
clusively. In this sense the split-up analysis reveals only part of the picture, albeit probably the main
part.
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lian� or �to save mianzi� to justify opposite courses of action (see Note 3 of this

chapter). In either group (the Subordinate and the Superior), the two sets of seemingly

contradictory themes both represented part of the reality and made sense as a genuine

reason for the decision. The choice among the two themes, however, depended on

their fit with the decision made according to Past-Relationship and Stake.7 This su-

perficiality of rationale regarding hierarchy reflects the peripheral and secondary na-

ture of Hierarchy in conflicts of this kind in comparison with Past-Relationship and

Stake.

Another interesting feature of the rationale themes is the way Past-Relationship

was handled. Within the reciprocity norm, repaying a favour and retaliating a wrong

are generally presented or implied as equally important. But as shown in Chapter

Four, past favours had less influence on subject behaviour than past wrong did (see

Proposition 2 of Section 4.10). Analysis on subject rationale reveals further that sub-

jects reciprocated favours and wrongs under different conditions. To make this point

clearer, the Past-Relationship Set of Table 5.1 (Themes 10-17) are re-grouped into

Reciprocating and Non-Reciprocating themes. The Reciprocating themes reflect the

intention to repay the favour or wrong, including Themes 11, 13, 16, and part of

Theme 17; the Non-Reciprocating themes reflect the intention, for different reasons,

not to repay the favour or wrong, including Themes 10, 12, 14, 15, and part of Theme

17. The cross-tabulation between Stake and whether to reciprocate, controlled for

Past-Relationship, is shown in Table 5.4.

The significant chi-square statistics at the bottom of Table 5.4 (both with p <

.001) suggest that for both the Indebted and the Wronged conditions, the distribution

of advocators of Reciprocating and Non-Reciprocating themes changed as Stake did.

Note that as Stake decreased, the Indebted group (the cross-tabulation on the left) was

more willing to repay a favour (the reciprocating theme advocators increased from

62.5% to 81.1% to 95.2%), whereas the Wronged group was less willing to avenge

the wrong (the reciprocating theme decreased from 65.9% to 34.8% to 26.0%). That is

                                                
7 Observers of the Chinese people appeared puzzled by the existence of many contradictory values in

the Chinese culture (see, e.g., DeGlopper, 1995; Smith, 1994). The rationale themes regarding what a
superior should do in the incidence of conflict of interests given by the subjects of this study are just
another example of this contradiction. The analysis here suggests a way this contradiction can be
reconciled: If in the discussion of one factor there are seemingly contradictory but equally plausible
arguments, there probably exist other factors that determine which of the contradictory arguments
will prevail under a particular circumstance.
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to say subjects were more willing to repay old favours through lower stake issues and

to revenge for old scores on higher stake issues. This suggests that people�s sensitivity

to favour and to old scores change in opposite directions as Stake changes. As Stake

increases, people�s sensitivity to favours owed decreases and they tend to find excuses

to play down the obligation to repay the favour. At the same time, their sensitivity to

old scores increases and revenge appears imperative and justified. When Stake de-

crease, however, people�s sensitivity to favours increases and they become keener to

honour their repayment obligation; at the same time their sensitivity to old scores re-

duces and they become more forgiving and conciliatory.

Table 5.4  When to Reciprocate Favour and Wrong:

Numbers of Advocators to Reciprocating and Non-Reciprocating Themes

Reciprocate or not: the Indebted Reciprocate or not: the Wronged

Stake Reciprocating Non- Reciprocating Reciprocating Non- Reciprocating

High 25

62.5%

15

37.5%

27

65.9%

14

34.1%

Medium 43

81.1%

10

18.9%

16

34.8%

30

65.2%

Low 40

95.2%

2

4.8%

13

26.0%

37

74.0%

χ2 (df=2) 13.8*** 15.9***

*** p < .001.

One explanation of the shifting sensitivity to Past-Relationship is the need to jus-

tify one�s decision on issues at different levels of stake. For high-stake issues, people

tend to fight hard for their interests, and by exaggerating the necessity to avenge the

old wrongs or devaluing the obligation to repay the favours, consciously or un-

consciously, their competitive behaviour appears more justified. In contrast, for low

stake issues, people can afford to be more generous and keener to repay favours: since

a favour needs to be returned sooner or later, it is better to do so on issues of lesser

importance. It is also easier to overlook old scores when Stake is low: the party can

send a conciliatory signal and promote a good public image at a small personal cost.

Thus, although the general rule is to repay favours and old scores in kind, the applica-

tion of this rule is moderated by the stake involved: favours are more likely to be re-
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turned on smaller issues, and old scores are more likely to be acted upon on larger is-

sues.

These findings of conversely shifting sensitivity to favours and wrongs, and the

findings in Section 4.10 that past favours had less influence on subject behaviour than

past wrongs did, corroborate and extend the findings in many areas of psychology that

negative events and negative relationships have a greater impact on human attitudes,

cognition, physiological responses, and behaviour than do positive or neutral events

(see Tylor, 1991 for a review). For example, Labianca, Brass, and Gray find in a field

study that negative relationships were associated with higher perceived intergroup

conflict, whereas friendships across groups were not. �This suggests that conflict

management should focus on the reduction of specific negative intergroup relation-

ships rather than attempting to foster more intergroup friendships or acquaintance-

ships.� (1998: 63) In the current study, the impact of positive and negative past-

relationships (favours and wrongs) change in converse directions as the stake change.

To parallel Labianca et al. (1998), these results suggest that when dealing with peo-

ple, not offending the other party is more important than doing favours for the other

party because on important issues where one most needs cooperation, favours tend to

be ignored and wrongs over-avenged.

5.5 A Graphic Illustration

To assist the understanding of the discussion above, in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 the

competitive vs. conciliatory rationale themes underlying each of the five conflict

modes are contrasted separately for the twelve conflict scenarios of this study. In both

figures the sub-figures on the left-hand side (a, b, and c) are for the Indebted groups,

and those on the right-hand side (d, e, and f) are for the Wronged groups. The top two

sub-figures (a and d) are for the High-stake groups, the two in the middle (b and e) for

the Medium-stake groups, and the bottom two (c and f) for the Low-stake groups. All

sub-figures in Figure 5.1 are for the Subordinate group; those in Figure 5.2 for the

Superior group.
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Figure 5.1 Competitive vs. Conciliatory Rationale Themes in CMS: The Subject Was a Subordinate
The number in the boxes is the number of subjects with the respective behaviour and the rationale

Sample size: N=156, among them DO: 35 CO: 36 OB: 40 IN: 20 AV: 25

a) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: High
(n=25, among them DO: 5; CO: 5; OB: 5; IN: 7; AV: 3)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss has more chances 2 3 2 show respect
hierarchy irrelevant 4

Past Relationship 3 5 5 owing favours
didn�t think the favour 3

Stake important 4 3 5 2 important
Future Concerns 2 2 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits 4 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality

b) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: Medium
(n=27, among them DO: 0; CO: 6; OB: 9; IN: 5; AV: 7)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy 5 2 show respect
4 4 not to offend the boss

Past Relationship 3 8 3 6 owing favours

Stake 4 8 2 4 not important
Future Concerns
Mutual Benefits 5 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality 2 see other�s intention

c) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: Low
(n=26, among them DO: 0; CO: 1; OB: 18; IN: 3; AV: 4)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy 10 show respect to boss
2 not to offend the boss

Past Relationship 18 3 owing favours

Stake 15 trivial
Future Concerns 2 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits 3 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality

d) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: High
(n=24, among them DO: 17; CO: 4; OB: 1; IN: 2; AV: 0)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss has more chances 4
Hierarchy irrelevant 4

equal rights 5
Past Relationship old scores 11

didn�t think old scores 3
resistance gesture 2

Stake important 16 3 2 important
Future Concerns
Mutual Benefits

Probing/Personality

e) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: Medium
(n=29, among them DO: 9; CO: 10; OB: 1; IN: 1; AV: 8)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss has more chance 3 4 show respect
hierarchy irrelevant 2 3 4 boss is in charge

equal rights 4
Past Relationship old scores 4 5 2 alleviate tension

3 didn�t think old scores
3 conciliatory gesture

Stake rare chance 4 5 5 not important
Future Concerns 2 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits

Probing/Personality 2 see the other's intention

f) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: Low
(n=25, among them DO: 4; CO: 10; OB: 6; IN: 2; AV: 3)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy 2 2 show respect
2 not to offend the boss

Past Relationship old scores 2 2 4 2 3 reduce tension
2 didn�t think the old scores

resistance gesture 2 3 4 conciliatory gesture
Stake 5 5 2 small issue

Future Concerns 2 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits

Probing/Personality
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Figure 5.2 Competitive vs. Conciliatory Rationale Themes in CMS: The Subject Was a Superior
The number in the boxes is the number of subjects with the respective behaviour and the rationale

Sample size: N=158, among them DO: 54 CO: 15 OB: 37 IN: 33 AV: 19

a) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: High
(n=24, among them DO: 9; CO: 1; OB: 0; IN: 13; AV: 1)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss takes priority 2 5 boss should give way
hierarchy irrelevant 2 2 positive image

2 equal rights
Past Relationship favour not important 6 9 repay favours

didn’t think the favour 3
Stake important 8 6 important

Future Concerns 6 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits 8 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality

b) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: Medium
(n=32, among them DO: 5; CO: 2; OB: 12; IN: 8; AV: 5)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy 2 7 2 boss should give way
2 2 positive image

Past Relationship favour not important 3 9 7 3 owing favours
didn’t think the favour 2 2 didn’t think the favour

Stake rare chance 2 2 6 not important
Future Concerns 6 3 2 good for future work
Mutual Benefits 2 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality

c) Past-Relationship: Indebted; Stake: Low
(n=23, among them DO: 2; CO: 2; OB: 17; IN: 1; AV: 1)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy 9 boss should give way
9 positive image

Past Relationship 13 repay favours
2 conciliatory gesture

Stake 2 14 triviality
Future Concerns
Mutual Benefits

Probing/Personality

d) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: High
(n=25, among them DO: 16; CO: 2; OB: 1; IN: 4; AV: 2)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss takes priority 3 2 boss should give way
boss’s face & authority 3

didn’t think hierarchy 6
equal rights 3

Past Relationship old scores 11 4 mitigate the rancour
didn’t think old scores 2

Stake important 12 4 big issue
Future Concerns 4 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits 2 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality

e) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: Medium
(n=27, among them DO: 16; CO: 1; OB: 3; IN: 2; AV: 5)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy boss takes priority 8 2 boss should give way
boss's face & authority 3 3 positive image

didn't think the hierarchy 3
equal rights 2

Past Relationship old scores 10 3 4 mitigate rancour
didn't think old scores 2

teach him a lesson 2 2 conciliatory gesture
Stake rare chance 8

Future Concerns 3 2 future co-operation
Mutual Benefits

Probing/Personality competitive personality 2

f) Past-Relationship: Wronged; Stake: Low
(n=27, among them DO: 6; CO: 7; OB: 4; IN: 5; AV: 5)

Rationale Sets Themes
Competitive Conciliatory

Hierarchy didn't think hierarchy 2 3 boss should give way
boss's face & authority 2 2 2 positive image

Past Relationship old scores 4 4 3 3 4 reduce tension
teach him a lesson 2 2 conciliatory gesture

Stake 5 3 3 triviality
Future Concerns
Mutual Benefits 3 mutual benefits

Probing/Personality competitive personality 2
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In each sub-figure the white boxes on the left-hand side stand for the competitive

rationale themes of the DO mode, and the different coloured boxes on the right-hand

side stand for the conciliatory themes of the modes of CO, OB, IN, and AV respec-

tively. The number of advocators of each theme is depicted by the length of the box

and the number inside it.8 With this coding, the effects of situational factors discussed

before can be illustrated by comparing the number and length of white and coloured

boxes of different sub-figures, as shown below.

First, in both Figures 5.1 & 5.2, the sub-figures on the left-hand have more col-

oured boxes and fewer white boxes than those on the right-hand, indicating that sub-

jects in the Indebted groups were more conciliatory in their rationale than those in the

Wronged groups, which agrees in essence with the hypothesis for Past-Relationship,

HP. Secondly, the two sub-figures on the top (a and d) have more white boxes and

fewer coloured boxes than the lower sub-figures, indicating that as Stake reduces,

subjects tended to choose more conciliatory and fewer competitive themes, which

parallels to the prediction of hypothesis on Stake, HS. Finally, there is no significant

difference between corresponding sub-figures in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, which in-

dicates a lack of support to the hypothesis on Hierarchy, HHS.

Another way to look at Figures 5.1 & 5.2 is to examine changes in each rationale

set (rather than the whole sub-figure) across different scenarios. Note first the changes

in the Past Relationship Set across different level of Stake. In both Figures 5.1 & 5.2,

as we move downwards from one sub-figure to the next, for the Indebted groups (sub-

figures on the left-hand side) the white boxes for �didn�t consider the favour� or �fa-

vour not important� shrink (from 3 to 0 in Fig. 5.1, and from 9 to 5 to 0 in Fig. 5.2),

and the coloured boxes for �owing/repay favours� expend (from 13 to 20 to 21 in Fig.

5.1, and from 9 to 19 to 13 in Fig. 5.2). For the Wronged groups (those on the right-

hand side), however, the white box for �old scores� shrinks (from 11 to 4 to 2 in Fig.

5.1, and from 11 to 10 to 4 in Fig. 5.2), and the coloured boxes for �mitigate the ran-

cour� or �reduce tension� expend (from 0 to 7 to 11 in Fig. 5.1, and from 4 to 7 to 14

in Fig. 5.2). These patterns illustrate the shifting sensitivity to Past-Relationship dis-

                                                
8 To highlight themes shared by two or more subjects, themes subscribed by only one subject in each

condition (scenario and conflict mode used) are not included in these two figures.
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cussed before: as Stake reduces, people were more likely to repay the favour owed

and to forgive old scores.

Now look at the Hierarchy Set of rationale themes. When Stake is high, in both

Figures 5.1 & 5.2, the Hierarchy set is dominated by themes of �hierarchy irrelevant�,

�equal rights�, or �didn�t consider hierarchy�, especially in the Wronged groups (Fig

5.1d & Fig 5.2d). When Stake is medium or low, the Hierarchy sets are predominantly

conciliatory in both Figures 5.1 & 5.2, except in the Superior-Wronged-Medium

Stake scenario (Fig 5.2e). Thus in high-stake conflicts the subjects regarded hierarchy

as irrelevant, especially when wronged; and in medium- or low-stake conflicts they

regard hierarchy as relevant, but both hierarchy groups had similar conciliatory ra-

tionales. In either case there were no rationale differences between the two hierarchy

groups.

5.6 The Main Rationales of the Five Conflict Modes

Having examined how situational factors affected the use of conciliatory versus

competitive rationales themes, it is informative to check what were the main ration-

ales given by subjects for each of the five conflict modes. The top five rationales

given by subjects for each of the five conflict modes are indicated by the bold figures

in the columns of Table 5.1 and are copied to Table 5.5 for the reader�s convenience.

The themes not shown in Table 5.5 are less commonly held for the five modes. Ac-

cording to rankings of the top five themes, the main rationale themes for the five con-

flict modes are summarised below.

DO was used mainly because subjects wanted to avenge old scores or because

Stake was high, and in doing so about half of the subjects stated that in the given sce-

nario the two parties had equal rights and Hierarchy was irrelevant. However, some

superior used Hierarchy to justify their DO, and for them it was natural for the boss to

take precedence.

CO was mainly used on unimportant or trivial issues; it was also used when the

party wanted to alleviate the rancour or repay the favour, when the superior felt

obliged to give way to the subordinate on (unimportant) material benefit issues, or

when the issue was too important to be more obliging.

OB was primarily used for unimportant or trivial issues or to repay the favour one

owed. It was also used by subordinates to show respect to a superior, or by a superior
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who felt obliged to give way to a subordinate. Future cooperation was another reason

for the use of this mode.

IN was mostly used to obtain mutual benefits, to repay a favour, or to promote

future cooperation. It was often used for issues of importance, or by the superior as a

way to accommodate to need of the subordinate.

Finally AV was used because a conflict issue was unimportant or trivial, or when a

party wanted to alleviate rancour or repay a favour. A subordinate may use AV be-

cause the boss was in charge, and a superior may use AV out of concerns for his/her

public image.

Table 5.5  Main Rationales of Initial Decision in CMS:

Number of Advocators and the Ranking

Factors and

Rationale Themes

DO

n = 89

CO

n = 51

OB

n = 77

IN

n = 53

AV

n = 44 Total

Hierarchy: Acknowledging

  2. Show respect to the boss

  3. The boss is in charge

  4. The boss takes priority 15 (5)

22 (3)

10 (4)

96

  6. The boss should give way

  7. The boss� image

7 (4) 19 (4) 14 (5)

8 (5)

Hierarchy: Denying

  8. Hierarchy irrelevant

  9. Equal Rights

26 (3)

17 (4)

43

Past-Relationship

11. Repay the favour

13. Old scores

14. Not to worsen the rancour

41 (1)

9 (3)

14 (2)

53 (1) 25 (2) 13 (3)

14 (2)

169

Stake

18. Important 40 (2) 7 (4) 17 (4)

157

21. Unimportant/Trivial 23 (1) 53 (1) 17 (1)

Others

22. Future co-operation 16 (5) 22 (3)

65

23. Mutual Benefits 27 (1)

Note: Only the tope five themes for each of the five conflict modes are shown for their numbers of
advocators, and the ranking of the rationale is shown in brackets.
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The numbers of advocators of the top five rationale themes for different conflict

modes also indicate the relative importance of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and

Stake. In Table 5.5 rationale themes are grouped according to their associated factors.

The first five themes in Table 5.5 acknowledge the importance of Hierarchy, and the

next two themes deny that importance, thus they are called Acknowledging and De-

nying themes respectively for Hierarchy. The next two sets of themes acknowledge

the importance of Past-Relationship and Stake respectively; and the last set of themes,

while not referring to any of the three factors directly, were raised mainly by subjects

in the Indebted group (71%) or the High-stake group (55%), thus they were driven by

these two factors. As the last column in Table 5.5 shows, while 96 subjects acknowl-

edged the importance of Hierarchy, another 43 subjects denied that importance. In

contrast, 169 subjects supported the importance of Past-Relationship, and 157 sup-

ported the importance of Stake. Moreover, the 65 subjects in the last row can also be

seen as supporters to these two factors. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that, measured

by the top five rationale themes of different conflict modes, Past-Relationship and

Stake were far more important than Hierarchy for the conflict simulation in this study.

5.7 Similarity and Difference between Rationales of CO, OB, IN, and AV

An obvious and important feature in Table 5.1 is the sharp contrast between the

rationales for DO and those for the other four modes. While DO had a set of distinc-

tively competitive rationales, the other four conflict modes (CO, OB, IN, and AV)

shared the same pool of rationales which were generally conciliatory. Thus these four

conflict modes were perceived by subjects as conciliatory in comparison with DO.

This result raises the question of whether there is any real difference between these

four modes as the five-part classification of conflict modes suggests. To answer this

question, it is necessary to check the similarities and differences between the main

rationales of these four modes as shown in Table 5.5.

On the similarity side, the four conciliatory modes were related in one way or an-

other in their rationales. All four modes shared Theme 11 (�repay the favour�) as one

of their top rationales (ranking between 1 and 3); modes CO, OB, and AV were linked

further by having Theme 21 (�unimportant/trivial issue�) as their number one ration-

ale; moreover, modes CO and AV shared Theme 14 (�not to worsen the rancour�) as

their number two rationale, which made the two modes the closest pair. On the dis-
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similarity side, IN emphasised heavily mutual benefit (Theme 23) and future coop-

eration (Theme 22), and it was rarely used for unimportant or trivial issues (Theme

21), which separated IN from other three non-DO modes. OB was often used to show

respect to the boss (Theme 2), but unlike CO or AV, it was rarely used to alleviate

rancour (Theme 14), which separated it from CO and AV. The relationship between

different conflict modes in terms of their rationales is illustrated by Figure 5.3, de-

rived from multidimensional scaling.9

The configuration of the five conflict modes in Figure 5.3 confirms the discussion

above on the similarity and difference between the four conciliatory modes. On the

one hand, the four modes of OB, AV, CO, and IN shared the same side of Dimension

1, facing DO on the opposite side across a large distance. This configuration confirms

the competitive vs. conciliatory dichotomy of the rationale themes used in this chap-

ter. On the other hand, there were obvious differences among the four conciliatory

modes: IN was fairly distant from OB, AV, and CO; and OB lay apart from CO and

AV. Together the five modes need two dimensions to represent their relationship.

                                                
9 The proportion of subjects holding each of the twenty-six themes for each mode is used to create the

Euclidean distance between the five conflict modes. A two-dimension solution was reached with the
following fitness indices: Young�s S-stress = .015; Kruskal�s stress = .040; RSQ (squared correla-
tion) = .994.

Figure 5.3 Derived Configuration of Conflict Modes
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Based on the information in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.5, it can be concluded that in

terms of rationale themes, although CO, OB, IN, and AV were all conciliatory when

compared with DO, there were obvious differences among them, and the two-

dimensional model used in this study is thus warranted. This feature of Wang�s ra-

tionale for his/her use of the five conflict modes in CMS matches well to Wang�s re-

sponses to Other�s-Strategy revealed by Figure 4.7 of Chapter Four. These findings

suggest a hierarchical approach to conflict mode classification which will be dis-

cussed in Chapter Seven.

Now compare Figure 5.3 with Figure 1.1, the dual-concern model. The relative

positions of DO, CO, OB, and IN are similar in both figures, but the position of AV in

Figure 5.3 is quite different from that in the dual-concern model. AV locates near the

centre and close to CO in Figure 5.3, rather than occupying the other end of Dimen-

sion 2 opposite to IN, as the dual-concern model suggests. This position of AV was

due to the predominantly conciliatory rationale themes reported by the subjects, as

shown in Table 5.1. Some people even described the use of AV as a favour to the

other party or a goodwill gesture, because it may be taken as tacit approval of the

other party�s action, or at least not openly against it. This positive perception of AV

contrasts sharply to the negative perception of AV by Westerners who value openness

and direct approach to confrontation and see avoidance as evasive and counterpro-

ductive (Tjosvold & Sun, 1999; De Dreu & Van de Vliert, 1997). Some researchers

have pointed out that the Chinese, in comparison with Western managers, endorse and

rely upon conflict avoidance, and for them conflict avoidance is, at least in some cir-

cumstances, functional and appropriate (Tjosvold & Sun, 1999; Tse et al., 1994; Jehn

& Weldon, 1992; Kirkbride et al., 1991). This proposition is partly confirmed by the

positive rationales reported by the subjects in this study. The Chinese use of avoiding

will be discussed further in Chapter Seven.
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5.8  Combining Behaviour Analysis with Rationale Analysis 10

As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, subject rationales are analysed here

to provide an additional channel for hypothesis-testing and to gain further insight into

behaviour discussed in Chapter 4. The data sets in this and the last chapter refer to

two related aspects of the same process: subject behaviour (Chapter 4) and its under-

lying rationales (this chapter). Throughout the discussion in this chapter, references

have been made to the last chapter; but because all of the twenty-six rationale themes

discussed in this chapter were not shared by each and every subject, the analysis in

this chapter is necessarily at the group level, and no match can be made between be-

haviour and rationale at the individual level. Thus the connection between this and the

last chapter may not be obvious for some readers. Therefore in this section I will out-

line the key connections between this two chapters.

First note the incompleteness of the rationale data. For reasons discussed in Sec-

tion 5.1, rationales regarding subject response to Other�s-Strategy were not collected

successfully. Thus subject behaviour relating to Other�s-Strategy (hypotheses on the

main effects of Other�s-Strategy and the interaction between Other�s-Strategy, Past-

Relationship, and Hierarchy) cannot be validated by subject rationale, and the discus-

sion on the main rationales of the five conflict modes (Section 5.6) cannot reflect the

influence of Other�s-Strategy. These are shortcomings of the current analysis.

As argued before, if situational factors affect behaviour, they must affect the un-

derlying rationale for that behaviour as well. This is confirmed by the analysis in Sec-

tion 5.3, albeit indirectly. Given that rationales cannot be neatly classified into five

conflict modes, hypotheses cannot be tested directly for their effects on rationales in

the formats similar to Chapter 4. But the differentiation between conciliatory and

competitive rationales makes it possible to test the effects of situational factors indi-

rectly. As the analysis in Section 5.3 shows, Stake and Past-Relationship strongly af-

fected subject�s choice of conciliatory vs. competitive rationales in ways in line with

the prediction of the hypotheses; whereas the effects of Hierarchy were weak, if there

were any. These results collaborate the findings of Chapter 4, thus the analyses on be-

haviour and rationales are mutually supportive.

                                                
10 The rationale themes identified in this chapter can be used for other purposes as well, for example
theory building, but I do not take that as the task of this thesis. I thank Examiner 3 for pointing out this
possibility as well as the necessity of this section.
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The combination of discussions on behaviour and rationales also revealed some

interesting features of the conflict process which may not be apparent if these two as-

pects were analysed alone. For example, the analysis of shifting-sensitivity to Past-

Relationship (Section 5.4) gives us further insight on subject behaviour under com-

plex situation discussed in the last chapter (Section 4.10), and the identification of

main rationales of the five conflict modes (Section 5.6) helps us understand why peo-

ple behaved in their particular ways as discussed in Chapter 4. These findings demon-

strate the usefulness of rationale analysis, but rationale analysis has its own weakness

as well. For example, by examining IN�s main rationales (Table 5.5) alone one can

hardly sense the existence of �quasi win-win�, an interesting and important phenome-

non revealed by behaviour analysis in the last chapter (Section 4.12). And as dis-

cussed in Section 5.4, sometimes people�s rationale explanation could be superficial.

Thus the analyses of behaviour and rationale are mutually enhancing; and together

they provide us a more complete and colourful picture of the conflict process.

5.9  Summary

In this chapter hypotheses developed in Chapter Two are examined through sub-

ject explanation of conflict behaviour in CMS. Twenty-six main rationale themes re-

garding subject behaviour in the first round of CMS were identified, each reported by

eight or more subjects. According to the connotation or orientation, most themes can

be classified as either competitive or conciliatory, and whether subjects used one type

of themes or another depended mainly on Past-Relationship and Stake. The Indebted

group used more conciliatory themes and fewer competitive themes than the Wronged

group did, even when they were talking about Hierarchy or Stake; and the High-stake

group used more competitive themes and fewer conciliatory themes than the Med/

Low-stake group did, even when they were asked about Hierarchy or Past-

Relationship. These results agree in essence with Hypotheses HP and HS, although

they are not direct tests of these hypotheses. It was also discovered that subject sensi-

tivity towards Past-Relationship shifted according to Stake: as Stake increased, they

were more sensitive to wrongs and less sensitive to favours. These results enrich and

enhance the findings in Chapter Four regarding these two factors.

Hierarchy�s effect on subject rationale was weak. It did not affect rationale themes

on High- or Low-stake issues. On Medium-stake issues, the Subordinate reported
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more conciliatory themes and fewer competitive themes than the Superior did, but

that difference mainly came from subject responses regarding Stake, and it disap-

peared when subjects were asked explicitly about Hierarchy. Although individually

subjects may claim that Hierarchy was the reason for their behaviour, collectively

they showed that, for the kinds of issues in CMS, Hierarchy was peripheral in com-

parison with Past-Relationship and Stake. In Chapter Seven I will discuss further the

weakness of the Hierarchy effects identified in this study. Hypotheses involving

Other�s-Strategy cannot be tested because no reliable rationale themes regarding this

factor were collected.

Finally, the top five rationale themes for each the five conflict modes were ana-

lysed. The four modes of CO, OB, IN, and AV shared the same pool of mainly con-

ciliatory themes, which distinguished them from DO. But there were important differ-

ences between these four modes as well, which warrant the use of the two-dimension

model of conflict modes. The numbers of advocators to these top rationale themes

also reflect the relative importance of different factors: Past-Relationship and Stake

were far more important than Hierarchy was for subject rationale in this study. The

findings of this chapter demonstrate the mutually supportive and enhancing features

of behaviour analysis and rationale analysis.

The next chapter will discuss the hypotheses testing through self-reported cases of

real-world conflict (Source C), and the findings regarding ROCI-II�s account of gen-

eral tendencies in the use of conflict modes.
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CHAPTER SIX

ANALYSIS OF SELF-REPORTED CASES OF CONFLICT

To compensate for conflict scenario’s being hypothetical and the conflict process

in CMS simulated rather than actual, after subjects did the CMS simulation they were

requested to describe a real case of conflict they had experienced recently so that ac-

tual behaviour could be compared to the CMS results. A structured questionnaire (see

details in Appendix 2B) was used to highlight those elements of the conflict process,

which are relevant to the current study. Subjects were asked to specify the following

features of the conflict incident: hierarchy (whether the other party was a superior, a

subordinate, or a peer), past relationship between the parties (an indebted or close re-

lation, or a wronged or estranged relation), stake (important, or unimportant), the

subject’s initial behaviour and intention, the other party’s behaviour and intention,

and subject’s adjusted behaviour and intention.1

6.1 The Cases of Conflict Collected: Categories of Issues

Since subject descriptions of conflict cases followed the administration of CMS,

some subjects mistakenly described the simulated conflict process in CMS rather than

a real incident of conflict they experienced; These were easily identified by the de-

scription given by the subjects. These reports, as well as those too general and lack of

substance, were dropped, leaving a total of 325 conflict cases. In terms of the issues

involved, the conflict cases consist of the following categories.

C1. Direct conflict of interests between the two parties

1.1 Direct conflict of interests (43 cases)

                                                
1 Note here that Hierarchy has three levels (Subordinate/Peer/Superior) and Stake has two (High/Low),

unlike in CMS where Hierarchy has two levels (Subordinate/Superior) and Stake has three
(High/Medium/Low). This arrangement is based on the following considerations: 1) As will be clear
later in this chapter, it is necessary to keep the number of levels small for each factor, so that when
the data is analysed the number of cells with small Expected Counts is reduced. This means that Hi-
erarchy and Stake cannot have three levels at the same time. 2) For the Hierarchy factor, if the Peer
option is not available, those subjects who want to report conflict with peers, or do not want to report
conflict with superior or subordinate, will find it difficult to answer this question and might simply
resign all together. As it turned out, most of the cases of conflict useable for this study were between
peers. 3) It is relatively easier to merge the Medium level in Stake with High or Low level than
merging the Peer level in Hierarchy with Superior or Subordinate. For these reasons it was decided
to drop the Medium option in Stake and add the Peer option in Hierarchy.
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1.2 Sheeting off blame for mistakes (9 cases)

C2. Conflict between benefit-seeker and resource allocator

2.1 Resource distribution (house/bonus/pay-increase/position etc) (32 cases)

2.2 Principle/regulation enforcement issues (35 cases)

C3. Power struggle

3.1 Rivals for power (14 cases)

3.2 Deliberately making things difficult (17 cases)

3.3 Work-coordination and task-sharing between equals (16 cases)

3.4 Conflict over departmental interests (4 cases)

3.5 Backbiting (13 cases)

C4. Work-related conflict between superior and subordinate

4.1 Task assignment (37 cases)

4.2 Disciplining (46 cases)

C5. Conflict over subjective issues

5.1 Disapproval of other’s behaviour/manner/style/attitude (26 cases)

5.2 Poor treatment, defaming (18 cases)

5.3 Difference of opinions/ideas (15 cases)

Given the diverse nature of the conflict cases reported, not all of them can be

compared to CMS. As indicated in Chapters One and Two, conflict scenarios in CMS

involved a substantive issue of personal interests rather than job issues; and the two

parties in the conflict were equally entitled to the disputed item, conflicting directly

with each other. These features have significant implications for subject behaviour in

the conflict; therefore they are used here as the criteria in the selection of cases to be

compared with CMS.

According to the above criteria, only category C1 cases can be compared with the

findings of CMS. In category C2 cases, one side, in an effort to gain personal-benefit,

was seeking approval or preferential treatment from another as a resource allocator or

a regulation administrator. Unlike the former, the latter was acting on behalf of the

organisation and his or her own personal interests were not directly at stake, so the

two parties were not in a direct conflict for personal interests, nor were they equally

entitled to the disputed item. In category C3, power struggle, the cases reported were

either a prolonged “cold-war” between rivals on multiple-fronts, without mentioning

specific conflict issues, or they were related to task or group interests rather than to

personal interests. Category C4 consisted of work-related conflicts in which the supe-
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rior and subordinates were clearly not in an equal position; and Category C5 consisted

of subjective issues rather than substantive issues involving personal interests.

Category C1, however, is directly comparable to CMS, and its composition is

given in the next section. It can be divided into two sub-categories. One involved di-

rect conflict of personal interests to which the two parties were equally entitled. The

other involved sheeting off blame for job-related mistakes, but it is comparable to

CMS in the sense that the issues directly threatened personal interests, and the two

sides were equally entitled to defend themselves. Including this sub-category also in-

creases the total number of cases and the reliability of the analysis.

The low rate of cases comparable to CMS (52 out 325, or 16%) shown above can

be attributed to the fact that subjects were not confined to any particular kind of con-

flict when they made the reports. They were left free to report any conflict experi-

ences.2 Had I limited the subjects to conflict cases similar to those in CMS, more

cases comparable to CMS could have been reported. I did not set that limit for the

following reasons.

First, subjects could have simply said, “I don’t have any experience of conflict of

that kind,” and straightforwardly refuse to answer the questions. For these subjects I

would thus end up with nothing. Such a result is unlikely for an open-ended question

requiring the subjects to report conflict experience of any kind, since it is difficult for

ordinary people to claim he/she has had no experience of conflict of any kind at all.

Second, for those who wanted to “cooperate” with the researcher but did not have

real experience in the specified conflict or did not want to report that experience, the

restrictive request might have prompted them to create the requested “cases”, which

is far worse than not having enough real cases. When not constrained to a specific

type of conflict, however, the need to create a story is greatly reduced, thus the re-

ported cases will have higher level of authenticity. In addition, given the relatively

free choice of conflict cases, the proportion of one kind of conflict in the total number

of reported cases can be taken as an indicator for the likelihood of that conflict in the

real world. In this way, the reported cases serve as a test of how closely CMS scenar-

                                                
2 In order to discourage the potential tendency of going through the motions in reporting trivial things

only, it was suggested to the subjects that although they can report any cases of conflict, it would be
preferable to report cases important to them involving personal interests. That suggestion obviously
did not confine the subjects in terms of the nature of the conflict, as shown by the large number of
reported cases involving job-issues.
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ios mirror reality. As it turns out, 16% of the reported case are comparable to CMS.

This shows that the conflict scenarios used in CMS are realistic and do happen from

time to time in the real world, although not as frequently as job-related conflicts. For

these reasons in the following discussion only the 52 cases in C1 will be utilised.

6.2 Composition of the 52 Cases of Direct Conflict of Interests

The 52 cases of direct conflict of interests have the following composition in terms

of hierarchy, past relationship, stake, and substantive issues.

Hierarchy: The subject was other party’s

Subordinate 11 cases

Superior 7

Peer 34

Past Relationship:

Indebted/close 36 cases

Wronged/estranged 16

Stake:

High 43 cases

Low 9

Substantive Issue:

Salary/bonus/honour 15 cases

Position 14

Mistake attribution 9

Welfare 6

Housing 6

Trivial issues 2

The meanings of levels of Hierarchy, Past-Relationship, and Stake are straight-

forward. Note that 43 out of the 52 cases were important to the subjects, which was

probably due to my suggestion to report important cases (see note 2). As for the sub-

stantive issues, in the first category of fifteen cases, the issue was a quota for pay-

increase, an honour (model worker), or the distribution of bonuses, to which both

parties were equally entitled; in five of these cases the two parties were at different

hierarchical levels. In the second category of fourteen cases, two parties from the

same level (with one exception) were competing for one managerial position. In the

third category of nine cases, the two parties blamed each other for a mistake at work,
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such as whether a lost document had been handed by one side to the other, whether

one had said or done something, which caused the problem. The fourth category of six

cases, consisted of welfare issues such as the distribution of a company subsidised

commodity (fish, rice, pork etc.) of differing quality or quantity. There were also six

cases of conflict over the allocation of housing, two involving people from different

hierarchy. Finally there were two cases involving trivial issues.

6.3 The Classification of Behaviour in the Conflict Cases

Subjects reported what they did initially to deal with the conflict, what was the

other side’s response, and what was the subsequent countermove by the subject. They

also reported the intention of their behaviour and their interpretation of Other’s inten-

tion. This reported behaviour was classified into the five conflict modes separately by

myself and a Chinese visiting scholar in Australia who did not know the hypotheses

of my study.3 There was 90% agreement between the coding of the two decoders,

with the differences later discussed and resolved. The conflict modes used by the two

parties in the conflict cases have the following composition:

The Subject’s Initial Mode: 

Dominating 30 (57.7%)

Compromising 1 (1.9%)

Obliging 11 (21.1%)

Integrating 6 (11.5%)

Avoiding  4 cases (7.7%)

Other’s Strategy: 

Dominating 42 (80.1%)

Compromising 2 (3.8%)

Obliging 3 (5.8%)

Integrating 2 (3.8%)

Avoiding  3 cases (5.8%)

The Subject’s Adjusted Mode: 

Dominating 31 (59.6%)

Compromising 1 (1.9%)

Obliging 15 (28.8%)

                                                
3 I thank Mr SU Caifang for his help in this regard.
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Integrating 3 (5.8%)

Avoiding  2 cases (3.8%)

6.4 Relationship between Situational Factors and Behaviour:

The Chi-Square Tests

To examine whether the conclusions of CMS regarding the effect of the situational

factors are supported by the reported cases, chi-square statistics are used to test the

relationship between situational factors and the use of different conflict modes in the

reported cases. Given the small number of cases comparable to CMS, each of the four

situational factors can only be tested for their main effects but not their interaction

with other factors. Another limit is the uneven distribution of five conflict modes. As

shown above, in the reported cases Dominating was used about 60-80% of the time,

while the other four modes together were used in only 20-40% of the time. This

highly uneven distribution means some modes have to be pooled together and cannot

be analysed as separate categories, as will be shown bellow.

The small number of cases also brings the problem of sparse cells in crosstabula-

tion and chi-square test, that is, cells with an expected count smaller than five. The

use of chi-square statistics requests that 1) the minimum expected cell count in the

cross-tabulation be no smaller than one, and 2) the number of sparse cells be no more

than twenty percent. When these conditions are violated, the sparse cells make a dis-

proportionately large contribution to the chi-square statistics, resulting in an inflated

Type I error. To control for this problem, for 2 x 2 tables, Fisher’s Exact Test should

be used (SPSS Inc., 1997: 75-81) when there are sparse cells.

6.4.1 The (lack of) association between Hierarchy and behaviour

In Chapter Two it was hypothesised that the effect of Hierarchy is moderated by

Stake (HHS): for High-stake issues, subordinates tend to use more IN and OB and

fewer DO and AV than superiors do, but these differences diminish as Stake de-

creases. Given the small number of cases, the effect of Hierarchy cannot be tested at

different level of Stake. Therefore Hierarchy is crosstabulated with Initial Behaviour

and Adjusted Behaviour separately, pooling the two levels of Stake.4 For the same

                                                
4 Similar result is obtained if holding Stake at the High-stake level only, which is expected because 43

out of the 52 cases were high-stake issues.
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reason, modes IN and OB are pooled together, same as DO and AV. The result is

summarised in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1  Cross-Tabulation of Hierarchy by Initial and Adjusted Behaviour

Initial Behaviour Adjusted Behaviour
Hierarchy IN or OB DO or AV IN or OB DO or AV

Subordi- Cell Count 5 6 5 6
nate Row Pct. 45.5% 54.5% 45.5% 54.5%
Peer Cell Count 11 23 11 23

Row Pct. 32.4% 67.6% 32.4% 67.6%
Superior Cell Count 2 5 3 4

Row Pct. 28.6% 71.4% 42.9% 57.1%
Pearson χ2 (df = 2) .761 .775

p .684 .686
Pct. of Sparse Cells a 50% 50%
a Sparse cells: cells with expected cell count < 5.

As the last row shows, in both cross-tabulations there are more than 20% sparse

cells (i.e. cells with expected count less than 5). Therefore the Pearson’s chi-squares

statistics are inflated (SPSS, 1997). The Fisher’s Exact Test, a substitute for Pearson’s

chi-square, is not available because the cross-tabulations are not 2 x 2 tables. How-

ever, since even the inflated chi-squares (χ2) are insignificant (p > .05), the null hy-

pothesis that Hierarchy is independent from Initial Behaviour or Adjusted Behaviour

cannot be rejected. In other words, there was no significant difference in the use of

IN/OB versus DO/AV in either Initial Behaviour or Adjusted Behaviour across the

three levels of Hierarchy. Therefore, it can be concluded that Hierarchy had no sig-

nificant effect on behaviour in the 52  reported cases.

6.4.2. Association between Past-Relationship and behaviour

The Past-Relationship hypothesis (HP) predicts that in comparison with the

Wronged group, the Indebted group tends to use more OB and IN and fewer DO and

AV. To check whether this hypothesis is supported by the reported conflict cases, in a

similar way as in the last section, Past-Relationship is crosstabulated with Initial and

Adjusted Behaviour separately, the results summarised in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2  Cross-Tabulation of Past-Relationship

by Initial and Adjusted Behaviour

Initial Behaviour Adjusted Behaviour
Past-Relationship IN or OB DO or AV IN or OB DO or AV

Indebted Cell Count 16 20 18 18
Row Pct. 44.4% 55.6% 50% 50%

Adj. Resid. 2.2 -2.2 3.0 -3.0
Wronged Cell Count 2 14 1 15

Row Pct. 12.5% 87.5% 6.3% 93.8%
Adj. Resid. -2.2 2.2 -3.0 3.0

Pearson χ2 (df = 1) 4.99 9.14
p .025 .002

Pct. of Sparse Cells 0 0

There is no sparse cell in either cross-tabulation in Table 5.2 (see the last row),

therefore Pearson’s chi-square can be used. As shown in the second last row, chi-

square is significant at α = .05 level for the first cross-tabulation (Past-Relation by

Initial Behaviour) and α = .01 level for the second cross-tabulation (Past-Relation by

Adjusted Behaviour). Therefore both Initial and Adjusted Behaviour were signifi-

cantly associated with Past-Relationship. The Indebted group was more likely to use

IN and OB and less likely to use DO and AV than the Wronged group in both cross-

tabulations, as indicated by the significant Adjusted Residuals in each cell (Adj.

Resid. ≥ 2.0 or ≤ -2.0). In the Adjusted Behaviour, for example, the Indebted group

used DO or AV at 50% of the time whereas the Wronged group used DO or AV at

97% of the time. These results agree with the prediction of hypothesis HP.

6.4.3. Association between Stake and behaviour

The Stake hypothesis (HS) predicts that as Stake decreases, people tend to use

more OB and fewer DO and IN, and the use of AV is curvilinear, peaking at Medium-

stake level. Since Stake was dichotomised as either High or Low in the reported

cases, the curvilinear effect of Stake on the use of AV cannot be tested here. Given

that on high-stake issues AV will put one’s important interests under threaten whereas

on low stake issues AV has no such threaten, it can be inferred that the use of AV

should be fewer at High-stake level than at Low-stake level. This means AV changes

with Stake as OB does when Stake is dichotomised, so behaviour can be dichotomised

into DO/IN vs. OB/AV. Thus hypothesis HS can be tested by cross-tabulating Stake
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with Initial Behaviour and Adjusted Behaviour respectively, as summarised in Table

6.3.

Table 6.3  Cross-Tabulation of Stake by Initial and Adjusted Behaviour

Initial Behaviour Adjusted Behaviour
Stake DO or IN OB or AV DO or IN OB or AV

High Cell Count 35 8 33 10
Row Pct. 81.4% 18.6% 767% 23.3%

Adj. Resid. 3.6 -3.6 3.2 -3.2
Low Cell Count 2 7 2 7

Row Pct. 22.2% 77.8% 22.2% 77.8%
Adj. Resid. -3.6 3.6 -3.2 3.2

Pearson χ2 (df = 1) 12.70 10.05
p <.001 .002

Pct. of Sparse Cells 25% 25%
Exact Test a (p) .001 .003

a Fisher’s Exact Test, 1-tailed.

There are more than 20% of sparse cells in both cross-tabulations, therefore

Fisher’s Exact Test (the last row) instead of Pearson’s chi-square test is used. As the

last row shows, Fisher’s Exact Test is significant at α = .001 and α = .01 levels re-

spectively for the two cross-tabulations, thus Stake was significantly associated with

Initial Behaviour and Adjusted Behaviour. As predicted, people used more DO and IN

and fewer OB and AV on High-stake than on Low-stake issues; for example, in Initial

Behaviour, DO and IN were used in 81% of time on High-stake issues but only in

22% of time on Low-stake issues. These results are in line with the prediction of hy-

pothesis HS.

6.4.4. Association between Other’s Strategy and behaviour

It was hypothesised in Chapter Two that there are four effects of Other’s-Strategy

on subject behaviour: the reciprocation, suppression, promotion, and learning effects;

and these effects were tested separately in Chapter Four. In the 52 reported cases,

however, the other party used DO in 42 cases and used the remaining four modes in a

total of 10 cases only. Given the small number of cases in which the non-DO modes

were used, it is impossible to assess the four effects of Other’s-Strategy separately

here. Instead the four non-DO modes will be pooled together and compared with DO

so that the effect of Other’s-Strategy can be assessed in a gross way. In terms of sub-
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ject behaviour, only Adjusted Behaviour will be examined because Initial Behaviour

by definition was not affected by Other’s-Strategy. The results are summarised in Ta-

ble 6.4.

Table 6.4  Cross-Tabulation of Other’s-Strategy by Adjusted Behaviour

Adjusted Behaviour
Other’s-Strategy DO Non-DOa

DO Cell Count
Row Pct.

Adj. Resid.

28
66.7%

2.1

14
33.3%
-2.1

Non-DOa Cell Count
Row Pct.

Adj. Resid.

3
30%
-2.1

7
70%
2.1

Pearson χ2 (df = 1)
p

Pct. of Sparse Cells
Exact Test b (p)

4.51
.034
25%
.040

a CO, OB, IN, or AV
b Fisher’s Exact Test, 1-tailed.

Since there are more than 20% sparse cells, Fisher’s Exact Test is used, and it is

significant at α = .05 level. Therefore Other’s-Strategy was significantly associated

with adjusted behaviour in the reported conflict cases. When the other party used DO,

people were more likely to use DO and less likely to use non-DO modes than in cases

where the other party used non-DO modes. Specifically, when the other party used

DO, subjects used DO 67% of the time and non-DO modes 33% of the time; when the

other party used non-DO modes, the proportions were 30% and 70% respectively.

These results are in line with the hypotheses on the reciprocation and suppression ef-

fects of Other’s-Strategy advanced in Chapter Two.

To recapitulate, in this section the 52 cases of reported conflicts are used to assess

the effect of the four situational factors. The chi-square statistics showed that Hierar-

chy did not affect people’s behaviour in the reported cases. Past-Relationship affected

behaviour in that the Indebted group used IN and OB more frequently and DO and

AV less frequently than the Wronged group did. Stake also made a difference: on im-

portant issues subjects used DO and IN more frequently and OB and AV less fre-

quently than on trivial issues. Finally subjects tended to follow what the other party

did in conflict in that they tend to use DO more frequently and non-DO modes less
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frequently when the other party used DO than when the other party used non-DO

modes. These results are all in line with the predictions of the respective hypotheses

advanced in Chapter Two at the aggregated level. The following aspects of the these

hypotheses cannot be assessed here, however, due to the small number of the reported

cases: the curvilinear effect of Stake on the use of AV; the promotion and learning

effect of Other’s-Strategy, and the effect of Other’s-Strategy by Past-Relationship by

Hierarchy interaction, HOPH.

6.5  Discussion of the Findings in Reported Cases

6.5.1 High proportion of DO

In the 52 reported cases, the DO mode was used about 60% of the time by subjects

and 81% of the time by Other. This contrasts sharply with CMS where DO made up

only 16% of the decisions when averaged across 48 different conditions. This high

proportion of DO in the reported cases can be partly attributed to the high proportion

of high-stake conflict (83%) which normally stimulates the use of DO. Another factor

is probably the lack of salient options, especially the Integrating option in real conflict

situation. As discussed before, to control for the undesirable confounding of salient

possible settlements, the five options including Integrating were presented with equal

saliency in CMS. But in real conflict people are often trapped into a zero-sum men-

tality and are blinded to the integrative option, especially when stakes are high or,

using Thomas’ (1992) term, the size of the issue is large (Fisher & Ury, 1992). With

such a narrowly perceived outcome space, the heightened tendency to use DO is pre-

dictable.

The third reason for the high proportion of DO in the reported cases is that most of

them were not the full story but only the initial and second moves by the subjects in

the conflict process - I did not ask them for the full story. As discussed in Chapter

Five, it is common and natural for people to be more assertive or even aggressive at

the beginning of the conflict, especially when Stake is high. But for the conflict to be

settled, a more flexible and give-and-take approach must be adopted by one or both

parties towards the end of the conflict. In CMS, for example, DO was the most fre-

quently used mode in the first round but the least used mode in the ten-round total.

Thus it can be inferred that had the later stages of the conflict cases been included in

the reports a higher proportion of other conflict modes could have been reported.
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Finally, given the fact that the use of Dominating is more demanding and dramatic

than other approaches, it is probably more likely to be restored in one’s memory than

the use of other modes and the first to be recollected later. Therefore the use of DO

tends to be over-represented in people’s recollections. In this respect, a conflict

simulation like CMS better represents real world conflict process than recounting the

experience afterwards, given the interactive, dynamic, and on-line nature of the for-

mer. Hence, the validity of using reported past experience as a litmus test for the re-

sult of a simulation like CMS should be taken with caution.

In addition to the high proportion of DO in general, the other party was almost in-

variably perceived as more aggressive than the subjects themselves: Other party was

reported as using DO 81% of the time while that proportion for the subjects them-

selves was 60%. Moreover, as shown later, when recounting the same combative be-

haviour, those by the other party were painted as much less justified than those by the

subjects themselves. This suggests a biased perception against the opponent in con-

flict, corroborating the finding by van de Vliert and Prein (1989) that people tend to

view the competing by other side as more hostile than competing by themselves.

6.5.2 Conservative results

Given the uneven distribution of cases among different levels of the situational

factors, the chi-square tests conducted above on the association between situational

factors and behaviour are somewhat conservative in the sense that they may have un-

der-estimated that association. In terms of the Stake involved, 83% cases had high

Stake and 17% low Stake. For Other’s-Strategy, the other party used DO in 81% of

the cases and non-DO modes in 19% of the cases. The distribution in terms of Past-

Relationship was also uneven though to a lesser degree: the Indebted group made up

69% of the cases whereas the Wronged group only 31% of the cases. According to

Tabachnick and Fidell (1989), the correlation between dichotomous variables is de-

flated if one or both variables have extremely uneven distribution (e.g. 80 : 20 or 90 :

10). Similarly, it can be shown that chi-square statistics also tend to be deflated if one

variable has an extremely uneven distribution. Therefore the above discussed effects

of Stake, Other’s-Strategy, and to a lesser degree Past-Relationship, are probably un-

derestimated by the deflated chi-square statistics. In other words, other things being
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equal, had the cases been more evenly distributed, stronger associations may have

been observed, and support for the conclusions of CMS would have been stronger.

6.5.3 Weak strength of the Past-Relationship factor

Unlike in an experiment where the strength of the independent variables can be

manipulated, in the self-reported real cases there is no effective control for situational

factors. Therefore a factor in the self-reported cases often does not have the same

level of strength as those manipulated in an experiment. This is particularly true for

the Past-Relationship factor in the current study. In CMS, through the scenario “the

other party has helped/prohibited your spouse getting a good job”, Past-Relationship

manifested a strong manipulated strength. In the reported cases, Past-Relationship

was classified into two categories and subjects were requested to choose among them:

1) The two parties had a close relationship or the subject owed the other party fa-

vours; 2) The two parties had an estranged relationship or the other party had

wronged the subject. Subjects’ reply to this question indicates the direction of Past-

Relationship (Indebted or Wronged) but not the strength of that relationship. Since no

details of the past relationship were asked, the strength of this factor cannot be esti-

mated directly.

However, the following observation suggests that the strength of Past-Relationship

in the reported cases was probably weak. Many subjects complained that it was diffi-

cult to choose among the aforementioned two categories because they had only a

normal working relationship with the other party, neither close nor estranged, or that

they were neither indebted to nor wronged by the other party. Some indicated that

while they had a close relationship, it was the other party rather than the subject him-

/herself that owed favours.5 Therefore it seems reasonable to conclude that the

strength of Past-Relationship factor in the reported cases was generally not strong, at

least not as strong as in CMS. Had the factor been stronger in these cases, the result

would have given stronger support to the CMS findings.

Actually, when subjects did report an indebted or wronged relationship, a clear

pattern of the anticipated behaviour emerged. When indebted, subjects were more co-

                                                
5 These complaints was anticipated, but as discussed before, the simplified operationalisation of Past-

Relationship is a necessary tradeoff given the complexity of the design. Subjects were instructed to
choose the one closest to his/her case when answering this question.
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operative whereas the other party was described as more aggressive. Both sides’ be-

haviour tally with the predictions under an indebted past-relationship. For example, in

the following case of housing allocation reported by a male middle manager in the 46-

55 age group, the subject gave in to the superior’s pressure and relinquished entitle-

ment to a good housing unit; his superior applied that pressure because the subject

owed him a favour, also because it allowed him to repay his debt to a third party.

“. . . I was entitled to a unit on the third floor, but my superior sent a close friend of mine to ask me

to forgo my entitlement, thus I ended up with a [less desirable] unit on the fourth floor. At first I

did not agree, but realising that it was my superior’s will and not wanting to make things difficult

for my friend, eventually I gave in to the pressure reluctantly. [I did that] to repay my superior for

having my wife transferred into this factory some time ago. . . . The guy [who got my unit] had

helped the factory to buy building material when this building was under construction, so the fac-

tory was obliged to put him on the third floor.”

With old scores, the aggrieved party often sought revenge. However, while sub-

jects often attributed other party’s assertive or aggressive behaviour to a past grudge,

they seldom admitted that their own aggressive behaviour was due to old scores.

Again we see the bias against the other party and the tendency to make oneself look

good. A male office worker in the 26-35 age group reported the following case.

“[It was about] the pay-rise in 1994 for 30% [of the employees]. [When] I was about to be trans-

ferred [from floor workshop] to the office [some time ago], the workshop manager did not want

me to go and urged me to stay, but I left eventually. Later,  [my] pay-rise still had to go through

that workshop. Although I was nominated three times, each time it was blocked by that manager . .

. because [I] did not obey him and stay [in that workshop]. I appealed before the factory director to

seek fairness, [but in the end] I still did not get the pay-rise.”

Finally, the weakness of Past-Relationship in the reported cases may not necessar-

ily represent the reality. For obvious reasons people do not like to be seen as having

enemies among colleagues, and owing favours (renqing zhai) makes one feel inferior,

so even if people have enemies or owe favours, they are probably reluctant to admit it.

Therefore it is likely that the cases of indebted or wronged past relationship are under-

represented in reported cases.
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6.5.4 Three models of Dominating

While the five-part typology of conflict strategies is adequate for a macro-level

classification of the conflict modes, a higher level of accuracy is needed for the more

profound understanding of these strategies. Van de Vliert (1997), for example, sug-

gests that the mode of fighting should be further divided into indirect and direct.

Bisno (1988) suggests that indirect fighting consists of three types: negativism, non-

compliance, and stonewalling. Although not the main task of the current study, given

the high proportion of DO in the reported cases, we can examine whether the Chinese

distinguish among different types of competing, and if so, how.

When coding the reported behaviour according to the five conflict modes, I felt

strongly that, although actions, which I coded as DO, should be so classified because

they share the same feature of high concern for own interests and low concern for

other, there were obvious differences among them. Subjects chose different words in

their descriptions, and attached different connotations and value judgements to differ-

ent types of competing behaviour. Among the 103 moves coded as DO (30 for initial

behaviour, 42 for other’s behaviour, and 31 for adjusted behaviour), the following

three types, in a descending order of aggressiveness, can be identified: No-Holds-

Barred, Principled Competition, and Inactive Rivalry.

In No-Holds-Barred, the emphasis is to strike hard in order to win. The user is

prepared to mobilise all available resources in order to win outright. The means are

often dirty and unscrupulous: attacking, blaming, insisting without reason, playing

tricks, lying, back-biting, going through the back door, and currying patronage (zou

shangceng luxian) were often mentioned, especially when referring to other party.

In Principled Competition, the party uses legitimate and justifiable methods to

get his/her way. Often mentioned examples are: competing on the basis of one’s ca-

pability; beating the other by doing a superior job; playing by the rules, regulations, or

policies; resorting to facts, logic, reason; acting on the principle/truth/interest of the

organisation etc. This is perceived as the proper or fair way of fighting or competition

(competition, or jingzheng, has more positive connotation than fighting, or zhengdou,

in contemporary Chinese), and according to the subjects, this type of competing was

used by the subjects themselves but rarely by the other side.

Inactive Rivalry describes a form of behaviour in which direct or overt fighting is

absent, but rivalry is still manifested in a passive or inactive way. It includes two sub-
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types. The first is to “be resigned to one’s fate” (ting tian you ming). The party knows

that there is little chance of winning but does not want to yield voluntarily, so he/she

is resigned to his/her fate, hopelessly waiting for the denouement. This type verges on

both Avoiding and Obliging but differs from them in the sense that the party is highly

concerned his/her own interests although he/she is powerless to defend them.

The second subtype is “leaving it to the boss”. This can mean three different

things. 1) The party is confident that the boss will make a decision favourable to

him/her without being nudged to. Thus, by leaving it to the boss the party aims to gain

on two fronts, the desired substantive interests, and a positive image enhanced by

non-direct involvement.6 2) The party wants to win and could win by trying hard but

does not want to risk damaging the relationship with the other party; leaving it to the

boss is an acceptable way out in the sense that the loser is less likely to blame the op-

ponent, especially when the superior is seen as fair and not favouring either side. 3)

The party would like to but does not expect to win, and leaving it to the superior

makes the anticipated loss easier to accept − “It is not I can’t fight and win; it is the

boss’ decision which we have to accept”. It also reduces the degree of face-losing. It

obviously overlaps with the sub-type “be resigned to fate” discussed above. “Leaving

it to the boss” differs from currying patronage (zou shangceng luxian) in the sense

that the party will not try to influence the boss’ decision. With the clues given in the

description of the conflict cases, it is relatively easy, although not always unequivo-

cal, to distinguish between the three different reasons for “leaving it to the boss”.

The distribution of the three types of dominating in the reported cases is shown

in Table 6.6 of the following.

                                                
6 This use of “leave it to the boss” is similar to but different from what Walder (1987) calls pursuing

individual interests “by not articulating them” (p. 76), a defensive strategy of participation in Chi-
nese industry, where non-activists “comply habitually, sometimes ritualistically, with authority to
preserve or pursue their interests.”
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Table 6.6 Distribution of Three Types of Dominating in Reported Cases
Subject’s Other’s Subject’s

Types of Fighting                            Initial Strategy   Strategy               Adj. Strategy      

No-Holds-Barred 13 40 15

Principled Competition 12 0 9

Inactive rivalry 5 2 7

which includes:

Resigned to one’s fate 3 2 3

               Leave it to the boss            2                            0                            4                            

As shown in Table 6.6, subjects perceived other’s strategy as predominantly No-

Holds-Barred. They described Principled Competition as used by themselves only and

not by the other party, although they also admitted using No-Holds-Barred, especially

as an adjusted strategy. It seems that when faced with No-Holds-Barred by the other

party, some subjects shifted from Principled Competition to No-Holds-Barred or In-

active Rivalry. Inactive Rivalry made up about one-sixth to one-fifth of the strategy

by the subjects.

While the above results appear to suggest that the other party was generally less

principled and more aggressive than the subjects, it is more likely to be the result of

the distorted perception and self-serving bias inherent in self-report. This bias is obvi-

ous in the words and the connotation subjects used in their descriptions. Principled

Competition was always depicted as noble and commendable and used by subjects

themselves; even No-Holds-Barred, when used by the subject him-/herself, could be

put under positive light, “That’s life”. The other party, by contrast, was often painted

as unscrupulous, greedy, unreasonable, or playing dirty tricks.

For example, when competing for a resource (position, housing, pay-raise etc.),

one common practice was to curry favour from one’s superior (“zou shangceng

luxian”), or in Tinsley’s (1997) words, to coopt the superior to be on one’s side.

When used by the subjects themselves, it was described as to “explain the situation to

the boss”, “let the boss know the real story”, “exchange opinions”, or “argue on just

grounds”. The same behaviour by the other party, however, was described as “being

an informer” (da xiao baogao), “licking the boss’ boots” (pai ma pi), “cottoning up to

the boss” (gen lingdao tao jinhu), all appearing ugly.

This observation adds to the evidence that people generally tend to evaluate be-

haviour in terms favourable to the self (de Dreu et al., 1995; van de Vliert & Prein,
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1989). This tendency to villainise the other party may also lead subjects to perceive

Other’s non-competitive or neutral behaviour as aggressive or DO, which may partly

explain the aforementioned higher proportion of DO reported for the other party than

for the subjects themselves. Because of these biases, caution should be exercised

when accepting descriptions of behaviour, especially that of the Other.

When would each of the three types of rivalry be used? Given that the number

of cases was small and the variables were uncontrolled in the reported conflict cases,

only a tentative exploration is possible at this stage for this question. According to

subject description, No-Holds-Barred tended to be associated with the following con-

ditions: when Stake was high and it was too costly to lose; when subject felt insecure

and had to do all he/she can to defend him-/herself; when Other was playing tricks

and subject wanted to retaliate or “teach him a lesson”; when the relationship was al-

ready tense and beyond repair. Principled Competition was likely to be used when

Stake was high and subject was confident to win through the principled tactics; when

subject was prepared to accept the result as long as it followed fair and proper proce-

dures; or when it was important to have a positive public image. The conditions con-

ductive to Inactive Rivalry were discussed earlier and need not to be repeated here.

The test of these propositions would make good research topics in the future.

6.6  Nonsymmetrical Effects of Factors: Evidence by the Reported Cases

In Section 4.10 of Chapter Four, it was shown that Stake had a larger effect on As-

sertiveness, whereas Other’s-Strategy and Past-Relationship (for the Superior group)

had a larger effect on Cooperativeness. These explorative conclusions need to be

verified by other sources, and the reported cases discussed here provide an opportu-

nity for such verification. (This issue was not discussed in Chapter Five because sub-

ject rationales for CMS behaviour cannot be converted into the two dimensions of As-

sertiveness and Cooperativeness.)

Unfortunately the small sample size and the extremely uneven distribution of

cases among different levels in the reported cases mean that Profile Analysis used in

Chapter Four is weak and could be misleading for the reported cases (Tabachnick &

Fidell, 1989); therefore the nonsymmetrical propositions cannot be verified statisti-

cally here. Nonetheless a graphic approach can be used to check whether the non-
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symmetrical effects of factors found in CMS behaviour can also be observed in the

reported cases. The results are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3.

Figure 6.1  Nonsymmetrical Effect of Past-Relationship

Initial Behaviour           Adjusted Behaviour

The two graphs of Figure 6.1 show the effects of Past-Relationship on Assertive-

ness and Un-cooperativeness in initial and adjusted behaviour respectively. The bro-

ken line for Un-cooperativeness7 is steeper than the solid line for Assertiveness in

both graphs, especially in the initial behaviour on the left-hand side. In Figure 6.2 for

the effect of Stake, the solid line for Assertiveness is steeper than the broken line for

Un-cooperativeness, especially in the adjusted behaviour on the right-hand side. In

Figure 6.3 for the effect of Other’s-Strategy, the broken line for Un-cooperativeness is

steeper than the solid line for Assertiveness in the adjusted behaviour (Other’s-

Strategy was not known for initial behaviour). Judged by these graphs, it can be con-

cluded that in the reported cases of real conflict, Stake had a larger effect on Asser-

tiveness; Past-Relationship and Other’s-Strategy had a larger effect on (Un-)Coopera-

tiveness. These graphical evidence from the reported cases give a qualified support to

the similar findings in CMS.

                                                
7 Un-cooperativeness, rather than Cooperativeness, is used here for the same reason as in Chapter Four

(see Note 12, Chapter Four).
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Figure 6.2  Nonsymmetrical Effect of Stake

Initial Behaviour        Adjusted Behaviour

Figure 6.3  Nonsymmetrical Effect of Other’s-Strategy

Adjusted Behaviour
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6.7  Summary

In this chapter cases of real-world conflict experience have been analysed. In the

conflict cases subjects were talking something they experienced recently, referring to

specific issues and persons; and apart from the urge to tell the real story, almost no

restriction was imposed upon the subjects. Thus it was arguably less contaminated by

the problem of social desirability. However, only 52 cases are comparable to the CMS

conflict scenarios, which has largely limited hypotheses testing; and the highly un-

even distribution of cases and the weak presence of situational factors make the tests

conservative. Given the complexity of real world conflicts and the non-controllable

nature of the cases, these less-than-ideal features are understandable and expected.

With all these limitations, the analysis shows that Past-Relationship, Stake, and

Other’s-Strategy affected behaviour in ways in-line with their respective hypotheses,

after collapsing the five conflict modes accordingly. Hierarchy, however, did not

shown reliable effects on subject behaviour in these cases. Subject description on

different types of competing, the most frequently reported (and perhaps over-

represented) behaviour in these cases, enables the in-depth analysis of the DO mode.

Finally, the nonsymmetrical effects of Past-Relationship, Stake, and Other’s-Strategy

manifested in CMS are also observed in these real conflict cases, although by visual

judgement only.

In the last chapter, Chapter seven, the findings in different chapters of this thesis

will be summarised and discussed and conclusions drawn.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter I will review results of hypothesis testing from different data

sources, discuss the issues emerged during that process, identify the limitations of this

study and the direction of future research, and draw up what can be concluded from

for this thesis.

7.1 Overview of Hypothesis Testing by Different Data Sources

The five hypotheses articulated in Chapter Two have been tested in Chapters Four,

Five, and Six using different data sources and different methods. It is now the time to

compare the findings across different data sources and draw conclusions about these

hypotheses. In the following analysis I will focus on one hypothesis each time and

discuss the findings from CMS behaviour, rationale themes, and cases of real world

conflicts regarding that hypothesis. As shown in Chapters Five and Six, because of

the uncontrollable feature of rationale themes and conflict cases, the data collected in

these two sources were limited and could only be used test the main effects but not the

interactions.

7.1.1 Verification of Hypothesis HS: Main effect of Stake

The hypothesis on the main effect of Stake, HS, has been supported by data from

all three sources with different levels of precision. First, in the data of CMS behav-

iour, the predicted effects of Stake on Wang�s use of DO, OB, IN, and AV are con-

firmed by chi-square test (p < .001), and the differences of mode usages in four inter-

action contrasts also tally with the prediction of the hypothesis (t-tests, p < .001).

Second, in the behaviour rationale data, the 26 rationale themes used by subjects to

account for their initial behaviour in CMS cannot be classified into five conflict

modes, but subject choice between competitive vs. conciliatory themes reflects the

strong influence of Stake in the way in line with the hypothesis (χ2-test, p < .001).

Third, in the data of self-reported real-world conflict experience, the small number

(52) of cases and their highly uneven distribution do not allow analysis in terms of
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five conflict modes; after collapsing conflict behaviour into a dichotomy of DO/IN vs.

OB/AV, however, subjects in the High-stake group used more DO/IN and fewer

OB/AV than those in the Low-stake group did, which tallies with the prediction of

Hypothesis HS (χ2-test, p < .01). Thus, it can be concluded that the hypothesis on the

main effect of Stake, HS, has received overwhelming support from different data

sources in this research. These results are summarised in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Verification of Hypothesis HS: Main Effect of Stake

Hypothesis

As Stake decreases, Wang tends to use more OB and fewer DO and IN. Wang�s use of AV increases as Stake de-

creases from High to Medium, but stops increasing and may even decrease when Stake decreases from Medium

to Low.

Results of Verification

Data Source Test Method Main Findings

CMS

behaviour

interaction

contrast,

t-tests

As Stake dropped from High to Medium to Low, the difference between Wang�s

NDO/NIN and Wang�s NOB decreased;

As Stake decreased from High to Medium, NAV and NOB increased together; as

Stake decreased from Medium to Low, NAV did not increase as NOB did.

Chi-square NDO: higher than average at High-stake and lower than average at Low-stake;

NOB: lower than average at High-stake and higher than average at Low-stake;

NIN: higher than average at High-stake, lower than average at Medium-stake, and

lowest at Low-stake;

NAV: lower than average at High-stake and higher than average at Medium-stake.

Behaviour

rationale:

26 themes

Chi-square Subjects in the High-stake group chose many more competitive and much fewer

conciliatory rationale themes than those in the Medium- and Low-stake groups did,

even when they were referring to the factors of Hierarchy or Past-Relationship.

Real-world

conflict:

52 cases

Chi-square Subjects used more DO/IN and fewer OB/AV on High-stake issues than on Low-

stake issues.

7.1.2 Verification of Hypothesis HHS: Hierarchy by Stake interaction

The verification of Hypothesis HHS has mixed results from different data sources.

The CMS behaviour data support most parts of Hypothesis HHS, except its Part One.

In the assessment of Part One of HHS, interaction contrasts show that in comparison

with the Superior group, on High-stake issues the Subordinate group was more coop-

erative as measured by MODIO/DA (t-test, p < .01); chi-square tests reveal that this
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lead by the Subordinate group in cooperativeness on High-stake issues was due to

their higher NOB and lower NDO (p < .001) than those of the Superior group, but the

anticipated differences in NIN and NAV between the two hierarchy groups were not

found. Thus, Part One of Hypothesis HHS is only partially supported. In the assess-

ment of Part Three, both interaction contrast and chi-square test show that on Low-

stake issues, there was no significant difference in conflict mode usage between the

two hierarchy groups, thus Part Three of this hypothesis is fully supported.

As for Part Two, interaction contrasts show that the Subordinate group�s lead in

cooperativeness, measured by MODIO/DA, was larger on High-stake issues than on

Med/Low-stake issues (t-test, p < .05), but that lead was not larger on Medium-stake

issues than on Low-stake issues.1 However, a chi-square test reveals that on Medium-

stake issues the Subordinate group had lower NDO and higher NCO than the Superior

group did (p < .001). Thus on Medium-stake issues, the Subordinate group�s lead in

cooperativeness as defined by the two-dimension model was smaller than that on

High-stake issues but larger than that on Low-stake issues. Therefore Part Two of this

hypothesis is supported.

In contrast to the support of Hypothesis HHS by the behavioural data in CMS, the

data from subject rationale and conflict cases show little effects by Hierarchy. Aggre-

gated analysis of 21 competitive or conciliatory rationale themes show that Hierarchy

affected subject rationale on Medium-stake issues only; and split-up analysis of 19

themes in three rationale sets traces this effect to the Stake Set of themes. That is, Hi-

erarchy made a difference only when subjects were talking about Medium-stake is-

sues; and in all other situations, particularly when subjects were asked about the Hier-

archy factor, the two hierarchy groups showed no difference in rationale. Thus, it is

concluded that Hierarchy�s effect on the rationale of subject initial behaviour in CMS

was weak, if it existed at all. Finally the 52 cases of real-world conflict did not show a

difference between hierarchy groups in their use of IN/OB vs. DO/AV modes. The

findings from the three different data sources are summarised in Table 7.2; and the

implications of their differences will be discussed in Section 7.2.5.

                                                
1 The use of Compromising, NCO, was not counted in MODIO/DA, which explains why the difference

between Medium-stake and Low-stake, as shown by the chi-square test discussed next, was not
picked up by interaction contrasts.
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Table 7.2 Verification of Hypothesis HHS: Hierarchy by Stake Interaction

Hypothesis

Part One:      In high-stake conflicts, Wang tends to use more DO and AV and fewer OB and IN if s/he is

the superior than if s/he is the subordinate;

Part Two:     These effects of Hierarchy stated in Part One tend to be attenuated as Stake decreases;

Part Three:   In low-stake conflicts, no effect of Hierarchy is expected.

Results of Verification

Data Source Test Method Main Findings

CMS

behaviour

interaction

contrast,

t-test

Part One: On High-stake issues the Subordinate group was more coopera-

tive, measured by MODIO/DA, than the Superior group was;

Part Three: On Low-stake issues the two hierarchy groups were equally

cooperative;

Part Two: the Subordinate group�s lead in cooperativeness over the Supe-

rior group was significantly larger on High-stake issues than on Medium

or Low-stake issues where that lead was insignificant.

Chi-square Part One: On High-stake issues the Subordinate group had lower NDO and

higher NOB than the Superior group did;

Part Three: On Low-stake issues the two hierarchy groups had similar mode

usage;

Part Two: On Medium-stake issue the Subordinate group had lower NDO

and higher NCO than the Superior group did, thus on Medium-stake is-

sue, the Subordinate group�s lead in cooperativeness, as defined in the

two-dimension model, was intermediary between those on High- and

Low-stake issues.

Behaviour

rationale:

26 themes

Chi-square On High-stake issues, competitive themes were the main rationale reported

by both the Subordinate and Superior groups, whereas on Low-stake issues,

conciliatory themes dominated the responses of both groups. No reliable

differences between responses of the two hierarchy groups were found in

either condition. On Medium-stake issues, the Subordinate group chose

more conciliatory themes and fewer competitive themes than the Superior

group did, but that difference came mainly from subject responses regard-

ing Stake, rather than their responses regarding Hierarchy.

Real-world

conflict:

52 cases

Chi-square There was no significant difference in the use of IN/OB vs. DO/AV modes

across hierarchy levels, whether the other party was a superior, a subordi-

nate, or a same level colleague.
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7.1.3 Verification of Hypothesis HP: Main effect of Past-Relationship

The behavioural data of CMS give qualified support to hypothesis HP. Interaction

contrast shows that the Indebted group was more cooperative, measured by

MODIO/DA, than the Wronged group was (t-test, p < .001), but chi-square test reveals

that the lead by the Indebted group in cooperativeness was due to their lower NDO

and higher NOB than those of the Wronged group (p < .001), and the expected differ-

ence in NIN or NAV between the groups were not found. In this sense hypothesis HP

is partly supported. In the data of subject rationale, the Indebted group reported many

more conciliatory themes and many fewer competitive themes than Wrong group did

(χ2-test, p < .001), even when they were referring to Hierarchy (χ2-test, p < .001) or

Stake (χ2-test, p < .05). In the cases of real world conflict, the Indebted groups used

more IN/OB and fewer DO/AV than the Wronged group did in their initial behaviour

(χ2-test, p < .05) and adjusted behaviour (χ2-test, p < .01). Although subject rationales

and real world conflict cases cannot be used to test the hypothesis for the usage of

each conflict mode separately, the above results agree with Hypothesis HP in essence

and demonstrate the strong effect of Past-Relationship. The hypothesis and its verifi-

cation by different data sources are summarised into Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 Verification of Hypothesis HP: Main Effect of Past-Relationship

Hypothesis

The Indebted group tends to use more OB and IN, and fewer DO and AV, than the Wronged group does.

Results of Verification

Data Source Test Method Main Findings

CMS

behaviour

interaction

contrast, t-test

The Indebted group was more cooperative, measured by MODIO/DA, than

the Wronged group.

Chi-square The Indebted group had lower NDO and higher NOB than the Wronged

group

Behaviour

rationale:

26 themes

Chi-square The Indebted group gave many fewer competitive and many more con-

ciliatory rationale themes than the Wronged group did, even when refer-

ring to factors other than Past-Relationship.

Real-world

conflict:

52 cases

Chi-square The Indebted group was more likely to use IN/OB and less likely to use

DO/AV than the Wronged group was.
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7.1.4 Verification of hypotheses on the main effects of Other�s-Strategy

No reliable rationale themes regarding Other�s-Strategy were collected, so this

data source provides no information about this factor. In the 52 reported cases of real

world conflict, the modes used by both parties were predominantly DO, and non-DO

modes used by the other party were reported in 10 cases only. For these reasons both

Other�s-Strategy and subject behaviour are dichotomised into DO vs. non-DO. The

Chi-square test shows that when the other party used DO, subjects used more DO and

fewer non-DO modes than when the other party used non-DO modes (p < .05). In an

aggregated level this supports the reciprocation hypothesis of Other�s-Strategy, HO1.

Other sub-hypotheses regarding Other�s-Strategy cannot be tested by these conflict

cases.

Given the above situation, the four sub-hypotheses about the effects of Other�s-

Strategy are tested mainly through the behavioural data in CMS. As shown in Chapter

Four, with one minor exception, the simulation data give full support to the four sub-

hypotheses. For the reciprocation effect (HO1), interaction contrasts show that when

Other used a particular mode, Wang�s preference for that mode was significantly

higher than if Other used different modes (t-tests: p < .001 for Other�s DO or IN, p <

.01 for Other�s OB, and p < .05 for Other�s CO). Moreover, chi-square test shows that

when Other used a particular mode Wang�s use of that mode was higher than average

(p < .001). Thus the reciprocation effect of Other�s-Strategy is strongly supported by

the behavioural data of CMS.

For the suppression effect (HO2), interaction contrasts show that when Other used

DO, Wang�s OB- and IN-preferences were lower than when Other used non-DO

modes (t-test, p < .001); and when Other used OB or IN Wang�s DO-preference was

lower than when Other used DO or CO (t-test, p < .001). These results are corrobo-

rated by the chi-square test which finds that when Other used DO, Wang�s NOB and

NIN were significantly lower than average; when Other used OB or IN, Wang�s NDO

was significantly lower than average. Thus sub-hypothesis HO2 is fully supported.

For the promotion effect (HO3), interaction contrasts show that Wang�s IN-

preference was significantly higher when Other used OB rather than DO or CO (t-test,

p < .001); and Wang�s OB-preference was significantly higher when Other used IN

rather than DO or CO (t-test, p < .05). The Chi-square test, however, does not cor-

roborate these findings: Wang�s NIN was not significantly higher than average when
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Other used OB, and Wang�s NOB was not significantly higher than average when

Other used IN. Thus the promotion effects of Other�s IN and OB are supported with

qualification.

Finally the learning effect of Other�s-Strategy (HO4) is largely supported by the

interaction contrasts. The suppression effects and promotion effects discussed above

were significantly larger in the second half of the simulation than in the first half, and

the reciprocation effect of Other�s DO and OB also became stronger in the later stages

of the simulation. The reciprocation effects of Other�s CO and IN were not signifi-

cantly stronger at the second half of the simulation. Chi-square test is not applicable

for HO4 because more than two variables are involved.

To recapitulate, sub-hypothesis HO1 on the reciprocation effect of Other�s-Strategy

is strongly supported by the behavioural data from CMS, and it is also supported by

the cases of real world conflict at an aggregated level. Hypothesis HO2 on the suppres-

sion effect is also strongly supported by the simulation data. Hypothesis HO3 on the

promotion effect is supported by interaction contrasts but not by chi-square test,

probably due to the lower power of the latter. And finally hypothesis HO4 on the

learning effect is largely supported by interaction contrast with minor exceptions.

These results are summarised in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4 Verification of Hypotheses on the Main effects of Other�s-Strategy

Results of Verification by CMS Behaviour

Sub-Hypothesis Interaction contrast, t-test Chi-square test

HO1: Reciprocation effect

When Other uses a particular

mode, Wang�s use of that mode

will be more likely than when

Other uses different modes.

When Other used a particular mode,

DO, CO, OB, or AV, Wang�s prefer-

ence for that mode was higher than

when Other used different modes.

Wang�s NDO, NCO, NOB, or

NIN was higher than average

when Other used DO, CO, OB,

or IN respectively.

HO2: Suppression effect

Other�s use of DO suppresses

Wang�s use of OB or IN, and

Other�s use of OB or IN sup-

presses Wang�s use of DO.

Wang�s OB- and IN-preferences were

lower when Other used DO rather than

CO, OB, or IN; Wang�s DO-

preference was lower when Other used

OB or IN rather than DO or CO.

Wang�s NOB and NIN were

lower than average when Other

used DO; Wang�s NDO was

lower than average when Other

used OB or IN.

HO3: Promotion effect

Other�s use of OB promotes

Wang�s use of IN, and Other�s use

of IN promotes Wang�s use of OB

Wang�s IN-preference was higher

when Other used OB rather than DO

or CO; Wang�s OB-preference was

higher when Other used IN rather than

DO or CO.

Wang�s NIN was not higher

than average when Other used

OB; Wang�s NOB was not

higher than average when Other

used IN.

HO4: Learning effect

The effects of Other�s-Strategy

predicted in HO1, HO2, and HO3

will be stronger in later stages of

the conflict process when Other�s

strategy is clearer to Wang than

in the early stage of the conflict.

The Suppression and Promotion ef-

fects were stronger in the second half

of the simulation than in the first half;

the Reciprocation effects of Other�s

DO and OB were stronger in the sec-

ond half of the simulation than in the

first half.

(χ2-test not applicable for this

sub-hypothesis which involves

three -way interaction: MOD

by OST by STG.)

Verification by 52 cases of real world conflict (Chi-square test): Sub-

jects used more DO and fewer non-DO modes when Other used DO

rather than non-DO modes.

7.1.5 Verification of Hypotheses HOPH: OST by PAR by HIE interaction

Given the complexity of this hypothesis and the limit in the subject rationale data

and cases of real world conflict, only behavioural data in CMS can be used for the

verification of this hypothesis. Interaction contrasts show that in the case of having

been wronged and Other used CO, the Subordinate group was more cooperative,

measured by MODIO/DA, than the Superior group was (t-test, p < .001). Chi-square

test shows that when holding Past-Relationship at Wronged and Other�s-Strategy at
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CO, the Subordinate group had lower than average NDO and NAV and higher than

average NOB and NIN, whereas the Superior group had higher than average NDO

and NAV and lower than average NOB and NIN (p < .001). Thus Part One of the

Compromising-branch of hypothesis HOPH is fully supported. Moreover, interaction

contrasts confirm that the aforementioned lead by the Subordinate group in coopera-

tiveness became smaller when indebted to Other (t-test, p < .001), or when Other used

DO or OB (t-test, p < .001), or when the two conditions change at the same time, i.e.,

when indebted to Other and Other used DO (t-test, p < .001) or OB (t-test, p < .01).

Thus, Part Two of the Compromising-branch of hypothesis HOPH is supported. Chi-

square test is not applicable for this part of the hypothesis, which involves three-and

four-way interactions. The Integrating-branch of hypothesis HOPH is not supported,

however, so hypothesis HOPH is only partly supported. These results are shown in Ta-

ble 7.5.

Table 7.5 Verification of Hypothesis HOPH: OST by PAR by HIE Interaction

Results of Verification by CMS Behaviour

Hypothesis Interaction contrast, t-test Chi-square test

Part One

When Wang has been wronged

by Other and Other used CO

or IN, Wang tends to use more

DO and AV and fewer OB and

IN if Other is a subordinate

than if Other is a superior.

Step 1

When having been wronged by Other

and Other used CO, the Subordinate

group was more cooperative, measured

by MODIO/DA, than the Superior group

was.

No interaction effect involving Other�s

Integrating can be found.

When holding PAR = Wronged

and OST = CO, the Subordi-

nate group had lower NDO and

NAV and higher NOB and NIN

than the Superior group did.

Part Two

The differences stated in Part

One are less likely when Wang

is indebted to Other and/or

Other used DO or OB.

Step 2

The difference found in Step 1 became

smaller when Wang was indebted or

when Other used DO or OB.

Step 3

The difference found in Step 1 became

smaller when Wang was indebted and

Other used DO or OB.

(χ2-testing is not applicable for

this part of the hypothesis,

which involves three- and four-

way interactions.)

To summarise, the five sets of hypotheses developed in Chapter Two have been

largely supported by different data sources of this study. The hypothesised effects of
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Stake have been confirmed in all three data sources. The simulation data lend strong

support to the effects of Past-Relationship on the use of DO and OB but not the use of

IN or AV; and subject rationale and conflict cases lend support to the hypothesis on

Past-Relationship at an aggregated level. The four sub-hypotheses on Other�s-

Strategy are strongly supported by the simulation data with a minor exception, and the

hypothesis on the three-way interaction OST by PAR by HIE is supported by the

simulation data for its Compromising-branch but not its Integrating-branch. These

two sets of hypotheses cannot be tested by subject rationale or conflict cases because

of the limit in these two data sources. Finally, the hypothesis on the two-way interac-

tion HIE by STK has received partial support from the simulation data, weak support

from the subject rationale data, and no support from the conflict cases.

7.2 Discussion

In the process of hypotheses testing summarised in the last section, several other

related issues emerged at different stages and will be addressed in the following.

7.2.1 Classification of conflict modes: Plain and Hierarchical models

In Chapter One a lengthy argument was made to address the critics in the litera-

ture regarding the applicability of the two-dimension model of conflict modes to Chi-

nese society. That argument was necessary because of the fundamental importance of

the five-part classification of conflict modes in this research. The acceptability of us-

ing the two-dimension model on the Chinese was verified in Chapter Four by the two-

step procedures introduced by van de Vliert and Kabanoff (1990), where it was found

that the rank order correlations among the usage of the five conflict modes, as well as

the configuration of these usage derived from CMS data, closely resemble that of the

two-dimension model. Given that these results were based upon behavioural data

across 48 different experiment conditions, the acceptability of using the two-

dimension model on the Chinese is satisfactorily established.

Applicable to the Chinese as they are, the �five-part typology [of the two-

dimension model] does not hold the monopoly on classification of . . . conflict be-

haviour� (van de Vliert, 1997: 40), and there are other ways to classify conflict modes

as well (see also Thomas, 1992). On one particular aspect, in the two-dimension

model of Figure 1.1 the five conflict modes fit nicely the five key positions of the
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square (four corners and one central point), each representing a particular combina-

tion of assertiveness and cooperativeness. This central symmetry configuration con-

veys the message that the five conflict modes are varieties with similar importance

and none of them is more special or superior than others � except the central position

of CO. It is often said in the literature that while each of the five modes is the most

suitable for certain particular conditions, none of them is suitable to all circumstances

(Thomas, 1992; Rahim, 1986; Robbins, 1974). Thus the two-dimension model may

also be called the plain model for the classification of the five conflict modes in the

sense of the plain and non-special feature of the five modes, also in the sense that if a

third vertical dimension is added to the configuration to represent the importance of

the mode, the tops of five conflict modes on this third dimension form a horizontal

plain.

This plain model, however, does not capture the hierarchical features in the way

subjects responded to Other�s-Strategies and accounted for their own use of the five

conflict modes. In Chapter Four it was found that Wang�s profiles of conflict mode

usage in response to Other�s OB, CO, and IN were different but similar with each

other, and as a group these profiles differed significantly from Wang�s profile in re-

sponse to Other�s DO (see Figure 4.7). This result suggests that when deciding how to

respond to Other�s strategy, Wang was more sensitive to whether Other was using DO

or non-DO than to which specific type of non-DO Other was using. Put differently, in

terms of effects on Wang�s behaviour, the difference between Other�s DO and non-

DO modes was more significant than the difference between specific types of non-DO

modes.2

 In Chapter Five it was further discovered that the rational themes in Wang�s ac-

count for his/her use of DO in CMS contrasted sharply with those shared in Wang�s

account for his/her use of CO, OB, IN, or AV, although two dimensions were needed

to represent the five conflict modes properly (see Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3). Thus in

both the causes (subject rationale) and the effects (response from the opponent), the

use of DO differed from the use of other non-DO modes, and that difference was sig-

nificantly larger than those among the four non-DO modes.

                                                
2  It is not known whether Wang�s response to Other�s use of AV would be similar to his/her response

to Other�s use of other non-DO modes, since the condition OST = AV was not included in this re-
search.
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The above findings suggest that subjects of this study used a hierarchical model

to differentiate the conflict modes used by the opponent and to account for their own

use of different conflict modes. This approach is hierarchical in the sense that it gives

more emphasis to differentiating between DO and non-DO modes than to separating

different types of non-DO modes. The DO mode is not merely one of the five varie-

ties of conflict modes � it is a major watershed to separate agreeable cooperation from

disagreeable competition, as called by van de Vliert in his metataxonomy of compo-

nents of conglomerated conflict behaviour (1997: 44) shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Configuration of Components of Conflict Behaviour

Source: van de Vliert (1997: 44).

Van de Vliert uses agreeableness and activeness to classify components of con-

glomerated conflict behaviour. At the bottom of the Agreeable Cooperation branch in

Figure 7.1, the four components correspond directly to the conflict modes of AV, OB,

CO, and IN of this study; under the Disagreeable Competition branch, Indirect fight-

ing corresponds to Inactive Rivalry, and Direct fighting to No-Holds-Barred and Prin-

cipled Competition which have been discussed in Chapter Six. By moving downward

in the structure of Figure 7.1, conflict behaviour is classified into progressively more

types: from dichotomies (agreeable cooperation vs. disagreeable competition) to

trichotomies (moving away or non-confrontation, moving towards or negotiation, and

moving against or competition) to four-part, five-part, or six-part taxonomies. Van de

Vliert explains these different classifications as alternatives with different levels of

differentiation people may choose for their purpose:  �A more parsimonious or less
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parsimonious categorisation of conflict management may be preferred with regard to

the purposes of research or intervention project� (p.40).

Van de Vliert�s explanation can be extended a little further to include the hierar-

chical approach to classification discussed above. The dichotomies and five-part tax-

onomies do not have to be used as alternatives but can be used concurrently with dif-

ferent levels of significance. The essential differentiation between competition and

cooperation is given higher priority than fine-tuning separation among specific types

of cooperation, AV, OB, CO, or IN. In van de Vliert�s terms, agreeableness is seen as

more crucial than activeness. Explained in this way, the typology in Figure 7.1 pro-

vides a better representation than the plain configuration of Figure 1.1 for the hierar-

chical classification of conflict modes discussed above. In this sense the findings of

this research substantiate van de Vliert�s configuration (Figure 7.1) and extend its

scope.

Now we have seen two approaches to conflict mode classification exhibited in this

study, depending on which part of the data one is looking at. When the ten rounds be-

havioural data in CMS are pooled together across 48 experiment conditions, they fit

the plain model very well; but when the data are analysed at different levels of

Other�s-Strategy, or when rationales themes for subject initial behaviour in CMS are

analysed, the hierarchical model has a better fit. This may prompt the question

�Which of these two models is the correct one?� But people do not have to use the

same �correct� model to differentiate conflict modes in all situations; and they may

use different models at different situations. So it may be more fruitful to ask �What

model(s) will be used in a given circumstance?� or �In what circumstances will a

given model be used?� One tentative proposition is: particular model(s) may be

needed for particular situations, but when multiple situations are assessed together,

the particularities of different models cancel each other out, resulting in the plain

model. This leads to the hypothesis that the plain model of Figure 1.1 is appropriate as

a general model, but in specific situations more particular models, such as the hierar-

chical model, are needed. Of course more rigorous specifically designed studies are

needed for these questions to be addressed properly. As a last point, although the hi-

erarchical model is first found in the Chinese sample, there are no particular reasons

to assume that this model is limited to the Chinese.
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7.2.2 The importance of relationship considerations

In Chapter One it was argued that the role of relationship factors, particularly past

relationship, has not been adequately addressed in the literature. A main theme in this

thesis is that relationships in the past, present and future all have a role to play in the

conflict of interests, and subject behaviour is determined by the combination of these

relationship considerations and the stake of substance issues. This theme has been

substantiated by different data sources in this study. Past-Relationship has demon-

strated significant effects in all three data sets, CMS behaviour, subject rationale, and

real world conflict cases, although it appears that Past-Relationship affected the use of

DO and OB but not the use of IN or AV.

Other�s-Strategy, a type of relationship in the current conflict episode, has long

been identified as a significant factor in conflict process, but discussions on its effects

are often limited to copy-cat or reciprocating only; and through the conflict simulation

we have confirmed other types of effect such as suppressing, promoting, and learning

effects. The effect of Other�s-Strategy was identified in real world conflict cases as

well, although in an aggregated form only.3 Hierarchy is not directly relevant for the

conflict issues in this study, but it still managed to exert influence on subject behav-

iour on high-stake issues, which can be explained by the implication of future rela-

tionship attached to Hierarchy. Thus with different degrees, relationships in the past,

present, and future all came into play in conflict process when subjects chose conflict

modes.

Although the effects of these factors were often discussed separately in previous

chapters, the use of conflict modes was determined by the joint effect of substantive

and relationship considerations rather than by either of them alone. For example,

while people tended to be assertive/aggressive on high-stake issues in general, they

also responded to Past-Relationship or Hierarchy at the same time and made adjust-

ment accordingly. Specifically, on High-stake issues, if indebted or if Other was the

superior, Wang tended to use fewer DO and more OB than if wronged or if Other was

the subordinate, although in each of these cases the use of DO was still more likely

than for Medium- or Low-stake issues.

                                                
3 Subject rationale, however, did not contain reliable information on Other�s-Strategy so it cannot be

used to assess the effects of this factor.
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Similarly, while in general the Wronged group sought retribution by being less

cooperative than the Indebted group, what they actually did also depended upon the

importance of the issue, the balance of power, and what the Other party is doing. For

example, on low-stake issues the Wronged group was less likely to seek revenge and

more willing to forgive than on issues with higher stake; and a CO used by a superior

Other who had wronged the subject in the past tended to be received as a conciliatory

olive branch, whereas the same CO used by a subordinate Other may be seen as an-

other case of defying the authority of the superior. Thus, the same behaviour by dif-

ferent people with different relationship achieved different results; and in deciding

how to deal with the conflict, both substantive and relationship factors were taken into

consideration, which gives strong support to the call by Savage et al. (1989) to bal-

ance the relationship and substantive considerations in research.

However, it is worth noting that the effects of Other�s use of IN, predicted in HOPH

(the Integrating-branch) to be similar to that of Other�s use of CO, was not observed

in this study. One tentative explanation is that by using CO the party is aiming at get-

ting concessions from the other side (although the party him/herself also gives con-

cessions) and is thus part of a zero-sum game, while by using IN the party aims at

mutual benefits and is a (quasi) win-win game. Therefore CO used by a subordinate

has more negative consequence than IN. Further study is needed in this area in the

future.

7.2.3 The relative importance of different factors

This issue has been addressed tentatively in two different approaches in this study.

The first was to compare the effect sizes of different factors in CMS, and it was found

that in both main and total effects, Past-Relationship was by far the most important

factor, followed by Stake and Other�s-Strategy, and Hierarchy was far and away the

least important factor (see Table 4.13 in Chapter 4). A similar conclusion was reached

when the numbers of advocators of the top five rationale themes for different modes

were analysed in Chapter Five.4

In the second approach the relative importance of Past-Relationship, Other�s-

Strategy, and Stake were examined by comparing subject behaviour under complex

situations where two factors demanded different actions by the subjects. Two propo-

                                                
4 As indicated in Chapter Five, Other�s-Strategy was not analysed there.
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sitions regarding Past-Relationship and Other�s-Strategy were drawn from this explo-

ration: 1) The effect of Past-Relationship falls over time, thus the same behaviour

happened in the present (Other�s-Strategy) has larger effects than that happened in the

past (Past-Relationship); 2) The negative effect of combative behaviour is more pow-

erful than the positive effect of conciliatory behaviour. Moreover, when the concern

for Stake was at odds with the concern for relationship (Past-Relationship or Other�s-

Strategy), it was found that relationship concerns played significant roles on both

high-stake (housing allocation) and low-stake issues (fruit), which gives concrete evi-

dence to the importance of relationship factors. The role of Hierarchy will be dis-

cussed next.5

7.2.4 The weak effect of Hierarchy

As shown in Section 7.1, the CMS data has confirmed the effects of Hierarchy on

subject behaviour moderated by Stake, but subject rationales showed only weak effect

of Hierarchy and the real world conflict cases did not show any effect of Hierarchy at

all. Before discussing the implications of these findings, the following qualifications

for the rationale data and real-world conflict cases should be noted. For real world

conflict cases, two thirds of the 52 cases were conflicts between same-level col-

leagues where the two parties were on the same hierarchy level, and only 18 cases

were between people with different hierarchy levels.6 This small number of cases with

different hierarchy makes the results regarding Hierarchy unreliable.7

                                                
5 The reader is reminded that the effect size of different factors is determined by the strength of their

manipulation; the stronger the manipulation, the larger the effect will be. Moreover, the reader may
have already noticed the apparent contradiction that in the first approach the effect size of Past-
Relationship was larger than that of Other�s-Strategy, whereas in the second approach Past-
Relationship had smaller effect than Other�s-Strategy. This discrepancy was caused mainly by the
fact that in the second approach only two levels of Other�s-Strategy (OST = DO and OB) were in-
cluded whereas in the first approach two additional levels of Other�s-Strategy (OST = CO and IN)
were included. It has been discussed above that the difference between DO and non-DO modes used
by Other was more significant than the difference among the non-DO modes. Thus by including ad-
ditional two levels of Other�s-Strategy (OST = CO and IN) which did not differ much from the level
OST = OB, the first approach has effectively scaled-down the effect of Other�s-Strategy. In other
words, because of the way power is calculated, the effect of Other�s-Strategy in the first approach
has been underestimated.

6 In the 18 cases of conflict between different hierarchies, the Subordinate group used more IN or OB
and fewer DO or AV than Superior did, but because of the small sample, the difference is not large
enough to be statistically significant (see Table 6.1 of Chapter Six).

7 The problems discussed here had little bearing on other factors (Past-Relationship, Stake, and
Other�s-Strategy) therefore the conflict cases bear greater weight for these factors.
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For the subject rationale data, the lack of effect of Hierarchy can be partly attrib-

uted to the fact that they covered only the initial stage of CMS rather than the whole

conflict process. As argued in Chapter Five, because of unrealistic aspirations or the

need to curb the opponent�s expectations and increase the likelihood of a better deal

for oneself, people tend to be more assertive at the beginning of a negotiation. Even if

one plans to give in, a concession after the initial contention impresses the other party

more than a straightforward obliging does � the easier it comes, the less valued it is.

This is particularly so for subordinates, who need to let known the significance of

their sacrifice before sacrificing it, as reflected in the comments by some subjects to

the effect of the following: �Had I not had competed for it at the beginning and let the

boss get it straightway, he may have thought that I didn�t want it and thus [he]

wouldn�t have been grateful.� Thus at the beginning of a conflict there was a greater

need by subordinates than by superiors to put-on a tough face, so the difference be-

tween the two hierarchy groups shown in the whole conflict process was suppressed

at the early stage of the conflict.

For these reasons, it is arguable that had the rationale data covered the whole con-

flict process and had a larger sample of conflict cases been collected, the effect of Hi-

erarchy would have been larger in these two data sets as well. After all for the conflict

scenarios in CMS and the 52 cases of real world conflict, the two parties were equally

entitled to the disputed item and Hierarchy did not have a legitimate role to play. Had

Hierarchy been less influential, it would have had no effects at all. The fact that Hier-

archy affected subject behaviour even outside its jurisdiction arena, such as in CMS,

is a good indicator for its importance.

The above qualifications, however, cannot fully account for the weak effect of Hi-

erarchy in this study. Given the widely recognised Chinese deference to hierarchy and

the lack of demarcation between job and personal issues in organisational life in

China (Ruan, 1993; Yang, 1989; Walder, 1986), the influence of Hierarchy should not

stop at the boundary of job issues, thus one may expect to see a larger effect of Hier-

archy than those exhibited in CMS. If a superior who feels slighted by a subordinate

on one issue can act freely to punish the subordinate on other issues, the subordinate

will have to think twice before offending the superior in a conflict no matter how ir-

relevant Hierarchy may appear to be. But it appears that this was not the case in CMS.

Therefore, apart from the nominal irrelevance of Hierarchy in the current issue, there
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must be other substantial factors that had counterbalanced the effects of Hierarchy. At

least four such factors can be identified, as shown below.

One factor is the Confucian ethic, which requires the superiors exercise Ren (be-

nevolence) towards the subordinates and look after their wellbeing. The scope and

level of Ren one practices should match one�s status: the higher one is in a hierarchy,

the higher one should be in ethical standards, and the more dignity one has to main-

tain and more Ren one has to practice � What Hwang calls the �status ethics� (1991:

70; see also Chiu, 1991; Hu, 1944). The ideology of the Chinese Communist Party

also calls for cadres to �be the first to endure hardship and the last to enjoy benefits�.

In the case of a direct conflict over personal interests, people with higher status are

expected to demonstrate their lofty stance by giving concessions, which will then win

them respect from observers as well as cooperation and loyalty from the subordinates

in the future � a concept similar to noblesse oblige in French. If, however, the two

sides engage in open fighting, it is the superior who will lose more face. �While a

poor man is justified in husbanding his resources, the wealth man who shows himself

stingy offends the code of decency and incurs public censure� (Hu, 1944: 47). As an

old Chinese expression says: �Nan bugen nu dou, da bugen xiao dou� (Men do not

fight women, and seniors do not fight juniors)  because men/seniors enjoy higher

status and are generally better off than women/juniors do, they are expected to dem-

onstrate higher moral standard.

While some people may choose to ignore this status ethic or pay it lip service

only, it can be and often is used by others, especially political rivals, to attack the de-

viator. As observed by Andrew Walder (1989), adversarial relationships between the

directors and party secretaries in state enterprises are very common, and there is al-

ways someone who wants to replace the one in a high position, so the latter must be

careful not to give them ammunition. This concern alone is enough to keep managers

mindful of their behaviour, as reflected in the following rationales themes given by

many subjects in the role of superior in this study (see Chapter Five): �The boss

should give way� (Theme 6, by 46 subjects), or �the boss� image� is at stake (Theme

7, by 30 subjects).8

                                                
8 Further evidence can be found in the ROCI-II questionnaire (see Appendix 4C) completed by sub-

jects, where the low scores two items regarding the use of power and authority indicate that it is so-
cially undesirable for a superior to be seen as using his/her authority or power to defeat a subordi-
nate, particularly in a conflict over personal interests.
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Another important factor contributing to the weak effect by Hierarchy in this study

is the limited power of managers over subordinates in state enterprises. �Tie fanwan�

(iron rice bowl  a stable and life-long job whether one is working hard or not) and

�daguofan� (everybody eating from the same big pot  egalitarian treatment of indi-

viduals regardless of their performance) were the characteristics of Chinese state en-

terprises from the 1950s until recently. As Walder rightly points out, �The absence of

a labour market gives the current labour force a monopoly on the supply of labour.

Workers cannot leave, but neither can they be dismissed. Managers have sufficient

disciplinary regulations on the books, but any attempt to dismiss or punish significant

numbers of workers would risk even further deterioration in the labour problem and

perhaps resistance from Party personnel. China�s managers are uniquely dependent on

their labour force.� (1989: 252-3; see also O�Brien, 1992) 9

Given this background, in the event of a conflict of interest, competing directly

with subordinates could severely damage a superior�s image and his/her chance of

getting the badly needed loyalty and support from subordinates in the future, which

means absenteeism, breakdowns, tardiness, a high rate of lost and wasted materials in

his/her unit (Walder, 1989). For the subordinates, the superior�s lack of coercive

power means that competing is less costly and therefore maybe worthwhile in a con-

flict of interest when stakes are high. The following comment by a subject is an apt

summary of what many subjects felt: �Except for the �real� boss, i.e. the number one

in the company who possesses the real power to punish or reward and who has to be

taken seriously, other superiors can not really do much with me if I compete with

them for my entitled benefits�.

The third factor is the power base of the subordinate. Subjects often mentioned

that there are those who are capable of nothing else but pai mapi (toadying to the

bosses), and this kind of people naturally dare not offend their bosses. Not surpris-

ingly, none of the subjects admitted being this kind of person. Thomas (1993) re-

ported that Chinese managers are increasingly from the ranks of educated profession-

als and engineers, not simply from the Party. They are less dependent upon the supe-

rior than those with no other power base apart from positional power. As shown in

Chapter Four, 70% of the subjects in this study had tertiary education. When asked

                                                
9 For a similar dependence of team leader on team members in rural China, see Oi (1987).
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about the potential cost he may pay in the future for his disrespect to the superior in

CMS, a subject replied with disdain: �Who cares? At the worst I will go back to my

technical post, which is not really a bad thing.�10

The fourth factor is the organisational culture. In well-managed and often large

firms, normally there are established mechanisms to control the abuse of power,

therefore people are more confident to confront superiors if there is a conflict of inter-

ests. By contrast, in organisations without such mechanisms and where managers are

perceived as protecting each other, people would probably be more likely to give in to

their bosses. Considerations of these factors will make interesting topics for future

research.

The above arguments do not mean to suggest that people do not care about hierar-

chy at all, or that those in higher positions routinely give in to those in lower positions

and not seek revenge later. Indeed, hierarchy is still a very important and conspicuous

factor in inter-personal relations, particularly in job-related conflicts, and chuan

xiaoxie (to have somebody wear tight shoes, i.e., to make things difficult for him/her)

is still a common phenomenon. As indicated in Chapter Five, most cases of real world

conflict reported by subjects in this study were job-related and the dominance by the

superior in these cases was unmistakable. The results of CMS do show, however, that

in contemporary China, the effect of Hierarchy is probably not as strong or omnipres-

ent as implied in the literature. When personal interests are involved, people in the

state sector are probably more prepared to confront the superior than is suggested by

the traditional image of obedient, deferential Chinese. For these reasons, Hierarchy is

probably not a good predictor of behaviour in conflicts of interests, at least not as

good as other factors such as Past Relationship, Stake, or Other�s Strategy.

7.2.5 Avoiding: Positive perception and low frequency of usage

Two features of the Chinese handling of Avoiding stand out prominently in this

research: the positive perception of Avoiding, and the low frequency it was actually

used in conflict simulations. It has been reported in the literature that, unlike Western-

ers who tend to see avoidance as evasive and counterproductive, the Chinese tend to

                                                
10 Many managers were engineers or technicians before being transferred or promoted to a managerial

position. For some people technical posts are less complicated and are thus preferable to managerial
ones.
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see avoiding as functional and appropriate (Tjosvold & Sun, 1999; De Dreu & van de

Vliert, 1997; Tse et al., 1994; Jehn & Weldon, 1992; Kirkbride et al., 1991; Deutsch,

1990). This positive perception of avoiding by the Chinese has been confirmed by the

conciliatory rational themes given by subjects of this research in their account for

their use of Avoiding in CMS, as shown in Chapter Five. Four of the five most fre-

quently cited rationales were conciliatory, and the remaining one was neutral; the

most telling one was Theme 11, the rationale ranked third for the use of Avoiding,

which claimed that subjects used Avoiding because they wanted to repay the other

party�s favour. It should be noted that this conciliatory perception of Avoiding by the

Chinese agrees with the widely reported Chinese value on face-saving and indirec-

tiveness in interpersonal conflict (Leung, 1997; Tse et al, 1994; Ma, 1992; Ting-

Toomey et al, 1991; Hwang, 1987).

Since Avoiding is perceived to be conciliatory by Chinese, one may expect that

they would use it frequently in conflict. The Chinese preference for conflict avoidance

has been widely reported in the literature (Ting-Toomey et al., 1991; Trubisky et al.,

1991; Kirkbride et al., 1991; Tang & Kirkbride, 1986) where, by self-reported ques-

tionnaires, Chinese subjects often rated Avoiding more preferable than other modes

(except Integrating) or than subjects from other cultures (often North Americans) did.

But in CMS, Avoiding was the second least used mode on overall average, leading the

use of DO only. This finding leads to the suspicion that the widely reported Chinese

preference for Avoiding may have been overstated.

It should be noted that a person�s preference for Avoiding when asked in general,

context-free questions does not guarantee that the same person will choose to avoid in

a specific conflict situation. Given the negative stigma attached to conflict in general

and the unpleasant memories of conflict experience people may have, it is under-

standable that people may prefer to avoid conflict all together if given that choice in

context-free questionnaires. The PRC state enterprises are well known for their staff�s

life-time employment in the same work unit until recently, which makes it logical for

people to wish they could avoid conflict with colleagues  as a Chinese saying puts

it, �duo yi shi buru shao yi shi� (�keep life simple�, or, literally, �one issue less beats

one issue more�). But in a specific conflict incident, when the benefits are tangible

and the costs are real, Avoiding may be too risky to use, especially when Stake is

high. When Stake is low, Avoiding may not be the best option either, because it may
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be more cost-effective to oblige now and to call in favours latter on, maintaining a

relationship between the parties.

Thus, Avoiding in real conflict may not be as attractive as in a context-free situa-

tion. Although subjects of this research described the use of Avoiding in conciliatory

terms, when faced with specific conflict situation in CMS they exhibited low prefer-

ence for it. Therefore the Chinese preference for Avoiding alleged in the literature has

probably been overstated. After all, avoidance cannot explain how conflicts are re-

solved in many cases (Ma, 1992). Whether the Chinese actually use Avoiding more

often than the Westerners do should be tested in specific conflict situations. Research

using only ROCI-II or MODE, by not specifying the substantive and context of the

conflict, produce AV scores that bespeak probably a propensity for wishful thinking

rather than a real propensity to avoidance in action. Here is another example of po-

tential pitfalls in conflict researches using general and context-free questionnaires

only.

7.2.6 The CMS as a generic research tool

One of the tasks for this study is to construct an experimental tool to measure the

use of five conflict modes in general and to test hypotheses for this thesis in particu-

lar. Based upon the analyses of the shortcomings of the Mode Game (MG), the Con-

flict Mode Simulation (CMS) was constructed and successfully used for hypothesis

testing in this research. CMS has made significant leap forward in terms of theoretical

and practical soundness. The use of the five conflict modes by subjects of this re-

search closely resembles the configuration of the theoretical model, and many of the

behaviour patterns emerged in the simulation are common in real world but would not

have been identified if only self-reported questionnaires were used. These can be

taken as the preliminary evidence for the validity of CMS, although it certainly has

room for improvement.11

As a generic research tool for the study of conflict management, the CMS retains

the dilemmatic feature of PDG, and gives five options to the participants, representing

the five conflict modes respectively. With limited cost and manageable complexity it

                                                
11 By contrast, the ROCI-II questionnaire failed to show any major differences across demographic

groups or experimental conditions in this research, and the configuration of ROCI-II scores deviated
largely from the theoretical model. This is evidence for the unreliability of self-report questionnaires
and the importance of a behavioural approach in conflict research.
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allows the observation of conflict behaviour in the form of decision making regarding

the use of the five conflict modes. Moreover, the combination of unitary rules with

multiple conflict scenarios gives it the flexibility to be adapted for different research

questions while retaining the basic framework and controlling the confounding fac-

tors. These features of CMS qualify it as an experimental tool for the two-dimension

model in general. I hope that we will not need to wait for another two decades, as in

the case of MG, before seeing CMS being used or adapted in further research.

7.2.7  Other findings of the research

In addition to the issues discussed above, several other post hoc findings emerged

at different stages of the research. In Chapter Four it was discovered that situational

factors had nonsymmetrical effects on assertiveness and cooperativeness: Stake had a

larger effect on assertiveness while Past-Relationship (for the Superior group) and

Other�s-Strategy had a larger effect on cooperativeness. A similar phenomenon was

observed in real conflict cases in Chapter Six. It was also found in Chapter Four that

while IN may be used for a win-win outcome, in most cases it was used for a quasi

win-win. The subjects seldom exploited the cooperativeness of Other, but if Other

was bullying they sometimes chose to take Other down with them, particularly if they

had a negative past-relationship with Other.

In Chapter Five it was found that subject sensitivity to Past-Relationship shifts

with Stake. As Stake increases, subjects were more sensitive to old scores and less

sensitive to favours owed. The main rationales for the use of each conflict mode

brought to light the similarities and differences between the five conflict modes. In

Chapter Six, the high proportion of DO usage reported in the cases of real world con-

flict allowed us to identify three types of dominating: No-Holds-Barred, Principled

Competition, and Inactive Rivalry, each having a different level of aggressiveness and

being used under different circumstances. According to the subjects, No-Holds-

Barred was typically used by the other party in the conflict, and Principled Competi-

tion was almost exclusively used by the subjects themselves. These findings add to

our understanding of behaviour during interpersonal conflict of interests, although

more rigorous studies are needed for these propositions to be confirmed.
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7.2.8  Ongoing relationship: Universality of the findings

The research in this thesis deals with a situation which is in one way unique to

China. Because of various regulations and practices, job mobility and worker turnover

were very rare; to be able to move, a worker had to have an offer from another work

unit and get permission to move from his/her own work unit. Thus, having a job gen-

erally meant that a worker was stuck in that unit and would be for the remainder of

his/her career. The implications for this research are that subjects had to take past,

present and future relationship into serious consideration as if one made an enemy,

that adversarial relationship was for all intents and purposes permanent.

Although the formal structural barriers that brought this situation about and main-

tained it are peculiar to China, this situation is not. Japanese workers, until very re-

cently, have experienced cultural barriers against changing employers; and for many

workers in Western industrial countries, though they are formally free to move, there

can be a raft of disincentives, e.g. family considerations, lack of marketable skills, or

an attractive pay and benefit package such as those public service jobs might offer.

Thus, careful consideration of relationships with one�s fellow workers, the need to

avoid making enemies, and self-restraints on one�s behaviour are by no means pecu-

liar to Chinese state enterprise employees; and concerns for relationship in the past,

present, and future are not unusual in the Western societies. In this sense the findings

of this research are relevant and of value for them as well.12

7.3  Limitations of This Study

While this research has many important and interesting findings, the following

limitations should be noted. One issue is associated with the nature of experimental

research. As indicated in Chapter Two, the conflict process in this study was simu-

lated rather than actual behaviour. The participants were role playing rather than be-

ing the real opponents involved; and the conflict issues and the payoffs were hypo-

thetical, without real substance. While there is evidence that people can execute be-

haviour consistent with the role they are playing (Robbins et al., 1994), role-playing

behaviour is not and should not be taken as equivalent of real world behaviour. In the

                                                
12 The specific conflict issues used in CMS (compete for a company-subside housing unit, holiday, or

fruit) may rarely happen between superior and subordinate in the West, but the different stakes they
represent can be found anywhere in the world.
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housing allocation scenario, for example, subjects may sincerely believe they were

doing what they would have done in reality, and the overall behaviour patterns of

subjects may be consistent with general expectations regarding the situation, but it is

still possible that under real conflict some subjects may have behaved differently. A

related issue for the simulation is the assumption that each individual party in the

conflict has perfect knowledge about who his/her (only) competitor is and the two

parties are able to make under-table deals. While these assumptions are necessary and

acceptable for research purpose, they may not reflect the reality where housing distri-

bution is not always that apparent and under-table settlement between the parties may

not be allowed. Thus people may behave differently if these assumptions are not

held.13

Another issue is the extent to which the findings of this study are determined by

the settings of the experiment. First notice the different manipulation strengths for the

four factors. Since the conflict scenarios are designed to be outside the normal juris-

diction of Hierarchy and the two parties are supposed to have equal chance to win the

conflict issue, Hierarchy clearly has weaker manipulation strength than the other three

factors. This is partly responsible for the weak effects of Hierarchy in this study. Thus

effect-size comparison among the four factors discussed in Section 7.2.3 should be

understood in this particular light only, and the weak effect of Hierarchy under this

particular situation should not be confused with the effect of Hierarchy in general.14

Moreover, although all four factors are hypothetically controlled in the simulation,

Other�s-Strategy is arguably closer to reality than other factors because of the dy-

namic and competitive nature of the simulation process. Second, the lower than aver-

age use of AV (18%) in the simulation is partly due to the fact that Other did not use

AV in the simulation. According to the reciprocation hypothesis, it can be speculated

that Wang�s use of AV may have been more often had Other been allowed to use

AV.15

The availability of the five conflict modes is an essential part of the experiment,

but some subjects may have thought that since there were five options, they had to use

all of them during the simulation; others may have switched from one mode to an-

                                                
13 I thank Examiner 3 of this thesis for pointing out this last issue.
14 I thank Examiner 2 for pointing out this limit.
15 I thank Examiner 2 for pointing out this to me.
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other during the simulation just for the sake of changing rather than for any substan-

tive reasons; these problems actually arose during the pilot study. As a preventive

measure I had reminded subjects during the introduction that they did not have to use

all of the five modes, nor did they need to change modes just for the sake of changing.

But the message may have not got through to some subjects, and there was no guar-

antee that this problem was eliminated completely.

Another shortcoming of this study is the ipsative nature of the simulation data, i.e.,

the dependent variables sum up to a constant for all subjects (ndo + nco + nob + nin +

nav = 10). This has severely limited the scope of applicable statistical procedures, as

shown in Chapter Four. The ipsativity of the data is the result of the following two

arrangements for the simulation: (1) all subjects were to make ten decisions, and (2)

in each decision they were to choose among five options. If there were varying num-

ber of options in each decision (rather than always having five options), or if subjects

were allowed varying number of decisions (e.g. they could choose to stop at the 8th

round or to continue after the 10th round in CMS), the ipsativity problem would have

been avoided. Note that arrangement (2) guaranteed the same options for all subjects,

thus was indispensable for the study; arrangement (1) made the simulation easier to

operate, but allowing subjects varying numbers of decisions would not have affected

the validity of the study. Thus, in hindsight, I could have allowed subjects varying

numbers of decisions in CMS rather than having all of them make the same number of

decisions. In that way the simulation may have been a little more complicated to op-

erate, but the ipsativity problem would have been avoided so it would have been a

good trade-off.

The specific organisational settings investigated here should be noted when the re-

sults are interpreted: the subjects were male junior to middle level managers in state-

owned heavy industry companies in central to north China at 1996/1997. Given the

rapidly changing business environment in China, some particular situational parame-

ters examined in this study (e.g. lift-time employment) may have changed by now, so

the results should be accepted with caution.16 Nonetheless, relationship considerations

shall continue to play an important role in interpersonal conflict under the changing

environment, although probably in different forms. In this sense, the main themes of

this study remain valid.

                                                
16 I thank Examiner 1 for pointing out this.
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As shown in Chapters Five and Six, for technical reasons subject rationales re-

garding their responses to Other's-Strategy were not useable, and the number of cases

of real world conflict comparable to the conditions of this study was too small in

comparison with the total number of participants in the simulation. Thus the qualita-

tive analyses in these two data sets were limited and relatively weak in comparison

with the behavioural data of CMS. This is another shortcoming of the current study.

The problem with the rationale data was partly due to subject confusion in how to de-

scribe rationales for multiple countermoves to Other�s-Strategy they may have expe-

rienced, so the questions could have been asked in different ways in the question-

naires distributed. Lastly, the problem with the conflict cases was the result of the

open-ended questions put to them: had the questions been more focused there could

have been more relevant cases reported.

While some of the problems discussed above are intrinsic to the structure of the

study and were acceptable as necessary tradeoffs (such as those associated with the

experimental approach and the availability of the five modes), others were prevent-

able had more resources been available for a more thorough planning. Care should be

taken to address these problems in future research.

7.4  Directions of Future Research

Based on the findings of this study, further research can be undertaken in the fol-

lowing directions. The first is the replication of the findings of the current study re-

garding the effects of Past-Relationship, Other�s-Strategy, Stake, as well as the weak

effects of Hierarchy. The replication can be tried in different forms: by different sub-

jects, different conflict scenarios, and different types of data, particularly the qualita-

tive ones given the weakness of qualitative data in this study. The weak effects of Hi-

erarchy on behaviour in conflicts of interest should be verified through behavioural

observation, in-depth interviews or other data sources. More importantly, given the

increasing pressure of unemployment in China in the last few years, concerns over job

security may have made the subordinates more dependent on their superior, thus the

effect of Hierarchy may have been enhanced accordingly.

Another form of replication is cross-cultural comparative study. As indicated in

Chapter One, in this study I did not seek to uncover unique Chinese models of conflict

management; instead I took a universal approach so that the knowledge gained in this
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study could be used in further studies in other cultures. Thus, a natural follow up from

this study is to check the extent to which the same behavioural patterns can be ob-

served in other cultures, also to compare the role played by relationship factors in

conflicts in different cultures. Care should be taken to avoid ipsative data if possible

in these replication studies.

In the theory and methodology realm, several lines of study can be pursued. It has

been argued and demonstrated in this study that the five conflict modes and the two-

dimension model can be satisfactorily applied to the Chinese, but the model needs to

be more articulated so that confusion can be avoided. The dual-concerns, for example,

refer to the focal issue(s) of the conflict, rather than other concerns the parties may

have. The five conflict modes, particularly the modes of DO and AV, need to be bro-

ken down further so that behaviour can be more accurately described. It was further

suggested that the plain, two-dimension model of conflict modes may not capture the

characteristics of conflict mode classification in specific conflict situations, and the

hierarchical model may sometimes be a better alternative. It is important to verify

these findings and propositions through different samples and different research

methods.

Moreover, as articulated by van de Vliert (1997), conflict behaviour is often a

conglomeration of different components. That is, people tend to use different conflict

modes consecutively and/or simultaneously during conflict, rather than sticking to one

simple mode throughout the process. This proposition is supported by the findings of

this study: most subjects used more than one mode during the conflict simulation. The

CMS provides a valuable experimental tool for studies of conglomerated conflict be-

haviour.

Several exploratory findings of this research need to be clarified further in future

research by different means: the nonsymmetrical effects of Past-Relationship,

Other�s-Strategy and Stake on assertiveness and cooperativeness; the appeal of quasi

win-win for people who need to keep an ongoing relationship with others; the differ-

ent types of dominating behaviour; the positive perception of avoiding and the low

usage of AV in conflict by the Chinese; and the different responses to positive and

negative past-relationship, including the conversely shifting sensitivities towards past-

favours and old-scores and the heavier weight put on old-scores than on past-favours.
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As discussed in Chapters One and Two, the complexity of the structure of this re-

search limited the number of levels for the relationship factors, thus some common

relationship status are not represented in this study. This is another limitation of this

research and should be addressed in future studies. For example, in the Past-

Relationship factor, what if Wang owes favours to Other and was wronged by Other

at the same time? What will Wang do if Other owes him/her favours or Wang has

wronged Other in the past? In the Other�-Strategy factor, the effect of Other�s use of

AV needs to be assessed; and in the Hierarchy factor, conflict between same level

colleagues needs to be explored. Moreover, other relationship factors, such as sex or

gender, need to be considered as well. Gender was not considered here because of the

complexity of the current study and the difficulty to recruit enough female subjects.

But intuitively gender is an important relationship dimension and should be properly

explored in future research.17 Studies in this line will further our understanding of role

of relationship factors.

Last but not least is the role of future relationship in conflict. Hierarchy was used

as the proxy for present and future relationship in the current study, but as shown be-

fore, Hierarchy had only weak effects on subject behaviour in a given situation. In

comparison Past-Relationship and Other�s-Strategy both had significant effects. Does

this mean that the Chinese are past- rather than future-oriented? It is too early to draw

conclusion at this stage. As discussed in this chapter, there are reasons for the weak-

ness of Hierarchy effects in conflicts of personal interest; however, simulated con-

flicts are not equivalent to real ones and it cannot be ruled out that Hierarchy might be

more important in the real world. Another possibility is that Hierarchy may not be a

good proxy for a future dependent relationship under a given situation. If Wang�s

wellbeing were largely controlled by Other he/she would naturally try to please Other

(Keating et al., 1994). But, as argued before, the superior has only limited control

over the subordinate in state sectors and there are other factors to counterbalance the

superior�s power. Therefore, future dependent relationship may need to be operation-

alised through other variables in future studies. Of course it is also possible that the

Chinese give more weight to past- or present-relationship than to future relationship.

Whichever is the case research in this area will be interesting and promising.

                                                
17 Gender did not affect the results of this study (see Note 1 in Chapter Four), but that was probably

due to the small proportion of female subjects (15.6%) rather than the lack of effect by gender.
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7.5  Conclusion

In this thesis, the effects of relationship and substantive concerns have been as-

sessed through different data sources. It has shown that the factors of Past-

Relationship, Stake, Other�s-Strategy, and to a less degree Hierarchy, separately and

jointly affected subject behaviour in conflict of interests. Thus, to have a balanced

representation of conflict behaviour, both relationship and substantive concerns need

to be included in future research. This study has demonstrated that the five conflict

modes can be used to study Chinese conflict behaviour, but the two-dimension model

needs to be refined and supplemented by the hierarchical model. It has also shown

how potentially misleading it is to rely solely on self-report questionnaires in conflict

study. An experimental protocol, CMS, developed as a research tool for the study of

conflict mode usage, has proved to be successful in hypothesis testing for this thesis.

This study also sheds light on a number of behaviour patterns of conflict management,

which suggests good research topics for the future.

Finally, to finish this thesis, a thought from Granovetter: �Standard economic

analysis neglects the identity and past relations of individual transactions, but rational

individuals know better, relying on their knowledge of these relations.� (1992: 61)

The same can be said about conflict management. The relationship concerns have

played and will continue to play important roles in conflict management in real life,

regardless of whether they are properly addressed by researchers. It is therefore im-

perative for us to put more resources into this area of conflict studies.
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APPENDIX 1A

Un-supportive empirical studies in Tinsley (1997)

Tinsley (1997) argues for a relational bargaining model of Chinese conflict management with the

underlying dimensions of dual-concerns for self and the collective. Four relational bargaining activities

have been identified for this model: 1) coopt third party; 2) argue the social legitimacy; 3) ask third

party for resolution; and 4) solicit interest of the collective. In four propositions (hereafter denoted as

Prop. 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively), these relational bargaining activities are asserted to be preferred by

the Chinese over interest-integrating activities that, according to Tinsley, are central to the Western

model of conflict management. To test the four propositions and the relational bargaining model, two

empirical studies were conducted. In study 1 Hong Kong students reported that they were more likely

to use relational bargaining behaviours than interests-integrating behaviours to deal with the conflict

scenario in which a fellow group member of the subject was free-riding and did not do his/her share of

the group work properly. In study 2, faced with a conflict scenario of having disagreement with a

group member concerning the best way to complete the group task, Hong Kong students were more

inclined toward a relational bargaining orientation and less inclined to an interests orientation than

American students. These two studies are presented as evidence supporting the relational bargaining

model of the Chinese.

As shown in Chapter 1, the idea that the Chinese will substitute collective-concern for other-

concern is ill-conceived, and the four relational bargaining activities cannot compare with the five con-

flict modes as a taxonomic model of strategic intentions. Here I will show that the two empirical stud-

ies mentioned above failed to lend adequate support to the four propositions regarding the relational

bargaining activities.

First of all, the four propositions are about behaviours of the Chinese managers, but only collegiate

subjects were used in both studies, which is at least inadequate. Strange enough, coopting third party,

the major element of Prop. 1, was not included in either of the two studies, therefore Prop. 1 was never

tested. Study 2 shows that for the given conflict scenario, Hong Kong students were more inclined to

relational bargaining activities and less inclined to an interest-integrating activities than American stu-

dents. These findings of Study 2 are not a direct test of any of the propositions, because the four propo-

sitions all take the form of �the Chinese prefer A to B�, whereas the findings of Study 2 take a different

form of �the Chinese are more (or less) inclined to A (or B) than Americans�.

Study 1 has the results predicted by Prop. 3 and 4: Hong Kong students reported that they were

more likely to use relational bargaining behaviours than interests-integrating behaviours to deal with

the conflict scenario. But the nature of the conflict scenario used in Study 1 is not suitable for the test

of Prop. 3 and 4. Remember that the scenario is about a fellow group member not doing his/her share

of group work properly. This conflict scenario has two special features. 1) The �third parties� in this

scenario (group leader and other group members) are not genuine third parties, because their interests

are also affected like that of the subject�s. Therefore it is out the scope of our discussion on dyad con-

flict. 2) The subject is a fellow group member of the wrongdoing party, rather than the group leader,
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and is one of the many victims, rather than the sole victim, of the free-riding behaviour. Under this

situation, it is the group leader, rather than a fellow group member, who is directly responsible for dis-

ciplinary or interest-integrating activities, and who is more likely to take the free-riding personally.

Integrating in this particular case can be seen as �playing boss� and unnecessarily confrontational for

ordinary group members. The subject can choose to take it personally and engage in aggressive nor-

mative activities, or more likely, s/he can choose to not take it personally and leave it to the group

leader, because of people�s general aversion to conflict and the expected role of the group leader. (This

is what I meant when I say in Chapter 1 that ignoring collective�s interests is unlikely to be taken per-

sonally by other people.) Had the subject been the group leader or the sole victim of the free-riding, the

result could have been quite different. In this sense Study 1 is not the best design to test Prop. 3 and 4;

it shows that Prop. 3 and 4 could be true in some special cases, but it does not support them in their

general form.

In Study 2 the scenario is about two fellow-members disagreeing on the best way to perform the

group task. Since here again it is the group�s interest, rather than only the interests of the two parties,

that is at stake, it is natural for the subjects to go to the group leader and other people for advises. In

this sense, like Study 1, Study 2 is not the best design for the test of the propositions, even if its results

had taken the proper forms.

In addition, there is contradiction between Tinsley�s discussion of the relational bargaining activi-

ties and the positions she puts them in her dual-concern model of the Chinese. In the discussion for

activities 1 and 2, Tinsley states that �gaining decision power by enhancing social status . . . poses little

threat to the harmony of the social collective� (p. 215). To be sure, at least on the surface, �arguing

social legitimacy� has high concern for the collective. But later the same activities are put at a position

with low concern for the collective in the dual-concern space (Fig 3, p. 222). Moreover, for activities 3

and 4 (�ask third party for resolution� and �solicit interests of collective�), their concern for self should

be uncertain, because in both cases the resolution of the third party or the interests of the collective

could be positive or negative in terms of the party�s self-interest. But for unspecified (or lack of) rea-

sons, activity 3 is put at a high self-concern position, and activity 4 is put at a low self-concern position

in the dual-concern space (Fig 3, p. 222), which seems rather arbitrary.
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APPENDIX 1B

Literature on Chinese Interpersonal Conflict and Negotiation

1. Using Self-Report Questionnaires
Author /Subjects Research Q. Tool/Analysis Main Findings Comment
Chiu & Kosinski, 1994

Male graduate business
students:
  HK: 142
  US: 124

Are conflict styles af-
fected by Chinese val-
ues?

Chinese Value Survey
(Chines Culture Con-
nection)
MODE

Analysis:
Discriminant analysis
Canonical correlation

- Compared with HK Ss, US Ss scored higher on Competition,
Accommodation, and Collaboration, but no difference in
Avoidance. Compromising was not discussed.
- HK Ss score higher on Moral discipline than US Ss, but do
not differ from US on other three groups of Chinese values
(Integration, Human-heartedness, Confucian work dynamism).
- Moral discipline, Integration, and Confucian work dynamism
were negatively related to Competitiveness and Collaborative-
ness, and positively related to Avoidance and Accommoda-
tion.

- Chinese are often described as more avoiding than Westerners,
which is not supported here.
- Competing is supposed to be opposite to accommodating, but here
US Ss were found to be both more competing and more accommo-
dating than HK Ss. Need to explain.
 - Why missed out Compromising? No explanation given.

Ting-Toomey et al., 1991

Uni. student:
  Euro-American: 220
  Japanese: 197
  South Korean: 207
  Taiwanese: 224
  PRC: 117 (graduate
level; average age: 20.85;
male 98; Eng. major
81%)

12 hypotheses in three
groups:
- Effect of culture on
face-maintenance.
- Effect of culture on
conflict styles.
- Relationship between
face-maintenance and
conflict styles.

ROCI-II
Face measurement
(Baxter, 1984)
conflict scenario (redo
group work)

Analysis:
MANOVA:
  Culture ⇒ Face
  Culture ⇒ conflict
style
Canonical correlation:
  Face ⇔ conflict style

(�a > b, c� means on the given scale, a has statistically signifi-
cant larger value than b or c do; and b and c are statistically no
different.)

- Effect of culture on face-negotiation:
  Other-face:
    Taiwan, China > Korea > US > Japan
  Self-face: J > T, US, C > K

- Effect of culture on conflict styles:
  Dominating:   US, T, C > K, J
  Integrating:    T > C, US, K > J
  Obliging:      C, T > J > K
                C, T > US
  Avoiding:      C > T > K, J, US
  Compromising: C > T, K, US > J

- Relationship between face-negotiation and conflict style:
   Face-maintenance served as better predictor of conflict style;
   Self-face is associated strongly with avoiding, integrating,
and compromising styles.

- The results for Japanese do not agree with the conventional image of
Japanese: compared with US group, they scored higher on self-face
and lower on other-face; and were less compromising, too. If the
Japanese group was dropped, the results would fit the hypotheses
much better.
- Integrating is not limited to individualistic cultures. It is preferred in
collectivistic culture too. Other research seem to support this. There-
fore H4 is not well conceived. (The paper argued that integrating in
H4 is different from that in ROCI-II)
- In this study, again Taiwan and PRC groups scored higher than US
group on almost every conflict styles, and Japanese group almost
always scored lower than US group. This suggests there is systematic
bias in the group's scores. So scores of any specific style can not be
used directly to compare between cultures like the paper did.
- Mistakes of numbers in Table 2: do not match the description in the
text.
- If culture could explain difference in conflict styles (58% effect
size), why use another dimension of Face-negotiation? It did not show
whether the prediction of styles is improved by adding Face. This
could be tested by MANCOVA treating Face as covariate, to see
whether effect size increases.

Trubisky et al, 1991

Junior level students:
   US: 212;
   Taiwan: 231

1) Effect of individual-
ism/ collectivism on
conflict styles
2) Effect of self-
monitoring

Scenario (re-do group
work)
ROCI-II
Self-monitoring scale

- Taiwan Ss scored higher than US Ss on OB and AV: support
H0;
- Taiwan Ss scored higher than US Ss on IN and CO: do not
support H0;
- No difference between them on DO: do not support H0;
- Self-monitoring has no effects on conflict styles

- The explanations for Taiwan Ss higher INT and COM do not fit
Taiwan Ss higher OBL and AVO.
- Taiwan Ss scored higher on 4 out of the 5 styles, and there was no
difference on the remaining one. This may suggests Taiwan Ss tend to
give higher scores to all of the scales. If this is true, then it is mean-
ingless to compare scores of any single style, and it is only meaningful
to compare the rank of styles between samples. But the ranks here do
not differ much.
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Author /Subjects Research Q. Tool/Analysis Main Findings Comment
Tang & Kirkbride, 1986

Three groups from HK:
Senior government ex-
ecutives (British); senior
government executives
(Chinese); private sector
managers (Chinese).
About 50 Ss each group.
The majority aged 30 -
50.

Differences in conflict
orientations between HK
Chinese and Western
managers in HK

MODE

Analysis:
series of T-Tests

1. The sequence of preference (most to least) of govt. sector
Chinese: Compromising, Avoiding, Collaborating, Competing,
and Accommodating.
2. There is no difference between private and government
sectors Chinese in their conflict style preference, or between
scores on any specific style
3. Compared with British, Chinese score higher on compro-
mise and avoidance and lower on competing and collabora-
tion. No difference on accommodation.
4. The sequences of preferences are, for Chinese: compromise,
avoidance, collaboration, competition, accommodation; for
British: collaboration, competition, compromise, avoidance,
accommodation.

1. Because the styles are likely to be highly related (eg, between com-
peting and accommodation, collaboration and avoidance), the separate
t-test will increase Type I error in a unknown rate. (Tabachnick &
Fidell: 3-4)

Ma et al., 1994

1200 people in industrial
organisations in PRC

The preference of con-
flict styles of the Chinese

ROCI-II - The sequence of preference (most to least):
  with peers:       IN, AV, OB, CO, DO
  with subordinates: IN AO, OB, DO, CO
  with superior:     IN, OB, AV, CO, DO.
   (IN: integrating, AV: avoiding, OB: obliging,
    CO: compromising, DO: dominating)
- The homogeneity of response is highly consistent

Kirkbride et al, 1991

981 HK Chinese: busi-
ness students & mgr.
attending business
courses

How do traditional Chi-
nese values and cognitive
process affect conflict-
handling preference?

MODE Style               Means   Mode
Competing 3.783(5) 3.0
Collaborating 5.785(3) 5.0
Compromising 7.561(1) 8.0
Avoiding 7.043(2) 7.0
Accommodating 5.787(3) 6.0

Homogeneity of response: �(F)airly consistent� (p.375)

�(T)he relative neglect of collaborating orientations reflects
the general Chinese tendency to see conflict as a zero-sum
game with �winners� and �losers�. (p.378)

�traditional Chinese cultural values and cognitive orientations
have influenced the Chinese people to preserve overt harmony
by avoiding confrontation and adopt a non-assertive approach
to conflict resolution.� (P.375)

- The generalisability to mainland is limit by the subjects (HK)
- The homogeneity tests are problematic, with perhaps inflated Type I
error
- Using English: would subjects respond differently from those using
Chinese instrument? (The dual-personality problem, see Brisline et al.,
1973, GB/008: 45-6)
- Preference on compromising: contrary to my result
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2. Conflict Simulation

Author
/Subjects

Research Q. Tool/Analysis Main Findings Comment

Tse, Francis & Walls,
1994

Business executives:
  43 Canadian
  58 PRC who were
studying in Canada

How do country (PRC
vs. Canada), culture
(inter- vs. intra- culture
negotiation), and conflict
(person- vs. task- related
conflict) generate differ-
ent approaches to con-
flict?

In-basket exercise, deci-
sion-making scenario
(joint project negotia-
tion)

Experiment design:
BSF: 2 (Country) by 2
(Culture)
WSF: 2 (conflict),

1. PRC Ss is more sensitive to person- vs. task-related conflict
dichotomy.
2. PRC Ss more negative to conflict than CAN
3. PRC Ss more ready to dichotomise
4. PRC Ss consult more with superior
5. PRC Ss more inclined to use relational elements and self-
esteem as key motivators in negotiation.
6. CAN Ss use more situation as motivation.
7. Both group�s motivation in evaluating joint project did not
change with inter-/intra-cultural conflict or person-/task-
related conflict.
8. Neither group altered its strategy when negotiate across
cultures.
9. PRC Ss perceive the firm with person-related conflict to be
less satisfying, but more controllable
10. Personal conflict generated more negative reactions.
11. Ss tended to use more information-related recommenda-
tions in task-related conflict, but more behavioural recommen-
dations in person-related conflict.
12. Both groups preferred to negotiate with Canadians than
with Chinese.

1. The sample too small.
2. MANOVA, instead of ANOVA, should have been used.
3. The preference of PRC Ss might have be influenced by the special
effect of doing business with Westerners (eg, the possibility of going
overseas).

Leung, 1988

HK: 96 students
    72 non-students
US: 96 students
    72 non-students

Factors leading people to
engage in active pursuit
of a conflict:
- stakes
- stranger/friend
- collectivist/individualist

conflict scenario (refund
for defective appliance:
whether to sue the seller)
Collectivism scale
(friend and coworker
subscales)

- The larger the stakes involved in a dispute, the more likely it
will be pursued;
- A conflict is more likely to be pursued with a stranger than
with a friend.
- Compared with US subjects, HK subjects, who scored higher
on the collectivism scale, were more likely to sue the seller as
a stranger, but were not significantly less likely to sue the
seller as a friend.

- The Chinese are famous for their avoidance of any law suit, just as
the American is famous for their easiness to go to the court. The find-
ing in this research is opposite to these common believes.
- �The seller as a friend� is not �real�: as a friend, he certainly will
refund.
- Apart from the author�s explanation, another explanation is the lim-
ited choice in the scenario: the only choice is the likelihood to sue the
seller. In reality, many conflicts have far more choices for the party to
choose. If the subjects were provided a scenario with more choices, it
might have given a more realistic picture.

Leung, 1987

HK: 96 students
    72 residents
US: 96 students
    72 residents

Determinants of proce-
dural preference in con-
flict
Controlled variable:
culture (Chi-
nese/American), sex,
sample (student/non-
student), relationship
(friend/stranger), status
of third party (high/low).

Conflict scenario (car
accident; choice between
bargaining, mediation,
inquisitorial adjudica-
tion, and adversary adju-
dication)

- Chinese S preferred bargaining & mediation to a larger ex-
tent than did the American S.
- Procedural preference was found to be influenced by the
extent to which the procedures were perceived as fair, favour-
able, animosity reduction, granting the disputants process
control.

- Well designed, and complicated. Good for methodology study.
- The �Regression Analysis� (pp.904-905) is problematic: it should
not have treated BSF and WSF the same way in the regression.
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Ma, 1994

PRC managers and un-
dergraduates

How cooperative or
competitive are Chinese?

Simulation: �Red or
Blue� (similar to Pris-
oner�s Dilemma)

Contrary to widely shared belief of the Chinese non-
competitiveness, the Ss showed high propensity of competi-
tiveness and non-cooperation, in both the student and manager
samples.

The degree of competitiveness might have been exaggerated by the
un-realness of the simulation, to the extent that it might have reflected
more of a competition-fantasy than the degree of competition in the
real world.

Bond et al., 1985

Male undergraduates:
  HK 56
  US 60

The effect of power
distance and collectivism
on the way people re-
sponse to verbal insult

Scenario (verbal insult in
a company board meet-
ing) and responses
(structured and unstruc-
tured)

1. Status (high/low) and group membership (in/out group)
have bigger effects on HK Ss than US Ss.
2. For US Ss alone, an insult from out-group member was
perceived as less acceptable than from in-group member.
3. For HK Ss alone, status affects the acceptability of insult,
but the effects changes with membership: the effect is bigger
for in-group insulting, and no effect for out-group insulting.
Membership affects the unlikeability of insulter, but the effect
changes with status: big effect in high status, and no effect in
low effect.
4. More US Ss advised the president to check the facts than
HK Ss did. HK Ss more frequently advised to meet with the
parties separately, and US Ss advised to meet parties together.
5. US Ss gave more positive comments to the president than
HK Ss did.

1. The result in the left column is my summary, and some of it is dif-
ferent from the authors� conclusion that is un-founded.
2. In Tab 1, for HK Ss, in-group is more acceptable than out -group
for high status, but the relation is opposite for low status. This contra-
diction might be caused by the fact that each S does only one situa-
tion. If Ss are required to judge all 4 situations, there should be no
such inconsistency.

Wolfson & Norden, 1984

Undergraduates (junior)
in a US uni.:
   American: 30
   Chinese: 30

Differences between the
Chinese and North
American:
- the ways to define
interpersonal conflict
- the ways to respond to
such conflict

Filmed interpersonal
conflict (high- and low-
conflict, conversation
between high-school
teacher and student in a
US documentary film)

Compared with US Ss, Chinese Ss
- gave more positive comments on high-conflict episode
- response to the teacher were not contingent on an anticipated
effect;
- felt less compelled to respond to the teacher in a way that
would enhance their self-image;
- experienced greater force to respond with an act that would
elicit a particular response from the teacher.

- Chinese students in overseas is not a good representative of ordinary
Chinese. The number of subjects is also too small.
- Many of the results are contrary to recognised Chinese characters.
- Obviously the authors were not prepared for these results, and the
research design does not allow for further analysis.

Wong, Tjosvold, & Lee,
1992

40 Chinese immigrants to
Canada, 24 from HK,
others from South East
Asia (1 from PRC)

Interview: critical inci-
dent method: respon-
dents described in detail
recent, significant inci-
dents when they were in
conflict with a colleague
at work. Total of 69
incidents.
Analysis:
LISREL

- For the Chinese Ss the relation between goal interdepend-
ence, the interaction dynamics, and the outcome of conflict is
similar to that known for Anglo North Americans. Cooperative
goals lead to positive interaction and outcomes; while coopta-
tive goals were related to negative interaction and outcomes;
and independent goals were not highly related to the interac-
tion and outcomes.
- These results do not argue that Chinese experience and deal
with conflict in ways highly similar to conflict among Anglo-
Americans.

This is not a direct comparison between Chinese and Westerners, and
it used only Chinese Ss. But the results are similar to those found for
Westerners. Good design and analysis.
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APPENDIX 2A

Housing Allocation Criteria

The following �List of Conditions for the Allocation of Housing,� collected by Mayfair Yang (1994),

was drawn up by the state-owned electric fan factory in Beijing in 1982. �This particular factory had

just finished constructing a new apartment building for its own workers and staff and so drew up a list

of logical criteria for awarding each apartment, with a point system to help determine who among the

applicants were the most needy.� (Yang, 1994: 181) The list, in its original order, follows:

1. These with over twenty years service in this factory, and those who have made great contributions

to the factory. (10 points)

2. Those old cadres who participated in the Revolution before the establishment of the country [The

People�s Republic]. (10 point)

3. Intellectuals and scientific-technical personnel. [10 points]

4. Those who have obtained a �Certificate of Intention to Have Only One Child� (dusheng zinu

zheng). (10 points)

5. Those who have been chosen municipal model workers. (10 points)

6. Both spouses working in this factory, and with no other source of housing. (10 points)

7. Those with three generations under one roof. (10 points)

8. Those with existing housing to exchange for this one. (10 points)

9. Those whose living space is less than five square meters per person. (20 points)

10. Those waiting for housing to consummate their legal marriage (male 28, female 25; who have al-

ready obtained their marriage licenses at least one year ago). (20 points)

11. Those with a spouse currently serving in the armed forces. (5 points)

12. Those applicants who are male workers or staff at this factory. (5 points)
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APPENDIX 2B

Booklet Distributed to Subjects During Conflict Simulation

(This is the English translation of the original booklet in Chinese.)

Introduction: In our daily life and work, conflicts of different kinds are inevitable, and the reform

process is also accompanied by new interpersonal conflicts. This research tries to investigate the inter-

personal conflict management within enterprises in our country, so that to enhance our understanding

of conflict management, and to improve the level of conflict management. Your experience in inter-

personal conflict management, as well as your opinion to the relevant questions, are highly valuable to

this study, and we want to know them. Hereby we ask your support and cooperation, and this will be

your contribution to the scientific research. We sincerely thank you for this.

Nature of the Study, Confidentiality, and the Researcher: This research is for academic pur-

pose only, and is not directly related to any specific person or institutions. It does not refer to your or

anybody�s name, and has strict confidential measures. The researcher has been working in management

education for long time, and had been Associate Professor in Department of Management Engineering,

Wuhan Iron and Steel University.

About Answering Questions: To reflect reality accurately, please answer each question ac-

cording to your real opinion or deeds, and do not worry what would other people see it, or what is

the �right� answer etc. Your real opinion or deeds are the right answer.

Please answer the following questions, or tick or circle at the appropriate position (for multiple al-

ternatives in italics, choose only one alternative).

I. Demographic Information

1. Sex: Male; Female

2. Age: ≤25; 26-35; 36-45; 46-55; ≥56

3. Education:

Primary school; Middle school; High school/Technical school;

Secondary specialised school; Certificate in advanced professional training;

Bachelor�s Degree; Master�s Degree

4. Industry Nature of Your Enterprise (e.g.: metallurgical, construction material, machinery etc.):

5. Functional Area of your position:

Production; Procurement or marketing; Finance; Personnel;

Party and Related; R&D; Engineering; Logistics and Administration;

Overall charge; Others

6. Hierarchical level:

Ordinary employee; Office staff; Junior manager;

Middle manager; Senior leader

7. Number of subordinates reporting directly to you:
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0; 1-5; 6-10; 10-20; ≥20

II. Five Basic Strategies for Conflict Management

Faced with a conflict different people often use different methods to deal with it. Although rich in

variety, the ways to deal with conflict can be classified into five basic prototypes (strategies) according

to their objective expected to achieve at the end of the conflict:

Dominating: Try to achieve one�s own goals even if the other�s goals have to be sacrificed.

Compromising: Give and take by both sides with neither a total satisfaction nor a total empty-

handed for either side.

Obliging: Try to satisfy the other even if one�s own desire has to be sacrificed.

Integrating: Try to fully satisfy both sides� desires, treat the other open-heartedly, and find a win-

win solution.

Avoiding: Avoid conflict with the other. Neither insist one�s own nor give-in to other�s desires.

Let the issue takes its own course, and do not care who-win-who-lose.�

Every strategy has its advantages and disadvantages, and the result of its application depends

largely to the strategy of the other party, as shown by Table A1.

Table A1

Possible Results Under Different Combinations of Strategies of the Two Sides a, b

Other�s Strategy

Wang�s

Strategy DO CO OB IN AV

DO (10,-5)/(-5,10) (7, 3) (10, 0) (9, 1) (9, 1)/(2, 2)

CO (3, 7) (5, 5) (7, 3) (6, 4) (6, 4)/(2, 2)

OB (0, 10) (3, 7) (5, 5) (7, 7)/(4, 4) (3, 7)/(2, 2)

IN (1, 9) (4, 6) (7, 7)/(4, 4) (10, 10)/(3, 3) (6, 6)/(2, 2)

AV (1, 9)/(2, 2) (4, 6)/(2, 2) (7, 3)/(2, 2) (6, 6)/(2, 2) (4, 4)/(2, 2)

b DO - dominating; CO - compromising; OB - obliging; IN - integrating; AV - avoiding.
a Numbers in the table represent results corresponding to different combinations of strategies by the

two sides. �(n, m)� means I get n points and the other gets m points; �(a, b)/(c, d)� means there

are two possible results: I get a points and the other gets b points; or I get c points and the other

gets d points.
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III. Conflict Simulation

[Conflict Scenario: Sub-Indebted-High]

Image you have a superior who has a close personal relation with you in general. Thanks to his/her

help through his/her friends, last month your spouse got a good job in a highly profitable company, and

you have not yet repaid properly this favour from him/her. But now you find you are facing a conflict

with him/her. This week your company has a housing unit to sell to staff at half its market value of

¥100,000 RMB (Chinese currency, roughly $1US = ¥8.50 RMB at the time), and people with higher

house-allocation scores have the priority to buy. Both you and your superior want to buy this housing

unit, and you do not know whether this opportunity will come again in the future. You and he/she have

the same house-allocation scores, and both are at the top of the waiting list. After considering all dif-

ferent factors (including both sides� qualifications and personal contacts in the offices concerned), you

feel that if you really want to compete, you have about 50% of chance to win. Given this situation, how

will you deal with this conflict over housing?

To ensure you understand the above conflict scenario accurately, please verify the following char-

acteristics of the conflict situation (select one item for each question).

1. In the above conflict situation, the other side is your

1) Superior 2) Subordinate

2. What was your personal relationship with the other party?

1) You owed the other favours 2) The other had wronged you

3. Is the conflicting issue important?

1) Important 2) Not important

[Selection of Conflict Strategies]

Suppose the above conflict will be solved through ten rounds of interaction. In each round,

you select one of the five strategies described above, and then the convenor will let you know the se-

lection by the other party. Next you decide the scores and accumulated scores for both sides at the cur-

rent round, according to payoffs in Table A1, and record the scores into Table A2. Finally at the end of

10th round, the conflict over housing will be settled according to the final accumulated scores of both

sides in the follow way. The accumulated scores of each party represents the amount of money ex-

empted for the party when he/she buys the house (one point equals ¥100); If both sides accumulate 52

points or more, it means you managed to get another identical housing unit and you both can buy; if

both sides use 7 or more �Dominating�, then neither party can buy the house, and their accumulated

scores also become invalid; in all other situations, the side with higher scores can buy the house with

money exemption commensurate to one�s total score, and the party with lower score can not buy the

house this time, but the accumulated score (i.e., the money exemption) could be used for buying house

next time. Given this situation, which strategy (Dominating, Compromising, Obliging, Integrating,

or Avoiding) would you use to deal with the conflict? Please note that the situation you are facing is:
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the other is your superior; you owed other favours; and the conflict issue is important for you. In

addition please also note:

1) Although you and the other party are in different hierarchical levels, and have different powers

in general, on the specific conflict issue described above, both sides have equal chance to get the

house.

2) The result of the conflict is not necessarily that one gets everything and the other gets

nothing, and it is possible that both get everything or both get nothing, or both get something and

loose something (e.g., although the side with lower scores does not get the house this time, but the ac-

cumulated money exemption could be used in the future).

3) Please select your strategy in each round according to what you will actually do if you

come across the same problem in real life. This is not a contest to see who can �win� or who can get

the highest score, but to see how people deal with inter-personal conflict in different situations. The

selection you feel fitting the above conflict situation the best is the best selection.

Now please start to deal with the conflict over housing in ten rounds as described before, and rec-

ord the result for each round in Table A2. The five conflict strategies are denoted as A, B, C, D, and E

respectively.

[Ten-Round Conflict Simulation: Sub-Indebted-High]

Please answer the following questions: What is the characteristics of the conflict situation you

are facing? (Select one item in each row)

The other party is your: 1) Boss 2) Subordinate

Your relation with the other: 1) Indebted 2) Wronged

Importance of the conflict issue: 1) High 2) Medium 3) Low

Table A2

Record of the Conflict-Resolving Process

Strategies: A - Dominating B - Compromising C - Obliging

D - Integrating E - Avoiding

Strategy Selected

in the Round

Score Earned

in the Round

Accumulated Score

in the Round

Rounds Mine Other�s Mine Other�s Mine Other�s

Round 1

Round 2

. . . .

Round 10

Money Exemption

The Winner

Who can buy the house: If both sides accumulate 52 points or more, both can buy; if both sides

use 7 or more �Dominating�, neither can buy the house, and their accumulated scores become invalid;

in all other situations, the side with higher scores can buy the house with money exemption commensu-
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rate to one�s total score, and the side with lower score can not buy the house this time, but the accu-

mulated score (i.e., the money exemption) could be used for buying house next time.

IV. Rationale of Behaviour in the Conflict Simulation

Please answer the following questions:

1. During the above process of conflict over the housing / holiday / fruit issue, what was your initial

choice? (select one item)

A) Dominating B) Compromising C) Obliging D) Integrating E) Avoiding
What did you intent to achieve with that choice? (select one item)

A) Making sure that I got that housing / holiday / fruit; whether the other side can get it was

his/her business.

B) It is inappropriate for one side to get all the benefits and leaves the other side empty-

handed. It is best that both sides get something.

C) Let the other side take the housing / holiday / fruit; gave (or repaid) him/her a favour.

D) Tried to let both sides have that housing / holiday / fruit.

E) I would rather not have this chance for the housing / holiday / fruit than have conflict with

other people. I do not want to be involved into a conflict.

F) I did not have a set goal; and I chose one option arbitrarily to see the other�s response

first.

G) Others (please specify):

2. Was your initial choice in the simulation appropriate for the conflict situation? Please explain. (se-

lect one item for each question)

1) Considering that the other was your superior / subordinate, was your initial choice appropriate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate
Why was it appropriate / inappropriate?

2) Considering that you were indebted to / had been wronged by the other, was your initial choice

appropriate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate
Why was it appropriate / inappropriate?

3) Considering that housing / holiday / fruit was a high / medium / low stake issue, was your initial

choice appropriate?

A) appropriate B) inappropriate
Why was it appropriate / inappropriate?

4) Apart from the above three factors, what were the other factors which affected your initial

choice?

3. Generally speaking what was the approach by the other during the conflict process?

A) Dominating B) Compromising C) Obliging D) Integrating E) Avoiding
4. Once realised the above approach by the other, in your later choices

1) your desire to get the housing / holiday / fruit for yourself

 A) increased B) decreased C) did not change
2) your desire to let the other get the housing / holiday / fruit
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 A) increased B) decreased C) did not change
3) you retained the initial objective, and made only minor changes in response to the other�s choice

A) yes B) no
4) you did not change. Whatever the other did, there was only one choice for you on this issue

A) yes B) no
5) Others (please specify):

V. Specific Conflict Case

Please recall a real case of friction or conflict you experienced recently with your colleague (any

case will do, but preferably those involving personal interests and important to you), and describe it

briefly. There is no issue of �right� or �wrong�, �good� or �bad� here, and you only need to describe

the actual process of the case.

1. In this case, what is the hierarchical relation between you and the other party? (Select one item)

The other party is your: 1) Superior 2) Subordinate 3) Peer

2. What was your relation with the other party in the past? (If neither item applies, please choose

the one which is closest to your case)

1) Close relation, or you owed the other party favour

2) Estranged relation, or the other party had wronged you in the past

3. What was the specific issue which ignited the conflict?

4. Was the issue just mentioned important to you? (Select one item)

1) Important 2) Unimportant

5. What did you do at the beginning of the conflict process?

6. What was your purpose (intention) of doing that?

7. What did the other party do?

8. According to your judgement, what was the other party�s purpose (intention) of doing that?

9. Once you realised other party�s intention, what did you do next?

10. What was your purpose (intention) of doing that?

11. How was that conflict finally settled?

(Note: In addition to the above contents, a Chinese translation of ROCI-II questionnaire was also in-

cluded in the booklet; see Appendix 4C.)
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APPENDIX 3

Probability of Win-Win Result of IN-IN Combination

When both sides accumulate 52 points or more in the 10-round decision making process of CSS, it

is a win-win result, and both sides are winners. In each round the combination of IN-IN has two

equally possible results of (10, 10) and (3, 3), and the expected score (6.5 points in each round) for the

two sides is the highest among all different combinations (see Table 3.2), therefore it has the highest

possibility of achieving the win-win result. However since the IN-IN combination has also a 50%

chance of getting only 3 points for each side in each round, a win-win result is not guaranteed, even

when a pair uses IN-IN in all the 10 rounds. Mathematically, for n-round IN-IN interactions, the prob-

ability of getting m successful rounds (a round is successful when it has a (10, 10) result), Pm, has a

binomial distribution with p = 1/2, and is calculated as:

Pm = Cn
m ∗ pm ∗ (1-p)n-m = Cn

m ∗ pn = Cn
m ∗ (1/2)n.

If a pair of subjects uses 7 IN-IN�s in the game (n = 7), then the probability of different numbers of

success (m), and their corresponding scores in that 7 rounds, are given in Table 3A.1.

TABLE 3A.1 Number of Success, The Related Scores,

and the Probability when There are 7 Rounds of IN-IN

No. of

Success

(m)

Scores in

7 Rounds
Cm

7

Probability of m suc-

cessess,

Pm
 = Cm

7 ∗ (1/2)7

Probability of m or

more successess,

PM = 
m

7

∑ Pm

7 70 1 .0078 .0078

6 63 7 .0547 .0625

5 56 21 .1641 .2266

4 49 35 .2734 .5000

3 42 35 .2734 .7734

As shown in the last column of Table 3A.1, there are more than 77% of chance that in the 7 rounds

of IN-IN, both sides will get at least 42 points. Therefore, provided a pair can get 10 points for both

sides in other 3 rounds, the 7 IN-IN gives the pair 77% of chance to get the win-win result (i.e., a total

of 52 points for both). It cannot be calculated what is the chance for the pair to get 10 points or more

for both sides in the 3 non IN-IN rounds, since it depends on what the pair uses in the 3 rounds. As-

sume that in the 3 rounds non of the two sides uses DO or AV, and there is no IN-IN either, then the

expected scores for the two sides in the 3 rounds will be (18, 12), (13.5, 17.5), and (14.25, 17.25) if

one uses CO, OB, or IN respectively, all being above the needed 10 points for both sides. Therefore it

is safe to say that 10 points for both sides in the 3 rounds are highly achievable, provided both sides are
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limited to CO, OB and IN. Putting the above together, it can be concluded, as long as the two sides

remain no less than medium-level cooperative (i.e., using CO, OB, or IN) in the 3 non IN-IN rounds,

the 7 IN-IN will have more than 70% chance to get the win-win result.

As the number of IN-IN rounds increases, the chance for the pair to pass the 52-point threshold for

win-win also increases. For example, as shown in Table 3A.2, if a pair uses 8 IN-IN�s, there is a 64%

chance they can pass the threshold within the 8 rounds. Moreover, there is a 86% chance they can get

45 points in the 8 rounds, and for them to reach the 52-point threshold, they only need to get another 7

points for both sides in the remaining 2 rounds. Finally, not shown in the table, if a pair uses IN-IN in

all the 10 rounds, 4 rounds of success is enough to bring the win-win result, and the total chance of

win-win result is about 83%.

TABLE 3A.2 Number of Success, The Related Scores,

and the Probability When There are 8 Rounds of IN-IN

No. of

Success (m)

Scores in

8 Rounds Cm
8

Probability,

Pm
 = Cm

8 ∗ (1/2)8

Accumulated

Probability, 
m

8

∑Pm

8 80 1 .0039 .0039

7 73 8 .0313 .0352

6 66 28 .1094 .1445

5 59 56 .2188 .3633

4 52 70 .2734 .6367

3 45 56 .2188 .8555
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APPENDIX 4A

Allocation Table of Experiment Conditions

     1 MPI4      2 HBW2      3 HPI3      4 HBW2      5 HBI4      6 LPW3      7 MBI4      8 MPW1
     9 LBI3     10 HPW4     11 MBW3     12 HPI2     13 LBI1     14 HBW1     15 MBW3     16 HPW3
    17 MBW3     18 LPW3     19 MPI1     20 MBW3     21 MBW4     22 LPI2     23 MPI4     24 LPW2
    25 HBW3     26 HPW3     27 MBI4     28 HPW1     29 LBW4     30 HPI1     31 HPW1     32 MPW3
    33 MPW4     34 HPI4     35 HBI3     36 MBW3     37 LBW3     38 HBW1     39 HPI3     40 HPW2
    41 LPW3     42 MPW2     43 HBW2     44 HBW1     45 MPW1     46 HBW2     47 HPW3     48 LPW2
    49 LBI3     50 HBW3     51 HBW3     52 MBW2     53 MBW1     54 HBI2     55 HBI1     56 LBW3
    57 MPI2     58 HBI3     59 LPW2     60 LBI4     61 LPI3     62 LPI4     63 MPI2     64 HPW2
    65 MPI4     66 HPW3     67 MPW3     68 HPI4     69 LBW4     70 LBI4     71 MPI4     72 HPW1
    73 LPW4     74 HPI4     75 MPI2     76 MBI1     77 HBI2     78 HBW4     79 MBI2     80 MBI2
    81 HBW4     82 HPI3     83 LPI1     84 MBW3     85 HBW1     86 MBI1     87 MBI1     88 HBI2
    89 LBW2     90 LBI2     91 MPI3     92 MBW3     93 LBW1     94 LPW4     95 LBI1     96 MPI3
    97 MPW4     98 LPW1     99 LBI1    100 HBW4    101 LPI1    102 MPI4    103 LPW1    104 HBW2
   105 HBI4    106 LPI3    107 HPI1    108 MPI1    109 HPI4    110 HPW1    111 LPI1    112 HBW4
   113 LPI1    114 LBW3    115 HBI1    116 LBW2    117 MPI2    118 LPI4    119 LBW3    120 MPI2
   121 MBI2    122 HPW2    123 LPW4    124 HBW1    125 LPI4    126 HPI2    127 LPI1    128 MBW4
   129 LPI4    130 LBW2    131 MBW2    132 HBI3    133 HPI2    134 MBW4    135 HBI4    136 LPW1
   137 LPW4    138 MPW1    139 HBW1    140 MPI1    141 LBW2    142 LPI2    143 HPW4    144 LPW3
   145 LBI1    146 HPI4    147 LBW4    148 MBI3    149 LBI2    150 LBW1    151 LPW1    152 LPW2
   153 MPW4    154 HBI2    155 MBI4    156 LPW1    157 MBW4    158 HPI4    159 LBI1    160 MPI3
   161 HBW2    162 MPW3    163 LBW2    164 HPI4    165 LPI3    166 HBI1    167 MBW1    168 MBI1
   169 HPW2    170 MBW2    171 LBW1    172 LBI4    173 HPI2    174 MPI1    175 LBI3    176 LBI2
   177 MPW4    178 MPW2    179 LBI2    180 MPW4    181 HBI4    182 MBI3    183 LBI3    184 LBW4
   185 LPW3    186 HPI3    187 LPI1    188 MBI1    189 HBW4    190 MBI4    191 LBW3    192 HBI2
   193 HPI1    194 MPI2    195 MBI4    196 MBI4    197 MPI1    198 HPI3    199 LBW3    200 MPW1
   201 HPI2    202 MPW3    203 LPW3    204 MBI2    205 HPW4    206 HPW1    207 HPW1    208 HBW3
   209 LPW2    210 LBW3    211 LBW1    212 MBW1    213 LPW1    214 LPI2    215 HBI2    216 LBI4
   217 MBI4    218 MPW3    219 LPI2    220 MPW3    221 HPW2    222 LBW4    223 MPI1    224 MPI1
   225 MBW4    226 HPI2    227 LPI4    228 HBI2    229 HPI4    230 LPW1    231 LBI3    232 LPW2
   233 HPW3    234 LBI1    235 LPI4    236 LBW4    237 LPI3    238 LPW4    239 MBW1    240 MBW1
   241 HPI2    242 HPI3    243 LBI3    244 MBI3    245 HBW3    246 LBI2    247 MBI3    248 HPW4
   249 MPI3    250 HBI1    251 MBW2    252 HPI1    253 HBI3    254 MBW2    255 HBI2    256 LPW1
   257 MBI3    258 LBW3    259 MBI1    260 MPW1    261 MPW2    262 MPI2    263 LBI4    264 HBI1
   265 MPW3    266 LPI2    267 HPI1    268 LBW2    269 HBI1    270 HPW1    271 HPI3    272 HPW1
   273 HBW2    274 LPW4    275 HPW3    276 MBW1    277 LBI3    278 LBI3    279 LBI4    280 LBW1
   281 LPW2    282 HBI4    283 MPW2    284 LPI1    285 HPW2    286 MBI2    287 HBW2    288 HBI3
   289 LPW4    290 MPI4    291 MBI3    292 MBW1    293 HBI4    294 MPI3    295 HPW4    296 HBI1
   297 MPI2    298 HPW2    299 MBW2    300 LBI1    301 MPW1    302 LBW4    303 MPW2    304 MBW2
   305 LPI2    306 MPW3    307 LBW1    308 HBW1    309 HPI1    310 LPI2    311 HPW4    312 MBW4
   313 LPI3    314 MBI3    315 HBW3    316 LPW3    317 LBI2    318 HPI2    319 LPI4    320 LPI4
   321 MBI1    322 LPI3    323 MBI3    324 MBI4    325 HPI3    326 MBW2    327 MPW4    328 HBI3
   329 MPI1    330 MPW2    331 HPW4    332 LBI4    333 LPI3    334 HBW4    335 MBW4    336 MBI2
   337 MPW1    338 LBI2    339 MPW2    340 LBW1    341 HBI3    342 LBI2    343 MBW4    344 MPI3
   345 MPI3    346 HBW3    347 HPW2    348 LPW3    349 HPW3    350 MBI2    351 MPI3    352 LPW4
   353 LBW1    354 MBI1    355 MPW2    356 LBW4    357 LBI4    358 HPI1    359 HBW1    360 HPW3
   361 HBW4    362 HBW3    363 LBW2    364 MBW1    365 MPI4    366 LBW2    367 LPW2    368 HBW4
   369 MPW4    370 MPW4    371 MBW3    372 LPI3    373 MBI2    374 HBI1    375 LBI1    376 LPI2
   377 HBI4    378 HBI3    379 LPI1    380 HBI4    381 MPW1    382 HPI1    383 MPI4    384 HPW4
Note: In each cell the number is the subject ID, and the combination of the four characters indicates the experimental
condition: the 1st character is for Stake (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low), the 2nd is for Hierarchy (P: suPerior; B: suB-
ordinate), the 3rd is for Past-Relationship (I: Indebted; W: Wronged), and the 4th is for Other's-Strategy (1: DO; 2:
CO; 3: OB; 4: IN).
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APPENDIX 4B

SPSS Syntax for the Test of Hypotheses

1. Test of hypothesis HS
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /Transform=Special( 1 1 1 1 1, 1 0 -2 1 0, 1 0 0 -1 0, 0 0 1 0 �1, 4 -1 -1 -1 -1)
 /Rename Const divo dvi ova T5
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT EFSIZE ) Transform
 /Analysis=(divo dvi)
 /Contrast(stk)=Helmert
 /Design1 stk
 /Analysis=(ova)
 /Contrast(stk)=Repeated
 /Design2 stk .

2. Test of hypotheses HP, HHS
2.1 Test of HP, and part of HHS, contrasts STKH/ML x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,

 STKM/L x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA for HHS .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /WSFACTORS mod(5)
 /Contrast(mod)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
 /Contrast(par)=Helmert
 /Contrast(stk)=Helmert
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /design1 par hie*stk .

2.2 Test of part of HHS, contrast HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
holding STK=High and STK=Low respectively .

SORT CASES BY stk .
SPLIT FILE  SEPARATE BY stk .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) ost(1 4)
 /WSFACTORS mode(5)
 /Contrast(mode)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
 /Contrast(par)=Helmert
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /design1 hie .
SPLIT FILE
 OFF.
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3. Test of Hypothesis for Other�s-Strategy: HO1, HO2, HO3, HO4
Note: Analysis - 1st set (those before "/") used for test of HO1, HO2, HO3 ;
             2nd set (those after "/") used for test of HO4 .
3.1 Test for part of HO1, HO4
MANOVA
 ndo1 ndo2 nco1 nco2 nob1 nob2 nin1 nin2 nav1 nav2
 BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /Transform=Special( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
           4 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
          -1 -1 4 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
          -1 -1 -1 -1 4 4 -1 -1 -1 -1
          -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 4 4 -1 -1
          -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
          -4 4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
           1 -1 -4 4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
           1 -1 1 -1 4 -4 1 -1 1 -1
           1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -4 4 1 -1)
 /Rename Const DvCOIA CvDOIA T3 T4 Stg SDvCOIA SCvDOIA T9 T10
 /CONTRAST (ost)=Deviation(4)
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT EFSIZE ) Transform
 /Analysis=(DvCOIA CvDOIA/ SDvCOIA SCvDOIA)
 /Design1 ost .

3.2 Test for HO1, HO2, HO3, and HO4
MANOVA
 ndo1 ndo2 nco1 nco2 nob1 nob2 nin1 nin2 nav1 nav2
 BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /Transform
   =Special( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
           4 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
          -1 -1 -1 -1 3 3 0 0 -1 -1
          -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 3 3 -1 -1
           0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 -1 -1
          -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
          -4 4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
           1 -1 1 -1 -3 3 0 0 1 -1
           1 -1 1 -1 0 0 -3 3 1 -1
           0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1 -1 )
 /Rename Const DvCOIA OvDCA IvDCA T5 Stg SDvCOIA SOvDCA SIvDCA T10
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT EFSIZE ) Transform
 /Analysis=(DvCOIA OvDCA IvDCA/ SDvCOIA SOvDCA SIvDCA)
 /Contrast(ost)=Special(1 1 1 1, 3 -1 -1 -1, -1 -1 2 0, -1 -1 0 2)
 /Design2 ost .

4. Design for HOPH .
4.1 Test for contrast HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding OST=CO & PAR=Wronged .
USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(ost = 2 & par = 2).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'ost = 2 & par = 2 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) stk(1 3)
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 /WSFACTORS mode(5)
 /Contrast(mode)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
/METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /design hie .

4.2 Test for contrast PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA, holding OST=CO .
USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(ost = 2).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'ost = 2 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3)
 /WSFACTORS mode(5)
 /Contrast(mode)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
 /Contrast(par)=Difference
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /design hie*par .

4.3 Test for contrasts (1) OSTC/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (2) OSTC/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (3) OSTI/D x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (4) OSTI/O x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
   holding PAR=Wronged .
USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(par = 2).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'par = 2 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /WSFACTORS mode(5)
 /Contrast(mode)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
 /Contrast(stk)=Helmert
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /CONTRAST(ost)=special(1 1 1 1, -1 1 0 0, 0 1 -1 0, 0 1 0 -1)
 /design1 hie*ost
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 /Contrast(ost)=special(1 1 1 1, -1 0 0 1, 0 0 -1 1, -1 1 0 0)
 /design2 hie*ost .

4.4 Test for contrasts (1) OSTC/D x PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (2) OSTC/O x PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (3) OSTI/D x PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA,
                  (4) OSTI/O x PARW/I x HIESub/Sup x MODIO/DA .
FILTER OFF.
USE ALL.
EXECUTE .
MANOVA
 ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie(1 2) par(1 2) stk(1 3) ost(1 4)
 /WSFACTORS mode(5)
 /Contrast(mode)=Special(1 1 1 1 1, -1 0 1 1 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0, 1 0 0 0 -1, 1 -4 1 1 1)
 /Rename Const iovda ivo dva T5
 /CONTRAST(hie)=Helmert
 /Contrast(stk)=Helmert
 /Contrast(par)=Difference
 /METHOD UNIQUE
 /ERROR WITHIN
 /POWER T(.05) F(.05)
 /PRINT SIGNIF( MULT univa EFSIZE Average ) Param(estim) transform
 /Wsdesign mode(1)
 /CONTRAST(ost)=special(1 1 1 1, -1 1 0 0, 0 1 -1 0, 0 1 0 -1)
 /design1 hie*par*ost
 /Contrast(ost)=special(1 1 1 1, -1 0 0 1, 0 0 -1 1, -1 1 0 0)
 /design2 hie*par*ost .

5. Multidimension scaling for CMS data
PROXIMITIES ndo nco nob nin nav /PRINT NONE /MATRIX
 OUT('C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\spssalsc.tmp')
 /MEASURE=CHISQ /STANDARDIZE=NONE /VIEW=VARIABLE .
SPLIT FILE OFF.
ALSCAL
 /MATRIX= IN('C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\spssalsc.tmp')
 /LEVEL=ORDINAL
 /CONDITION=MATRIX
 /MODEL=EUCLID
 /CRITERIA=CONVERGE(.001) STRESSMIN(.005) ITER(30) CUTOFF(0) DIMENS(2,2)
 /PLOT=DEFAULT
 /PRINT=HEADER .
ERASE FILE='C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\spssalsc.tmp'.

6. Analysis of unsymmetrical effects of IVs and graph
COMPUTE ucop = 10-coop .
EXECUTE .
GLM
  asst ucop BY hie par stk ost
  /WSFACTOR = dim 2 Polynomial
  /METHOD = SSTYPE(3)
  /PLOT = PROFILE( par*dim*hie stk*dim ost*dim )
  /CRITERIA = ALPHA(.05)
  /WSDESIGN = dim
  /DESIGN  .

7. Other graphs in Chapter 4
GLM
  ndo nco nob nin nav BY hie par stk ost
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  /WSFACTOR = mode 5 Polynomial
  /METHOD = SSTYPE(3)
  /PLOT = PROFILE( stk*mode mode*hie*stk mode*par mode*ost )
  /CRITERIA = ALPHA(.05)
  /WSDESIGN = mode
  /DESIGN  .
GRAPH
  /LINE(MULTIPLE)MEAN(coopr) BY ost BY hie
  /MISSING=REPORT.
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APPENDIX 4C

Actual Distribution of Conflict Mode Usage under Complex Situations

I. Past-Relationship & Stakes Combination: Complex situations (1) & (2)

Conflict Mode Usage

Total

NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

PAR=Ind. & STK=H* Count 102 113 102 239 84 640

Row % 15.9% 17.7% 15.9% 37.3% 13.1% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -.1 -.8 -3.1 6.7 -3.5

PAR=Ind. & STK=M Count 43 116 176 176 129 640

Row % 6.7% 18.1% 27.5% 27.5% 20.2% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -7.0 -.5 4.9 .5 1.5

PAR=Ind. & STK=L Count 33 114 257 122 114 640

Row % 5.2% 17.8% 40.2% 19.1% 17.8% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -8.2 -.7 13.6 -4.8 -.2

PAR=W. & STK=H Count 184 129 53 205 69 640

Row % 28.8% 20.2% 8.3% 32.0% 10.8% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 9.6 .9 -8.3 3.3 -5.2

PAR=W. & STK=M Count 162 117 67 132 162 640

Row % 25.3% 18.3% 10.5% 20.6% 25.3% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 7.0 -.4 -6.8 -3.8 5.3

PAR=W. & STK=L* Count 91 135 128 152 134 640

Row % 14.2% 21.1% 20.0% 23.8% 20.9% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -1.4 1.6 -.3 -1.9 2.1

Total Count 615 724 783 1026 692 3840

Row % 16.0% 18.9% 20.4% 26.7% 18.0% 100.0%

*Complex situations
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I. Past-Relationship & Other�s-Strategy Combination: Complex situations (3) & (4)

Conflict Mode Usage

Total

NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

PAR=Ind. & OST=DO* Count 101 70 103 97 109 480

Row % 21.0% 14.6% 21.5% 20.2% 22.7% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 3.2 -2.6 .6 -3.4 2.9

PAR=Ind. & OST=CO Count 23 108 137 148 64 480

Row % 4.8% 22.5% 28.5% 30.8% 13.3% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -7.2 2.2 4.7 2.2 -2.9

PAR=Ind. & OST=OB Count 27 75 151 132 95 480

Row % 5.6% 15.6% 31.5% 27.5% 19.8% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -6.6 -1.9 6.4 .4 1.1

PAR=Ind. & OST=IN Count 27 90 144 160 59 480

Row % 5.6% 18.8% 30.0% 33.3% 12.3% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -6.6 -.1 5.6 3.5 -3.5

PAR=W. & OST=DO Count 190 79 48 81 82 480

Row % 39.6% 16.5% 10.0% 16.9% 17.1% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 15.1 -1.4 -6.0 -5.2 -.6

PAR=W. & OST=CO Count 99 110 65 109 97 480

Row % 20.6% 22.9% 13.5% 22.7% 20.2% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 2.9 2.4 -4.0 -2.1 1.3

PAR=W. & OST=OB* Count 72 109 72 147 80 480

Row % 15.0% 22.7% 15.0% 30.6% 16.7% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -.6 2.3 -3.1 2.1 -.8

PAR=W. & OST=IN Count 76 83 63 152 106 480

Row % 15.8% 17.3% 13.1% 31.7% 22.1% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -.1 -.9 -4.2 2.6 2.5

Total Count 615 724 783 1026 692 3840

Row % 16.0% 18.9% 20.4% 26.7% 18.0% 100.0%

*Complex situations
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III. Stakes & Other�s-Strategy Combination: Complex situations (5) & (6)

Conflict Mode Usage

Total

NDO NCO NOB NIN NAV

STK=H & OST=DO Count 112 53 19 80 56 320
Row % 35.0% 16.6% 5.9% 25.0% 17.5% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 9.7 -1.1 -6.7 -.7 -.3
STK=H & OST=CO Count 58 77 41 110 34 320

Row % 18.1% 24.1% 12.8% 34.4% 10.6% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. 1.1 2.5 -3.5 3.2 -3.6

STK=H & OST=OB* Count 55 45 63 124 33 320
Row % 17.2% 14.1% 19.7% 38.8% 10.3% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. .6 -2.3 -.3 5.1 -3.7
STK=H & OST=IN Count 61 67 32 130 30 320

Row % 19.1% 20.9% 10.0% 40.6% 9.4% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. 1.6 1.0 -4.8 5.9 -4.2

STK=M & OST=DO Count 101 50 53 49 67 320
Row % 31.6% 15.6% 16.6% 15.3% 20.9% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 7.9 -1.5 -1.8 -4.8 1.4
STK=M & OST=CO Count 42 62 56 78 82 320

Row % 13.1% 19.4% 17.5% 24.4% 25.6% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. -1.5 .2 -1.3 -1.0 3.7

STK=M & OST=OB Count 30 75 59 73 83 320
Row % 9.4% 23.4% 18.4% 22.8% 25.9% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -3.4 2.2 -.9 -1.6 3.8
STK=M & OST=IN Count 32 46 75 108 59 320

Row % 10.0% 14.4% 23.4% 33.8% 18.4% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. -3.1 -2.1 1.4 3.0 .2

STK=L & OST=DO* Count 78 46 79 49 68 320
Row % 24.4% 14.4% 24.7% 15.3% 21.3% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. 4.3 -2.1 2.0 -4.8 1.6
STK=L & OST=CO Count 22 79 105 69 45 320

Row % 6.9% 24.7% 32.8% 21.6% 14.1% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. -4.7 2.8 5.8 -2.2 -1.9

STK=L & OST=OB Count 14 64 101 82 59 320
Row % 4.4% 20.0% 31.6% 25.6% 18.4% 100.0%

Adj. Resid. -5.9 .5 5.2 -.5 .2
STK=L & OST=IN Count 10 60 100 74 76 320

Row % 3.1% 18.8% 31.3% 23.1% 23.8% 100.0%
Adj. Resid. -6.6 .0 5.0 -1.5 2.8

Total Count 615 724 783 1026 692 3840
Row % 16.0% 18.9% 20.4% 26.7% 18.0% 100.0%

* Complex situations
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APPENDIX 4D

General Tendencies in Conflict Mode Usage Measured by ROCI-II

(It is best to read this appendix after Chapter Four.)

The ROCI-II data were collected in this study to be used as covariates, so that the potential con-

founding of general tendencies in conflict mode usage can be controlled on the one hand, and the

power of analysis of the situational factors can be increased on the other hand. As discussed in Chapter

One, ROCI-II is one of the few instruments widely used in the literature for the study of conflict styles

(van de Vliert, 1997; Thomas, 1992).  But because of its format (context-free self-report questionnaire,

and all questions are positively presented), its application to the Chinese has raised some unanswered

questions (Leung, 1997; see Chapter One). One of the questions is how well the ROCI-II scores predict

behaviour. Therefore in addition to the above purposes, the ROCI-II scores in this study can also be

compared with CMS behaviour to see how well the former predict the latter, which can be seen as a

preliminary assessment of ROCI-II�s predictive validity. For these reasons Form C of ROCI-II (Rahim

Organisational Conflict Inventory) was translated into the Chinese,1 and subjects completed the ques-

tionnaire after finishing the CMS simulation and the report of their experience of real world conflict.

Before the ROCI-II data were analysed in terms of the five conflict modes, principal components

factor analysis with varimax rotation was used to check the underlying structure of the ROCI-II scores.

By the criterion of eigenvalue larger than one, eight factors were extracted. When a five-factor extrac-

tion was forced, however, all items loaded on the five factors in the same way as Rahim�s solution ex-

cept Item 19 (�I often go along with the suggestions of my colleague�), which loaded on Integrating

instead of the Obliging scale. The two scales were modified accordingly. The reliability, using Cron-

bach α, of scores of the five conflict modes were: obliging (ROB), .75; integrating (RIN), .75; avoid-

ing (RAV), .71; dominating (RDO), .64; and compromising (RCO), .49.

4D.1  The low reliability of RCO and RDO and social desirability

Note that the reliabilities of RDO and particularly RCO are very low compared with the conven-

tion of Cronbach α ≥ .70 (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995). Reliability is an indicator of the

degree to which the different items share in their measurement of the same construct (Hair et al., 1995).

Thus, for the sample in this study the different items of RCO or RDO scales in ROCI-II may not meas-

ure the same thing.

                                                
1 A method suggested by Wang (1993) was used in the translation of ROCI-II, which includes an inde-

pendent parallel translation followed by joint discussion and validation by four bilingual scholars.
This method has proved effective in China studies (Xie, 1995; Wang, 1993). Rather than presenting
Other as having the same hierarchy level as the subject (which is what Form C of ROCI-II does), in
the Chinese translation hierarchy was kept vague by referring the other party as a �colleague� of the
subject, so that the same form can be used by all subjects. I thank Dr Xi�an Liu, Ms Chunhong Yu,
Ms Yuping Wang and Dr Ken Armitage for their help in translating ROCI-II.
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The RCO scale consists of four items: Items 7, 14, 15, and 20. Item 15, �I negotiate with my col-

league so that a compromise can be reached�, had a much lower score than the other three items, 2

which may have been caused by the Chinese translation of the verb �to negotiate�. The dictionary

translation of �negotiation� in Chinese is tanpan (Lu, 1993), but tanpan is used for political or formal

business dealings and rarely used for bargaining of personal issues in everyday language. It is like us-

ing �to declare war� to describe �having a small confrontation� with your neighbour in spoken English

� People may understand it when you use it, but they normally do not use it themselves. Thus, in the

Chinese translation I used the expression �taojia huanjia� - asking and counter-offering prices, or bar-

gaining.3 Although this expression has a slightly derogatory connotation in Chinese, it catches the es-

sence of the negotiating everybody does in everyday life, and it is commonly used in spoken language.

However, the result indicates that subjects were sensitive to the expression taojia huanjia and did not

want to be seen as using it. By contrast the Chinese translations of the verbs in other three items of the

RCO scale have a neutral connotation which the subjects had no problem to accept, such as �find a

middle course� (Item 7), �propose a middle ground� (Item 14), or �give and take� (Item 20). This se-

mantic difference may be part of the reason for the different subject responses to the four items of

RCO. In hindsight a different translation for �negotiate� (e.g. xieshang) should have been used in this

particular context.

The RDO scale has five items: Items 8, 9, 18, 21, and 25. All five items emphasise having one�s

own idea or decision accepted, but they differ in the means one uses. In Items 9 and 25, one uses one�s

authority or power to win the competition, which borders on jobbery or abuse of power and is socially

undesirable; in the other three items one relies on one�s influence (Item 8), expertise (Item 18), or

firmness (Item 21) to get things done, all of which are legitimate and socially desirable. Not surpris-

ingly, Items 9 and 25 had much lower average scores than other three items.4 While it needs more rig-

orous test to confirm the social desirability bias of ROCI-II for the Chinese, which is beyond the task

of this study, the examples of RCO and RDO suggest that its existence is at least suspectable. For this

reason the analysis of ROCI-II data below shall be taken as explorative only.

4D.2  ROCI-II�s (lack of) power effect and predictive validity

Having discussed the problem of reliability of ROCI-II scores, in the following I will ignore this

problem for the moment and use these scores as if they were reliable. The overall mean scores of the

384 subjects on the five conflict modes by ROCI-II, in the descending order, were RIN 4.02 (.41),

RAV 3.43 (.61), RCO 3.38 (.52), ROB 3.19 (.67), and RDO 3.11 (.64) respectively, with standard de-

viations in the parentheses. The higher the score, the more likely the mode is used by the subjects ac-

                                                
2 The overall mean score and standard deviation (in the brackets) were 2.42 (.92) for Item 15 and 3.86

(.79), 3.58 (.82), and 3.68 (.78) for other three items respectively. All ROCI-II scores range between
1 (�Strongly disagree�) and 5 (�Strongly agree�).

3 In one of the examples given in the authoritative English-Chinese Dictionary (Lu, 1993), �negotia-
tion� is translated as taojia huanjia.

4 The mean score and standard deviation were 2.51 (1.03) and 2.57 (1.09) for Items 9 and 25 and 3.68
(.99), 3.52 (.94), and 3.28 (.91) for Items 8, 18, and 21 respectively.
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cording to their self-report. This ranking is the same as reported in Ting-Toomey et al. (1991) and Ma

et al. (1994).

As indicated above, the primary reasons of using ROCI-II in this study were to filter out the con-

founding of personal differences in tendencies of conflict behaviour and to increase the power of

analysis for situational factors. For these purposes the statistical procedures similar to those in Chapter

Four, but with the addition of ROCI-II scores as the covariates, were conducted. The result shows,

however, that the inclusion of ROCI-II scores does not improve the power in most parts of the analysis,

and in the few exceptions the improvement is negligible.5 This suggests that for the sample of this

study there is no need to be concerned with the confounding of personal difference in general tenden-

cies of conflict behaviour as measured by ROCI-II. For that reason the analysis in Chapter Four did not

include ROCI-II scores.

Another reason for using ROCI-II in the current study was to compare ROCI-II data with the

simulation result to see how well self-report predicts behaviour in the simulation. The ability to predict

behaviour, or the predictive validity, is the ultimate criterion for the usefulness of instruments such as

ROCI-II. To my knowledge no research on the predictive validity of ROCI-II has ever been reported

before. Although conflict behaviour in the real world is the final criterion, subject behaviour in CMS

provides a good opportunity for a preliminary test of ROCI-II�s predictive validity. Apart from the

necessity and acceptability of using simulation in research as a proxy and substitute for real world con-

flict behaviour (see discussion in Chapter One and Two), one particular advantage of using CMS be-

haviour to test ROCI-II�s predictive validity is the diversified conflict scenarios in CMS.

ROCI-II measures general tendencies in conflict behaviour without referring to any particular con-

flict situation (Rahim, 1983a). A tendency is so named because it persists despite situational fluctua-

tions, and behaviour found in one single case cannot be called a tendency. Therefore a tendency can

only be identified across multiple and different situations. As indicated by Womack, �A better test of

[an instrument�s] predictive validity is its ability to identify an individual�s preferred mode across

many different contexts� (1988, p. 335). The self-claimed high tendency to use Integrating, as shown

by the ROCI-II scores, can only be confirmed if subjects actually used IN more than any other modes

throughout different conflict scenarios, after removing the effects of situational factors. In this sense

CMS provides an ideal opportunity for the test of ROCI-II�s predictive validity: it contains 12 scenar-

ios and 48 experimental conditions.

For the above reasons, four separate hierarchical regressions (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989) were

performed to determine, after adjusting for differences in situational parameters, whether ROCI-II

scores predicted subject behaviour in CMS.6 In each equation one of the four CMS scores (NDO,

                                                
5 The regression coefficient of ROCI-II scores was significant for only three contrasts of the conflict

modes: MODIO/DA, MODDI/O, and MODO/DCA, which improved the results for hypotheses HHS and
HS slightly.

6 As discussed in Chapter Four, the scores of the five conflict modes in CMS sum up to 10, so one of
the five scores has to be dropped in the analysis to avoid singularity (SPSS Inc., 1997). Given the
low reliability of RCO shown above, it was decided to drop the CO mode, so only scores for DO,
OB, IN and AV were used in the analysis. Since these four modes are still correlated in CMS, multi-
variate techniques are more appropriate (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). A MANCOVA was thus per-
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NOB, NIN, or NAV) was the dependent variable; the four dummy coded situational factors (Hierarchy,

Past-Relationship, Stakes, and Other�s-Strategy) entered the equation in Step 1, and the corresponding

ROCI-II score entered in Step 2. The result shows that in each equation, by adding the ROCI-II score

to the situational factors, the prediction of CMS behaviour is improved by less than 1% (i.e., Incre-

mental R2 < .01), insignificant at the α = .05 level. Thus it has to be concluded that for the current sam-

ple, ROCI-II did not predict subject behaviour in the simulation beyond contributions by the situational

factors.

4D.3 The homogeneity of ROCI-II scores by the Chinese

One possible explanation of ROCI-II�s low predictive validity and its lack of effects on the power

of analysis is the two-fold lack of variability of ROCI-II scores among the Chinese managers. First,

ROCI-II scores in this study conflated subjects with different demographic characteristics. The rela-

tionship between ROCI-II scores and four demographic variables (age, education, managerial level,

and number of immediate subordinates) was examined by canonical correlation analysis (Tabachnick

& Fidell, 1989), and the two significant canonical variates on the set of ROCI-II scores had a total re-

dundancy of 0.04. That is, the four demographic variables jointly explained only 4% of the variance in

ROCI-II scores. A similar result was encountered in a study I did earlier (Ma et al., 1994), where the

ranking of the five modes were the same across different demographic groups among more than 1000

Chinese managers (see Chapter One). Second, the subjects in different experimental conditions of

CMS also had similar ROCI-II scores. This is revealed by a profile analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell,

1989) of ROCI-II scores treating the four situational factors as independent variables.7

Thus, regardless of the demographic characteristics or the experimental conditions one happened

to be in, all subjects in this study reported similar ROCI-II scores. Rather than indicating that everyone

had the same tendency in the use of conflict modes, these homogenous responses to ROCI-II suggest

the existence of social desirability bias. As argued in Chapter One, it is hard for all subjects to share the

same tendencies in conflict behaviour, but it is much easier for them to share the same understanding

on what behaviour is socially desirable. Although the problem of social desirability of ROCI-II has

been controlled for American subjects (Rahim, 1983b) during the development of this instrument, it is

unknown whether social desirability is also controlled for non-American subjects such as the Chinese.

The evidence found in this study strongly suggests that it is not. The constraints on Chinese response to

questionnaires discussed by Xie (1995) (see Chapter One) may have been relaxed after more than 20

                                                                                                                                           
formed, treating the four CMS score as the dependent variables, the dummy-coded situational factors
as covariates, and the four ROCI-II scores, dichotomised by their medians, as the independent vari-
ables.  The result shows there is no significant main or interaction effects. This result agrees with the
univariate multiple regressions, so only the latter is reported here for the sake of simplicity.

7 It was shown above that ROCI-II scores did not explain subject behaviour in CMS after the effects of
four situational factors have been removed. The analysis here shows that ROCI-II scores did not ac-
count for CMS behaviour even before the effects of situational factors were removed. To exclude
potential confounding of the effect of sex, the canonical correlation and profile analysis described
here were also applied to the male sub-sample who made up 85% of the total sample, and the conclu-
sions remained the same.
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years of reform; but issues such as personal conflicts are still highly sensitive, and it is not unlikely that

people will give socially desirable answers to the ROCI-II questionnaire.

4D.4 Theory-based verification of ROCI-II scores

In Chapter Four the applicability of the two-dimension model to the Chinese and the validity of

CMS have been verified in two steps: comparing the intercorrelations of conflict modes with their

theoretical distances, and comparing the empirical configuration derived from CMS data with the theo-

retical one shown in Figure 4.1. The same techniques were used for the verification of ROCI-II scores

as well. First, the Spearman rank correlation between the ten intercorrelations among the five conflict

modes by ROCI-II and the ten theoretical distances in Figure 4.1 is insignificant (rs= -.52, p > .05),

indicating the lack of the similarity between the empirical pattern of associations among the ROCI-II

scores and the theoretical pattern of associations specified by the two-dimension model.

Second, by the multidimensional scaling technique, the configuration of the five ROCI-II scores

was derived, as shown by the figure on the left side of Figure 4D.1. The figure fits the data well with

low stress,8 but it does not resemble to the theoretical model of Figure 1.1. As a comparison, the con-

figuration of the five conflict modes in CMS is also included in Figure 4D.1 on the right side, which

has already been shown in Figure 4.2.9 In both configurations the length of the arrows indicates how

much the observed position (the end of the arrow) of that conflict mode deviated from its theoretical

position (the head of the arrow). It is obvious that the configuration on the right side of Figure 4D.1

has shorter arrows than those on the left side, thus the CMS configuration has a much better match to

the theoretical model than the ROCI-II configuration does. In the ROCI-II configuration, the modes of

Obliging (ROB), Dominating (RDO), especially Avoiding (RAV), were deviated from their theoretical

positions to a much larger extent. Given this result, as well as the insignificant Spearman rank correla-

tion discussed above, it has to be concluded that the validity of ROCI-II scores in this study is not sup-

ported.

                                                
8 The 2-dimension Euclidean distance model fitted to the data has Yang�s S-stress = .050 (formula 1),

Kruskal�s Stress = .052 (formula 1), RSQ = .9819.
9 Note that in Figure 4.2 the configuration of CMS data has Dimension 2 on the x-axis whereas in Fig-

ure 6.4 it has Dimension 1 on the x-axis (see footnote 2, Chapter Four).
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Figure 4D.1  Configurations of Conflict Modes in ROCI-II and CMS

and Their Levels of Deviation from the Theoretical Model

Note: The head and the end of the arrows represent the theoretical and observed positions of 

the five conflict modes respectively in the data set.

To recapitulate, the analysis of ROCI-II scores is less than fruitful in this study. The scales of CO

and DO in ROCI-II did not achieve a satisfactory level of reliability; the inclusion of ROCI-II scores in

the model did not improve the power of analysis, nor did they predict subject behaviour in CMS; and

the relationships between the five conflict modes measured by ROCI-II matched poorly to the theoreti-

cal ones. Since subjects in different demographic groups or experimental conditions share similar

ROCI-II scores, it is arguable that social desirability bias might be an important contributor to these

problems. In Chapter One it was argued that the experimental approach is more reliable than self-

report, and context-free questionnaires are more susceptible to social desirability bias, particularly for

the Chinese. The findings of ROCI-II in this sample provide further evidence for this argument, al-

though more rigorous studies are needed to clarify this issue. Given the dominant role of ROCI-II in

current research of conflict behaviour, these problems are alarming. Whether or not social desirability

is the cause, the low discriminating power and poor predictive validity of ROCI-II for Chinese subjects

casts doubt on its usefulness for studies of conflict behaviour in non-Western cultures, particularly in

the Chinese culture.10

                                                
10 Interestingly, ROCI-II scores varied significantly between different cultures in previous studies

(Ting-Toomey et al., 1991).
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